
From: Johnson, Michael J - DOC <MichaelJ.Johnson@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2018 1:31 PM

To: Litscher, Jon E - DOC

Cc: Beier, Kari J - DOC

Subject: RE: Resignation and Retirement

Thanks Jon.  I have done the preliminary calculations and send that to you in a separate email. 

Michael Johnson 

Dept. of Corrections 

Payroll & Benefits Program Officer 

(608) 240-5477 

From: Litscher, Jon E - DOC  
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2018 1:27 PM 
To: Johnson, Michael J - DOC 
Cc: Beier, Kari J - DOC 
Subject: Resignation and Retirement 

Mike: 
As requested and as has been noted I plan on retiring with my last work day in the office being Friday, June 8th, 2018.   

 
 

 
 

 
  As I 

mentioned to you there is an outside possibility I may need to take two hours of leave on Wednesday, June 6th, 2018 and
if so you stated you would do a final calculation after my retirement on Friday, June 8, 2018, such that the final leave 
numbers are verified and are accurate    If there are any questions or concerns 
regarding the contents of this e-mail and/or my intent please let me know; or else I will assume you have everything you 
need.  Thank you for your assistance! 
Respectfully, 

Jon E. Litscher 

Secretary, Department of Corrections 
608-240-5055 



From: Pastori M. Balele <pmbalele@aol.com>

Sent: Wednesday, May 30, 2018 2:26 PM

To: ricedc@DOJ.STATE.WI.US

Cc: Amanda.Tollefsen@dwd.wisconsin.gov; AmberD.Passno@wisconsin.gov; 

amy.russell@dwd.wisconsin.gov; andrea.olmanson@wisconsin.gov; 

beverlya.crosson@dwd.wisconsin.gov; David.Falstad@wisconsin.gov; 

DOCMedia@wisconsin.gov; elizabeth.barroilhet@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

eric.fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov; erinfo@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

erinfo@dwd.wisconsin.gov; GeorgiaE.Maxwell@wisconsin.gov; 

GOVGeneral@wisconsin.gov; heidi.marshall@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Jean.Nichols@wisconsin.gov; Jim.Chiolino@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

John.CarlsonJr@dwd.wisconsin.gov; john.gelhard@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Jon.Litscher@wisconsin.gov; Julie.Trimble@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Kari.Beier@Wisconsin.gov; larry.jakubowski@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Laurie.McCallum@wisconsin.gov; LIRC@wisconsin.gov; 

Maria.Selsor@dwd.wisconsin.gov; MarkA.Herman@wisconsin.gov; 

morganm.dixon@dwd.wisconsin.gov; patrick.hughes@wisconsin.gov; 

ricedc@DOJ.STATE.WI.US; Robert.Rodriguez@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

SEC@dwd.wisconsin.gov; Sheri.Pollock@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Travis.Grimm@dwd.wisconsin.gov

Subject: Re: Haynes v. LIRC and others

AAG Rice;

We will see how that pans out. Last week I read a Court of Appeals decision returning a case to circuit 
court because the officials who signed and argued in the circuit court was not a licensed lawyer. I 
believe when matters are filed in court they must be either by licensed lawyers or by pro se litigants. 

But also, please read below what I said about Georgia. As LIRC Chairperson or supervisor without 
a law degree, Georgia will be like Queen Elizabeth i.e. to accept what Laurie and Dave show her where
to sign. She is being paid for doing absolutely nothing.  Georgia should transfer to another agency. 

     Rumors are now circulating that if elected and there is chance, Hon. Governor Walker may appoint 
a non-lawyer as Wisconsin justice. I am not sure if Wisconsin justices must be licensed lawyers. If that 
happens, it will be the end of lawyer profession. One of Walker’s goals is to get rid of all universities in 
Wisconsin and replace them with 2-year technical colleges. 

Pastori Balele

In a message dated 5/29/2018 8:48:24 PM Pacific Standard Time, ricedc@DOJ.STATE.WI.US writes: 



I am unaware of any law that requires a LIRC Commissioner to be an attorney. There have been commissioners 
at LIRC, as well as other state commissions, who were not attorneys. Accordingly, a LIRC decision is not void just 
because it is signed by a non-attorney LIRC Commissioner. Further, signing an administrative decision is not the 
practice of law in a court of record. You obviously are free to ask the court to remand the case to LIRC, but if 
you base your motion only on the fact that a deciding commissioner is not an attorney, the motion will be 
deemed frivolous and will be denied. 

From: Pastori M. Balele [mailto:pmbalele@aol.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 4:17 PM 
To: Rice, David C. <ricedc@DOJ.STATE.WI.US> 
Cc: Tollefsen, Amanda A - DWD <Amanda.Tollefsen@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Passno, Amber D - DNR 
<AmberD.Passno@wisconsin.gov>; Russell, Amy - DWD <Amy.Russell@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Olmanson, Andrea 
L - DOC <Andrea.Olmanson@wisconsin.gov>; Crosson, Beverly A - DWD 
<BeverlyA.Crosson@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Falstad, David B - LIRC <David.Falstad@wisconsin.gov>; 
DOCMedia@wisconsin.gov; Barroilhet, Elizabeth M - DWD <Elizabeth.Barroilhet@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; 
Fergison, Eric - DWD <Eric.Fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; erinfo@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 
erinfo@dwd.wisconsin.gov; Maxwell, Georgia E - LIRC <GeorgiaE.Maxwell@wisconsin.gov>; 
GOVGeneral@wisconsin.gov; Marshall, Heidi J - DWD <Heidi.Marshall@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Nichols, Jean E - 
DOC <Jean.Nichols@wisconsin.gov>; Jeff@jeffreyleavell.com; Chiolino, Jim J - DWD 
<Jim.Chiolino@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Carlson, John C Jr - DWD <John.CarlsonJr@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Gelhard, 
John - DWD <John.Gelhard@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Litscher, Jon E - DOC <Jon.Litscher@wisconsin.gov>; Trimble, 
Julie - DWD <Julie.Trimble@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Beier, Kari J - DOC <Kari.Beier@wisconsin.gov>; Jakubowski, 
Larry - DWD <Larry.Jakubowski@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; McCallum, Laurie - LIRC 
<Laurie.McCallum@wisconsin.gov>; LIRC@wisconsin.gov; Selsor, Maria J - DWD 
<Maria.Selsor@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Herman, Mark A - DNR <MarkA.Herman@wisconsin.gov>; Dixon, Morgan 
M - DWD <MorganM.Dixon@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Hughes, Patrick W - DOC <Patrick.Hughes@wisconsin.gov>; 
Rice, David C. <ricedc@DOJ.STATE.WI.US>; smariehaynes15@gmail.com; Rodriguez, Robert A - DWD 
<Robert.Rodriguez@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; s.racquelhaynes@gmail.com; SEC@dwd.wisconsin.gov; Pollock, Sheri 
G - DWD <Sheri.Pollock@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Grimm, Travis B - DWD <Travis.Grimm@dwd.wisconsin.gov> 
Subject: Haynes v. LIRC and others

AAG Rice;

The attached LIRC decision is void because it was signed by Georgia Maxwell who is not 
licensed lawyer to practice law in Wisconsin. Only licensed lawyers and pro se litigants can 
present papers in Wisconsin courts on behalf of parties or themselves.  I believe Ms. Haynes 
will ask the court to return her case back to LIRC for proper signatures. I also encourage DOJ, 
DA and OLR to file a lawsuit charging Maxwell for illegally practicing law without a license in 
Wisconsin. 



Pastori M. Balele  

From: pmbalele@aol.com
To: lirc@dwd.wisconsin.gov, Laurie.McCallum@wisconsin.gov, 
David.Falstad@wisconsin.gov, GeorgiaE.Maxwell@wisconsin.gov
Cc: Amanda.Tollefsen@dwd.wisconsin.gov, AmberD.Passno@wisconsin.gov, 
amy.russell@dwd.wisconsin.gov, andrea.olmanson@wisconsin.gov, 
beverlya.crosson@dwd.wisconsin.gov, David.Falstad@wisconsin.gov, 
elizabeth.barroilhet@dwd.wisconsin.gov, eric.fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
erinfo@dwd.wisconsin.gov, GeorgiaE.Maxwell@wisconsin.gov, 
GOVGeneral@wisconsin.gov, heidi.marshall@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
Jean.Nichols@wisconsin.gov, Jim.Chiolino@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
john.gelhard@dwd.wisconsin.gov, Julie.Trimble@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
larry.jakubowski@dwd.wisconsin.gov, Laurie.McCallum@wisconsin.gov, 
LIRC@wisconsin.gov, Maria.Selsor@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
morganm.dixon@dwd.wisconsin.gov, ricedc@DOJ.STATE.WI.US, 
Robert.Rodriguez@dwd.wisconsin.gov, RoseAnn.Wasserman@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
SBrandtner@kwiktrip.com, Schimelbd@doj.state.wi.us, SEC@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
Sheri.Pollock@dwd.wisconsin.gov, Travis.Grimm@dwd.wisconsin.gov
Sent: 5/28/2018 1:29:43 PM Pacific Standard Time 
Subject: Fwd: BALELE v. PDQ/KWIK TRIP Case No. CR201203887

To Georgia, Laurie and Dave:

Please return my case - Balele v. PDQ to ERD to be heard on merits. Larry held my complaint 
corruptly for a year. Now you Laurie, Dave and Georgia have been holding the same complaint 
for more than six months now without remanding it to ERD. This is not only an abuse of 
discretion but also corruption. Like Larry, who quit his position after exhausting all his corrupt 
options in my cases, please resign and establish your own law firms where you can abuse Blacks 
as you want. But I can assure you that Blacks and I will not seek business at your law firms. 

      But lately something has been bothering me. We are told LIRC Chair Ms. Maxwell does not 
have a law degree. I wonder how Georgia can review cases decided by ALJs who all are lawyers. 
Recently ALJ Selsor labeled investigators, who don’t have law degrees, as inept and occupying 
useless positions. Maybe we should agree with Selsor as relates to Georgia too.   

      Of course, we know Georgia has assistants - Laurie and Dave. But I wonder how Georgia 
can participate discussing civil right cases when she does not have a law degree.  Georgia should 
remember she is a judge although at administrative level. To be a judge is like being a doctor.  A 
doctor must first know your malady and then applies his training to prescribe medicine.  This is 



the same with judges. Judge listen to facts in cases and then apply their training in law. Georgia 
does not have law degree to enable her to apply laws to facts.

      There are too many fundamentals to know before being a lawyer: state and federal civil right 
laws; published court decisions, doctrines; concepts, procedures, in this case LIRC limitations 
and of course the legal language itself which is different from lay language. Of course, LIRC 
commissioners claim are independent and therefore Georgia can use her whims to review cases; 
and if she does so.  But I have read LIRC commissioners must obey civil right laws, court 
published decisions etc. Georgia’s resume is blank.  That may explain why we have delays at 
LIRC now:  Balele v. PDQ and Balele DOC have been at LIRC for 6 months now. I believe 
Laurie and Dave are tricking Georgia; as chair to be accused of being slack deciding cases. 
Georgia dares not disagree with Laurie or she will be out of a job at LIRC.  She is getting paid 
tax dollars for doing absolutely nothing. We know she is in Walker’s inner circle and is paid tax-
money costing Walker nothing personally. Walker would not dare do so in private sector. 

      Of course, we know Walker does not have a degree; but now proudly is supervising lawyers 
and people with degrees.  But Walker should remember state and federal prosecutors are waiting 
for him to make moral and corrupt mistakes; and he will be out of job like many Republican 
governors.  Solution: Walker should give Georgia a different position. Following Selsor’s 
observations, Georgia is useless at LIRC because she does not have a law degree.

Pastori Balele 

From: pmbalele@aol.com
To: lirc@dwd.wisconsin.gov, Laurie.McCallum@wisconsin.gov, 
David.Falstad@wisconsin.gov, GeorgiaE.Maxwell@wisconsin.gov
Cc: ricedc@DOJ.STATE.WI.US, andrea.olmanson@wisconsin.gov, 
Amanda.Tollefsen@dwd.wisconsin.gov, AmberD.Passno@wisconsin.gov, 
amy.russell@dwd.wisconsin.gov, Cathy.Jess@Wisconsin.gov, 
Diane.Greisinger@wisconsin.gov, Diane.Milligan@wisconsin.gov, 
elizabeth.barroilhet@dwd.wisconsin.gov, Eric.Fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
Erin.Crain@Wisconsin.gov, erinfo@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
GOVGeneral@wisconsin.gov, heidi.marshall@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
Jean.Nichols@wisconsin.gov, Jim.Chiolino@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
john.gelhard@dwd.wisconsin.gov, Jon.Litscher@wisconsin.gov, 
Julie.Trimble@dwd.wisconsin.gov, larry.jakubowski@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
LIRC@wisconsin.gov, Maria.Selsor@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
morganm.dixon@dwd.wisconsin.gov, ricedc@DOJ.STATE.WI.US, 
Richard.Henneger@wisconsin.gov, Robert.Rodriguez@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
sanjay.olson@wisconsin.gov, Schimelbd@doj.state.wi.us, 
SEC@dwd.wisconsin.gov, Sheri.Pollock@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
tcrone@vonbriesen.com, Tracey.Schwalbe@wisconsin.gov, 



wendy.mccown@wisconsin.gov
Sent: 4/24/2018 12:48:19 AM Pacific Standard Time 
Subject: BALELE v. PDQ/KWIK TRIP Case No. CR201203887

Hi!

This is another request that you send the above case folder back to ERD to be 
heard on the merits. Your former decision was void and void a judgment does 
not have lasting time. State v. Banks, 105 Wis. 2d 32, 43, 313 N.W.2d 67 
(1981). I am still thinking about filing another Writ of Mandamus to order you to 
send the case folders back to ERD.

Pastori M. Balele

Complainant.



From: Pastori M. Balele <pmbalele@aol.com>

Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 4:17 PM

To: ricedc@doj.state.wi.us

Cc: Amanda.Tollefsen@dwd.wisconsin.gov; AmberD.Passno@wisconsin.gov; 

amy.russell@dwd.wisconsin.gov; andrea.olmanson@wisconsin.gov; 

beverlya.crosson@dwd.wisconsin.gov; David.Falstad@wisconsin.gov; 

DOCMedia@wisconsin.gov; elizabeth.barroilhet@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

eric.fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov; erinfo@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

erinfo@dwd.wisconsin.gov; GeorgiaE.Maxwell@wisconsin.gov; 

GOVGeneral@wisconsin.gov; heidi.marshall@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Jean.Nichols@wisconsin.gov; Jeff@jeffreyleavell.com; Jim.Chiolino@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

John.CarlsonJr@dwd.wisconsin.gov; john.gelhard@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Jon.Litscher@wisconsin.gov; Julie.Trimble@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Kari.Beier@Wisconsin.gov; larry.jakubowski@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Laurie.McCallum@wisconsin.gov; LIRC@wisconsin.gov; 

Maria.Selsor@dwd.wisconsin.gov; MarkA.Herman@wisconsin.gov; 

morganm.dixon@dwd.wisconsin.gov; patrick.hughes@wisconsin.gov; 

ricedc@DOJ.STATE.WI.US; smariehaynes15@gmail.com; 

Robert.Rodriguez@dwd.wisconsin.gov; s.racquelhaynes@gmail.com; 

SEC@dwd.wisconsin.gov; Sheri.Pollock@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Travis.Grimm@dwd.wisconsin.gov

Subject: Haynes v. LIRC and others

Attachments: SHARON-ERD-LITC DECISIONS.pdf

AAG Rice;

The attached LIRC decision is void because it was signed by Georgia Maxwell who is not licensed 
lawyer to practice law in Wisconsin. Only licensed lawyers and pro se litigants can present papers in 
Wisconsin courts on behalf of parties or themselves.  I believe Ms. Haynes will ask the court to return 
her case back to LIRC for proper signatures. I also encourage DOJ, DA and OLR to file a lawsuit 
charging Maxwell for illegally practicing law without a license in Wisconsin. 

Pastori M. Balele  

From: pmbalele@aol.com 
To: lirc@dwd.wisconsin.gov, Laurie.McCallum@wisconsin.gov, 
David.Falstad@wisconsin.gov, GeorgiaE.Maxwell@wisconsin.gov 



Cc: Amanda.Tollefsen@dwd.wisconsin.gov, AmberD.Passno@wisconsin.gov, 
amy.russell@dwd.wisconsin.gov, andrea.olmanson@wisconsin.gov, 
beverlya.crosson@dwd.wisconsin.gov, David.Falstad@wisconsin.gov, 
elizabeth.barroilhet@dwd.wisconsin.gov, eric.fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
erinfo@dwd.wisconsin.gov, GeorgiaE.Maxwell@wisconsin.gov, GOVGeneral@wisconsin.gov, 
heidi.marshall@dwd.wisconsin.gov, Jean.Nichols@wisconsin.gov, 
Jim.Chiolino@dwd.wisconsin.gov, john.gelhard@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
Julie.Trimble@dwd.wisconsin.gov, larry.jakubowski@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
Laurie.McCallum@wisconsin.gov, LIRC@wisconsin.gov, Maria.Selsor@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
morganm.dixon@dwd.wisconsin.gov, ricedc@DOJ.STATE.WI.US, 
Robert.Rodriguez@dwd.wisconsin.gov, RoseAnn.Wasserman@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
SBrandtner@kwiktrip.com, Schimelbd@doj.state.wi.us, SEC@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
Sheri.Pollock@dwd.wisconsin.gov, Travis.Grimm@dwd.wisconsin.gov 
Sent: 5/28/2018 1:29:43 PM Pacific Standard Time 
Subject: Fwd: BALELE v. PDQ/KWIK TRIP Case No. CR201203887

To Georgia, Laurie and Dave:

Please return my case - Balele v. PDQ to ERD to be heard on merits. Larry held my complaint corruptly 
for a year. Now you Laurie, Dave and Georgia have been holding the same complaint for more than six 
months now without remanding it to ERD. This is not only an abuse of discretion but also corruption. 
Like Larry, who quit his position after exhausting all his corrupt options in my cases, please resign and 
establish your own law firms where you can abuse Blacks as you want. But I can assure you that Blacks 
and I will not seek business at your law firms. 

      But lately something has been bothering me. We are told LIRC Chair Ms. Maxwell does not have a 
law degree. I wonder how Georgia can review cases decided by ALJs who all are lawyers. Recently ALJ 
Selsor labeled investigators, who don’t have law degrees, as inept and occupying useless positions. 
Maybe we should agree with Selsor as relates to Georgia too.   

      Of course, we know Georgia has assistants - Laurie and Dave. But I wonder how Georgia can 
participate discussing civil right cases when she does not have a law degree.  Georgia should remember 
she is a judge although at administrative level. To be a judge is like being a doctor.  A doctor must first 
know your malady and then applies his training to prescribe medicine.  This is the same with judges. 
Judge listen to facts in cases and then apply their training in law. Georgia does not have law degree to 
enable her to apply laws to facts.

      There are too many fundamentals to know before being a lawyer: state and federal civil right laws; 
published court decisions, doctrines; concepts, procedures, in this case LIRC limitations and of course 
the legal language itself which is different from lay language. Of course, LIRC commissioners claim are 
independent and therefore Georgia can use her whims to review cases; and if she does so.  But I have 
read LIRC commissioners must obey civil right laws, court published decisions etc. Georgia’s resume is 
blank.  That may explain why we have delays at LIRC now:  Balele v. PDQ and Balele DOC have been 
at LIRC for 6 months now. I believe Laurie and Dave are tricking Georgia; as chair to be accused of 
being slack deciding cases. Georgia dares not disagree with Laurie or she will be out of a job at LIRC.  
She is getting paid tax dollars for doing absolutely nothing. We know she is in Walker’s inner circle and 
is paid tax-money costing Walker nothing personally. Walker would not dare do so in private sector. 



      Of course, we know Walker does not have a degree; but now proudly is supervising lawyers and 
people with degrees.  But Walker should remember state and federal prosecutors are waiting for him to 
make moral and corrupt mistakes; and he will be out of job like many Republican governors.  Solution:
Walker should give Georgia a different position. Following Selsor’s observations, Georgia is useless at 
LIRC because she does not have a law degree.

Pastori Balele 

From: pmbalele@aol.com
To: lirc@dwd.wisconsin.gov, Laurie.McCallum@wisconsin.gov, 
David.Falstad@wisconsin.gov, GeorgiaE.Maxwell@wisconsin.gov
Cc: ricedc@DOJ.STATE.WI.US, andrea.olmanson@wisconsin.gov, 
Amanda.Tollefsen@dwd.wisconsin.gov, AmberD.Passno@wisconsin.gov, 
amy.russell@dwd.wisconsin.gov, Cathy.Jess@Wisconsin.gov, 
Diane.Greisinger@wisconsin.gov, Diane.Milligan@wisconsin.gov, 
elizabeth.barroilhet@dwd.wisconsin.gov, Eric.Fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
Erin.Crain@Wisconsin.gov, erinfo@dwd.wisconsin.gov, GOVGeneral@wisconsin.gov, 
heidi.marshall@dwd.wisconsin.gov, Jean.Nichols@wisconsin.gov, 
Jim.Chiolino@dwd.wisconsin.gov, john.gelhard@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
Jon.Litscher@wisconsin.gov, Julie.Trimble@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
larry.jakubowski@dwd.wisconsin.gov, LIRC@wisconsin.gov, 
Maria.Selsor@dwd.wisconsin.gov, morganm.dixon@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
ricedc@DOJ.STATE.WI.US, Richard.Henneger@wisconsin.gov, 
Robert.Rodriguez@dwd.wisconsin.gov, sanjay.olson@wisconsin.gov, 
Schimelbd@doj.state.wi.us, SEC@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
Sheri.Pollock@dwd.wisconsin.gov, tcrone@vonbriesen.com, 
Tracey.Schwalbe@wisconsin.gov, wendy.mccown@wisconsin.gov
Sent: 4/24/2018 12:48:19 AM Pacific Standard Time 
Subject: BALELE v. PDQ/KWIK TRIP Case No. CR201203887

Hi!

This is another request that you send the above case folder back to ERD to be heard 
on the merits. Your former decision was void and void a judgment does not have 
lasting time. State v. Banks, 105 Wis. 2d 32, 43, 313 N.W.2d 67 (1981). I am still 
thinking about filing another Writ of Mandamus to order you to send the case folders 
back to ERD.

Pastori M. Balele
Complainant.























From: Cook, Tristan D - DOC <Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 10:06 AM

To: Cook, Tristan D - DOC

Cc: Lopez-Kaley, Clare M - DOC

Subject: 05.29.2018 DOC Media Briefing

UPCOMING MEDIA EVENTS

EVENT: Victim-Offender Dialogue Interviews 
LOCATION: OCI, FLCI, GBCI 
DATE: June 19, 20 
MEDIA: Scott Pelley, 60 Minutes 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Tour of Waupun Farm and Dairy 
LOCATION: Waupun Farm 
DATE: June 28 
MEDIA: Peter Tubbs, Iowa Public Television 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: WCI Baccalaureate Program 
LOCATION: WCI 
DATE: TBD 
MEDIA: Kelly Landry (freelance), Milwaukee Magazine 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Tour of TCI Infirmary 
LOCATION: TCI 
DATE: TBD 
MEDIA: Gina Barton, Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel 
STATUS: In process 

MEDIA BRIEFING 
MAY 25 – MAY 29 

MAY 25 

DEPARTMENT/INSTITUTION

Inmate escapes from minimum-security prison in Milwaukee
WTMJ-TV
Authorities are looking for a 25-year-old male inmate who escaped from a minimum-security prison in Milwaukee. 
According to the Wisconsin Department of Corrections, Tasir Bhatti, escaped from the Marshall Sherrer Correctional 
Center – which is located at: 1318 N 14th St in Milwaukee. 

DOC Secretary resigns: A closer look
WAOW-TV, Brianna Hollis 
As the Secretary of the Department of Corrections announces his resignation, the woman who's filling the post will head 



the agency as it embarks on the overhaul of the youth justice system. Governor Scott Walker has appointed Deputy 
Secretary Cathy Jess to take over for Jon Litscher. A source in state government said Litscher, 73, left on good terms and 
is resigning to spend more time with his family. 

Inmate who escaped from work release site in Kenosha County captured in Richland County
FollowNews
Officials with the Wisconsin Department of Corrections on Saturday, May 26 announced the capture of Jennifer Drost, 
an inmate who walked away from a work release site in Kenosha County on April 20. She was apprehended in Richland 
County, Wisconsin. 
Inmate who escaped from work release site in Kenosha County captured in Richland County WITI-TV

ABSCOND/SUPERVISION

Sparta police release name, photo of suspect
WKBT-TV
Sparta Police Department released a name and photo of the wanted suspect in the graduation threat investigation. 
Police are looking for Benjamin M. Sidie of Osceola, Iowa. Sidie is 5’10” and about 290 lbs. 
Iowa Man Wanted in Wisconsin After Allegedly Threatening Graduation Ceremony WHO-TV

Oshkosh man arrested for human trafficking, cocaine
WBAY-TV
On Thursday, Oshkosh Police Department Vice and Narcotics Unit and Criminal Investigation Division conducted a 
prostitution and drug investigation in the 200 block of West Irving Avenue in Oshkosh. 

Woman facing 3rd OWI was passed out with child in vehicle in court parking lot, officials say
WISC-TV
A woman is facing a repeat impaired driving charge after she was unconscious Thursday morning in the Green County 
Justice Center parking lot with a child in the vehicle, officials said. The Green County Sheriff's Office said deputies 
responded to the justice center in Monroe for a report of a woman who was passed out at 10:15 a.m. 

STATE NEWS

Madison lawyer Michael R. Bauer given year-long suspension for mishandling trust accounts
Wisconsin State Journal
The law license of a former state assistant attorney general has been suspended for a year by the state Supreme Court 
for mismanaging client trust funds at his law firm. Michael R. Bauer, a partner at Bauer & Bach in Madison, shifted 
$376,000 between client trust accounts, his own trust account and the account of his side business, Sports Advisors Inc., 
which represents professional athletes, all without telling clients, in violation of state Supreme Court rules, the court 
said. 

CORRECTIONS RELATED

Despite increased state supervision, expert says private prison health care comes at a cost
Michigan Radio – NPR
Last year, a state prisoner complained of chest pain and difficulty breathing. According to a Detroit Free Press report, 37-
year-old John Stein at the Cotton Correctional Facility at Jackson went to the prison healthcare unit. A short time later, 
he was sent back to his cell. There, he collapsed and died.   
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Rev. Jerry Hancock: New Corrections leader must pledge to avoid private prisons
The Cap Times – Editorial 
Dear Editor: I am very concerned that the appointment of Cathy Jess to be the new secretary of Corrections is part of 
Gov. Walker’s plan to bring disgraced private prisons to Wisconsin. In April outgoing Secretary Jon Litscher stated 
unequivocally: "as long as I am secretary we will not use private prisons." Litscher is gone but not Walker’s longtime love 
affair with the prison industrial complex. Cathy Jess must make the “we will not use private prisons" pledge before she is 
confirmed. 

Attorney: Supreme Court could soon decide on hearing Dassey case
WBAY-TV
It could be less than a month before the United States Supreme Court announces its decision on whether or not to 
review the Brendan Dassey appeal. On May 25, Dassey's attorneys filed a brief replying to the State of Wisconsin's 
request that the high court not grant Dassey's request for a hearing. 

ABSCOND/SUPERVISION

Red Wing man, Ellsworth woman sought after Wis. shooting
Red Wing Republican
A Red Wing man and an Ellsworth woman were being sought by authorities Monday in connection with a western 
Wisconsin shooting. The Dunn County Sheriff’s Office said arrest warrants were issued for 34-year-old Shawn H. Goplen 
and 36-year-old Kari L. Blank. The sheriff’s office said Goplen and Blank were suspects in a shooting reported at 10:42 
p.m. Sunday in Dunn County’s town of Tainter. 

Iowa man arrested, accused of making threats that cancelled Wisconsin graduation
KCRG-TV
Sidie was arrested on May 28 and is in custody at the Dubuque County Jail. At this point he is not facing any charges. 
Suspect in Sparta graduation threat now in custody WQOW-TV

STATE NEWS

Wisconsin lawmakers got $164,000 in travel and perks last year from outside groups
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Keegan Kyle and Patrick Marley 
Business groups, ideological organizations and others paid more than $164,000 last year for Wisconsin legislators to 
travel and speak — in some cases overseas. Fifty legislators last year had their meals, lodging, airfare and other travel 
costs covered by outside groups, or they received payments for speaking or other services, according to an analysis of 
financial disclosure by USA TODAY NETWORK-Wisconsin. 

City of Milwaukee trying to address gender pay gap by banning salary history questions
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Ahmed Elbenni 
Milwaukee is considering a measure to remove questions about salary history from city job applications as a way to help 
shrink the gender wage gap. Milwaukee would join other cities that are trying to address wage disparities, under the 
measure proposed by Ald. Tony Zielinski. 

"If you see white powder, don't touch it" Growing concern about first responders exposed to Fentanyl
WTMJ-TV
There are growing concerns about our first responders exposed to dangerous drugs. Three police officers in Southeast 
Wisconsin accidentally came in contact with Fentanyl last week, and were rushed to the hospital. 

CORRECTIONS RELATED

Record fentanyl bust in Nebraska finds enough doses to kill an estimated 26 million people
CNN
The Nebraska State Patrol seized nearly 120 pounds of the drug fentanyl -- enough to kill about 26 million people, 



according to estimates by the US Drug Enforcement Administration. On Thursday, Nebraska Gov. Pete Ricketts 
announced the bust, considered the largest in the state's history and one of the largest in the United States. 

Illinois Department of Corrections might appeal mental-health ruling
The State Journal-Register
The Illinois Department of Corrections indicated Monday it will consider appealing a federal judge’s order that the 
agency immediately provide sufficient staff and treatment to 12,000 mentally ill inmates, arguing that it has made 
significant strides in complying with a two-year-old lawsuit settlement. 

California prisons phase out 'sensitive needs' yards. Critics see a rough transition
The Sacramento Bee
The California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation is changing how inmates are housed, saying current 
separations between general population inmates and those held in sensitive needs yards have been ineffective in 
eliminating gangs and violence within prison walls. 

Tristan D. Cook 
Communications Director  
Wisconsin Department of Corrections 
608-240-5060 (office) 
608-422-1601 (mobile) 
Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov
DOCMedia@wisconsin.gov (media inquiries) 



From: Cook, Tristan D - DOC <Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Friday, May 25, 2018 11:46 AM

To: Roades, Jennifer - GOV

Cc: Litscher, Jon E - DOC; Jess, Cathy A - DOC; Downing, Karalyn R - DOC (Karley)

Subject: DOC Weekly Report

Attachments: DOC 5.25.18 Weekly.docx

Tristan D. Cook 
Communications Director  
Wisconsin Department of Corrections 
608-240-5060 (office) 
608-422-1601 (mobile) 
Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov
DOCMedia@wisconsin.gov (media inquiries) 
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE WEEK 

 

Division of Adult Institutions 

 

 On May 25th, 11 inmates from CVCTF completed ERP. 

 On May 21st, more than 70 volunteers were honored at JCI with an appreciation banquet. 

 On May 25th, eight inmates from RCI completed ERP. 

 On May 25th, 11 inmates from REECC completed ERP Moderate Substance Use Disorder. 

 On May 22nd, as part of TIC month, staff from DCI “paid-it-forward” to TCI by providing snacks 

and words of appreciation for TCI staff. 

 

Division of Community Corrections 
 

 Between May 16th and May 22nd, DCC agents from Milwaukee and the Milwaukee Police 

Department completed 16 home visits. 

 On May 22nd, a DCC agent and the Marinette PD completed 11 home visits. 

 

Division of Juvenile Corrections 
 

 On May 24th, four youth from LHS graduated. 

 

EFFORTS TAKEN BY THE AGENCY TO INCREASE JOBS 

 

Division of Adult Institutions 
 

 Staff from Redgranite Correctional Institution attended a job fair at Waupaca High School sponsored 

by the Waupaca Chamber of Commerce on May 22. The job fair was for junior and senior students at 

Waupaca High School.   

Division Juvenile Corrections 

 Copper Lake School/Lincoln Hills School:  Positions in various stages of the hiring process are: 

Youth Counselor, Youth Counselor Advanced, Teacher (Science, English, SPED and Reading), 

Psych Associate or Licensed Psychologist, Social Worker, Treatment Specialist 1 AODA, Recreation 

Leader Senior, Licensed Practical Nurse, Supervising Youth Counselor 1, Inventory Control 

Coordinator, Educational Assistant Objective, Nurse Clinician 2 and Facilities Maintenance 

Specialist Adv.  

P.O. BOX 7863 

MADISON, WI 53707 

 



 

AREAS WITHIN THE AGENCY TO WATCH 

 

LEGISLATIVE CONTACTS 

 

MAJOR AGENCY HEADLINES 

 

DOC Secretary resigns: A closer look 

http://www.waow.com/story/38273688/2018/05/Thursday/doc-secretary-resigns-a-closer-look   

WAOW-TV, Brianna Hollis 

 

As the Secretary of the Department of Corrections announces his resignation, the woman who's filling the 

post will head the agency as it embarks on the overhaul of the youth justice system. Governor Scott Walker 

has appointed Deputy Secretary Cathy Jess to take over for Jon Litscher. A source in state government said 

Litscher, 73, left on good terms and is resigning to spend more time with his family. 

 

Time for state to make a priority of hiring and reducing prison overtime 

http://www.kenoshanews.com/opinion/today_s_opinion/time-for-state-to-make-a-priority-of-hiring-

and/article_59f6a718-bfdf-52c0-9e57-25f96cd3ca6f.html  

Kenosha News 

 

A longstanding problem in Wisconsin cost taxpayers $42 million last year. That problem, a shortage of 

correctional officers, exists in other parts of the country but is particularly nagging here. The state 

Department of Corrections has struggled to contain overtime costs during the years of Republican Gov. 

Scott Walker and his Democrat predecessor Gov. Jim Doyle. 

 

7 Investigates: Lincoln Hills staff attacked after marijuana confrontation 

http://www.wsaw.com/content/news/7-Investigates-Lincoln-Hills-staff-attacked-after-marijuana-

confrontation---483517101.html  

WSAW-TV, Matthew Simon 

 

Department of Corrections incident reports, obtained by 7 Investigates, show several Lincoln Hills youth 

counselors, fearing for their safety, shut themselves inside a guard booth in March after confronting 

juvenile offenders over marijuana use inside the state’s only youth prison. 

 

FOX 11 Investigates benefits, cost savings of inmate dog training 

http://fox11online.com/news/fox-11-investigates/fox11-investigates-benefits-cost-savings-of-inmate-dog-

training  

WLUK-TV, Mark Leland 

 

Dogs are helping to save Wisconsin taxpayers money. Specifically, dogs being trained in some of our state 

prisons. For the past five years, dogs have been locked up with a handful of the prisoners at Oshkosh 

Correctional in Oshkosh. The dogs didn’t commit any crimes; they’re part of a community outreach 

program. 

 

Gov. Walker appoints new corrections secretary: ‘Cathy Jess is an experienced leader’ 

http://fox6now.com/2018/05/23/gov-walker-appoints-new-corrections-secretary-cathy-jess-is-an-

experienced-leader/  

WITI-TV 

 

Gov. Scott Walker appointed a new Department of Corrections secretary on Wednesday, the agency’s third 



leader in less than three years as it struggles to recover from allegations of abuse at Wisconsin’s youth 

prison. 

 

‘Added concern’: Fitchburg neighbors worry with sex offender moving in near Seminole Pool 

https://www.channel3000.com/news/-added-concern-fitchburg-neighbors-worry-with-sex-offender-

moving-in-near-seminole-pool-1/745120260  

WISC-TV 

 

After beating and attempting to sexually assault a woman 12 years ago, a 44-year-old sex offender is 

moving to Fitchburg. Fitchburg police say they are notifying the community of Paul Aud moving to the 

neighborhood to raise awareness, not to worry people. 

 

New graduating class of correctional officer helps meet the need for state prison staff 

http://fox11online.com/news/local/new-graduating-class-of-correctional-officers-helps-meet-the-need-for-

state-prison-staff  

WLUK-TV, Amber Luckett 

 

A graduation ceremony was held on Friday for 41 new Wisconsin Correctional Officers. Over the last 

couple of years the Department of Corrections has struggled to fill more than 900 open positions, but with 

new recruits coming in the departments secretary said he's hoping they will be filled. 

 

STAKEHOLDER CONTACTS 

 

Division of Adult Institutions 
 

 The OCI Horticulture program provided plats to 35 local non-profit organizations across Dane 

County. 

 

LOOKING TO THE WEEK AHEAD 

 

Division of Juvenile Corrections 
 

 On June 1st, DJC Assistant Administrator Shelby McCulley plans to participate as part of the DHS 

Executive Council on Collective Impact. The responsibilities of the executive committee include 

providing guidance, vision, and oversight to the collective impact initiative. 

 

OTHER 

 

 

 

 



From: Oosterhouse, Paul H - DOC <Paul.Oosterhouse@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 12:53 PM

To: Litscher, Jon E - DOC

Subject: RE: Overtime / Vacancies

Thank you for responding in such short order, Mr. Litscher.  Your gratitude is also appreciated. 

I have been contacted personally by CTC instructors in the past, commending me and my peers for the way we welcome 
new staff at Taycheedah.  That was a proud moment for me, to know our new recruits were going back to the academy 
and talking about how well they were treated at our institution.  I admit it was a couple years ago, but it left quite a 
positive mark on me. 

I agree it is everyone’s task to help new people when they show up inside our fences.  That’s why I volunteered to 
become an FTO.  I’m also a certified QPR trainer.  I’ve asked to sit on local interview panels.  When I tell you I want to be 
part of the solution, I’m not just talking about it.  I’m willing to put it to work. 

I mentioned the micro and macro levels of perspective.  The differences in our perspectives is prevalent here in this 
message thread, and here’s where I think they mesh. 

Yes, the unemployment number began its dip in July 2011.  Was that a result of Act 10, or a result of federal legislation?  

Absolutely, there is a growing number of new opportunities for prospective employees to choose from.  Governor 
Walker himself stated in his January 2018 State of the State address that there were between 80,000 and 100,000 
vacant jobs posted on the state website.  Yes sir, I also believe it is up to the legislature to affect the changes I believe 
are required to sweeten the overall appeal of a career in corrections. 

Years ago, I discussed with you my desire for presentation of a unified message to the legislature.  The need has never 
been greater.   

Respectfully, 
Paul 

From: Litscher, Jon E - DOC  
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 12:26 PM 
To: Oosterhouse, Paul H - DOC 
Subject: RE: Overtime / Vacancies 

Mr. Oosterhouse: 
You raise many interesting and valid points in your e-mail.  First let me state the apparent, we do have a retention 
issue.  Using your terminology “I’m not throwing stones”, but according to the some new officers that leave in studying 
their exit comments some of the issues, including the forced overtime, is the feeling of acceptance of new officers into 
our institutions.  It is everyone’s task to make our new employees feel welcomed, made a part of our family, consider 
their opinions and attempt to assimilate them into the institutional culture as compassionately and quickly as we are 
able.  This isn’t as easy as some may believe and I am sure most experienced officers try to make new officers feel 
welcomed, but it is a task everyone needs to participate in on an ongoing basis.  This is why I am encouraged by new 
ideas such as looking at creative scheduling at WCI; as your fellow officers understand that if we do not make the work 
schedule more “employee” friendly we will always be discussing the number of employees that leave versus the number 
staying.  



Other ideas that are making inroads to this issue are local recruiting and training; also additional salary incentives found 
in this compensation plan and the beginning or reestablishment of a grid in this biennium’s compensation plan.   I could 
go on, but let me end on one interesting comparison you used in comparing the growth in overtime.  You used 2011 at 
the very end of the great recession when most posts were filled.  To compare an approximate 7.8% overall 
unemployment rate in July 0f 2011 with a current 2,8 % and comparing those numbers as an equitable comparison of 
time lines in my opinion is questionable.  There now are a growing number of new opportunities for employees to pick 
from regarding their employment and we need to be competitive with those new opportunities as the work officers do, 
as you know better than I, are very challenging and the demands on you and each and every fellow officer are great.  We 
need competitive salaries and we will continue to fight that cause, but the final say is in the hands of the legislature and 
we need to continue to state our case and more important the critical nature of the work you and everyone in DOC 
performs regardless of institution or region they serve in.   

Let me end by simply thanking you for what you and all the blue shirts do every day  and for your willingness to 
communicate with me and the State legislature.  My comments are always better accepted by the legislature when 
reinforced by our staff and the openness of communication is vital to solve problems that face us now and in the future. 

Respectfully, 

Jon E. Litscher 

Secretary, Department of Corrections 
608-240-5055 

From: Oosterhouse, Paul H - DOC  
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 11:35 AM 
To: Litscher, Jon E - DOC 
Cc: Schraa, Michael - LEGIS; Fochs, Matthew A - DOC 
Subject: Overtime / Vacancies 

Good morning, gentlemen. 

Like a great many of my peers, I read the articles from the Green Bay news stations regarding the graduating academy 
class.  I’m happy for GBCI that they’re going to be close to full.  I’m certain the blue shirts will appreciate that attribute. 

I was curious, though, how one station reported that overtime has only increased by 1.3% since 2016.  There is no 
mention of the number of positions collapsed locally, or eliminated statewide, over that same time frame; is it possible 
to even keep track? 

I want to make it clear.  I’m not throwing rocks at anyone; I am, however, disappointed. 

The Journal Sentinel just published an article on the DOC and the high wage earners.  How much of that overtime was 
worked to prevent pre-ordering?  How much of that overtime was a result of pre-ordering?  How much of that overtime 
was straight-time due to leave usage that week? 

I’m not ignorant to our plight.  I get it – if we paint too bleak a picture to the public, employment with the DOC appears 
less than desirable and we proverbially shoot ourselves in the foot. 

That having been said, between FY2016 and FY2017 overtime due solely to position vacancies grew 17.5% - from 
629,788 hours reported in 2016 to 740,142 in 2017. 

Compare the FY2017 numbers to the overtime hours in 2011 (for position vacancy), and we see a 670% increase in 
overtime hours due to position vacancy. 



Mr. Litscher, August will mark two years from the day Sgt. Fochs and I sat in your office in Madison where we discussed 
the enormous number of uniformed staff eligible to retire in the next five years.  I have a question relative to that topic –
how many retirement slips versus resignation slips is Mr. Schwochert signing today? 

Again, I’m not ignorant to our plight.  I can tell you, however, it’s going to take far more than creative scheduling and 
location incentives to make corrections a competitive career choice.  I know Representative Schraa has brought forward 
several suggestions legislatively, at least one of which was put in the last budget before it was vetoed. 

According to information gathered from official county websites, the DOC starts an average of $3.91/hour behind county 
jailers.  Our prison populations are ballooning even further.  The last time I ran the numbers, virtually every other person 
hired in the last five years has either quit or been terminated.  And then we still have those eligible to retire in the next 
five years… 

I’m not throwing rocks, and I’m not pointing fingers; I’m just stating facts.  It remains no secret I want to be part of the 
solution; in my opinion, this means taking a hard and honest look at uncomfortable information at the macro and micro 
level through non-partisan glasses. 

Respectfully, 

Paul H. Oosterhouse 



From: Beier, Kari J - DOC <Kari.Beier@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 10:28 AM

To: Comeau, Dale A - DOC

Cc: Litscher, Jon E - DOC

Subject: RE: compensation plan

Attachments: image001.gif

Hi Dale – The Secretary is correct that we need to follow the language in the State Compensation Plan.  We do not have 
the authority to change that document or work outside of the parameters.   

According to the Comp. Plan, employees will be ineligible if they have an overall rating less than satisfactory in their 
formal performance evaluation.    Discipline is not mentioned.  We will base eligibility solely on what the performance 
evaluations says.   As the Secretary said, it is our intention to provide GWAs to all eligible employees, and we will closely 
monitor any removals to make sure the analysis is accurate and in line with the Comp. Plan. 

Thanks - Kari 

-- 

Kari Beier 
Director, Bureau of Personnel & Human Resources 
Phone:  (608) 240-5496 
Work Cell:  (608) 219-2357 

From: Litscher, Jon E - DOC  
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2018 8:22 AM 
To: Comeau, Dale A - DOC 
Cc: Beier, Kari J - DOC 
Subject: RE: compensation plan 

Officer Comeau: 
I am coping this e-mail to the Director of Human Resource Bureau as she will be able to better comment than I regarding 
the language in the compensation plan.  However let it be said that we discussed this issue in length and agree that most 
everyone should receive their GWA unless there is an employment issue that is highly egregious.  Now I cannot define 
that term completely, but we want everyone, if at all possible , to receive their increase, but I, as do all departments 
have to follow the compensation rules.  
Respectfully,  

Jon E. Litscher 

Secretary, Department of Corrections 
608-240-5055 

From: Comeau, Dale A - DOC  
Sent: Sunday, May 13, 2018 1:18 AM 
To: Litscher, Jon E - DOC 
Subject: compensation plan 

Secretary Litscher, 



I am writing to you in regards to the compensation plan for 2017-2019. 
There is one area I am having difficulty understanding and reasoning with. 
The section of the plan where you state,” Employees with satisfactory performance will receive 2% general wage 
adjustments on June 24, 2018 and January 6, 2019” 

How is this fair? Basically you are stating that anybody who made a mistake will not 
receive a  
Wage increase. We are human beings who are extremely over worked. Some staff 
Are going on little to no sleep at all because of the forcing. Some staff are even sleeping
In their vehicles in the parking lots. People are bound to make mistakes when they are  
Not at 100%. Some supervisors rather issue 12-71’s rather than communicate, due their 
Personal goal of promoting up the ranks. Any officer/Sergeant who has any amount of 
time in  
The doc knows this is how it works. 

There are many staff working throughout the state of Wisconsin in the DOC that have 
stuck around 
And continued to work for the DOC, despite the insane amount of forcing.  
The fact the we are not entitled a raise like the rest of our fellow officers, is morally 
wrong.  
I think I speak for many staff when I say we feel hurt, unappreciated, not good or 
worthy enough,  
And that perhaps we should just resign and look elsewhere, where we get treated 
equally.  
Thank you for taking the time to read my letter.  

Please reconsider allowing all staff to receive the GWA and not just certain staff.  

I look forward to  your response 

sincerely  

Sgt. Comeau 
B Complex Sgt 
Dale.comeau@wisconsin.gov
Kettle Moraine Correctional Institution 
(920) 526-3244 



From: WisPolitics.com <news@wispolitics.com>

Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 10:27 AM

To: jon.litscher@wisconsin.gov

Subject: THU News Summary: Vukmir campaign says Baldwin on 'Team Terrorists'; Walker open 

to state aid for deer farm fencing
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THU News Summary -- 10 May 2018

Exclusively for WisPolitics Subscribers - DO NOT FORWARD

Access the mobile version of the News Summary: 
http://www.wispolitics.com/2018/thu-news-summary-vukmir-campaign-says-baldwin-on-team-terrorists-walker-open-to-
state-aid-for-deer-farm-fencing/

****************************************

The news cycle never stops, which is why WisPolitics.com has introduced Midday. 

You can get your news fix in under 2 minutes through this new podcast.  

Check out WisPolitics Midday: http://wispolmidday.libsyn.com/

And subscribe via iTunes and the Google Play Music App. Just search WisPolitics Midday.  

****************************************
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WI GOP candidate: Dem senator is on 'Team Terrorists'
Sen. Tammy Baldwin's (D-Wis.) Republican midterm challenger slammed the 
senator for staying silent on CIA director nominee Gina Haspel's confirmation 
process on Wednesday, saying in a press release that Baldwin was on "Team 
Terrorist." The press release from Republican Senate hopeful Leah Vukmir 
included a graphic with Vukmir and Haspel, with the caption "Team America," 
while Baldwin's picture appears alongside a picture of 9/11 mastermind Khalid 
Sheikh Mohammed. Haspel has been criticized by Democrats and even some 
Republicans for her role in a CIA black site, as well as her role in the destruction 
of tapes showing a terrorism suspect being waterboarded. By Manchester, THE 
HILL  
http://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/386981-wisconsin-gop-candidate-dem-
senator-is-on-team-terrorists

Duckworth, 12 Dems call for Nicholson to apologize for comments about 
veterans
... "It is beneath any serviceman or woman to politicize veterans and assert that 
patriotism is limited to members of one political party," Duckworth [Cleland, 
Moulton, Kander, others] wrote. "Our politics are more divided than ever, and 
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polarizing comments like those made by Mr. Nicholson only sow deeper 
divisions in our country." Moody for Nicholson: "Liberal politicians begging for 
apologies are just trying to cover up their own missteps. The list of those who 
have signed this letter includes veterans who have either directly supported 
policy blunders like the Iran deal, or who support politicians like Tammy Baldwin 
who do so. They supported and defended the Constitution when in uniform, but 
now advocate for a Democrat Party that undermines that same Constitution and 
our nation's security." Rehash Nicholson remarks. BY Bauer of AP, CHICAGO 
TRIBUNE  
http://chicagotribune.com/news/nationworld/midwest/ct-duckworth-nicholson-
apology-20180509-story.html

Walker Open To State Helping Pay For Double Fencing At Deer Farms
... "For us to have a good hunt in the state of Wisconsin we've got to have 
people having faith in the size and the health of the deer population in total," 
Walker told WPR after a press conference. "And so with more cases appearing 
over the last six months it's critically important that we address that on every 
front possible. ... In terms of deer farms, we're mindful of some of their 
concerns," said Walker. "We think there are ways we can probably help in terms 
of grants and assistance to help some of those, particularly, smaller farms deal 
with that." Walker is scheduled to speak Friday at a joint meeting of the 
Wisconsin Conservation Congress. By Kremer, WPR  
https://wpr.org/walker-open-state-helping-pay-double-fencing-deer-farms

- Lena Taylor calls her removal from key legislative committee a 'political 
lynching'
... "I do not believe I did anything that warrants taking me off finance," she said. 
"After 16 years of service, I do not apologize for being someone who expects 
work to get done in my office," Taylor said in reference to the employee's 
complaint against her. ... after it was revealed that Senate human resources 
investigators found that she had bullied her staff and retaliated against one 
employee for using family and medical leave. "I'm saddened by the rush to 
judgment," Taylor said. ... vowed that her personality would not change. 
"Unbought and unbossed," she said in describing herself. ... said she had 
agreed on how to resolve the employee dispute but was removed from the 
budget committee nonetheless. ... [Shilling replaced Taylor with Johnson] Taylor 
said she called Johnson to congratulate her. ... "I disagree with the report and 
the findings are not accurate. I will not give credence to the report and the 
process." Gov. Scott Walker said: "I just think those acts are pretty clear, and I 
think they speak for themselves. "I don't think this is a coincidence (that) all the 
different entities have taken action." ... declined to say whether he thought 
Taylor should resign, saying, "I try to stay removed from the Legislative branch -
- it's a separate branch of government." Gronik statement "not making any 
excuses for Sen. Taylor. ... On any given day it's a very different fight for this 
female African-American Wisconsin senator who is routinely battling racism, 
sexism and 'forgottenism' in her hometown of Milwaukee, the most segregated 
city in the United States." Most other Democrats have refrained from discussing 
Taylor's actions and declined to say whether her actions were appropriate. By 
Behm and Marley, MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/09/594557002/



Allouez hopes petition will convince Walker to close GB Correctional
... [unanimously approved] petition being circulated by village leaders asks 
Brown County residents to call on Gov. Scott Walker to close [GB] Correctional 
... 120-year-old ... outdated and dangerous ... maximum-security prison ... on 
more than 50 acres ... that could be redeveloped for [$80M] residential or 
commercial use. ... calls on the governor to support the construction of a [state-
run, privately-built] replacement prison in the region. Allouez Pres. Rafter: "If we 
don't let the people down in Madison know this is important to Brown County, 
they can turn around and say they haven't heard from anyone." Sign online, at 
village hall, print-sign-deliver or email. Similar Rep. Steffen bill, with support 
from Exec. Streckenbach, failed in Legislature. Kewaunee County unanimously 
supported Steffen's plan in 2017, and Luxemburg and Algoma considered 
hosting the prison for the tax revenue. But Outagamie County declined to host a 
new prison and opposed Steffen plan pending precise number of needed prison 
beds. Steffen wants new petition wrapped by Labor Day to solicit Dem guv 
support and include in Walker's next budget. Allouez struggling for tax base with 
few commercial properties, cuts costs by shared services. Corrections' Cook 
email: "The department is working closely with staff and managers to identify 
changes that will increase facility safety and security ... (and) working diligently 
to recruit staff to fill vacant positions." Recent figures show prison at 145% 
capacity with 14% annual worker turnover. By Schneider, GREEN BAY PRESS 
GAZETTE [see Law And Order]  
https://greenbaypressgazette.com/story/news/2018/05/09/591589002/

Flynn defends his work with Archdiocese of Milwaukee on sexual abuse 
cases
... Wisconsin Women's March co-chair Sarah Pearson called on Flynn to drop 
out following the publication of a story about his work with the archdiocese in the 
liberal, Milwaukee-based Wisconsin Gazette. In a brief interview on Wednesday, 
Flynn said "misinformation" would be a "polite term" to describe the arguments 
against him. "The archdiocese is a great organization and the vast majority of 
priests are good men who devote their lives to people and don't make very 
much money. ... And the handful of ones that committed these abuses, I was 
not their lawyer. I represented the archdiocese ... I didn't defend their conduct, 
neither did the archdiocese." Pearson pressed Flynn on convicted priest James 
Arimond, who was forced to resign, but years later was able to obtain a 
counseling license from the state, argued that Flynn knew Arimond planned to 
work as a counselor for children and families. Flynn on Wednesday said, "we 
threw him out," denied knowing what Arimond did after leaving the church, and 
questioned why a criminal background check had either not been conducted or 
did not catch Arimond's previous conviction. Flynn's lengthy statement earlier 
this week, touted his faith and work to put into place procedures to identify and 
remove abusive priests, notify the authorities and prevent their transfer. Reviews 
Gazette article. RPW's Zimmerman called Flynn a "dirty defense attorney" who 
"bullied victims of sexual abuse." By Opoien, CAPITAL TIMES  
http://host.madison.com/ct/b1b98256-2f04-56f3-b925-ffdb813f10a8.html

Renegade GOP-ers challenge Ryan, file discharge petition to force 
immigration votes
... [Curbelo petition to discharge Denham resolution] would force votes on a 
series of immigration bills under a so-called "queen of the hill" rule. Whichever of 



those bills receives the most votes, exceeding a majority, would pass the House 
... By Wednesday afternoon, 16 more Republicans had also signed ... Most, but 
not all, represent swing districts with significant Latino constituencies or are 
retiring ... Curbelo told reporters. "Immigration has paralyzed this institution for 
too long, and we don't view this in any way undermining House leaders. On the 
contrary, we feel that we're also empowering them." Ryan as Speaker has 
declined to move any significant immigration bill despite personally supporting 
bills with paths to legal status, because many conservative oppose "amnesty" 
for illegal adults and others oppose legal status for DACA beneficiaries. Ryan 
helped guide the Goodlatte-McCaul bill, which offered more limited legal status 
and had limits on legal immigration, new hiring restrictions and other provisions 
that turned off moderates like Curbelo and company. Denham said some 
members don't want a tough vote in election year, some fear retribution on 
committee seats or bills, "but ultimately our push is to have as many members 
as possible show that this issue in itself is important enough that it should have 
a full debate." Several Dems expect Dems to swarm Curbelo's petition after 
enough GOP have signed to reach 218, which is tricky due to deference to and 
fear of leaders. Denham's resolution also allows Ryan to bring up a bill of his 
own choosing. Ryan last month declined to waste time on a bill "I know is going 
to get vetoed." Strong for Ryan vowed continued "work with our members to find 
a solution that can both pass the House and get the president's signature." 
Similar Senate gambit failed in February when none of 4 bills got required 60%. 
2015 Ex-IM Bank reauthorization was last successful discharge. By DeBonis, 
WASHINGTON POST  
https://washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/2018/05/09/renegade-republicans

############  
STORY TOPICS
############ 

WHITE HOUSE ^top^
- Sen. Johnson wants pressure kept on Korea; three U.S. detainees released ... With the release of the last three known 
American Citizens imprisoned in North Korea ... Johnson is cautiously optimistic ... Trump's upcoming summit talks with 
the North Korean leader will lead to the country to denuclearize. ... Johnson credits the President's hardline with getting 
results. ... says a military conflict would be a horrific slaughter but the United States must make North Korea completely, 
verifiably, and irreversibly dismantle their nuclear weapons before letting up on any sanctions. With audio.  
http://doorcountydailynews.com/2018/05/09/73708/

- Here's how senators say they'll vote on CIA director nominee Haspel: Johnson and Baldwin both undecided  
https://cnn.com/2018/05/09/politics/whip-list-senators-gina-haspel-cia-director/index.html

2018 GOVERNOR CAMPAIGN ^top^
- Flynn says he didn't know former priest was seeking counseling license ... "If I had known, I would have intervened with 
that licensing agency and said, 'No way, why didn't you do a criminal background check?' " Flynn told reporters 
Wednesday.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/09/matt-flynn-says-he-didnt-know-former-priest-seeking-counseling-
license/595661002/

- Matt Flynn to critics of his role defending Archdiocese of Milwaukee: 'Jump in the lake'  
http://chippewa.com/1829d5e3-2b74-5eaa-9852-a6d0ce7563a8.html

- Mahlon Mitchell starts transportation forum with crude joke as Democratic candidates for governor make their pitch ... 
said his wife recently sent him a poetic text message telling him to send her his tears if he was crying, a bite if he was 
eating, a sip if he was drinking. ... Before delivering the punchline, he said, "My wife is the romantic sort. I'm not." ... "And I 
said, 'I'm taking a (expletive). What should I do?' " Mitchell said he responded to his wife. ... has told the joke at at least 



one other forum ... Mitchell, Wachs [Flynn, Evers, Roys] on Wednesday addressed a coalition of manufacturers, 
agriculture and tourism officials that supports more money for roads and calls itself DRIVE. Wachs dubbed it "a little 
troubling ... inappropriate for a governor." Flynn: "Humor should be like John F. Kennedy, self-deprecating. It wasn't 
appropriate." Evers: "I personally wouldn't do it." Mitchell afterward: "It's a joke, my God. You can't use the word 
(expletive) nowadays?" On issues: Mitchell favors 5-cent, indexed gas tax hike, not tolls. Evers open to both. Flynn and 
Wachs would index gas tax. Roys supports "modest" indexed gas tax hike, "not a huge fan" of tolling. Crute, Gronik, 
McCabe, Soglin, Vinehout not invited or were unable to attend, all support or would consider raising the gas tax.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/09/594072002/

- Mitchell's icebreaker joke doesn't amuse opponents  
http://host.madison.com/ct/21ccf0f4-9c33-58dc-9143-47be24b7b944.html

STATE GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Taylor Says She Won't Quit, Taylor Says Race, Gender Have Played Role In Scrutiny She's Facing  
https://wpr.org/state-sen-lena-taylor-says-she-wont-quit

- Deer farmers say Walker's new CWD rules will kill their businesses ... fencing mandates are "too expensive" for many 
deer farmers who already pay thousands of dollars annually for tuberculosis and brucellosis testing of live deer they want 
transported, said [Whitetails'] Seale. ... electric fence option may be far less expensive to build, but it won't keep out crows 
or coyotes and prevent them from eating downed deer and spreading the disease. Nathan Wininger of Hogsback Ranch: 
"It's going to put a lot of us out of business; I have 18 years of blood, sweat and tears in this, but I won't invest another 
$120,000 to build another fence. ... Why would anyone want to put up with all the paperwork and regulations to buy deer 
from Wisconsin. ... Plus, the state's overreaction to CWD has tainted us in other markets." Wayne Hamann of Balsam 
Hollow Ranch has never had a CWD deer in 40 years, said Walker's costs are all on farmers and none on hunters. 
Wilderness Whitetails' Flees called for state cooperation, "We can be a bigger part of the solution than we ever were a 
part of the problem," said some farmers are genotyping their animals to learn origin of CWD-resistant deer, could cut 
susceptibility through breeding "in five years [what] would take 50 years to accomplish in the wild." DATCP's Cosh said all 
parties knew the plan in advance, "DATCP will continue moving forward with its portion of enhanced fencing and 
controlling the movement of potentially infected deer." DNR's Dick touts $1M/yr on research at their new farms near 
Almond, $3M, 5-yr study on how predators, CWD and other factors affect deer survival in SW WI's "hot zone."  
https://wausaudailyherald.com/story/news/2018/05/07/588276002/

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- GOP going over Ryan's head to force DACA debate in the House  
http://foxnews.com/politics/2018/05/09/republicans-going-over-paul-ryans-head-to-force-daca-debate-in-house.html

GOP immigration moderates say they'll force House votes despite Paul Ryan's opposition  
https://japantimes.co.jp/news/2018/05/10/world/politics-diplomacy-world/gop-immigration-moderates-say-theyll-force-
house-votes-despite-paul-ryans-opposition

- Pro-reform House GOP could bypass Ryan and force a DACA vote  
https://thinkprogress.org/3092a3e340ce/

- GOP Moderates Are Working To Overrule Ryan And Force Votes On DACA  
https://buzzfeed.com/paulmcleod/republican-moderates-are-fighting-to-overrule-paul-ryan-and

- Ryan is facing an immigration challenge -- from his own party's moderates  
https://vox.com/2018/5/9/17335640

- GOPers move to force DACA vote in defiance of Ryan  
https://politico.com/story/2018/05/09/daca-congress-vote-republicans-577301

- Ryan Is OK With Nunes Doc Demand That Might Risk Lives  
https://motherjones.com/kevin-drum/2018/05/paul-ryan-is-ok-with-nunes-doc-demand-that-might-risk-lives/

- Ryan endorses House GOP scheme to sabotage Russia investigation  
https://shareblue.com/paul-ryan-devin-nunes-house-gop-russia-probe/

- Ryan calls for DOJ to hand over Russia investigation documents  
http://gopusa.com/paul-ryan-calls-for-doj-to-hand-over-russia-investigation-documents/



LOCAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Mayor Schmitt: Impose term limits, move coal piles along Fox River  
https://greenbaypressgazette.com/story/news/2018/05/09/schmitt-impose-term-limits-move-coal-piles-along-fox-
river/595132002/

AGRIBUSINESS ^top^
- Loss Of Wisconsin Dairy Farms Cuts At Fabric Of Rural Communities, Wisconsin Lost 500 Dairy Farms Last Year, 
Leads Nation In Farm Bankruptcies  
https://wpr.org/loss-wisconsin-dairy-farms-cuts-fabric-rural-communities

- Farm bureau, Justice Department on CBD ... DOJ spokesman Johnny Koremenos said the agency plans to meet 
Wednesday afternoon with the farm bureau, the hemp bill's authors, Sen. Patrick Testin and Rep. Jesse Kremer, and the 
Legislature's attorneys to discuss CBC and the hemp bill.  
http://chippewa.com/b600f97e-28a0-51ee-91cd-311bc4763f3b.html

COURTS ^top^
- HRC Calls for Senate to Reject Nomination of Michael Brennan  
https://hrc.org/blog/hrc-calls-for-senate-to-reject-the-nomination-of-michael-brennan

CULTURE ^top^
- State Seeks Different Avenues To Improve Opioid Addiction Treatment, Experts Say Treatment Should Be More 
Available Without Delays ... [UW Dr.] Zgierska ... says one possible explanation for the surge in emergency room visits is 
that people hooked on prescription drugs don't have timely access to treatment and may be turning to illegal drugs.  
https://wpr.org/state-seeks-different-avenues-improve-opioid-addiction-treatment

- Children of the Opioid Epidemic, In the midst of a national crisis, mothers addicted to drugs struggle to get off them -- for 
their babies' sake, and their own.  
https://nytimes.com/2018/05/09/magazine/children-of-the-opioid-epidemic.html

DEMOGRAPHICS ^top^
- Are There Enough Young People In Rural Wisconsin? Voters Worry About Stagnation In Their Towns  
https://wpr.org/are-there-enough-young-people-rural-wisconsin

- [UW prof. Light] Study: Illegal Immigration Linked To Decrease In Violent Crime ... study, published in March in the 
journal Criminology, is one of the first on the topic, Light says. "Up until recently, we really haven't had reliable information 
on the size of the undocumented population," he said.  
https://wpr.org/study-illegal-immigration-linked-decrease-violent-crime

ECONOMY ^top^
- [EPI] Report: Minnesota buries Wisconsin in economic performance  
http://host.madison.com/ct/120c0c0e-ecd9-5717-bfd4-c9fb136a8f8f.html

EDUCATION ^top^
- Another top UW System employee gets severance payout, as lobbyist gets $48K to resign ... [UW] lobbyist, Jeff 
Schoenfeldt, got the [5-months salary] payout under an agreement with the System ... says the System and Schoenfeldt 
"desire to forego litigation and end all controversies related to Schoenfeldt's employment." ... Schoenfeldt agreed to resign
and to release the UW System from legal claims "that relate in any manner to his employment." ... brings the total to more 
than $102,000 for what the System has paid to employees who recently resigned from its University Relations office. 
UW's LaRoi no comment on his departure, has no records of disciplinary actions, "Our policy is to not discuss personnel 
matters. We have nothing further to add," said Tormey and Schoenfeldt were only 2 severance resignations in the past 
year. Schoenfeldt could not be reached.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/6dea102e-1ea3-5e04-8f39-6da9e01e1926.html

- KKK controversy at UW-Madison heats up, with family of prestigious alumnus [Porter Butts and Fredric March] upset by 



accusation of racism ... the two alums who were members of a student interfraternity society formed in 1919 that, for a 
time, was named the Ku Klux Klan. ... Last week, the governing body that determines the scope of student union 
programming announced it would go further than the university's report suggested and temporarily cover the names of the 
men until a final decision could be made by Dec. 1 on whether to remove them permanently. The spring semester ends 
this week; the names are to be covered in the fall.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/education/2018/05/10/kkk-controversy-heats-up-uw-madison-family-upset-
innuendo/592508002/

- Students, faculty get word out on UW System budget cuts, ['Reclaim the UW"] says it hurts education quality: Rep. 
Bernier: "When your revenues go down because of enrollment, you can't go back to the taxpayers and say, 'Make up the 
difference.' It's that simple. ...Changes sometimes make people uncomfortable. By the same token, it also makes people 
and businesses run more efficiently." Regent Behling: "The Board of Regents welcomes input from all of our stakeholders 
as we engage in a constructive dialogue on the future of the UW System."  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/05/10/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Students-faculty-get-word-out-
on-cuts-div.html

- Protesters Call For More Higher Education Funding, 'Reclaim The UW' Demands End To Tuition Freeze, Budget Cuts: 
about 50 protesters at UW-Madison included Dems for Guv Evers and Roys, Rep. Shankland. Hasenberg for Walker 
statement.  
https://wpr.org/protesters-call-more-higher-education-funding

ELECTIONS ^top^
- Milwaukee among eight cities contending for 2020 Democratic National Convention ... other cities to respond to [DNC] 
request for proposals are Atlanta, Birmingham [AL], Denver, Houston, Miami Beach, New York and San Francisco. ... 
[Buck's VP Lasry] is the chair of the local committee. ... raising up to $1 million to go through the bid process. Based on 
the experience of recent convention cities, if Milwaukee wins the bid, the local committee would have to raise anywhere 
from $50 million to $80 million to stage the event. ... "We expect the entire selection process to play out over the next 
year," a DNC official said late Wednesday.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/10/597192002/

- WI GOP-er accuses Baldwin of giving 'hugs and safe spaces' to Sept. 11 terrorists [see Collins column]  
https://washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/wisconsin-republican-accuses-tammy-baldwin-of-giving-hugs-and-safe-spaces-
to-sept-11-terrorists

- GOP opponent says Baldwin is on 'Team Terrorists' for not supporting CIA nominee [see Hovde column]  
https://thinkprogress.org/gop-opponent-says-tammy-baldwin-is-on-team-terrorists-for-not-supporting-trump-cia-nominee-
be829cc47de9/

- GOP Rival Says Baldwin Is On 'Team Terrorists' For Her Silence On Trump CIA Pick  
https://huffingtonpost.com/entry/5af35edce4b0859d11d0159d

- Duckworth and other Dem vets call for apology from Nicholson ... Sixteen retired generals and admirals signed onto the 
letter after its initial release. ... Cleland, a Vietnam veteran, told the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel that if he had a chance to 
speak with Nicholson he would tell him: "This is beneath you and beneath the Marine Corps. It's just a sad moment."  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/09/tammy-duckworth-and-other-democratic-vets-call-apology-kevin-
nicholson/594281002/

- Women Find Success In Early Primaries ... Altogether, there will be 27 major-party women nominated for the House 
from these four states, and 8 of those are black women.  
https://wpr.org/women-find-success-early-primaries

FOXCONN ^top^
- Foxconn to announce 'smart cities' initiative  
http://kenoshanews.com/eaaedb68-5b64-5c47-9cef-c2e63a502aac.html

- County to borrow $68 million for Foxconn land purchases  
http://journaltimes.com/b7fe5c5d-6048-50e9-8658-8b01fcbd6365.html

HEALTH CARE ^top^



- Mayo Clinic to expand psychiatry residency program in Wisconsin  
https://postcrescent.com/story/news/2018/05/09/mayo-clinic-expand-psychiatry-residency-program-wisconsin/594817002/

- The guerrilla warriors fighting for government health care ... The [Tim Faust] event is a town hall sponsored by the 
Cleveland chapter of the Democratic Socialists of America (DSA) to explain Medicare for All, the proposed expansion to 
the rest of the population of the half-century-old system that pays for health care for people over 65. When Republicans 
attempted to repeal the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare), it inspired a backlash across the country, with support growing 
for a program with an embattled history. With the replacements projected to leave millions of Americans without health 
care, GOP lawmakers confronted feisty crowds in traditionally red areas.  
https://yahoo.com/news/guerrilla-warriors-fighting-government-health-care-090029138.html

LAW AND ORDER ^top^
- GBCI inmate died from hanging, Brown County Sheriff says  
https://greenbaypressgazette.com/story/news/2018/05/09/sheriff-john-gossage-green-bay-correctional-institution-inmate-
died-hanging-brown-county/596530002/

- Ceremony honors fallen law enforcement officers  
http://kenoshanews.com/0adf0ae4-321e-5af1-9f0e-369ecaadc590.html

- Sex offender [Duellman] to return to Oneida County  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?sectionid=6&subsectionid=47&articleid=81408

MANUFACTURING ^top^
- Harley-Davidson shuts news media out of its annual shareholder meeting  
https://jsonline.com/story/money/business/2018/05/09/harley-davidson-bans-news-media-shareholders-
meeting/596127002/

PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY ^top^
- Superior Officials: Refinery Incident Highlights Need To Upgrade Hazmat Response  
https://wpr.org/superior-officials-refinery-incident-highlights-need-upgrade-hazmat-response

- Eye in the Sky: Drone helps crews respond to refinery explosion  
http://kbjr6.com/story/38155854/eye

REGULATION ^top^
- Fifty Years After the Fair Housing Act  
https://shepherdexpress.com/news/features/fifty-years-after-the-fair-housing-act/#

TOURISM ^top^
- Chippewa County sees 10% increase in tourism dollars, follows state trends  
http://chippewa.com/ebd718be-fd7e-5567-aea1-d3121ec21fcd.html

COLUMNS ^top^
- Bob Collins: It doesn't take much to be a 'terrorist' in Wisconsin  
https://blogs.mprnews.org/newscut/2018/05/it-doesnt-take-much-to-be-a-terrorist-in-wisconsin/

- Louis Fortis: Please Don't Talk Impeachment  
https://shepherdexpress.com/news/issue-of-the-week/please-don-t-talk-impeachment/#

- Mitch Henck: Has President Trump really told more than 3,000 lies?  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/2da899da-abdd-564c-9a23-2ead6da0a87a.html

- Eric Hovde: I choose Leah  
http://host.madison.com/ct/b3caa5ef-389b-5fbb-a794-e91e9fe5e7e2.html
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From: Cook, Tristan D - DOC <Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 9:39 AM

To: Cook, Tristan D - DOC

Cc: Lopez-Kaley, Clare M - DOC

Subject: 05.10.2018 DOC Media Briefing

UPCOMING MEDIA EVENTS

EVENT: GBCI Correctional Officer Graduation 
LOCATION: Green Bay 
DATE: May 1, 18 
MEDIA: Green Bay market 
STATUS: Approved 

EVENT: Victim-Offender Dialogue 
LOCATION: TCC 
DATE: May 21, 23, 24 
MEDIA: CNN 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Apprenticeship Luncheon 
LOCATION: OSCI 
DATE: May 22  
MEDIA: Green Bay market 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: WCI Baccalaureate Program 
LOCATION: WCI 
DATE: TBD 
MEDIA: Molly Beck, Wisconsin State Journal 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Tour of Waupun Farm and Dairy 
LOCATION: Waupun Farm 
DATE: TBD 
MEDIA: Peter Tubbs, Iowa Public Television 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Tour of TCI Infirmary 
LOCATION: TCI 
DATE: TBD 
MEDIA: Gina Barton, Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel 
STATUS: In process 

MEDIA BRIEFING 
MAY 9 – MAY 10  

MAY 9  



DEPARTMENT/INSTITUTION

Former correctional officer in Waupun charged with bringing drugs into the prison
Beaver Dam Daily Citizen, Terri Pederson 
A former correctional officer at Waupun Correctional Institution will appear in court next week after being charged with 
attempting to bring drugs into the prison. Jeffery M. Groleau, 29, Traverse City, Michigan, is charged with three felony 
counts of conspiracy to commit manufacture/deliver cocaine, non-narcotics and marijuana and three felony counts of 
delivery of illegal articles to inmates. 

Allouez hopes petition will convince Gov. Scott Walker to close Green Bay Correctional
Green Bay Press-Gazette, Doug Schneider 
After the legislative approach failed, Allouez leaders are trying a new strategy to convince state lawmakers to close an 
aging prison that sits on land key to economic development in the village. A public petition drive. 

ABSCOND/SUPERVISION

Mayer enters not guilty plea in child sexual assault case
WEAU-TV
The woman accused of allowing men to sexually assault two children in exchange for drugs and money entered a plea of 
not guilty Wednesday. Michelle Mayer, age 39, is charged with two counts of repeated sexual assault of a child. 

TERMINATED

2nd trial: Man convicted of killing roommates sentenced to 2 life terms, no chance for parole
WITI-TV
Eight years in the justice system, and a Milwaukee man who killed his two roommates, has been sentenced to two life 
terms with no chance for parole. Robert Tatum was set to be sentenced Tuesday, May 8 but time ran out. Wednesday, 
May 9 he learned his fate — for the second time. 

Woman charged with ‘receiving compensation for human trafficking’ ordered to stand trial
WLUK-TV
A woman charged with ‘receiving compensation for human trafficking’ has been ordered to stand trial for allegedly 
forcing a “low-functioning adult” to perform sex acts, while she took the money. Shawna Baxter also allegedly harbored 
several runaway children and provided them with meth and, at times, injected them with drugs, according to the 
criminal complaints. 

STATE NEWS      

Editorial: Hand over public records electronically 
Wisconsin State Journal
We hope state Rep. Jonathan Brostoff has learned his lesson not to play politics with Wisconsin’s open records law. And 
we urge Attorney General Brad Schimel to rethink his troubling appeal in a similar case involving the public’s right to 
know what its elected officials are up to. 

Another top UW System employee gets severance payout, as lobbyist gets $48K to resign
Wisconsin State Journal, Mark Sommerhauser 
A University of Wisconsin System lobbyist got a severance payout of more than $48,000 to resign last week under 
unexplained circumstances -- the second high-profile System employee to receive such a payout in the last two months, 
newly released public records show. 



Groping, spying, harassing: Misconduct complaints within Wisconsin's Department of Justice
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Keegan Kyle 
At least seven Wisconsin Department of Justice employees have been accused of sexual misconduct since 2014, 
including a lawyer who was stripped of his leadership position but kept on staff after a coworker said he repeatedly 
harassed her. 

CORRECTIONS RELATED

All hard-soled work boots to be removed from state prisons by Friday
WJAC-TV
State Rep. Frank Burns is supporting the Department of Corrections after the agency announced all hard-soled work 
boots must be out of state prisons by Friday. Inmates have until Friday to either turn in their hard-soled boots, or mail 
them home. 

MAY 10 

DEPARTMENT/INSTITUTION

Four charged with conspiracy to deliver pot at Columbia Correctional in Portage
Portage Daily Register
A Columbia Correctional Institution maintenance worker is one of five people suspected of conspiring to deliver 
marijuana to the Portage prison, according to court documents filed Wednesday. Steven Payne, 44, of Baraboo; Douglas 
Kuenzi, 55, of Weyauwega; Aaliyah Brooks, 19, of Elroy; and Mahkinzie Johnson, 19, of Elroy, each appeared in Columbia 
County Circuit Court on Wednesday afternoon charged with one felony count of conspiracy to deliver marijuana. 

State faces Thursday deadline to respond in Dassey appeals case
WBAY-TV
Action 2 News is following upcoming developments in Brendan Dassey's case. The state must respond by Thursday to his 
lawyer's request for the U.S Supreme Court to consider Dassey's appeal. Dassey is appealing his conviction in the murder 
of Teresa Halbach in Manitowoc County. It's a case Action 2 News has been following since Halbach's disappearance in 
October, 2005. 

State Incarcerations Surpass National Average
Urban Milwaukee
Wisconsin’s adult incarceration rate has passed the national average, according to a new federal report. The state locks 
up a larger share of its population than does any of its neighboring states of Michigan, Illinois, Minnesota, or Iowa, 
according to a new federal report. 

ABSCOND/SUPERVISION

Armed and dangerous man wanted by sheriff's department, arrested on Wausau's north side
Wausau Daily Herald, Trent Tetzlaff 
A man that led police on a high speed chase through Marathon county in April has been taken into custody. Jerry Toube 
Vang, otherwise known as the "joker" was arrested Wednesday night after a response by the SWAT team to 6th Street 
and Nina Avenue, Wausau police said. 
UPDATE: Armed and dangerous man arrested on Wausau's north side WSAW-TV
Police: Man armed and dangerous arrested in Wausau WAOW-TV

Sex Offender to be Released in Oneida County
WSAU
A convicted sex offender is set to be released in Oneida County later this week. Fourty-year-old Richard Duellman was 



released from prison on April 17th, but was extradited to Minnesota. On Friday, May 11th, Duellman will begin living at 
5289 Sycamore Street in Rhinelander. 

Woman who injured 7 campers by running over tent with car sentenced to 1 year in jail
WISC-TV
The Fennimore woman who injured seven people by running over a tent at a Grant County campground will spend the 
next year in jail. Officials say that Stacy Smith was intoxicated when she lost control of her vehicle on a turn at a 
campground in Bagley. 

Jury finds man guilty of shooting, killing girlfriend in Yorkville
Racine Journal Times
A jury returned a guilty verdict Wednesday for the Milwaukee man accused of shooting and killing his girlfriend in a 
wooded area in Yorkville. Deliberations took a little more than two hours, as jurors contemplated whether Sammie 
Miller killed his girlfriend Audrey Scott in the early morning hours of July 4. 

STATE NEWS      

State requires Wisconsin counties to form sexual offender placement committees
WJFW-TV
Placing sexual offenders in neighborhoods starts a debate in most communities. The Oneida County Board of 
Supervisors now needs to create a new committee to make those tough decisions. A new law that went into effect in 
March requires counties to create a committee to help with the placement of sexually violent offenders. It has to follow 
state laws with placement such as distances from schools and churches. 

Matt Flynn to critics of his role defending Archdiocese of Milwaukee: 'Jump in the lake'
Wisconsin State Journal, Matthew DeFour 
Former Democratic Party chairman Matt Flynn became the first candidate for governor to file his nominating papers 
Wednesday while fending off calls that he drop out because of his previous role representing the Archdiocese of 
Milwaukee against priest sex abuse lawsuits. 

Lena Taylor calls her removal from key legislative committee a 'political lynching'
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Don Behm and Patrick Marley 
State Sen. Lena Taylor said Wednesday that her removal this week from the Legislature's powerful Joint Finance 
Committee was a "political lynching." The Milwaukee Democrat surrounded herself with nearly 20 community 
supporters at an afternoon news conference on Milwaukee's north side where she defended her record as a legislator 
and disputed that her treatment of an employee should have ended with losing a seat on the budget committee. 

Trial date set in Shannon family's lawsuit against Racine
Racine Journal Times
A trial date has been set in the lawsuit against the City of Racine filed by the estate of Donte Shannon. The case was filed 
in February by Shannon’s family seeking damages for the 26-year-old’s death. Shannon was killed Jan. 17 by Racine 
police officers after he reportedly fled a traffic stop and brandished a gun. 

CORRECTIONS RELATED

ACLU report critical of solitary confinement in Virginia prisons, calls for limiting the practice to no more than 15 days
Richmond Times-Dispatch
Efforts by the Virginia Department of Corrections to cut back on using solitary confinement are not enough, according to 
a critical but disputed new study of the practice. “Solitary confinement remains overused in Virginia and, largely, is still 
hidden from the public’s watchful eyes,” contends the ACLU of Virginia in its 67-page report released Thursday, “Silent 
Injustice: Solitary Confinement in Virginia.” 



Tristan D. Cook 
Communications Director  
Wisconsin Department of Corrections 
608-240-5060 (office) 
608-422-1601 (mobile) 
Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov
DOCMedia@wisconsin.gov (media inquiries) 
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From WisPolitics.com ... 

-- Sen. Patrick Testin says he expects the Department of Justice to give farmers looking to 
participate in the state's industrial hemp pilot program the go-ahead to extract and sell CBD 
oil. 

The Stevens Point Republican's comments came after the DOJ previously in an analytical note 
warned the extraction and selling of CBD oil from those plants is still illegal under the new law, which 
allows for the growing and processing of industrial hemp.  

Testin, who authored the law along with Rep. Jesse Kremer, R-Kewaskum, met yesterday with DOJ 
officials along with representatives from the Farm Bureau and Leg Council.  

He told reporters in his Madison office following the discussion that DOJ would release an updated 
analytical note to make those changes, saying he expected "to have a solution" surrounding CBD oil 
in the industrial hemp program in the next couple of days.  

"We want to make sure that anyone who wants to take advantage of the pilot program has that ability 
to know for sure whether or not they can process CBD oil, so they said within the next day or two that 
we'll have that certainty," he said.  

DOJ spokesman Johnny Koremenos said in a statement agency officials had a "productive 
conversation" yesterday and DOJ is looking "forward to updating the public before the end of the 
week."  

Testin also plugged a bill from U.S. Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., that would 
remove industrial hemp from the federal controlled substances list  

"That removes any uncertainty and any hurdles that we currently face here in Wisconsin as well as 
other states around the country," Testin said.  



Hear Testin's comments to reporters:  
https://soundcloud.com/wispolitics/180509testin/s-llOXQ

-- U.S. Sen. Tammy Baldwin is fundraising off GOP rival Leah Vukmir's jab that the Madison 
lawmaker is on "Team Terrorists."

Vukmir's campaign took a shot at Baldwin yesterday over the confirmation of Gina Haspel to lead the 
CIA. The campaign tweeted, "Senator Baldwin would rather give the man behind the 9/11 attacks and 
other terrorists hugs and safe spaces than take adequate action to protect America and confirm Gina 
Haspel quickly. Unacceptable."  

The tweet included a picture of Vukmir and Haspel on one side as "Team America" and Baldwin and 
9/11 mastermind Khalid Sheikh Mohammed on the other as "Team Terrorists."  

Baldwin sent a fundraising appeal that calling her a terrorist "is a whole new low."  

"People are hungry for a different kind of politics -- so we're not going to get down in the gutter with 
our opponent," the appeal reads. "Wisconsin deserves a Senator who is focused on bridging the 
divide and bringing people together on the issues that matter most. That person is, and has 
consistently been, Tammy."  

See Vukmir's tweet:  
https://twitter.com/LeahVukmir/status/994280207686209536

Read the email:  
https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/baldwin-fundraising-email/

-- The U.S. Senate plans to vote today on the nomination of Milwaukee attorney Michael 
Brennan to the 7th Circuit Court of Appeals.

The Senate will convene at 9 a.m. CDT to begin debate on Brennan's nomination with a roll call vote 
planned two hours later.  

See today's calendar:  
https://www.dailypress.senate.gov/

-- The latest version of our weekly DC wrap takes a look at a new report from the federal 
Senate Intelligence Committee on Russian interference in the 2016 presidential election. 

It also features a roundup of reactions to President Trump's decision to end the Iran nuclear deal.  

See this week's DC Wrap and sign up for direct delivery:  
https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/dc-wrap-senate-to-vote-on-brennans-nomination-new-report-on-
russian-interference-in-2016-election/

****************************************



Today: WisPolitics Luncheon with Kelda Roys 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Thursday May 10 
with former state Rep. Kelda Roys to discuss her bid for the Democratic nomination to run against 
GOP Gov. Scott Walker.  

See Roys' bio: https://keldaforgovernor.com/meet-kelda/

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons, $19 
per person. Price for general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, 
AARP Wisconsin and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

For registration: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-kelda-roys-tickets-45290902308
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TOP HEADLINES

Deer farmers say Walker's new CWD rules will kill their businesses
... fencing mandates are "too expensive" for many deer farmers who already pay thousands of dollars 
annually for tuberculosis and brucellosis testing of live deer they want transported, said [Whitetails'] 
Seale. ... electric fence option may be far less expensive to build, but it won't keep out crows or 
coyotes and prevent them from eating downed deer and spreading the disease. Nathan Wininger of 
Hogsback Ranch: "It's going to put a lot of us out of business; I have 18 years of blood, sweat and 
tears in this, but I won't invest another $120,000 to build another fence. ... Why would anyone want to 
put up with all the paperwork and regulations to buy deer from Wisconsin. ... Plus, the state's 
overreaction to CWD has tainted us in other markets." Wayne Hamann of Balsam Hollow Ranch has 
never had a CWD deer in 40 years, said Walker's costs are all on farmers and none on hunters. 
Wilderness Whitetails' Flees called for state cooperation, "We can be a bigger part of the solution 
than we ever were a part of the problem," said some farmers are genotyping their animals to learn 
origin of CWD-resistant deer, could cut susceptibility through breeding "in five years [what] would take 
50 years to accomplish in the wild." DATCP's Cosh said all parties knew the plan in advance, 
"DATCP will continue moving forward with its portion of enhanced fencing and controlling the 
movement of potentially infected deer." DNR's Dick touts $1M/yr on research at their new farms near 
Almond, $3M, 5-yr study on how predators, CWD and other factors affect deer survival in SW WI's 
"hot zone."  
https://wausaudailyherald.com/story/news/2018/05/07/588276002/

Allouez hopes petition will convince Walker to close GB Correctional
... [unanimously approved] petition being circulated by village leaders asks Brown County residents to 
call on Gov. Scott Walker to close [GB] Correctional ... 120-year-old ... outdated and dangerous ... 
maximum-security prison ... on more than 50 acres ... that could be redeveloped for [$80M] 



residential or commercial use. ... calls on the governor to support the construction of a [state-run, 
privately-built] replacement prison in the region. Allouez Pres. Rafter: "If we don't let the people down 
in Madison know this is important to Brown County, they can turn around and say they haven't heard 
from anyone." Sign online, at village hall, print-sign-deliver or email. Similar Rep. Steffen bill, with 
support from Exec. Streckenbach, failed in Legislature. Kewaunee County unanimously supported 
Steffen's plan in 2017, and Luxemburg and Algoma considered hosting the prison for the tax revenue. 
But Outagamie County declined to host a new prison and opposed Steffen plan pending precise 
number of needed prison beds. Steffen wants new petition wrapped by Labor Day to solicit Dem guv 
support and include in Walker's next budget. Allouez struggles for tax base with few commercial 
properties, cuts costs by shared services. Corrections' Cook email: "The department is working 
closely with staff and managers to identify changes that will increase facility safety and security ... 
(and) working diligently to recruit staff to fill vacant positions." Recent figures show prison at 145% 
capacity with 14% annual worker turnover.  
https://greenbaypressgazette.com/story/news/2018/05/09/591589002/

Flynn defends his work with Archdiocese of Milwaukee on sexual abuse cases
... Wisconsin Women's March co-chair Sarah Pearson called on Flynn to drop out following the 
publication of a story about his work with the archdiocese in the liberal, Milwaukee-based Wisconsin 
Gazette. In a brief interview on Wednesday, Flynn said "misinformation" would be a "polite term" to 
describe the arguments against him. "The archdiocese is a great organization and the vast majority of 
priests are good men who devote their lives to people and don't make very much money. ... And the 
handful of ones that committed these abuses, I was not their lawyer. I represented the archdiocese ... 
I didn't defend their conduct, neither did the archdiocese." Pearson pressed Flynn on convicted priest 
James Arimond, who was forced to resign, but years later was able to obtain a counseling license 
from the state, argued that Flynn knew Arimond planned to work as a counselor for children and 
families. Flynn on Wednesday said, "we threw him out," denied knowing what Arimond did after 
leaving the church, and questioned why a criminal background check had either not been conducted 
or did not catch Arimond's previous conviction. Flynn's lengthy statement earlier this week, touted his 
faith and work to put into place procedures to identify and remove abusive priests, notify the 
authorities and prevent their transfer. Reviews Gazette article. RPW's Zimmerman called Flynn a 
"dirty defense attorney" who "bullied victims of sexual abuse."  
http://host.madison.com/ct/b1b98256-2f04-56f3-b925-ffdb813f10a8.html

Mitchell starts transportation forum with crude joke as Dems for guv make their pitch
... said his wife recently sent him a poetic text message telling him to send her his tears if he was 
crying, a bite if he was eating, a sip if he was drinking. ... Before delivering the punchline, he said, "My 
wife is the romantic sort. I'm not." ... "And I said, 'I'm taking a (expletive). What should I do?' " Mitchell 
said he responded to his wife. ... has told the joke at at least one other forum ... Mitchell, Wachs 
[Flynn, Evers, Roys] on Wednesday addressed a coalition of manufacturers, agriculture and tourism 
officials that supports more money for roads and calls itself DRIVE. Wachs dubbed it "a little troubling 
... inappropriate for a governor." Flynn: "Humor should be like John F. Kennedy, self-deprecating. IT 
wasn't appropriate." Evers: "I personally wouldn't do it." Mitchell afterward: "It's a joke, my God. You 
can't use the word (expletive) nowadays?" On issues: Mitchell favors 5-cent, indexed gas tax hike, 
not tolls. Evers open to both. Flynn and Wachs would index gas tax. Roys supports "modest" indexed 
gas tax hike, "not a huge fan" of tolling. Crute, Gronik, McCabe, Soglin, Vinehout not invited or were 
unable to attend, all support or would consider raising the gas tax.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/09/594072002/

Duckworth, 12 Dems call for Nicholson to apologize for comments about veterans
... "It is beneath any serviceman or woman to politicize veterans and assert that patriotism is limited to 
members of one political party," Duckworth [Cleland, Moulton, Kander, others] wrote. "Our politics are 
more divided than ever, and polarizing comments like those made by Mr. Nicholson only sow deeper 



divisions in our country." Moody for Nicholson: "Liberal politicians begging for apologies are just trying 
to cover up their own missteps. The list of those who have signed this letter includes veterans who 
have either directly supported policy blunders like the Iran deal, or who support politicians like Tammy 
Baldwin who do so. They supported and defended the Constitution when in uniform, but now 
advocate for a Democrat Party that undermines that same Constitution and our nation's security." 
Rehash Nicholson remarks.  
http://chicagotribune.com/news/nationworld/midwest/ct-duckworth-nicholson-apology-20180509-
story.html

Lena Taylor calls her removal from key legislative committee a 'political lynching'
... "I do not believe I did anything that warrants taking me off finance," she said. "After 16 years of 
service, I do not apologize for being someone who expects work to get done in my office," Taylor said 
in reference to the employee's complaint against her. ... after it was revealed that Senate human 
resources investigators found that she had bullied her staff and retaliated against one employee for 
using family and medical leave. "I'm saddened by the rush to judgment," Taylor said. ... vowed that 
her personality would not change. "Unbought and unbossed," she said in describing herself. ... said 
she had agreed on how to resolve the employee dispute but was removed from the budget committee 
nonetheless. ... [Shilling replaced Taylor with Johnson] Taylor said she called Johnson to 
congratulate her. ... "I disagree with the report and the findings are not accurate. I will not give 
credence to the report and the process." Gov. Scott Walker said: "I just think those acts are pretty 
clear, and I think they speak for themselves. "I don't think this is a coincidence (that) all the different 
entities have taken action." ... declined to say whether he thought Taylor should resign, saying, "I try 
to stay removed from the Legislative branch -- it's a separate branch of government." Gronik 
statement "not making any excuses for Sen. Taylor. ... On any given day it's a very different fight for 
this female African-American Wisconsin senator who is routinely battling racism, sexism and 
'forgottenism' in her hometown of Milwaukee, the most segregated city in the United States." Most 
other Democrats have refrained from discussing Taylor's actions and declined to say whether her 
actions were appropriate.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/09/594557002/

Renegade GOP-ers challenge Ryan, file discharge petition to force immigration votes
... [Curbelo petition to discharge Denham resolution] would force votes on a series of immigration bills 
under a so-called "queen of the hill" rule. Whichever of those bills receives the most votes, exceeding 
a majority, would pass the House ... By Wednesday afternoon, 16 more Republicans had also signed 
... Most, but not all, represent swing districts with significant Latino constituencies or are retiring ... 
Curbelo told reporters. "Immigration has paralyzed this institution for too long, and we don't view this 
in any way undermining House leaders. On the contrary, we feel that we're also empowering them." 
Ryan as Speaker has declined to move any significant immigration bill despite personally supporting 
bills with paths to legal status, because many conservative oppose "amnesty" for illegal adults and 
others oppose legal status for DACA beneficiaries. Ryan helped guide the GOodlatte-McCaul bill, 
which offered more limited legal status and had limits on legal immigration, new hiring restrictions and 
other provisions that turned off moderates like Curbelo and company. Denham said some members 
don't want a tough vote in election year, some fear retribution on committee seats or bills, "but 
ultimately our push is to have as many members as possible show that this issue in itself is important 
enough that it should have a full debate." Several Dems expect Dems to swarm Curbelo's petition 
after enough GOP have signed to reach 218, which is tricky due to deference to and fear of leaders. 
Denham's resolution also allows Ryan to bring up a bill of his own choosing. Ryan last month 
declined to waste time on a bill "I know is going to get vetoed." Strong for Ryan vowed continued 
"work with our members to find a solution that can both pass the House and get the president's 
signature." Similar Senate gambit failed in February when none of 4 bills got required 60%. 2015 Ex-
IM Bank reauthorization was last successful discharge.  
https://washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/2018/05/09/renegade-republicans



Sen. Johnson wants pressure kept on Korea; three U.S. detainees released
... With the release of the last three known American Citizens imprisoned in North Korea ... Johnson 
is cautiously optimistic ... Trump's upcoming summit talks with the North Korean leader will lead to the 
country to denuclearize. ... Johnson credits the President's hardline with getting results. ... says a 
military conflict would be a horrific slaughter but the United States must make North Korea 
completely, verifiably, and irreversibly dismantle their nuclear weapons before letting up on any 
sanctions. With audio.  
http://doorcountydailynews.com/2018/05/09/73708/

Another top UW System employee gets severance payout, as lobbyist gets $48K to resign
... [UW] lobbyist, Jeff Schoenfeldt, got the [5-months salary] payout under an agreement with the 
System ... says the System and Schoenfeldt "desire to forego litigation and end all controversies 
related to Schoenfeldt's employment." ... Schoenfeldt agreed to resign and to release the UW System 
from legal claims "that relate in any manner to his employment." ... brings the total to more than 
$102,000 for what the System has paid to employees who recently resigned from its University 
Relations office. UW's LaRoi no comment on his departure, has no records of disciplinary actions, 
"Our policy is to not discuss personnel matters. We have nothing further to add," said Tormey and 
Schoenfeldt were only 2 severance resignations in the past year. Schoenfeldt could not be reached. 
http://host.madison.com/wsj/6dea102e-1ea3-5e04-8f39-6da9e01e1926.html

Milwaukee among eight cities contending for 2020 Democratic National Convention
... other cities to respond to [DNC] request for proposals are Atlanta, Birmingham [AL], Denver, 
Houston, Miami Beach, New York and San Francisco. ... [Buck's VP Lasry] is the chair of the local 
committee. ... raising up to $1 million to go through the bid process. Based on the experience of 
recent convention cities, if Milwaukee wins the bid, the local committee would have to raise anywhere 
from $50 million to $80 million to stage the event. ... "We expect the entire selection process to play 
out over the next year," a DNC official said late Wednesday.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/10/597192002/

****************************************

The news cycle never stops, which is why WisPolitics.com has introduced Midday. 

You can get your news fix in under 2 minutes through this new podcast.  

Check out WisPolitics Midday: http://wispolmidday.libsyn.com/

And subscribe via iTunes and the Google Play Music App. Just search WisPolitics Midday.  

****************************************
TODAY'S CALENDAR
https://www.wispolitics.com/category/events/

- 12 a.m.: Rep. Cindi Duchow fundraiser.  
https://wispolitics.com/2018/fundraising-event-for-state-representative-cindi-duchow/

- 11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.: WisPolitics.com Luncheon with Dem gubernatorial primary candidate Kelda 
Roys. Madison.  
https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-kelda-roys-tickets-45290902308



- 11:30 a.m.: Tech Council Innovation Network luncheon. Event will focus on how the Tech Council 
and partners work with lawmakers and others.  
https://wispolitics.com/2018/tech-council-innovation-network-luncheon-4/

- 2 p.m.: Wisconsin Conservation Congress Annual Convention.  
https://dnr.wi.gov/About/WCC/Documents/Agenda/2018/AgendaConvention2018.pdf
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Thursday: WisPolitics Luncheon with Kelda Roys 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Thursday May 10 with former state 
Rep. Kelda Roys to discuss her bid for the Democratic nomination to run against GOP Gov. Scott Walker.  

See Roys' bio: https://keldaforgovernor.com/meet-kelda/

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons, $19 per person. Price for 
general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, AARP Wisconsin 
and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

For registration: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-kelda-roys-tickets-45290902308
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Democrats rip Brad Schimel for going to anti-gay group's forum
... for attending the [Alliance Defending Freedom's] religious liberty summit in 
Dana Point [CA] ... last summer. The Southern Poverty Law Center has listed 
ADF as a hate group. Dem challenger Kaul statement: "It's unacceptable for our 
AG to participate in a conference held by an organization that has been 
described as an anti-LGBT hate group and 'virulently anti-gay.'" Dobler for 
Schimel suggested Kaul "spend more time learning about the job he's seeking 
than hiding behind attacks on an organization that works to preserve 
fundamental freedoms of speech, religion and conscience of all Americans." 
Schimel's 2017 statement of economic interest showed he accepted $3,828 as 
well as a $300 honorarium from ADF, offers no further details. DOJ's 
Koremenos email said funds covered Schimel's travel expenses to ADF 



- Banking and 
investment

- Courts

- Culture

- Demographics

- Economy

- Education

- Elections

- Foxconn

- Labor

- Law and order

- Michigan

- Minnesota

- Non-profits

- Editorials

- Columns

conference and participation on a panel at the meeting ... titled "Reinvigorating 
Federalism: Innovative and Constitutional State Efforts for Human Flourishing." 
... ADF filed a federal lawsuit in 2016 on behalf of two UW-Eau Claire students 
who argued their religious teaching at a church should count as community 
service toward graduation. OWN's Ross alarmed at "first-class junket from a 
special interest ... classified as a hate group." ADF no comment.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/89a23528-7a3b-54d9-9ca5-76c0fc966fff.html

Gov. Walker: Michels Corporation will be subcontractor for Foxconn 
project
... During a visit to the [Brownsville] business on Monday, Gov. Scott Walker 
announced that Michels was selected as subcontractor ... will "perform a 
significant amount of work," including constructing roadways and "immense" 
building pads ... one of 27 businesses in-state subcontractors selected for the 
first of phase of Wisconn Valley Science and Technology Park's development. 
Walker also visited Black River Fall's Hoffman Construction Co. and Racine's 
CNH Industrial ... "It is great to see Wisconsin businesses and working families 
from all over our state benefiting from this historic investment," said Walker. 
Review Foxconn deal. VP Michels hailed "game-changing project for the 
construction industry in Wisconsin." By Reznick, FOND DU LAC REPORTER  
https://fdlreporter.com/story/news/2018/05/08/590935002/

'Wisconsin will push back': Walker administration responds to threat of 
lawsuit
... Madigan has not filed a lawsuit ... announced on Friday that her office plans 
to challenge an EPA ruling ... to designate Racine County as achieving 
"attainment," meaning Foxconn does not need to meet stricter standards for 
controlling smog and air pollution. Hasenberg for Walker touted 50% NOX/VOC 
emission cuts since 2002, "Pollutants are largely coming from Chicago, Illinois, 
and Gary, Indiana. Our state should not be penalized for issues we are not 
causing. We will take all necessary steps to protect our state's interests. The 
State of Wisconsin will push back." AG Schimel said similar on Monday, the 
"threatened lawsuit is as meritless as it is ironic. ... Illinois should worry about 
addressing its own pollution problems and inability to attract job creators, rather 
than needlessly attacking Wisconsin for its success." Speaker Vos agreed with 
reports that "the bulk of the air smog" comes from Chicago and Gary but admits 
"I am not any kind of a scientist," supports countersuit idea but "I wouldn't want 
to say 'yes' or 'no' until I understand what we would be looking at." By Torres, 
RACINE JOURNAL TIMES  
http://journaltimes.com/6b39f812-7965-51ab-b1a6-ba4da8ea98cc.html

WI Republicans to vote on Senate endorsement
... a decision that's crucial to Vukmir in solidifying her as the preferred choice of 
conservative activists. ... provide a counterpunch to the millions flowing in from 
outside groups for Nicholson, a former Democrat and Marine who is casting 
himself as the type of political outsider that's needed in the Donald Trump era. 
... Nicholson has all but conceded ... [said] Vukmir was too cozy with the 
"political establishment" and it'll be a defeat if she gets less than 85 percent ... 
Nicholson is distancing himself from the party establishment [ala Cruz in 2016 
primary, Trump in general]. ... Endorsement brings state party resources like 
donor lists, field staff and money. Sen. Johnson said RPW convention 



endorsement was "absolutely crucial," ignoring those activists is "not a formula 
for success." Candidates have won without it, such as TGT for Senate 2012, 
finished third for endorsement, but won primary, then losing to Baldwin. TGT 
said it is more important for first-time statewide candidates. GOP consultant 
Nemoir: "It's hard to make the case it will make or break the campaigns of either 
candidate." Johnson hoped for less bruising primary than 2012, which left TGT 
unable to beat Baldwin. By Bauer of AP, WISCONSIN GAZETTE  
http://wisconsingazette.com/a01267a4-52c8-11e8-b07e-efd54a1beb62.html

Ryan Swears Father Conroy Back In as House Chaplain
... On Tuesday, Mr. Ryan, who is also Catholic, suggested the two men were 
working to reconcile, telling reporters that "Father Pat and I had a good cup of 
coffee this morning. I think we can ultimately make improvements so that 
everyone has access to the pastoral services they're looking for," he said. ... 
Conroy said that his coffee with the speaker was "very pleasant ... We will be 
meeting again to talk about the deficiencies that were mentioned in his 
statements, and how they can be rectified." Rehash. By Victor, NEW YORK 
TIMES  
https://nytimes.com/2018/05/08/us/politics/house-chaplain-ryan-conroy.html

Johnson stops by Ellsworth
Began roundtable at Pierce Pepin Cooperative on May 2 by asking how many 
people believe the federal government is efficient and effective? No hands were 
raised. Opposite? Many hands went up. Johnson bemoaned "a pretty sad fact 
that the vast majority of Americans take a look at the federal government as, 
pretty much, a joke." About 30 attended, asking questions that spanned steel 
tariffs, the Farm Bill, mental health funding, and more. Johnson touted his 12-
year "one-man-mission ... to convey to people ... please, jealously guard your 
individual liberty and freedom. ... Try to control more and more of your life. Elect 
people for federal office that understand that reality and ... over time returning 
[to] ... Where local government ... a whole lot more efficient, more effective, 
certainly more accountable. And a whole lot more non-partisan." Johnson 
reiterated hope that Trump's tariffs are "just a negotiating tactic," noted constant 
need for more workers, "I've been privately and publicly pushing back on what 
the Trump administration is doing in terms of trades. You do not win a trade war. 
You might lose less. But everybody loses." Johnson gave Farm Bill odds as 
"Probably zero," denounced "mainstream media [as] a concerted effort to 
sabotage an administration." Johnson agreed with constituent who said 
Congress' #1 job ids to get re-elected, but "You don't get reelected telling people 
you're going to fix these problems. Just promise them more benefits. And 
mortgaging our kids' future. ... I made two promises when I ran in 2010: I'll 
always tell you the truth, never vote with my reelection in mind. I've honored 
those promises, easily, because I'd rather be in Oshkosh. I love being here. I'd 
rather be in Wisconsin." By Lambert, PIERCE COUNTY HERALD [see 
Economy, Murphy column]  
https://piercecountyherald.com/news/government-and-politics/4443067-sen-ron-
johnson-stops-ellsworth

############  
STORY TOPICS
############ 



WHITE HOUSE ^top^
- John Nichols: A Proper Rebuke of Donald Trump from an Actual President, Trump's choice 'turns our back on America's 
closest allies' warns President Obama.  
https://thenation.com/article/a-proper-rebuke-of-donald-trump-from-an-actual-president/

2018 GOVERNOR CAMPAIGN ^top^
- Flynn filing for governor as he faces questions over past ... planned to submit his nomination papers on Wednesday, 
making him the first Democrat to compete that step. ... after Women's March Wisconsin on Sunday called for Flynn to 
drop out of the race because of his work for the Archdiocese.  
http://kbjr6.com/story/38148399/flynn

STATE GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Democrats rip Schimel for participating anti-gay group's West Coast conference [AP]  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/08/democrats-rip-schimel-participating-anti-gay-groups-
conference/591515002/

- Sen. Lena Taylor bullied her staff, report finds, prompting top Dem to remove her from budget committee ... in the next 
three months must attend anti-bullying and interpersonal communication training sessions, according to an April 26 letter 
from Senate Chief Clerk Jeff Renk and human resources manager Amanda Jorgenson.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/08/top-dem-boots-lena-taylor-budget-committee-after-bank-
incident/591322002/

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Ryan addresses chaplain controversy ... "We had a good meeting this morning, we are going to keep talking and I feel 
good about where things are. ... We talked about how to improve the services going forward," Ryan said in the Tuesday 
press availability. "We are going to keep talking to make sure-- I think we can ultimately make improvements so that 
everyone has access to the pastoral services they are looking for." Rehash.  
https://cbsnews.com/news/house-gop-leaders-hold-first-weekly-conference-after-break-live-stream/

- Lawmakers face off on House floor over chaplain controversy ... Rep. Tom MacArthur [R] ... confronted [Dem Caucus 
chair] Joe Crowley ... Tuesday afternoon after Crowley tried unsuccessfully to force another House floor vote to initiate an 
investigation into Conroy's initial resignation. ... told him to "let go" of the issue, MacArthur recounted to reporters after the 
vote series. The exchange became heated, he said, after the towering [6'4"] Crowley demanded the much shorter [5'6"] 
MacArthur leave "his side of the floor." "I said, 'You know Joe this side of the floor belongs to the people of the United 
States, it's not your side, and I'll come here any time I want to,'" MacArthur said. "That got him wrapped around the axle 
quite a bit more and he exploded. ... This is a guy who wants to be Speaker? And he's so thin-skinned that he can't take 
criticism from another member of Congress? You know I think that speaks for itself." ... aide to Crowley who personally 
witnessed the exchange acknowledged ... the back-and-forth "happens more often than people would think." ... Ryan said 
he met with House Chaplain Patrick Conroy earlier Tuesday and they will "absolutely" put the controversy over his forced 
resignation behind them. ... Conroy's office declined to comment. ... When the House came into session on Tuesday 
afternoon, Ryan ... creat[ed] an awkward moment on the House floor when [he] announced Conroy's reappointment "to 
act as and to exercise temporarily the duties of chaplain of the House of Representatives, effective Friday, May 25, 2018." 
... then called Conroy to the well of the chamber, where Conroy raised his hand and swore an oath to the Constitution. 
Ryan then uttered "congratulations" and a small group of floor staff, lawmakers and Ryan, applauded Conroy's 
reinstatement. ... [rehash] ... On Monday, Conroy delivered his first floor prayer since news of his forced dismissal ... "We 
give you thanks, Oh God, for giving us another day," Conroy began, seemingly sharing a subtle appreciation for his 
continued service in the House of Representatives.  
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/speaker-reinstatement/story?id=55014622

- Shouting match erupts on House floor over chaplain  
https://politico.com/story/2018/05/08/house-chaplain-shouting-match-576131

- After weeks of controversy, Paul Ryan swears the House chaplain back into office  
https://washingtonpost.com/?utm_term=.433fadda3b51

- Ryan, House chaplain meet following rescinded resignation  
https://cnn.com/2018/05/08/politics/house-chaplain-paul-ryan-meeting/index.html



- Ryan Starts Off Whirlwind Day With Coffee With House Chaplain  
https://rollcall.com/news/politics/paul-ryan-starts-off-whirlwind-day-coffee-house-chaplain

- Ryan buries the hatchet over coffee with the reinstated House chaplain who he told 'stay out of politics' and ordered to 
quit  
http://dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5704555

- Ryan: Republicans 'expect' Justice Department to hand over Robert Mueller documents ... "We expect the administration 
to comply with our document requests as a matter of form for the executive branch and our legislative branch oversight," 
Ryan said at a Tuesday morning press briefing. "So I haven't spoken with Devin about this, we have a thorough process 
we go through, but we clearly expect the administration to honor our document requests." DOJ, Nunes declined to 
comment.  
https://washingtonexaminer.com/news/paul-ryan-republicans-expect-justice-department-to-hand-over-robert-mueller-
documents

- Ryan calls for Justice Department to hand over Russia investigation documents  
https://washingtontimes.com/news/2018/may/8/paul-ryan-calls-justice-department-hand-over-russi/

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Sex offender residency rules under review in Twin Lakes  
http://kenoshanews.com/6ffdd61c-d6ad-5473-905e-0b9b8061ea0f.html

- City Creates Vel Phillips Ave., Plans Statue, N. 4th St. to become Vel R. Phillips Ave.; where will statue go?  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/05/08/city-hall

- Stop-and-Frisk Suit Could Cost $6 Million, Council members struggle with the rising price tag. Will they approve 
settlement?  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/05/08/city-hall

- Former Dane County Board member, tavern owner Dave Wiganowsky dies at 68  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/1fb43d62-27c2-5e66-a5af-4e28918003d2.html

BANKING AND INVESTMENT ^top^
- House caves, will move ahead on Senate reg relief bill ... "I had a good meeting with [Senate Majority Mitch McConnell] 
over the break on this and so we've got an agreement to be moving different pieces of legislation," Ryan said during a 
press conference. ... the House "will be moving the Dodd-Frank bill" ... signaling that his chamber will pass as-is the 
[Crapo] bill ... negotiated with Senate Dem moderates who would walk if the bill is expanded. ... reforming provisions of 
the 2010 law ... "We're ... going to be moving in the Senate a package of bills that we think will actually add to this that the 
Financial Services Committee has acted on as well. ... Not this week." Ryan said. Finance chair Hensarling hailed the 
agreement, "I am confident we can create regulatory policy that will help us achieve sustained 3% economic growth."  
https://americanbanker.com/news/house-will-move-ahead-on-senate-reg-relief-bill-speaker-paul-ryan

- House, Senate agree to advance Dodd-Frank legislation, Paul Ryan says  
https://washingtonexaminer.com/policy/economy/house-senate-agree-to-advance-dodd-frank-legislation-paul-ryan-says

COURTS ^top^
- Brian Hagedorn, former chief legal counsel to Scott Walker, considering Supreme Court run ... [Walker-appointed 
appellate judge, re-elected in 2017] Hagedorn, 40, would challenge [top conservative target] Justice Shirley Abrahamson, 
84, if she chooses to seek a 10-year term on the state's highest court for the fifth time. ... "Many people are encouraging 
me to run," Hagedorn said. "They believe, as I do, that Wisconsin deserves a justice with a steadfast commitment to 
upholding the constitution, defending the rule of law, protecting the public and inspiring confidence in our courts through 
respectful, humble service." Hagedorn applied for Prosser's seat, but Guv chose Kelly. Hagedorn, Abrahamson bio briefs, 
rehash Dallet win.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/f53565a3-d082-52f6-807a-6495445ec0e4.html

- GOP Senators To Pick Wisconsin's Judge? Vote on Michael Brennan would ignore Democratic Senator Baldwin's 
objection to him.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/05/08/gop-senators



- Schumer blasts 'appalling' Senate GOP flip-flop on judicial nominees ... Trump has nominated Michael Brennan, a 
Milwaukee lawyer, to the Chicago-based 7th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. ... seat had been held open for six years as 
Sen. Ron Johnson, R-Wis., declined to offer his support. Now, Sen. Tammy Baldwin, D-Wis., has yet to signal her 
approval of Brennan by sending back her own "blue slip" on Trump's choice. Schumer waved a letter to Obama by GOP 
Senator, including McConnell and Grassley, seeking "senatorial courtesy" in the blue slip process Republicans no longer 
use, "Today they're singing a different tune. This is appalling. It's unfair. It's wrong and it's another degradation of how the 
Senate has always functioned."  
https://washingtonexaminer.com/news/congress/schumer-blasts-appalling-senate-gop-flip-flop-on-judicial-nominees

- McConnell Bends The Rules Again To Confirm Trump's Judges, He is going around Democratic Sen. Tammy Baldwin to 
put Michael Brennan into a lifetime court seat in her state.  
https://huffingtonpost.com/entry/5af1d87ce4b041fd2d2baf9c

CULTURE ^top^
- Women's Mural unveiling planned for Saturday  
http://apg-wi.com/7794b4d6-5330-11e8-8dc3-23ebb815c881.html

DEMOGRAPHICS ^top^
- With another record year of [883] opioid overdose deaths, Wisconsin eyes fixes ... looking at letting emergency room 
doctors start overdose patients on a treatment drug [buprenorphine], modifying policies that may discourage addicted 
pregnant women to seek treatment and starting a bed tracker to ... allow doctors to "find real-time availability of treatment 
... rather than sending somebody home with a list of phone numbers to call," said Rep. John Nygren, R-Marinette, who 
spoke on a panel about the opioid crisis Tuesday organized by Wisconsin Health News. ... Emergency room visits for 
suspected opioid overdoses increased 109 percent in Wisconsin from July 2016 to September 2017, the highest rise 
among 16 states closely tracked [by CDC] ... Nygren said he might introduce a bill to make it easier for pregnant women 
addicted to opioids to seek treatment without the risk of being detained under Wisconsin's 1998 "cocaine mom" law, which 
is being challenged in court. ... Removing legal consequences is one way to encourage pregnant women, and others, to 
get treatment, [UW Dr.] Zgierska said. "Reduce stigma, reduce fear, treat it just like any other medical condition," she 
said.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/fd314b7e-c8ce-53bc-9878-8b0231981eee.html

- 'Evicted' author says Milwaukee's housing crisis remains unchanged ... [Princeton prof Desmond] embedded himself in 
Milwaukee in 2008 and 2009 ... because the eviction story here was similar to other cities, such as Kansas City and 
Cleveland, and Milwaukee's situation "tells an American story".... "Things are still bad, but I think what we are hearing is 
that after 'Evicted' other cities are saying, 'Look at us -- We're bad, too.'" Desmond will visit Milwaukee on May 16 for his 
first public lecture here since winning a 2017 Pulitzer Prize for his book. The event is part of the 150th anniversary of 
Jewish Family Services.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/special-reports/50-year/2018/05/09/eviction-crisis-remains-unchanged/574579002/

ECONOMY ^top^
- Ron Johnson: "I truly do not believe anybody wins the trade war"  
http://wlsam.com/2018/05/08/ron-johnson-i-truly-do-not-believe-anybody-wins-the-trade-war/

- Senators Press for Justification Supporting Steel and Aluminum Tariffs ... [Govt Ops chair Johnson, ranking Dem 
McCaskill] letter to Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross on May 3 reiterating Chairman Johnson's earlier request for data 
and information about the Trump administration's decision to impose tariffs on aluminum and steel imports earlier this 
year. ... "We have heard from a number of Wisconsin- and Missouri-based manufacturers and other US companies in 
downstream industries that will face collateral damage from the tariffs. These industries are already facing higher input 
costs that will ripple throughout the US economy. Domestic producers of soybeans, pistachios, pork, ginseng, and many 
other products are now also caught up in the escalating trade tensions due to the tariffs." Ross did not fully respond to 
Johnson's March 8 request, particularly in explaining the national security aspect of steel/alum tariffs.  
http://globaltrademag.com/global-trade-daily/senators-press-for-justification-supporting-steel-and-aluminum-tariffs

EDUCATION ^top^
- BASD projecting [$2.2M] property tax levy drop  
http://journaltimes.com/60a845a3-37e2-5f85-adcc-2fc38d702978.html

- Wisconsin school districts prioritize, spend more on safety  



http://superiortelegram.com/news/education/4443403-wisconsin-school-districts-prioritize-spend-more-safety

- Inspire Northward connects businesses with a future workforce: local students  
http://apg-wi.com/133200fe-4ed3-11e8-9d00-7f4292f27369.html

- Tech schools get creative after enrollment drop  
https://postcrescent.com/story/news/2018/05/09/wisconsin-technical-college-enrollment-drops-amid-boom-
economy/504669002/

ELECTIONS ^top^
- Baldwin's new TV ad focuses on mother's drug addiction ... Baldwin unveiled the [60-second] ad on Monday, a week 
after she opened up for the first time about her mother's struggles. She died in August. ... Baldwin's campaign wouldn't 
say how much they were spending on the ad, which is running in Milwaukee, Green Bay, Wausau, Eau Claire and La 
Crosse.  
http://fox6now.com/2018/05/07/sen-baldwins

- Senator Tammy Baldwin Shares Mother's Struggle With Addiction  
https://thefix.com/senator-tammy-baldwin-shares-mother-s-struggle-addiction

- PolitiFact: Sen. Tammy Baldwin did back a Department of Peace, but Kevin Nicholson's attack needs some context ... 
important to note, in terms of Nicholson's suggestion that the cosponsorships were Baldwin's answer to national security 
problems, that Baldwin has supported some defense-spending measures, as well. ... Mostly True.  
http://politifact.com/wisconsin/statements/2018/may/09/kevin-nicholson/sen-tammy-baldwin-did-back-department-peace-
kevin-/

- Don Blankenship Goes Down in West Virginia ... One can already hear Senate Republicans screaming in celebration 
that they successfully avoided nominating a cartoon character this go-around in a state that Trump won by 40 points. ... 
ensured that a legitimate politician [Morissey] who has never had 29 coal miners die under his watch as a CEO will be the 
party's nominee [to face Sen. Manchin]. ... quick survey of Republican senators on Tuesday indicated that they weren't 
eager to rally to Blankenship ... "That's a hypothetical," Wisconsin Sen. Ron Johnson, said, briefly, before elevator doors 
closed.  
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/05/don-blankenship-goes-down-and-the-gop-can-breathe-again.html

- [Dem ex-sen.] John Lehman to run for state Assembly: for Weatherston's open seat  
http://journaltimes.com/d1d480bf-2501-5a2f-ac45-fc3c5a997ae1.html

- 4th Dem throws hat in ring for [Wachs'] 91st Assembly District seat, Vue hopes to be 1st Hmong member of Assembly  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/05/09/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-4th-Dem-throws-hat-in-ring-for-
Wachs-seat-div.html

FOXCONN ^top^
- DOT to solicit bids for Foxconn road work  
http://journaltimes.com/e06d9e3e-ac9c-5875-a32a-77bce346eecc.html

- Pleasant Prairie approves plan for corporate park near I-94  
http://kenoshanews.com/f902c1d7-bc59-5d39-b132-9664097745f3.html

LABOR ^top^
- Women at work: Booming construction market means more opportunities in the trades  
http://host.madison.com/ct/58eacae9-bda1-54df-be32-48c20f8e03c0.html

LAW AND ORDER ^top^
- Cramer in the running again for Eau Claire County sheriff, Recent bid for U.S. marshal post unsuccessful  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/05/08/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Cramer-in-the-running-again-
div.html

- Child sex offender [Arellano on Janesville] found living with children  
http://gazettextra.com/0c5e0a63-14a1-5993-93aa-d683cfab066b.html



- Lake Geneva man with 4 U.S. born children faces deportation after traffic court arrest ... Eduardo Gualajara Castro, 46, 
was arrested April 25 at the Walworth County Courthouse in Elkhorn, where he went to pay the traffic ticket ... is married 
and has four U.S.-born children, has been in the country for 30 years and has lived in Lake Geneva for 17 years ... runs a 
small pallet business in Lake Geneva that employs three people and is currently applying for a U visa ... according to 
Voces de la Frontera Executive Director Christine Neumann-Ortiz.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/local/wisconsin/2018/05/08/lake-geneva-father-faces-deportation-after-traffic-court-
arrest/592360002/

- Dad recalls passion of Tomah trooper who died in line of duty ... Tony Borostowski of Tomah, whose name will be 
unveiled Friday at the Wisconsin Law Enforcement Memorial near the state Capitol in Madison for personnel killed on the 
job, died at the age of 34 on April 11, 2017.  
http://lacrossetribune.com/732d8179-99a4-597b-a597-386cfb4432d7.html

- No disturbance in the force: Sheriff responds to questions over frequency of traffic stops  
http://apg-wi.com/4b5a519a-5304-11e8-9bf5-175830f5658b.html

MICHIGAN ^top^
- Response wraps up after Great Lakes [Mackinaw] electric cables severed  
http://kbjr6.com/story/38147525/response

MINNESOTA ^top^
- Gilbert analysis: Minnesota outpaces Wisconsin, [EPI] report says, in latest volley over liberal vs. conservative policies ... 
It points to Wisconsin's slower growth in wages, jobs, income and population since the two adjacent states elected vastly 
different political leadership. Govs. Walker and Dayton have both served since 2011.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/08/its-liberal-minnesota-vs-gop-wisconsin-study-economic-
growth/590813002/

- U of M researcher finds microplastic in Duluth tap water and beer  
http://kbjr6.com/story/38144162/u-of-m

NON-PROFITS ^top^
- Fast helping hand: New women's group holds 1st meeting, raises $15K for charity, gives it away -- all in 1 hour ... newly 
formed group 100 Women Who Care Eau Claire gathered for its first meeting  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/05/09/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-A-fast-helping-hand-div.html

EDITORIALS ^top^
- CT Editorial: Open government has to matter more than politics  
http://host.madison.com/ct/462d0012-711b-5d8c-ba48-720de5adb657.html

- WSJ Editorial: Hand over public records electronically  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/68062efe-74bc-52ed-8fd7-d731dacece52.html

- KN editorial: Illinois AG off base in suit threat  
http://kenoshanews.com/081875ae-c546-5604-8f57-2a0f1438dfc2.html

COLUMNS ^top^
- Dave Zweifel: [EPA chief] Scott Pruitt's blazing a path of destruction through our air, land and water  
http://host.madison.com/ct/06b727d8-c4fc-56ec-a4af-fc38b276d137.html

- Bruce Murphy: About That Deficit, Sen. Johnson, Debt was Ron Johnson's obsession -- until he helped Trump create the 
biggest deficit in 75 years.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/05/08/murphys-law

- Terence P. Jeffrey: Will Paul Ryan Exit Stage Right?  
https://cnsnews.com/commentary/terence-p-jeffrey/will-paul-ryan-exit-stage-right



- Spencer Black: Fake news = any news Donald Trump doesn't like  
http://host.madison.com/ct/5dfdf159-93da-5292-b0d6-d0a1a25507bf.html

- Mitch Henck: New Dem House would have every Donald Trump accuser testify  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/0f6aec20-f12f-59c6-81bd-34ece7c16bb8.html

- UW Compliance officer Cathleen Trueba: UW respects open records law, balances transparency with privacy rights  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/2c3452cd-ff02-5f4b-ac48-706bc40bce22.html

- Christian Schneider: Milwaukee Public Schools teachers apparently could use a history lesson  
https://jsonline.com/story/opinion/columnists/christian-schneider/2018/05/08/milwaukee-public-schools-teachers-need-
history-lesson/590770002/

- James Wigderson: The Bryce and the brightest: Democrats have a problem. Since House Speaker Paul Ryan decided 
not to run for re-election, Wisconsin's first congressional district should be something of a competitive election. However, it 
may not be, and that's causing some Democrats buyer's remorse.  
https://rightwisconsin.com/2018/05/09/the-bryce-and-the-brightest/
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Marsy's Law for Wisconsin

From WisPolitics.com ... 

-- The authors of a bill giving farmers the green light to grow industrial hemp are meeting with 
Department of Justice officials today after the agency in a recent memo warned the extraction 
and selling of CBD oil from those plants is still illegal under the new law. 

A DOJ spokesman said the meeting will include Republican bill authors Sen. Patrick Testin and Rep. 
Jesse Kremer, along with representatives from the Farm Bureau and Leg. Council.  

The DOJ's memo last month was followed by a statement on Friday that repeated the production, 
distribution and possession of the oil is illegal in the state, with limited exceptions. Still, it noted 
farmers could ship the hemp out of state and to have the oil extracted there.  

"Law enforcement has encountered examples of products claiming to be CBD oil that resulted in 
people getting hurt and sick," AG Brad Schimel said. "We have an obligation to protect public health 
and safety, and need to provide frontline law enforcement with the knowledge to enforce the law as it 
is written by the Wisconsin State Legislature and United States Congress."  

Testin, R-Stevens Point, decried the memo in a statement last week, saying he was "disappointed" 
DOJ went with that interpretation.  

"These actions have the potential to damage farmers, curb investment in our state, and hurt people 
who are using a non-psychoactive product to treat pain and illness," he said. "While our state faces 
an opioid crisis, we should be looking to embrace alternatives - not shutting them down with 
bureaucracy."  

Today's meeting comes more than a week after the Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer 
Protection received over 350 applications to grow or process industrial hemp.  

See the memo:  
https://datcp.wi.gov/Documents/IHGuidanceCBD.pdf



-- A super PAC backing business consultant and former Marine Kevin Nicholson for U.S. 
Senate released a poll that found him leading his rival by more than 30 points in the GOP 
primary.

The poll, conducted on behalf of Restoration PAC by Hodas & Associates, found 46.2 percent of 
likely GOP primary voters backed Nicholson, while 14.8 percent supported state Sen. Leah Vukmir, 
according to a memo shared with WisPolitics.com. That left 39 percent undecided.  

The poll was conducted April 30-May 2 over both landlines and cell phones. The overall sample was 
880 likely registered votes. That included 264 likely GOP primary voters, and the margin of error was 
plus or minus 5.99 percentage points for those results.  

The state GOP convention is this weekend in Milwaukee, and delegates will be taking an 
endorsement vote in the race.  

See the memo:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/180508Restoration.pdf

Whom do you support in the GOP U.S. Senate primary? Let us know in a WisOpinion poll: 
https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/u-s-senate-republican-primary/

-- Restoration PAC also put $32,110 into a mailer that declares Nicholson is "our best chance 
to defeat ultra liberal Tammy Baldwin."

The mailer says Nicholson supports the Second Amendment, opposes abortion and "understands 
that we must secure our borders and supports building President Trump's wall."  

The group said it went to about 60,000 Republican households in Wisconsin.  

See the lit piece:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/180508Restoration2.pdf

-- Madison businessman Eric Hovde, who passed on a bid for the U.S. Senate, is now backing 
Vukmir in the race.

In announcing last month that he wouldn't run, Hovde told "UpFront with Mike Gousha" that he was 
holding off on an endorsement for the time. He noted Vukmir, R-Brookfield, supported his 2012 
campaign. He also said there were "some issues that caused me a bit of concern" about Nicholson, 
but he wanted to give the business consultant and former Marine "a fair hearing."  

-- Gov. Scott Walker will be in Milwaukee today for two events.

First, he will present the 2018 Governor's Export Achievement Awards at the Metropolitan Milwaukee 
Association of Commerce's Wisconsin International Trade Conference.  

He then will speak at the Greater Milwaukee Law Enforcement Memorial honoring fallen law 
enforcement officers.  



-- Several Dem guv candidates are scheduled to speak today at a Capitol rally to "Reclaim the 
UW."

The event on the Capitol steps is slated to include state Superintendent Tony Evers, along with fellow 
Dem guv hopefuls state Rep. Dana Wachs, of Eau Claire, and former state Rep. Kelda Roys, of 
Madison. State Sen. Dave Hansen, D-Green Bay, and state Reps. Katrina Shankland, of Stevens 
Point; Gary Hebl, of Sun Prairie; and Lisa Subeck, of Madison, are also slated to speak.  

See more:  
https://m.facebook.com/events/162301727783471/

-- U.S. Sen. Tammy Baldwin, D-Madison, is objecting to President Trump's decision to end the 
Iran nuclear deal, while her GOP rivals are praising the move.

Baldwin said there is no alternate plan to prevent Iran from acquiring a nuclear weapon.  

"Our U.S. military leaders have said this international agreement is working in our national security 
interests and breaking it will not make us safer," she wrote in a Facebook post.  

State Sen. Leah Vukmir, R-Brookfield, meanwhile, called it a "great day for Wisconsin and America. 
The foolish and dangerous Iranian nuclear deal would have allowed Iran to develop nuclear weapons, 
and it is now in the wastebasket of history along with the rest of Obama's naïvely misguided foreign 
policy."  

Business consultant and former Marine Kevin Nicholson via Twitter applauded Trump for "pulling us 
back to reality today" by exiting the deal. He also knocked Baldwin for "supporting a deal that sent 
that same Iranian state sponsor of terror billions of dollars of cash on cargo planes - and allowed 
them to get closer to obtaining a nuclear weapon. Unconscionable."  

House Speaker Paul Ryan, R-Janesville, said Trump's actions were "a strong statement that we can 
and must do better. I have always believed the best course of action is to fix the deficiencies in the 
agreement."  

But U.S. Rep. Ron Kind, D-La Crosse, called the decision shortsighted and "a reckless display of 
carelessness in both foreign relations and national security that further isolates us from our allies in 
the world."  

-- Brown County Supv. Tom Sieber plans to run as a Dem against GOP Rep. John Macco, of 
Ledgeview.

The businessman and graduate of UW-Green Bay won his fourth term on the board last month.  

See the release:  
https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/sieber-campaign-announces-assembly-candidacy/

****************************************



Thursday: WisPolitics Luncheon with Kelda Roys 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Thursday May 10 
with former state Rep. Kelda Roys to discuss her bid for the Democratic nomination to run against 
GOP Gov. Scott Walker.  

See Roys' bio: https://keldaforgovernor.com/meet-kelda/

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons, $19 
per person. Price for general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, 
AARP Wisconsin and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

For registration: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-kelda-roys-tickets-45290902308
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TOP HEADLINES

'Wisconsin will push back': Walker administration responds to threat of lawsuit
... Madigan has not filed a lawsuit ... announced on Friday that her office plans to challenge an EPA 
ruling ... to designate Racine County as achieving "attainment," meaning Foxconn does not need to 
meet stricter standards for controlling smog and air pollution. Hasenberg for Walker touted 50% 
NOX/VOC emission cuts since 2002, "Pollutants are largely coming from Chicago, Illinois, and Gary, 
Indiana. Our state should not be penalized for issues we are not causing. We will take all necessary 
steps to protect our state's interests. The State of Wisconsin will push back." AG Schimel said similar 
on Monday, the "threatened lawsuit is as meritless as it is ironic. ... Illinois should worry about 
addressing its own pollution problems and inability to attract job creators, rather than needlessly 
attacking Wisconsin for its success." Speaker Vos agreed with reports that "the bulk of the air smog" 
comes from Chicago and Gary but admits "I am not any kind of a scientist," supports countersuit idea 
but "I wouldn't want to say 'yes' or 'no' until I understand what we would be looking at."  
http://journaltimes.com/6b39f812-7965-51ab-b1a6-ba4da8ea98cc.html

Brian Hagedorn, former chief legal counsel to Walker, considering Supreme Court run
... [Walker-appointed appellate judge, re-elected in 2017] Hagedorn, 40, would challenge [top 
conservative target] Justice Shirley Abrahamson, 84, if she chooses to seek a 10-year term on the 
state's highest court for the fifth time. ... "Many people are encouraging me to run," Hagedorn said. 
"They believe, as I do, that Wisconsin deserves a justice with a steadfast commitment to upholding 
the constitution, defending the rule of law, protecting the public and inspiring confidence in our courts 
through respectful, humble service." Hagedorn applied for Prosser's seat, but Guv chose Kelly. 
Hagedorn, Abrahamson bio briefs, rehash Dallet win.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/f53565a3-d082-52f6-807a-6495445ec0e4.html



Democrats rip Brad Schimel for going to anti-gay group's forum ...
for attending the [Alliance Defending Freedom's] religious liberty summit in Dana Point [CA] ... last 
summer. The Southern Poverty Law Center has listed ADF as a hate group. Dem challenger Kaul 
statement: "It's unacceptable for our AG to participate in a conference held by an organization that 
has been described as an anti-LGBT hate group and 'virulently anti-gay.'" Dobler for Schimel 
suggested Kaul "spend more time learning about the job he's seeking than hiding behind attacks on 
an organization that works to preserve fundamental freedoms of speech, religion and conscience of 
all Americans." Schimel's 2017 statement of economic interest showed he accepted $3,828 as well 
as a $300 honorarium from ADF, offers no further details. DOJ's Koremenos email said funds 
covered Schimel's travel expenses to ADF conference and participation on a panel at the meeting ... 
titled "Reinvigorating Federalism: Innovative and Constitutional State Efforts for Human Flourishing." 
... ADF filed a federal lawsuit in 2016 on behalf of two UW-Eau Claire students who argued their 
religious teaching at a church should count as community service toward graduation. OWN's Ross 
alarmed at "first-class junket from a special interest ... classified as a hate group." ADF no comment. 
http://host.madison.com/wsj/89a23528-7a3b-54d9-9ca5-76c0fc966fff.html

WI Republicans to vote on Senate endorsement
... a decision that's crucial to Vukmir in solidifying her as the preferred choice of conservative activists. 
... provide a counterpunch to the millions flowing in from outside groups for Nicholson, a former 
Democrat and Marine who is casting himself as the type of political outsider that's needed in the 
Donald Trump era. ... Nicholson has all but conceded ... [said] Vukmir was too cozy with the "political 
establishment" and it'll be a defeat if she gets less than 85 percent ... Nicholson is distancing himself 
from the party establishment [ala Cruz in 2016 primary, Trump in general]. ... Endorsement brings 
state party resources like donor lists, field staff and money. Sen. Johnson said RPW convention 
endorsement was "absolutely crucial," ignoring those activists is "not a formula for success." 
Candidates have won without it, such as TGT for Senate 2012, finished third for endorsement, but 
won primary, then losing to Baldwin. TGT said it is more important for first-time statewide candidates. 
GOP consultant Nemoir: "It's hard to make the case it will make or break the campaigns of either 
candidate." Johnson hoped for less bruising primary than 2012, which left TGT unable to beat 
Baldwin.  
http://wisconsingazette.com/a01267a4-52c8-11e8-b07e-efd54a1beb62.html

Ryan Swears Father Conroy Back In as House Chaplain
... On Tuesday, Mr. Ryan, who is also Catholic, suggested the two men were working to reconcile, 
telling reporters that "Father Pat and I had a good cup of coffee this morning. I think we can ultimately 
make improvements so that everyone has access to the pastoral services they're looking for," he 
said. ... Conroy said that his coffee with the speaker was "very pleasant ... We will be meeting again 
to talk about the deficiencies that were mentioned in his statements, and how they can be rectified." 
Rehash.  
https://nytimes.com/2018/05/08/us/politics/house-chaplain-ryan-conroy.html

Lawmakers face off on House floor over chaplain controversy
... Rep. Tom MacArthur [R] ... confronted [Dem Caucus chair] Joe Crowley ... Tuesday afternoon after 
Crowley tried unsuccessfully to force another House floor vote to initiate an investigation into 
Conroy's initial resignation. ... told him to "let go" of the issue, MacArthur recounted to reporters after 
the vote series. The exchange became heated, he said, after the towering [6'4"] Crowley demanded 
the much shorter [5'6"] MacArthur leave "his side of the floor." "I said, 'You know Joe this side of the 
floor belongs to the people of the United States, it's not your side, and I'll come here any time I want 
to,'" MacArthur said. "That got him wrapped around the axle quite a bit more and he exploded. ... This 
is a guy who wants to be Speaker? And he's so thin-skinned that he can't take criticism from another 
member of Congress? You know I think that speaks for itself." ... aide to Crowley who personally 



witnessed the exchange acknowledged ... the back-and-forth "happens more often than people would 
think." ... Ryan said he met with House Chaplain Patrick Conroy earlier Tuesday and they will 
"absolutely" put the controversy over his forced resignation behind them. ... Conroy's office declined 
to comment. ... When the House came into session on Tuesday afternoon, Ryan ... creat[ed] an 
awkward moment on the House floor when [he] announced Conroy's reappointment "to act as and to 
exercise temporarily the duties of chaplain of the House of Representatives, effective Friday, May 25, 
2018." ... then called Conroy to the well of the chamber, where Conroy raised his hand and swore an 
oath to the Constitution. Ryan then uttered "congratulations" and a small group of floor staff, 
lawmakers and Ryan, applauded Conroy's reinstatement. ... [rehash] ... On Monday, Conroy 
delivered his first floor prayer since news of his forced dismissal ... "We give you thanks, Oh God, for 
giving us another day," Conroy began, seemingly sharing a subtle appreciation for his continued 
service in the House of Representatives.  
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/speaker-reinstatement/story?id=55014622

Ryan: Republicans 'expect' DOJ to hand over Mueller documents
... "We expect the administration to comply with our document requests as a matter of form for the 
executive branch and our legislative branch oversight," Ryan said at a Tuesday morning press 
briefing. "So I haven't spoken with Devin about this, we have a thorough process we go through, but 
we clearly expect the administration to honor our document requests." DOJ, Nunes declined to 
comment.  
https://washingtonexaminer.com/news/paul-ryan-republicans-expect-justice-department-to-hand-
over-robert-mueller-documents

House caves, will move ahead on Senate reg relief bill
... "I had a good meeting with [Leader McConnell] over the break on this and so we've got an 
agreement to be moving different pieces of legislation," Ryan said during a press conference. ... the 
House "will be moving the Dodd-Frank bill" ... signaling that his chamber will pass as-is the [Crapo] 
bill ... negotiated with Senate Dem moderates who would walk if the bill is expanded. ... reforming 
provisions of the 2010 law ... "We're ... going to be moving in the Senate a package of bills that we 
think will actually add to this that the Financial Services Committee has acted on as well. ... Not this 
week." Ryan said. Finance chair Hensarling hailed the agreement, "I am confident we can create 
regulatory policy that will help us achieve sustained 3% economic growth."  
https://americanbanker.com/news/house-will-move-ahead-on-senate-reg-relief-bill-speaker-paul-ryan

Johnson stops by Ellsworth
Began roundtable at Pierce Pepin Cooperative on May 2 by asking how many people believe the 
federal government is efficient and effective? No hands were raised. Opposite? Many hands went up. 
Johnson bemoaned "a pretty sad fact that the vast majority of Americans take a look at the federal 
government as, pretty much, a joke." About 30 attended, asking questions that spanned steel tariffs, 
the Farm Bill, mental health funding, and more. Johnson touted his 12-year "one-man-mission ... to 
convey to people ... please, jealously guard your individual liberty and freedom. ... Try to control more 
and more of your life. Elect people for federal office that understand that reality and ... over time 
returning [to] ... Where local government ... a whole lot more efficient, more effective, certainly more 
accountable. And a whole lot more non-partisan." Johnson reiterated hope that Trump's tariffs are 
"just a negotiating tactic," noted constant need for more workers, "I've been privately and publicly 
pushing back on what the Trump administration is doing in terms of trades. You do not win a trade 
war. You might lose less. But everybody loses." Johnson gave Farm Bill odds as "Probably zero," 
denounced "mainstream media [as] a concerted effort to sabotage an administration." Johnson 
agreed with constituent who said Congress' #1 job ids to get re-elected, but "You don't get reelected 
telling people you're going to fix these problems. Just promise them more benefits. And mortgaging 
our kids' future. ... I made two promises when I ran in 2010: I'll always tell you the truth, never vote 
with my reelection in mind. I've honored those promises, easily, because I'd rather be in Oshkosh. I 



love being here. I'd rather be in Wisconsin."  
https://piercecountyherald.com/news/government-and-politics/4443067-sen-ron-johnson-stops-
ellsworth

Senators Press for Justification Supporting Steel and Aluminum Tariffs
... [Govt Ops chair Johnson, ranking Dem McCaskill] letter to Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross on 
May 3 reiterating Chairman Johnson's earlier request for data and information about the Trump 
administration's decision to impose tariffs on aluminum and steel imports earlier this year. ... "We 
have heard from a number of Wisconsin- and Missouri-based manufacturers and other US 
companies in downstream industries that will face collateral damage from the tariffs. These industries 
are already facing higher input costs that will ripple throughout the US economy. Domestic producers 
of soybeans, pistachios, pork, ginseng, and many other products are now also caught up in the 
escalating trade tensions due to the tariffs." Ross did not fully respond to Johnson's March 8 request, 
particularly in explaining the national security aspect of steel/alum tariffs.  
http://globaltrademag.com/global-trade-daily/senators-press-for-justification-supporting-steel-and-
aluminum-tariffs

****************************************

The news cycle never stops, which is why WisPolitics.com has introduced Midday. 

You can get your news fix in under 2 minutes through this new podcast.  

Check out WisPolitics Midday: http://wispolmidday.libsyn.com/

And subscribe via iTunes and the Google Play Music App. Just search WisPolitics Midday.  

****************************************
TODAY'S CALENDAR
https://www.wispolitics.com/category/events/

- 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.: Wisconsin International Trade Conference. Gov. Scott Walker is to present the 
Governor's Export Awards. Lt. Gov. Rebecca Kleefisch is to lead a panel discussion with award 
winners. Keynote speaker is Elizabeth Erin Walsh, assistant secretary for global markets and director 
general of the U.S. & Foreign Commercial Service, U.S. Department of Commerce International 
Trade Administration. Milwaukee.  
http://wisconsintradeconference.org/

- 7:30 a.m. - 9 a.m.: MMAC Policy Hash with Milwaukee Public Schools Supt. Darienne Driver.  
http://web.mmac.org/events/MMAC-Policy-Hash-with-Dr-Darienne-Driver-1910/details

- 11 a.m.: Madison Rotary Club annual youth awards program. Rotary meetings are open to 
members, invited guests and media.  
https://wispolitics.com/2018/madison-rotary-club-annual-youth-awards-program/

- 4 p.m. - 6 p.m.: Wisconsin Technology Council panel on creating prototypes. Wauwatosa.  
https://wispolitics.com/2018/wisconsin-technology-council-panel-on-creating-prototypes/

- 6 p.m. - 7:45 p.m.: "Contemporary Hate Groups in WI and their Antifascist Opposition" with UW-
Whitewater professor Stas Vysotsky. Janesville.  
https://wispolitics.com/2018/contemporary-hate-groups-in-wi-and-their-antifascist-opposition-with-



stas-vysotsky/
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Thursday: WisPolitics Luncheon with Kelda Roys 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Thursday May 10 with former state 
Rep. Kelda Roys to discuss her bid for the Democratic nomination to run against GOP Gov. Scott Walker.  

See Roys' bio: https://keldaforgovernor.com/meet-kelda/

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons, $19 per person. Price for 
general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, AARP Wisconsin 
and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

For registration: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-kelda-roys-tickets-45290902308
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Illinois to challenge Foxconn ruling; Schimel calls potential suit 'meritless'
... "Despite its name, the Environmental Protection Agency now operates with 
total disregard for the quality of our air and water, and in this case, the U.S. EPA 
is putting a company's profit ahead of our natural resources and the public's 
health," Madigan said in a statement. ... "Racine County recorded average 
ozone levels of 74 ppb from 2015 through 2017. A non-attainment designation 
would require the plant to install the most stringent pollution control equipment." 
AG Schimel said the "threatened lawsuit is as meritless as it is ironic. Illinois is 
the largest contributor of ozone pollution to Racine, and now it wants to sue to 
stop Wisconsin from growing our economy in that same part of our state." 
DNR's Dick expects a "relative increase in county emissions to be less than 4 
percent. ... approximately 0.07 percent of the nitrogen oxides and 0.1 percent of 
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the volatile organic compounds emitted within the three-state Chicago metro 
area." By Torres, RACINE JOURNAL TIMES  
http://journaltimes.com/7b22adf2-e853-59f9-be1e-e460629986b6.html

Walker responds to Foxconn lawsuit from Illinois
... [Dem AG] Madigan announced [EPA] lawsuit Friday ... [air] pollution ... will 
have negative environmental and health impacts. ... second action Madigan has 
taken against the Foxconn site. ... Walker ... thinking of filing a counter suit, "We 
haven't seen the same thing in the Chicago area and so I think it might be worth 
us looking at a counter suit back or something. Because for us this is a problem 
that Illinois and Chicago, in particular, needs to deal with." By WTMJ, WSAW  
http://wsaw.com/content/news/481994901.html

Walker, Case Construction Equipment celebrate [$100M] Foxconn 
contracts
... with 27 Wisconsin companies [26 based in WI] for Foxconn Technology 
Group's first site-development phase. ... During his remarks during the event at 
Case Construction's North American headquarters ... third stop of the day, after 
Brownsville and Black River Falls ... Walker said 97 to 98 percent of that $100 
million will flow to the Wisconsin companies. ... [said 8K high-def liquid-crystal-
display factory will be] "first of its kind anywhere outside of Asia," recalled DC 
visit last spring was "the beginning of what I call a lifelong relationship," said 
Foxconn's $1.4B investment will quadruple what Oshkosh Corp. does with WI 
companies. CNH VP Harris touted int'l rep, "Without our state's investment in 
infrastructure, particularly in the I-94 corridor, we would not be here today 
welcoming Foxconn or any of the other world-class companies that call Racine 
and Kenosha counties home." Racine Exec. Delagrave "thrilled to see that 
Racine County is on its way to becoming the hub of manufacturing -- not just in 
Wisconsin but in the Midwest and in the United States." Mount Pleasant pres. 
DeGroot: "these first contractor awards are just a glimpse into the massive 
ripple effect that will continue to spread through the state." By Burke, RACINE 
JOURNAL TIMES  
http://journaltimes.com/3e79d4d9-e9af-5981-b889-9f4812b4d0c7.html

Without apology, Nicholson fights for GOP nomination in U.S. Senate race
... running as the outsider ... ruffled feathers ... On Saturday, he'll take the stage 
at the state Republican Party convention and battle his rival [Vukmir] for an 
official endorsement. Vukmir is the favorite to pass the 60% threshold among 
delegates. ... plans to fight on to the Aug. 14 primary. ... "I didn't ask anyone's 
permission to do this," Nicholson said during an interview before last Saturday 
night's Brown County GOP dinner. "I have certainly sought counsel from wise 
people in our state and elsewhere. And I will continue to do so. ... Likewise, I will 
not apologize when I haven't done anything wrong, under any circumstances. 
Everyone asking for apologies all the time is such a trope. It's something that's 
done by political actors to cover their tracks when they've screwed up. I don't 
take it seriously. Neither do voters." ... said he's winning the primary ... raised 
more money than Vukmir and has been boosted by millions of dollars in 
spending by third-party groups. ... points to backing from Republican U.S. Sens. 
Ted Cruz of Texas and Mike Lee of Utah and several national conservative 
groups. "And we now have about 9,000 small donors in 72 counties," Nicholson 
said. "That is very meaningful to me. That's the grass roots. People say, 'Who's 



with you?' The voters." Rehash Dem veterans remark, chastisement by GOP 
establishment, Vukmir dubbed it "personal affront to many of the military who 
see him politicizing his role in the military." Nicholson: "It's OK for me to question 
a thought process. It's OK for people to question my thought process. And if 
they do, I'm not going to get upset about it." ... political class are "trying like heck 
to create a controversy when they see a railroad train coming right at their 
candidate, Tammy Baldwin, and we're going to beat her." By Glauber, 
MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/07/587192002/

Wisconsin deer farmers: Walker CWD proposals will put us out of 
business
... Walker's plan was quickly denounced by Whitetails of Wisconsin, an industry 
group for the state's 376 deer farms and hunting ranches. ... "Wisconsin has 
already wasted millions on bad strategies to fight CWD, and these latest 
proposals will cost taxpayers when the state has to defend them in court," the 
group said. "Deer farmers and hunting ranches are happy to work with Gov. 
Walker's administration to address CWD concerns using science and common 
sense," said [Whitetails'] Flees. Whitetails said USGS blamed carcass 
movement for highest risk of CWD transmission, but USGS' Richards said, "I'm 
aware of no data available where one would conclude that the risk of 
transmission from captive deer is greater or less than hunter carcass 
movement." Knapp chair and Preserve owner Goetzka: "If they go through with 
the double fencing requirement, that part of my family business is gone. We're 
out of business, we can't afford to do it." ... claims taxpayers could be on the 
hook ... likened it to how DATCP reimbursed poultry farmers during the bird flu 
scare or how property owners are paid when the state uses eminent domain to 
condemn their land for utility projects. By Kremer of WPR, SUPERIOR 
TELEGRAM  
http://superiortelegram.com/news/science-and-nature/4442113-wisconsin-deer-
farmers-walker-cwd-proposals-will-put-us-out-business

############  
STORY TOPICS
############ 

WHITE HOUSE ^top^
- Priebus Won't Bat For Trump on Daniels Payout: 'I'm Not Sure What the Truth is'  
"[I'm] not spinning for the president," said Reince Preibus Sunday morning on Fox News [MediaBuzz with Howard Kurtz]. 
"I don't work for the president anymore. ... "I'm not sure what the truth is. Whether there was a payment made or not by 
the president. Obviously, I believe the mayor. I know that he wouldn't go on TV and say anything that wasn't true. But in 
today's world, with so many different people saying different things, I don't know if we actually know yet the truth of it. I 
myself didn't know anything about it. Priebus on anonymous bad-mouthing Kelly: "I don't think quotes are made up. But I 
think there are nefarious people out there who make trouble. Maybe people with agendas, and for whatever reason 
they're not happy with the chief of staff. And maybe they weren't happy with me when I was there. And I was going to be 
fired every three weeks."  
https://mediaite.com/online/reince-priebus-wont-go-to-bat-for-trump-on-stormy-daniels-payout-im-not-sure-what-the-truth-
is/

- White House backs Sessions as some House Republicans push to hold him in contempt: House Intelligence Chair Devin 
peeved AG has ignored both info request and subpoena, now moving to hold Sessions in contempt, ""It wasn't a threat. 
It's what's going to happen." Strong said Ryan non-committal, "This is not something the chairman has discussed with the 
speaker." Sessions: "The Department of Justice has written him a letter ... The request he's made ... is not grantable. We 
have explained that we would like -- we would be willing to talk to him about it before, the details of which I couldn't 
discuss." Rep. Conaway said contempt was "premature ... We expect our subpoenas to be complied with and we'll see 



what happens." Rep. Stewart: "I would support whatever tools we have available." Rep. Wenstrup flexed oversight power, 
"They should respond to the subpoena. Or else how can we really tell the American people what's going on in the 
government?"  
https://cnn.com/2018/05/07/politics/paul-ryan-jeff-sessions-contempt/index.html

- Ryan mum on whether he'll support Nunes' push to hold Sessions in contempt of Congress  
https://rawstory.com/2018/05/paul-ryan-mum-whether-hell-support-nunes-push-hold-sessions-contempt-congress/

2018 GOVERNOR CAMPAIGN ^top^
- PolitiFact: Gubernatorial candidate Mitchell claims too much credit for firefighter legislation ... it's a stretch to say the 
action [in 2009] was recent, and that Mitchell's role was instrumental. Mitchell's union supported the bills, and he was 
involved with supporting them, but there's no evidence the bills wouldn't have become law without his involvement. ... 
Mostly False.  
http://politifact.com/wisconsin/statements/2018/may/07/mahlon-mitchell/gubernatorial-candidate-mitchell-claims-credit-fir/

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- AZ's special election winner Lesko-R sworn into House by Ryan  
https://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2018/05/07/paul-ryan-swears-debbie-lesko-arizona/586164002/

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Madison committee approves additional $11 million for Judge Doyle Square  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/cc57b568-cede-55cb-a6f1-288b96659a52.html

- Clerk discovers years of unauthorized payments by Oneida County: unauthorized payments were county paying 
insurance premiums for snowmobile clubs  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?sectionid=6&subsectionid=59&articleid=81381

- 'Sanctuary Cities' Are Working in the Trump Era, But at a Surprising Cost ... ICE officers said that to the extent 
jurisdictions do not cooperate their agency has little choice but to carry out enforcement activities in neighborhoods and 
other community locations, even though it is not as efficient a use of their time or resources. ... "They're sending a 
message. And the message is being received," said Randy Capps, director of research for the Migration Policy Institute, a 
think tank based in Washington, D.C. "When we were on the street in Chicago," he said of the sanctuary city, "we heard 
the same expressions of anxiety as we did in places like Houston and suburban Atlanta, the fully cooperative 
jurisdictions."  
http://pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2018/05/08/sanctuary-cities-are-working-in-the-trump-era-
but-at-a-surprising-cost

BANKING AND INVESTMENT ^top^
- Lena Taylor says she called bank teller a racially charged insult because he was deferring to a boss ... "He was going 
along to get along even though it wasn't the right thing," the Milwaukee Democrat said in a lengthy interview on WNOV-
AM (860). "I said, 'You did a really good job today of acting like a good house (racial slur),' " she told host Sherwin Hughes 
[her ex-Comm Dir]. ... resulted in her getting a $195 ticket for disorderly conduct. She is fighting the ticket, which is civil 
rather than criminal. She said she was not being boisterous and video from the bank would show that. rehash  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/07/lena-taylor-acknowledges-calling-bank-teller-racial-insult/586020002/

CIVIL LIBERTIES ^top^
- Eucharistic miracles exhibit coming to Ashland  
http://apg-wi.com/1424eea8-500f-11e8-a06a-ef8a9b6ac5fd.html

COURTS ^top^
- Milwaukee County will need state's help for $367 million criminal courthouse project, report says  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/local/milwaukee/2018/05/08/milwaukee-county-need-states-help-367-million-criminal-
courthouse-project-report-says/578646002/

- Ex-girlfriend says political consultant for Scott Walker damaged her vision ... Former GOP consultant Benjamin Sparks is 
due in a Las Vegas courtroom Tuesday ... had worked on Republican campaigns for Nevada Rep. Crescent Hardy, 



Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker, New Mexico congressional candidate Yvette Herrell and Mitt Romney's 2012 presidential 
campaign.  
https://channel3000.com/news/ex-girlfriend-says-political-consultant-for-scott-walker-damaged-her-vision/739248033

ECONOMY ^top^
- Tom Still: Badger Fund of Funds putting down markers across Wisconsin  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/5349634e-6f0a-56cb-8c8c-c164e2ef121c.html

EDUCATION ^top^
- University of Wisconsin students, faculty plan rally for more funding for universities ... from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Wednesday 
outside the state Capitol building. In case of rain, the protest will occur inside the statehouse. ... part of a series of protests 
that started at UW-Stevens Point concerning a proposal to cut 13 humanities and social science majors and expand 
degrees in 16 technical fields.  
https://stevenspointjournal.com/story/news/2018/05/07/university-wisconsin-students-faculty-protest-more-
funding/586098002/

- Harborside students meet with Vietnam veterans  
http://kenoshanews.com/d50c1bc4-4ec6-58af-8617-de79c965e4b4.html

ELECTIONS ^top^
- Edming running for re-election in 87th Assembly District  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Local-Briefs/2018/05/08/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-br-div-845.html

FOXCONN ^top^
- Foxconn begins to dig: Serious earth-moving starts at Racine County site  
https://jsonline.com/story/money/business/2018/05/07/foxconn-awards-100-million-site-preparation-contracts/585852002/

- Walker to take part in Foxconn site development announcement ... [on Monday] will join business owners and workers 
from across Wisconsin for announcements planned in Black River Falls, Brownsville and Racine.  
http://wsaw.com/content/news/481869201.html

- [IL AG] to file suit against EPA on Wisconsin ozone rules, cites Foxconn [Bergquist]  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/07/illinois-attorney-general-files-suit-against-epa-ozone-rules-cites-impact-
foxconn/586479002/

- Illinois attorney general threatens to sue over Foxconn [KN, AP]  
http://kenoshanews.com/482488a9-c9fd-588f-908d-926280f34fcb.html

- Eleven Racine County companies get Foxconn contracts  
http://journaltimes.com/b81d9921-6a93-55c0-a576-d7e7ac6c4a4f.html

- Black River Falls construction company one of 28 chosen for first round of Foxconn project: Hoffman Construction 
contract was announced Monday by M+W Gilbane. Walker announced WisDOT contract for frontage road. OWN claimed 
Monday that owners and families behind the 28 Foxconn contract winners have given at least $359K to Walker's 
campaign. WDC cited $18,500 from Hoffman and employees to Walker since 2010. Hoffman was openly critical of Walker 
and Republican lawmakers in 2015 over right-to-work legislation.  
http://lacrossetribune.com/95b433c0-eac8-584e-8460-110d091c1494.html

- BRF company to work on Foxconn project, Hoffman Construction awarded Foxconn contract  
https://news8000.com/739332565

- Foxconn taps Black River Falls company, Hoffman Construction will conduct site development work on plant  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/05/08/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Foxconn-taps-BRF-company-
div.html

ILLINOIS ^top^
- Illinois seeks talks on keeping Asian carp from Great Lakes ... Gov. Bruce Rauner has sent letters to his [8] counterparts 



in the Great Lakes region proposing ... representatives of each state meet regularly with the Corps ... to seek negotiations 
toward an agreement on using the Brandon Road Lock and Dam near Joliet to block the path of the invasive fish. ... Corps 
of Engineers released a $275 million draft plan last year proposing an array of defenses at the site, including an electric 
barrier, noisemakers and water jets.  
http://kbjr6.com/story/38131357/illinois

INDIANA ^top^
- Indiana voters choosing GOP US Senate nominee  
http://journaltimes.com/c0b861a6-102b-5320-9177-a4ea32d0a73c.html

LAW AND ORDER ^top^
- A child's call for help saves two women from overdoses ... The call at about 1 p.m. Saturday sent Kenosha Police and 
Kenosha Fire Department paramedics to an apartment on the 5100 block of 25th Avenue. There, they found the 7-year-
old and her 5-year-old sister crying, their mother and another woman unconscious from heroin overdoses. ... were revived 
by paramedics who had to use several doses of Narcan, according to a criminal complaint.  
http://kenoshanews.com/650364a3-bcb5-5ec0-bc8e-b696597741cd.html

- Third cop [Maurer] joins Rock County Sheriff race  
http://gazettextra.com/b8034e3e-c301-51b6-bca0-2c0170f2ab25.html

- [GOP Chetek cop] Hakes to challenge [Dem Sheriff] Kowalczyk for Chippewa County sheriff post, Sheriff, former Elk 
Mound police chief circulating petitions  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/05/08/lt-div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-gt-Hakes-to-challenge-
Kowalczyk-lt-div-gt.html

- Mathein sheriff campaign: 'Connect with community again'  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?SectionID=6&SubSectionID=59&ArticleID=81389

- Appleton police shoot, kill man who confronted them with shotgun in eastside neighborhood  
https://postcrescent.com/story/news/2018/05/07/shooting-involving-officer-reported-appletons-east-side/588912002/

- [NY] Attorney general resigns after 4 women accuse him of abuse ... the women described being violently slapped and 
choked, verbally abused and threatened by Schneiderman. Some also described him as a heavy drinker. ... often 
happened during what were supposed to be romantic encounters, but the women said the violence was not consensual. 
Schneiderman, 63, issued a statement to The New Yorker, and later to other media outlets, implying that his conduct was 
... "role-playing and other consensual sexual activity. I have not assaulted anyone. I have never engaged in non-
consensual sex, which is a line I would not cross," he said. But after fellow Democrats in New York, including Gov. 
Andrew Cuomo and U.S. Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand, called for his resignation, he capitulated quickly.  
http://kbjr6.com/story/38134676/attorney

MINNESOTA ^top^
- Minn. authorities prep for [Enbridge Line 3 construction] protests: St. Louis Co. sheriff: 'It's clearly on our minds' ... In a 
letter last week to the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission, and copied to Gov. Mark Dayton and other lawmakers, the 
Association of Minnesota Counties called the expenses "out of ordinary."  
http://superiortelegram.com/news/4441949-minn-authorities-prep-pipeline-protests-st-louis-co-sheriff-its-clearly-our-minds

PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY ^top^
- [Superior] Council hears questions, concerns: after Husky refinery explosion.  
http://superiortelegram.com/news/fires/4441040-council-hears-questions-concerns

- A battle is brewing between Milwaukee and paint industry over lead poisoning of Milwaukee children ... Attorneys for 
Sherwin-Williams are now demanding city officials turn over some 28 years of records related to possible sources of lead 
exposure. The subpoenas were filed late last month, not long after Mayor Tom Barrett and an attorney for nearly 170 
lead-poisoned Milwaukee children accused the paint industry of trying to shift the blame to contaminated water.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/07/city-milwaukee-paint-industry-battle-over-lead-poisoning-heats-
up/582240002/

- A Milwaukee baby died after her parents were repeatedly reported for abuse and neglect. Did the child welfare system 



fail her?  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/crime/2018/05/08/did-child-welfare-system-fail-milwaukee-baby-who-died-abuse-
neglect/578110002/

RETAIL ^top^
- Menards pitchman Ray Szmanda dies at 91  
http://lacrossetribune.com/8680031f-ff24-5673-82a4-d5a4db2b1b70.html

TRANSPORTATION ^top^
- Wisconsin DOT advances 12 highway projects to 2018 ... Walker said ... through improved fiscal management, has an 
additional $25 million to carry out the projects in fiscal 2018. "We are finding critical savings that are helping improve 
Wisconsin's infrastructure," the governor said in a statement. ... Four of the 12 projects are in northeast Wisconsin: two in 
Calumet County, one in Sheboygan County and one in Winnebago County.  
https://postcrescent.com/story/news/2018/05/07/wisconsin-dot-2018-highway-projects-governor-scott-walker/587348002/

- Wisconsin man struck and killed by train in Winona  
http://kbjr6.com/story/38133223/wisconsin

- Stevens Point roundabout, other project construction to start up in June  
https://stevenspointjournal.com/story/news/2018/05/08/stevens-point-roundabout-other-project-construction-start-
june/577826002/

COLUMNS ^top^
- WDC's Matthew Rothschild: Nancy MacLean's dire warning about our democracy  
http://host.madison.com/ct/b4953fcb-cb8c-5374-be62-26806ae4d2a4.html

- Rick Esenberg: Tax incremental financing is a recipe for abuse  
https://badgerinstitute.org/Diggings/Spring-2018/Tax-incremental-financing-is-a-recipe-for-abuse.htm
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From: Pastori M. Balele <pmbalele@aol.com>

Sent: Friday, May 4, 2018 9:14 PM

To: eric.fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov

Cc: Amanda.Tollefsen@dwd.wisconsin.gov; AmberD.Passno@wisconsin.gov; 

amy.russell@dwd.wisconsin.gov; andrea.olmanson@wisconsin.gov; 

beverlya.crosson@dwd.wisconsin.gov; David.Falstad@wisconsin.gov; 

dderek.wu@searshc.com; elizabeth.barroilhet@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

eric.fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov; erinfo@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

GeorgiaE.Maxwell@wisconsin.gov; GOVGeneral@wisconsin.gov; 

heidi.marshall@dwd.wisconsin.gov; Jean.Nichols@wisconsin.gov; 

Jim.Chiolino@dwd.wisconsin.gov; john.gelhard@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Jon.Litscher@wisconsin.gov; Julie.Trimble@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

larry.jakubowski@dwd.wisconsin.gov; Laurie.McCallum@wisconsin.gov; 

lilisa.stortenbecker@searshc.com; LIRC@wisconsin.gov; 

Maria.Selsor@dwd.wisconsin.gov; morganm.dixon@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

paul.noonan@searshc.com; PLubenow@salawus.com; ricedc@DOJ.STATE.WI.US; 

Robert.Rodriguez@dwd.wisconsin.gov; RoseAnn.Wasserman@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Schimelbd@doj.state.wi.us; sears_feedback@customerservice.sears.com; 

SEC@dwd.wisconsin.gov; Sheri.Pollock@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Travis.Grimm@dwd.wisconsin.gov; john.carlsonjr@dwd.wisconsin.gov

Subject: Fwd: BALELE VS. SEARS: ERD Case No. CR201501655

Attachments: SEARS-RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY.pdf

Hi!

I wonder if Sears gave you copy of responses to my requests for discovery.  Please compare Sears' 
responses to your PD. I will give this copy of this e-mail to ERD and other State officers. This way 
they can see how you and other ERD officials behave at work comparing to your PD. This Country 
will never be perfect is we allow government official to act corruptly or lazy at work. This is a shame.

Pastori M. Balele
Complainant

From: pmbalele@aol.com 
To: eric.fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov 
Cc: Amanda.Tollefsen@dwd.wisconsin.gov, AmberD.Passno@wisconsin.gov, 
amy.russell@dwd.wisconsin.gov, andrea.olmanson@wisconsin.gov, 
beverlya.crosson@dwd.wisconsin.gov, David.Falstad@wisconsin.gov, 
dderek.wu@searshc.com, elizabeth.barroilhet@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
eric.fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov, erinfo@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
GeorgiaE.Maxwell@wisconsin.gov, GOVGeneral@wisconsin.gov, 
heidi.marshall@dwd.wisconsin.gov, Jean.Nichols@wisconsin.gov, 
Jim.Chiolino@dwd.wisconsin.gov, john.gelhard@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
Jon.Litscher@wisconsin.gov, Julie.Trimble@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
larry.jakubowski@dwd.wisconsin.gov, Laurie.McCallum@wisconsin.gov, 
lilisa.stortenbecker@searshc.com, LIRC@wisconsin.gov, Maria.Selsor@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
morganm.dixon@dwd.wisconsin.gov, paul.noonan@searshc.com, PLubenow@salawus.com, 



ricedc@DOJ.STATE.WI.US, Robert.Rodriguez@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
sears_feedback@customerservice.sears.com, SEC@dwd.wisconsin.gov, 
Sheri.Pollock@dwd.wisconsin.gov, Travis.Grimm@dwd.wisconsin.gov 
Sent: 4/19/2018 10:22:15 PM Pacific Standard Time 
Subject: BALELE VS. SEARS: ERD Case No. CR201501655

Mr. Fergison,

I got Sears’ responses and compared them to your PD. I found you did nothing as relates your 
PD. Sears accused you for doing nothing to investigate my complaint. I am surprised you still 
have the position you’re holding now. But I knew you would do nothing; and in fact, I asked you 
to recuse yourself after ALJ sent the case back to you for investigation given your first fraudulent 
first decision. But now I believe ERD officials are told to do nothing other than copy template 
decisions to dismiss Black people’s complaints.  This is tragic as relates to what ERD 
employees are expected to do. Such behavior is also at LIRC

       But also, people in ERD and LIRC must be bored with their positions for they are told to 
dismiss Black people’s complaints using the templates. Larry and Herje left ERD in disgrace 
when I found they acted corruptly. I have no idea why grown-ups stay in positions they are told 
to disobey the laws and their PDs.  But also, I now understand why Maria Selsor called 
investigators such as Travis Grimm foul names and they are occupying useless positions. If I 
were you, I would resign or retire like what Larry and Steve Herje did.  I may have to write to 
people who will act why you did not investigate my complaint.  Have a great weekend.

Pastori M. Balele

From: Eric.Fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov
To: pmbalele@aol.com
Sent: 3/1/2018 12:59:13 PM Pacific Standard Time 
Subject: RE: BALELE VS. SEARS: ERD Case No. CR201501655

Dear Mr. Balele:

As a non-party, I have no duty to respond and will not be responding to the interrogatories, requests for 
admissions, and requests for production of documents you have submitted. 

Sincerely,

Eric Fergison

Equal Rights Officer



Department of Workforce Development

Equal Rights Division

201 E. Washington Ave.  Rm. A100

PO Box 8928

Madison, WI 53708

Phone: (608) 266-8215

Fax: (608) 267-4592

Email: eric.fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov

From: Pastori M. Balele [mailto:pmbalele@aol.com]  
Sent: Thursday, March 01, 2018 9:23 AM 
To: Fergison, Eric - DWD <Eric.Fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov> 
Cc: Tollefsen, Amanda A - DWD <Amanda.Tollefsen@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Russell, 
Amy - DWD <Amy.Russell@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Falstad, David B - LIRC 
<David.Falstad@wisconsin.gov>; Fergison, Eric - DWD 
<Eric.Fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; DWD MB ERD Information 
<ERINFO@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Governor Scott Walker 
<GOVGeneral@wisconsin.gov>; Marshall, Heidi J - DWD 
<Heidi.Marshall@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Chiolino, Jim J - DWD 
<Jim.Chiolino@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Gelhard, John - DWD 
<John.Gelhard@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Trimble, Julie - DWD 
<Julie.Trimble@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Jakubowski, Larry - DWD 
<Larry.Jakubowski@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; McCallum, Laurie - LIRC 
<Laurie.McCallum@wisconsin.gov>; LIRC <LIRC@wisconsin.gov>; Selsor, Maria J - 
DWD <Maria.Selsor@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Dixon, Morgan M - DWD 
<MorganM.Dixon@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Rice, David C - DOJ 
<ricedc@DOJ.STATE.WI.US>; Rodriguez, Robert A - DWD 
<Robert.Rodriguez@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Schimel, Brad - DOJ 
<schimelbd@doj.state.wi.us>; DWD MB Secretary <SEC@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; 
Pollock, Sheri G - DWD <Sheri.Pollock@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Wasserman, Rose Ann 
- DWD <RoseAnn.Wasserman@dwd.wisconsin.gov> 
Subject: BALELE VS. SEARS: ERD Case No. CR201501655 



Mr. Fergison;

Attached is copy of discovery requests I have just mailed to you. You may 

get the signed documents tomorrow or Monday.  I just want the truth what 

happened in your investigating my complaint. Thanks.

Pastori M. Balele









































From: WisPolitics.com <news@wispolitics.com>

Sent: Friday, May 4, 2018 10:10 AM

To: jon.litscher@wisconsin.gov

Subject: FRI News Summary: Nicholson stands by comments about veterans; Ryan reinstates 

House chaplain

Right-click 
here to  
download 
pictures.  To  
help protect 
your privacy, 
Outlo ok 
prevented 

auto matic  
download of 
this pictu re  
from the  
In ternet.

FRI News Summary -- 4 May 2018

Exclusively for WisPolitics Subscribers - DO NOT FORWARD

Access the mobile version of the News Summary: 
http://www.wispolitics.com/2018/fri-news-summary-nicholson-stands-by-comments-about-veterans-ryan-reinstates-house-
chaplain/

****************************************

May 10: WisPolitics Luncheon with Kelda Roys 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Thursday May 10 with former state 
Rep. Kelda Roys to discuss her bid for the Democratic nomination to run against GOP Gov. Scott Walker.  

See Roys' bio: https://keldaforgovernor.com/meet-kelda/

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons, $19 per person. Price for 
general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, AARP Wisconsin 
and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

For registration: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-kelda-roys-tickets-45290902308

****************************************
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Nicholson won't back down from comments about veterans
... [letter from] Nine Republican veterans [Vukmir supporters] called on Kevin 
Nicholson to apologize for comments he made related to his military service 
during a debate last week ... saying they were disappointed with his behavior in 
the race. ... a day after Nicholson, in a radio interview, questioned the "cognitive 
thought process" of Democratic military veterans. ... Nicholson, whose 
campaign slogan is "Send in the Marine," refused to back down or apologize, 
telling supporters in an email Thursday that "liberals can try to twist this all they 
want, but I stand by what I said: The Democrat Party has LONG lied to vets." 
Nicholson respects Dem vets but doesn't understand how they can vote for Dem 
"who routinely demean and belittle" the Constitution, "I'll never apologize for 
saying that, ever." Moody for Nicholson: "What would we apologize for -- not 
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being a career politician? We've simply called out Leah Vukmir for running a 
campaign focused almost exclusively on questioning Kevin's personal character 
and values, which includes his service in the Marines." Rehash radio, debate 
remarks which generated criticism from a wide array of vets, including Dem 
Congressional challengers Tom Palzewicz [Sensenbrenner] and Beau Liegeois 
[Gallagher]. Gallagher, a veteran, did not respond. Sen. Johnson: "I value all of 
our veterans, they are the finest among us. I'll let the voters make their own 
judgment." By Bauer of AP, WISCONSIN STATE JOURNAL  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/87b89895-3c3f-543d-975d-86ba490e348b.html

In a reversal, Ryan says the House chaplain will remain in his post
... Conroy, who was forced to step down by Ryan last month ... under the 
"advice of counsel" ... issued a two-page letter early Thursday accusing Ryan's 
chief of staff, Jonathan Burks, of anti-Catholic bias. ... spelled out in the most 
detail yet his April 13 confrontation with Burks that set the stage for his 
resignation days later. ... sent the speaker a letter rescinding his resignation ... "I 
have never been disciplined, nor reprimanded, nor have I ever heard a 
complaint about my ministry during my time as House chaplain." ... and vowing 
to remain until the end of the year. Within hours Ryan had backed down, ending 
the possibility of what the speaker feared would be a "protracted fight" over what 
is supposed to be a unifying and spiritual position in the partisan chamber. ... "I 
intend to sit down with Father Conroy early next week so that we can move 
forward for the good of the whole House," [Ryan] said. Ryan's office issued a 
Burks statement: "I strongly disagree with Father Conroy's recollection of our 
conversation. I am disappointed by the misunderstanding, but wish him the best 
as he continues to serve the House." Pelosi statement "welcomed" Ryan's 
change of heart, "However, many distressing questions must still be answered 
about the motivations behind Father Conroy's unwarranted and unjust 
dismissal." Rehash. By Kane, WASHINGTON POST  
https://washingtonpost.com/b770de7c-4f07-11e8-84a0-
458a1aa9ac0a_story.html

Walker launches plan to slow spread of CWD, Democrats say it may be too 
late
... Two measures would impose additional regulations on deer farmers, while 
another would address deer killed in the wild that test positive ... hunters will be 
barred from removing deer carcasses from CWD-affected counties unless the 
carcass is delivered to a licensed taxidermist or meat processor. ... spinal cord 
must remain in the original county. ... prohibit live deer from deer farms from 
being moved outside a CWD-affected county. Walker statement: "Wisconsin put 
together a comprehensive plan years ago that implemented new testing 
procedures to identify and root out CWD while committing to new steps to 
combat CWD. Today, we will move forward on implementing new rules that will 
place us among the leaders in the nation's fight against CWD." 2017 Wachs-
Milroy bill would have required double-fencing or electric fences, electronic gate 
monitoring and inspections every two years for deer farms. Wachs: "It's about 
time. It's almost too late. Better now than never, I suppose." Milroy and Danou 
met with Walker's COS in 2016 to discuss their list of preventive measures. 
Milroy: "We need a moratorium on new deer farms and consolidation of 
enforcement into one agency. Baiting needs to be addressed on a statewide 
scale. We also need to aggressively reduce the herd in affected regions. I hope 



it's not too little, too late." DNR set up 47 kiosks in 2017 for hunters to check for 
CWD, conducting over 2,500 tests. By Opoien, CAPITAL TIMES  
http://host.madison.com/ct/26253d3a-e040-5c00-8675-05c04cc37d76.html

############  
STORY TOPICS
############ 

WHITE HOUSE ^top^
- Planned Parenthood Sues Trump Administration, Suit by affiliates in Wisconsin, two other states claim changes to Title 
X program limit the care provided.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/05/03/planned-parenthood

2018 GOVERNOR CAMPAIGN ^top^
- Walker is sending 671,000 families an election-year check. Democrats call it bribery. [Stein of MJS]  
https://washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2018/05/03/wisconsin-gov

- Eric Levitz: Walker Will Give 671,000 Wisconsin Families an Election-Year Check ... an economically incoherent policy 
... And Democratic officeholders should really be implementing more policies like it. But before we get that point, let's take 
a closer look at the "Badger-State Buyoff." ... None of this is to suggest that there aren't policy principles worth suffering 
electoral losses to uphold; or that Democrats should design policies with nothing save political advantage in mind. But 
thinking about how one can craft policies to maximize their visibility to beneficiaries -- and their electoral utility to your 
officeholders -- is just good politics. Scott Walker knows that. Democrats could do more to demonstrate that they do, too. 
[Levitz]  
http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2018/05/walker-will-give-671-00-families-an-election-year-check.html

- Matt Flynn said cannabis use is an issue of personal freedom: 1:01 video  
https://jsonline.com/videos/news/politics/elections/2018/05/03/matt-flynn-said-cannabis-use-issue-personal-
freedom/32771585/

- Mike McCabe sees the economic benefit of cannabis and hemp production: video  
https://jsonline.com/videos/news/politics/elections/2018/05/03/mike-mccabe-sees-economic-benefit-cannabis-and-hemp-
production/32771475/

STATE GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Vos received $57,000 in travel and other perks since 2014 ... Among those joining him on the trips to London, Iceland 
and France last year was Cliff Rosenberger, who was then the speaker of the Ohio House and is now being investigated 
by the FBI for his travel and other matters. ... Vos said he had not heard from the FBI and was certain he had followed 
ethics rules with his own travel. "I have nothing to be concerned about," Vos said.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/03/robin-vos-last-year-received-13-000-travel-and-other-
perks/577176002/

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Answered prayers: House chaplain gets job back after Ryan backs down, The move comes a week after Ryan's move to 
push out the chaplain created a firestorm among lawmakers on Capitol Hill. [Shabad and Moe]  
https://nbcnews.com/politics/congress/house-n871196

- House chaplain wins job back after scalding letter to Paul Ryan [AP]  
http://latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-essential-washington-updates-house-chaplain-wins-job-back-after-1525388397-
htmlstory.html

- Ryan reinstates House chaplain after priest fights dismissal [Dias and Stolberg of NYT]  
https://seattletimes.com/nation-world/paul-ryan-reinstates-house-chaplain-after-priest-fights-dismissal/

- House chaplain retracts resignation, and Speaker Ryan lets him remain in post [Shesgreen]  
https://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/03/578631002/



- Ryan Backs Down in Battle with the Church, After sending Ryan a testy letter, the House chaplain will be allowed to 
keep his job. [Nguyen]  
https://vanityfair.com/news/2018/05/paul-ryan-backs-down-in-battle-with-church-house-chaplain

- Ryan says House chaplain can stay, after reverend rescinds his resignation [CBS]  
https://cbsnews.com/news/ousted-house-chaplain-rescinds-his-resignation/

- Ryan reverses, will keep House chaplain in place [Caygle]  
https://politico.com/story/2018/05/03/house-chaplain-rescinds-resignation-567377

- Chaplain Conroy rescinds his resignation, to sit down with Ryan next week [Diaz and Fox]  
https://cnn.com/2018/05/03/politics/house-chaplain-pat-conroy-rescinds-resignation/index.html

- Ryan to headline dinner honoring Sen. Hatch in Utah  
https://sltrib.com/news/politics/2018/05/03/house-speaker-paul-ryan-to-headline-dinner-honoring-sen-hatch-in-utah/

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Mayor, City Council spar over Kost resignation  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?sectionid=6&subsectionid=47&articleid=81326

- Little Rice votes down resolution on village powers  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?SectionID=6&SubSectionID=59&ArticleID=81333

AGRIBUSINESS ^top^
- EPA investigates possible groundwater contamination in central Wisconsin as worries grow ... after longstanding 
complaints over the health impact farms may pose to drinking water. On Monday, workers from the EPA began a large-
scale project to drill wells in Juneau County near a large dairy farm ... Juneau County's water quality problems have 
prompted plans by county health and conservation authorities to test about 90 homes on May 30 in the Town of Armenia 
where the EPA is conducting its testing. Other testing will take place in Wood County.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/04/epa-investigates-possible-groundwater-contamination-central-
wisconsin-worries-grow/579422002/

- Farm Bill Threatens Thousands of Children, Nonpartisan analysis: 11% of state's food stamp recipients would lose 
eligibility under federal farm bill.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/05/03/farm-bill

CULTURE ^top^
- With 'cult narrative' on the rise, professor argues for nuanced look at religious movements  
http://host.madison.com/ct/f0b8b95b-b7f0-505e-b64c-c7fb90a88e13.html

EDUCATION ^top^
- MPS teachers union raises specter of walkouts over budget cuts ... At issue is Superintendent Darienne Driver's 
proposed 2018-'19 budget, a $1.17 billion spending plan that cuts $11 million from schools, adds administrators and 
eliminates more than 140 positions across the district, including 80 teaching posts. MTEA VP Mizialko: "This is a national 
fight for public education and our students. The Milwaukee Teachers Education Association calls on every single worker 
in every single Milwaukee Public School to search their conscience and consider how far they are willing to go to 
guarantee a fair budget for our students and a future for our students."  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/education/2018/05/04/577454002/

- Ward asks ACLU to intervene ... As a [Turner School] board member, Ward believes her free speech rights are being 
stifled by board policy 161, which details board member authority. The controversial policy item states individual board 
members are obligated "to accept the will of the majority vote in all cases and support the Board's actions."  
http://beloitdailynews.com/news/20180504/ward_asksaclu_tointervene

ELECTIONS ^top^
- Nicholson's comments on military service upend Wisconsin U.S. Senate race ... Meanwhile, nine Republican veterans, 
including state Senate Majority Leader Scott Fitzgerald of Juneau, issued a public letter calling for a Nicholson apology. 



The nine vets support Nicholson's GOP opponent, Leah Vukmir. ... "The desire to serve your country transcends party 
lines, race and gender," said Chris Rahlf, a Navy veteran and Democrat running for state Assembly in the 60th District ... 
In his email to supporters, Nicholson wrote: "The bottom line is that liberals can try to twist this all they want, but I stand by 
what I said: The Democrat Party has LONG lied to vets." ... In a response, Democratic Party of Wisconsin Veterans 
Caucus member Tracey Sperko of Milwaukee said: "As a Navy veteran, I'm disgusted to see Kevin Nicholson tearing 
down fellow veterans to advance his political career. It's shameful that Nicholson would double down on saying that 
people who served their country aren't patriots unless they are Republicans."  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/03/kevin-nicholsons-comments-military-service-upend-wisconsin-u-s-
senate-race/577456002/

- Incumbent, challenger announce candidacies for 67th Assembly District ... [statements by] incumbent Rob Summerfield, 
R-Bloomer, and [AFT-er] Democrat Wren Keturi of Chippewa Falls ... No Democrat has held the 67th Assembly seat in 
more than 20 years, when Michael O. Wilder lost in the November 1996 election to Republican Tom Sykora.  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/05/04/lt-div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-gt-Incumbent-challenger-
announce-candidacies-lt-div-gt.html

- Summerfield announces run for Assembly  
http://chippewa.com/news/local/summerfield-announces-run-for-assembly/article_3cb60e31-0ab5-54af-83bc-
dbe161cc1d1d.html

ENERGY ^top^
- Renewable energy advocates, consumer group happy with tweaks to Wisconsin Focus on Energy program ... [PSC] 
voted to maintain the current $5.5 million annual budget for renewable energy projects over the next four years. PSC 
Commissioner Huebsch, RENEW's Huebner, CUB's Content comment.  
http://lacrossetribune.com/cfcefe93-7547-5f6e-8db8-83f2b9c5520e.html

ENVIRONMENT ^top^
- Walker Calls For Tougher Measures To Slow Spread Of CWD ... We talk to Patrick Durkin about the proposed rules and 
the impact CWD has had in Wisconsin. 9:24 audio  
https://wpr.org/governor-walker-calls-tougher-measures-slow-spread-cwd

- UW researchers find CWD-causing prions in soil and water around mineral licks ... [Samuel-Pederson] study showed 
that detectable levels of the prions were found in soil and water around nine of the 11 mineral licks in a CWD hot zone in 
Iowa and Dane counties. Nearby, about 50 percent of the bucks have the disease, Samuel said. ... Also, scientists haven't 
proven how many prions are needed to make a deer sick. ... Last year ... infection rate of 6.1 percent ... 7.3 percent in 
2016 and 9.4 percent in 2015 -- the highest since the disease was discovered ... [Samuel] says people should stop buying 
mineral, or salt, licks to attract or bait deer because they may be helping to spread the fatal brain disease. "We don't want 
to encourage people to do a lot of those kinds of things. But at this point we can't quantify what the risk is. That's the 
problem."  
http://host.madison.com/151e4825-7002-560a-85a3-9e231d54b224.html

FOXCONN ^top^
- Foxconn will need thousands of workers with entry-level skills, HS diploma ... Parts of Foxconn's manufacturing campus 
will be "as high-tech as anything in the world," said Bob O'Brien, a display industry consultant [formerly with Corning] ... 
"But you're also going to have a portion that is basic assembly work. Ultimately, you've got to put the finished TV into a 
box. It's not untrue that this is a real high-tech place. It is a real high-tech place. But there's also going to be a substantial 
amount of the stuff that is pretty nuts and bolts." NetFLex's Semenza: "the idea is to set it up so that you don't have to be 
a PhD to make the panels." Consultant Brawn sees assembly line, "I'm kind of surprised that it's not often brought up, to 
be honest with you -- and that is that there are a great number of jobs where it's repetitive in nature." May 2017 E&Y 
memo to WEDC estimate 15,395 employees, some 64% would be HS grads as machine operators and assemblers, 
product testers and packers. Foxconn's Woo in March: "one-third would be more like assembly line workers, but two-
thirds would be the knowledge workers." WEDC estimated "operator" pay at $23.02/hr or $47,900/yr -- well above the pay 
typically HS grad pay in Foxconn counties. MMAC's Sheehy appreciates "rungs on the bottom of the ladder ... it's very 
hard to get a toehold in an economy that's constantly upskilling the jobs," but Foxconners "they're going to have to 
become lifelong learners. ... it's not like going to work at A.O. Smith making car frames and being the second or third 
generation to do it."  
https://jsonline.com/story/money/business/2018/05/04/578022002/

- Bruce Murphy: Pruitt Ruling Allows Foxconn Pollution, EPA head overrules his own staff to deliver victory for Walker and 



Trump.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/05/03/back-in-the-news

HEALTH CARE ^top^
- Nursing shortage in Wisconsin puts specialized care nurses in demand  
https://wausaudailyherald.com/story/money/2018/05/04/nursing-shortage-wisconsin-nurse-jobs-needed-specialized-
fields/481529002/

- John Nichols: Nurses Have a Prescription for the Democratic Party: Back Single Payer, Democratic voters 
overwhelmingly support Medicare for All, yet not all Democratic candidates do.  
https://thenation.com/article/nurses-have-a-prescription-for-the-democratic-party-back-single-payer/

LAW AND ORDER ^top^
- Fire and Police Commission holds second vote [6-0] on Morales appointment: to MPD chief  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/2018/05/03/milwaukee-fire-and-police-commission-appoints-alfonso-morales-
chief/578595002/

- Deportation possible after sex assault conviction, Sentencing set for Thursday ... Jdge John Manydeeds set a 
sentencing hearing for Thursday. Njenga, who is in custody, appeared in court; Manydeeds revoked his bond after finding 
Njenga guilty. ... [deputy DA] Rindal said the attorneys have reached an agreement for Njenga to be released for time 
served. Manydeeds asked if that is because Njenga is facing deportation. "That is completely up to immigration," Rindal 
said after the hearing. "It's a big question mark at this point." Njenga also is being treated for a mental disorder, 
Manydeeds said. He initially faced second-degree sexual assault charges.  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/05/04/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Deportation-possible-after-sex-
assault-conviction-div.html

- Bell, supporters protest as CUSH honors DA, mayor ... marched to the UAW Local 72 hall and stood in protest outside 
the Congregations United to Serve Humanity's "Raise Your Voice" 2018 Celebration Banquet, where Graveley and 
Kenosha Mayor John Antaramian were being honored as "faithful advocates for justice." ... hope to continue putting 
pressure on Antaramian and Gravely to reopen an investigation into the police-involved shooting death of Bell's son.  
http://kenoshanews.com/news/local/bell-supporters-protest-as-cush-honors-da-mayor/article_778e5744-8f59-5d04-a0fe-
0515db284eeb.html

- Charges to be filed [by Kenosha DA Graveley] against officer [Nabors] accused in excessive force incident at Park High 
http://journaltimes.com/fb8a6b3f-dbba-5ec8-b5f0-0e3e9709e3aa.html

TECHNOLOGY ^top^
- Fido Survived the Research Lab. Now What?: WI listed as using more than 1,000 cats and dogs in 2016 research. MD, 
CA, CT, IL, MN, NV, NY have laws encouraging research animal adoptions.  
http://pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2018/05/04/fido-survived-the-research-lab-now-what

TOURISM ^top^
- As fishing season nears, northern Wisconsin is watching, hoping and praying for open water ... Saturday will mark the 
third time in the past six years that ice has limited fishing on the opener in northern Wisconsin and delayed tribal spearing. 
... To the south, impressions from snowmobiles could still be seen Wednesday on Minocqua Lake but its days of ice cover 
appeared to be limited. That wasn't the case at the boat landing at South Trout Lake, northeast of Minocqua just off 
Highway M. Most of the lake, and many more around it, was covered in ice. ... "The opener is actually bigger than deer 
season, in my opinion, because there's more people that fish," said Robl, who spent about 150 days guiding anglers in 
2017. "The town is a pretty vibrant place on the opening weekend of fishing season. But I would have to think there will be 
significantly less people coming up. The number of people in town will be down by quite a bit." Northland hotel, shop 
owners comment.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/93da3c01-385c-5657-a1a1-091fbaf9843d.html

- Anglers' tip for state fishing opener Saturday: Find warm water, In seeking out hottest fishing spots, flowages, shallow 
bays could be best, DNR official says  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/05/03/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Anglers-tip-Warm-water-div.html



UTILITIES ^top^
- Xcel Ashland Solar Garden is a go  
http://apg-wi.com/7f5753f4-4f43-11e8-98f0-a75ed88d6c17.html

EDITORIALS ^top^
- KN editorial: Let's get back to governing: re: $130K to Daniels from Trump atty. Cohen Giuliani said was reimbursed by 
Trump  
http://kenoshanews.com/opinion/let-s-get-back-to-governing/article_9c1300d3-61d4-5a85-9f18-32b630a4fa90.html

- RJT editorial: More to do before there's peace in Korea  
http://journaltimes.com/0551ad50-c955-5453-9e69-639cc9197d21.html

COLUMNS ^top^
- UW Prof. Ryan Owens: Gordon Giampietro's orthodox Catholicism, not legal acumen, is under attack in court fight  
https://jsonline.com/story/opinion/contributors/2018/05/03/gordon-giampietros-catholicism-under-attack/577063002/

- James Wigderson: Us and them, and who we are: The insiders are the ones who are secretly keeping you down, and 
the insiders are making a profit off your misery. Apparently, you can take Nicholson out of the Democratic Party, but you 
can't take the Progressive rhetoric out of Nicholson.  
https://rightwisconsin.com/2018/05/04/us-and-them-and-who-we-are/

- Rebecca Fishbein: Ryan Says the House Chaplain Can Stay So They Can Go Back to Hating Each Other in Peace  
https://splinternews.com/1825763304

- Jennifer Rubin: Ryan's unintended hilarity ... Warning against a Democratic majority in the House, the Wisconsin 
Republican declared: "You'll have subpoenas, you'll have just the system shutting down." Thunk. Actually, the system will 
work just fine ... Ryan's dismal speakership has been defined by his obsequiousness to the president, a far cry from his 
pre-Trump rhetoric about Congress reclaiming its authority. If Americans want a functional, equally effective branch of 
government, they might as well try the Democrats. Ryan sure hasn't been able to deliver one.  
https://washingtonpost.com/blogs/right-turn/wp/2018/05/03/paul-ryans

- Claire Dinshaw: Paul Ryan's legacy ... So, Trump may be more outspoken, but he is not more cruel. Trump may be less 
able to place policy ideas on paper, but he envisions the same type of America as Ryan. Trump may be more focused on 
race and religion while Ryan is more caught up in success and wealth, but they both see a nation that rewards some and 
punishes others, an America where those meeting certain thresholds of success or fitting certain categories of race are 
given an easier ride while others are punished every step along the way.  
https://stanforddaily.com/2018/05/02/paul-ryans-legacy/

- Charles Pierce: Walker and Pruitt Have Teamed Up on Something. Buckle Up, Plus: We've raised a whole generation of 
conservative politicians who sound like talk-show hosts.  
https://esquire.com/news-politics/politics/a20137580/texas-daca-lawsuit-tennessee-abortion-south-carolina/

- Chris Walker: Doug La Follette should know better  
http://host.madison.com/ct/52cbf2b9-2aa4-505e-a4ce-0602c02e6ac2.html
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From WisPolitics.com ... 

-- Dem 1st CD candidate Cathy Myers raised $150,000 last month, her campaign spokesman 
announced in a Facebook comment. 

Dennis Hughes posted the information in a comment on the "DPW Progressive Caucus (unofficial)" 
Facebook page yesterday afternoon on an article another member of the group shared from Vice 
entitled "Democrats bet big on 'Iron Stache.' They may have made a mistake."  

Hughes' comment was in response to another member of the group writing, "I genuinely worry both 
with struggle to fundraise now that Ryan is out. That isn't to bash on either candidate... just a concern 
for both."  

He responded: "She (Myers) raised $150,000 in April..."  

Hughes confirmed in an email to WisPolitics.com yesterday afternoon Myers raised that amount last 
month. He said following Speaker Paul Ryan's April 12 announcement he wouldn't seek re-election 
through the end of the month, Myers raised $100,000.  

Republican Brian Steil told backers he raised $250,000 in the first days after he announced a bid for 
the 1st CD. Meanwhile, Dem Randy Bryce's campaign says he raised $210,000 in the 13 days after 
Ryan's announcement.  

See the Facebook exchange:  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1097819966926728/permalink/2007337415974974/

-- Gov. Scott Walker is making three stops around the state today in in Wausau, Green Bay, 
Milwaukee to highlight the state's tourism industry.



-- Sen. Duey Stroebel in this week's GOP radio address touts Republicans' work in promoting 
a pro-manufacturing environment in Wisconsin. 

The Cedarburg Republican attributed Wisconsin's business growth as a direct result of GOP 
leadership, citing how companies including Haribo and Foxconn have pledged to create thousands of 
jobs in the state.  

Stroebel also touted the $500,000 in fabrication laboratory grants awarded to 22 school districts 
across the state this week, as well as the federal EPA's recent decision to limit areas in the state that 
will come under stricter federal ozone regulations to small areas near Lake Michigan.  

"Wisconsin's manufacturing sector is one of the fastest growing in the nation," Stroebel said. 
"Republicans are ensuring students are ready for these careers and companies are allowed to grow 
in a manner that is good for all."  

See the release:  
https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/sen-stroebel-delivers-gop-radio-address-gop-leadership-ensures-
continued-manufacturing-growth/

-- Senate Minority Leader Jennifer Shilling in the Dem radio address knocked Republicans for 
prioritizing "wealthy special interests" over children. 

The La Crosse Dem cited a new Legislative Fiscal Bureau memo showing 23,369 children in 
Wisconsin would lose eligibility for food stamps under the federal House farm bill.  

And she tied the findings to the tax overhaul bill President Trump signed into law late last year, saying 
people's fear that the tax cuts and added national debt would lead to cuts elsewhere "became reality" 
in light of the report.  

"Wisconsin is the Dairy State. No child should ever be forced to go hungry and we certainly shouldn't 
be denying children access to basic nutrition simply to expand tax breaks for the wealthy," Shilling 
said. "Rather than billions in tax giveaways for foreign corporations, Democrats are committed to 
protecting food assistance for vulnerable children here at home."  

See the release:  
https://wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Sen-Shilling-Radio-Address-050318.pdf

-- Speaker Paul Ryan is reinstating the House chaplain the Janesville Republican previously 
tried to oust. 

The about-face comes after the Rev. Patrick J. Conroy sent Ryan a letter rescinding his resignation 
and saying he'd remain in the post until the end of the year.  

Ryan said he accepted Conroy's decision to take back his resignation, adding he plans to meet with 
Conroy next week "so that we can move forward for the good of the whole House."  

The incident comes after Conroy in mid-April submitted his resignation. Last week, national media 
reports showed the resignation came on the behest of Ryan, causing controversy.  



"My original decision was made in what I believed to be the best interest of this institution," Ryan said 
in the statement yesterday. "To be clear, that decision was based on my duty to ensure that the 
House has the kind of pastoral services that it deserves. It is my job as speaker to do what is best for 
this body, and I know that this body is not well served by a protracted fight over such an important 
post."  

See Ryan's statement:  
https://www.speaker.gov/press-release/speaker-ryan-statement-house-chaplain

See the full text of Conroy's letter to Ryan via Politico:  
https://www.politico.com/story/2018/05/03/pat-conroy-chaplain-resignation-full-text-letter-567499

****************************************

May 10: WisPolitics Luncheon with Kelda Roys 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Thursday May 10 
with former state Rep. Kelda Roys to discuss her bid for the Democratic nomination to run against 
GOP Gov. Scott Walker.  

See Roys' bio: https://keldaforgovernor.com/meet-kelda/

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons, $19 
per person. Price for general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, 
AARP Wisconsin and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

For registration: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-kelda-roys-tickets-45290902308
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Marsy's Law for Wisconsin

TOP HEADLINES

Walker launches plan to slow spread of CWD, Democrats say it may be too late
... Two measures would impose additional regulations on deer farmers, while another would address 
deer killed in the wild that test positive ... hunters will be barred from removing deer carcasses from 
CWD-affected counties unless the carcass is delivered to a licensed taxidermist or meat processor. ... 
spinal cord must remain in the original county. ... prohibit live deer from deer farms from being moved 
outside a CWD-affected county. Walker statement: "Wisconsin put together a comprehensive plan 
years ago that implemented new testing procedures to identify and root out CWD while committing to 
new steps to combat CWD. Today, we will move forward on implementing new rules that will place us 



among the leaders in the nation's fight against CWD." 2017 Wachs-Milroy bill would have required 
double-fencing or electric fences, electronic gate monitoring and inspections every two years for deer 
farms. Wachs: "It's about time. It's almost too late. Better now than never, I suppose." Milroy and 
Danou met with Walker's COS in 2016 to discuss their list of preventive measures. Milroy: "We need 
a moratorium on new deer farms and consolidation of enforcement into one agency. Baiting needs to 
be addressed on a statewide scale. We also need to aggressively reduce the herd in affected 
regions. I hope it's not too little, too late." DNR set up 47 kiosks in 2017 for hunters to check for CWD, 
conducting over 2,500 tests.  
http://host.madison.com/ct/26253d3a-e040-5c00-8675-05c04cc37d76.html

UW researchers find CWD-causing prions in soil and water around mineral licks
... [Samuel-Pederson] study showed that detectable levels of the prions were found in soil and water 
around nine of the 11 mineral licks in a CWD hot zone in Iowa and Dane counties. Nearby, about 50 
percent of the bucks have the disease, Samuel said. ... Also, scientists haven't proven how many 
prions are needed to make a deer sick. ... Last year ... infection rate of 6.1 percent ... 7.3 percent in 
2016 and 9.4 percent in 2015 -- the highest since the disease was discovered ... [Samuel] says 
people should stop buying mineral, or salt, licks to attract or bait deer because they may be helping to 
spread the fatal brain disease. "We don't want to encourage people to do a lot of those kinds of 
things. But at this point we can't quantify what the risk is. That's the problem."  
http://host.madison.com/151e4825-7002-560a-85a3-9e231d54b224.html

Nicholson won't back down from comments about veterans
... [letter from] Nine Republican veterans [VUkmir supporters] called on Kevin Nicholson to apologize 
for comments he made related to his military service during a debate last week ... saying they were 
disappointed with his behavior in the race. ... a day after Nicholson, in a radio interview, questioned 
the "cognitive thought process" of Democratic military veterans. ... Nicholson, whose campaign 
slogan is "Send in the Marine," refused to back down or apologize, telling supporters in an email 
Thursday that "liberals can try to twist this all they want, but I stand by what I said: The Democrat 
Party has LONG lied to vets." Nicholson respects Dem vets but doesn't understand how they can 
vote for Dem "who routinely demean and belittle" the Constitution, "I'll never apologize for saying that, 
ever." Moody for Nicholson: "What would we apologize for -- not being a career politician? We've 
simply called out Leah Vukmir for running a campaign focused almost exclusively on questioning 
Kevin's personal character and values, which includes his service in the Marines." Rehash radio, 
debate remarks which generated criticism from a wide array of vets, including Dem Congressional 
challengers Tom Palzewicz [Sensenbrenner] and Beau Liegeois [Gallagher]. Gallagher, a veteran, 
did not respond. Sen. Johnson: "I value all of our veterans, they are the finest among us. I'll let the 
voters make their own judgment."  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/87b89895-3c3f-543d-975d-86ba490e348b.html

In a reversal, Ryan says the House chaplain will remain in his post
... Conroy, who was forced to step down by Ryan last month ... under the "advice of counsel" ... 
issued a two-page letter early Thursday accusing Ryan's chief of staff, Jonathan Burks, of anti-
Catholic bias. ... spelled out in the most detail yet his April 13 confrontation with Burks that set the 
stage for his resignation days later. ... sent the speaker a letter rescinding his resignation ... "I have 
never been disciplined, nor reprimanded, nor have I ever heard a complaint about my ministry during 
my time as House chaplain." ... and vowing to remain until the end of the year. Within hours Ryan had 
backed down, ending the possibility of what the speaker feared would be a "protracted fight" over 
what is supposed to be a unifying and spiritual position in the partisan chamber. ... "I intend to sit 
down with Father Conroy early next week so that we can move forward for the good of the whole 
House," [Ryan] said. Ryan's office issued a Burks statement: "I strongly disagree with Father 
Conroy's recollection of our conversation. I am disappointed by the misunderstanding, but wish him 
the best as he continues to serve the House." Pelosi statement "welcomed" Ryan's change of heart, 



"However, many distressing questions must still be answered about the motivations behind Father 
Conroy's unwarranted and unjust dismissal." Rehash.  
https://washingtonpost.com/b770de7c-4f07-11e8-84a0-458a1aa9ac0a_story.html

Foxconn will need thousands of workers with entry-level skills, HS diploma
... Parts of Foxconn's manufacturing campus will be "as high-tech as anything in the world," said Bob 
O'Brien, a display industry consultant [formerly with Corning] ... "But you're also going to have a 
portion that is basic assembly work. Ultimately, you've got to put the finished TV into a box. It's not 
untrue that this is a real high-tech place. It is a real high-tech place. But there's also going to be a 
substantial amount of the stuff that is pretty nuts and bolts." NetFLex's Semenza: "the idea is to set it 
up so that you don't have to be a PhD to make the panels." Consultant Brawn sees assembly line, 
"I'm kind of surprised that it's not often brought up, to be honest with you -- and that is that there are a 
great number of jobs where it's repetitive in nature." May 2017 E&Y memo to WEDC estimate 15,395 
employees, some 64% would be HS grads as machine operators and assemblers, product testers 
and packers. Foxconn's Woo in March: "one-third would be more like assembly line workers, but two-
thirds would be the knowledge workers." WEDC estimated "operator" pay at $23.02/hr or $47,900/yr -
- well above the pay typically HS grad pay in Foxconn counties. MMAC's Sheehy appreciates "rungs 
on the bottom of the ladder ... it's very hard to get a toehold in an economy that's constantly upskilling 
the jobs," but Foxconners "they're going to have to become lifelong learners. ... it's not like going to 
work at A.O. Smith making car frames and being the second or third generation to do it."  
https://jsonline.com/story/money/business/2018/05/04/578022002/

MPS teachers union raises specter of walkouts over budget cuts
... At issue is Superintendent Darienne Driver's proposed 2018-'19 budget, a $1.17 billion spending 
plan that cuts $11 million from schools, adds administrators and eliminates more than 140 positions 
across the district, including 80 teaching posts. MTEA VP Mizialko: "This is a national fight for public 
education and our students. The Milwaukee Teachers Education Association calls on every single 
worker in every single Milwaukee Public School to search their conscience and consider how far they 
are willing to go to guarantee a fair budget for our students and a future for our students."  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/education/2018/05/04/577454002/

As fishing season nears, northern WI is watching, hoping and praying for open water
... Saturday will mark the third time in the past six years that ice has limited fishing on the opener in 
northern Wisconsin and delayed tribal spearing. ... To the south, impressions from snowmobiles could 
still be seen Wednesday on Minocqua Lake but its days of ice cover appeared to be limited. That 
wasn't the case at the boat landing at South Trout Lake ... Most of the lake, and many more around it, 
was covered in ice. ... "The opener is actually bigger than deer season, in my opinion, because 
there's more people that fish," said Robl [of Mercer], who spent about 150 days guiding anglers in 
2017. "The town is a pretty vibrant place on the opening weekend of fishing season. But I would have 
to think there will be significantly less people coming up. The number of people in town will be down 
by quite a bit." Northland hotel, shop owners comment.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/93da3c01-385c-5657-a1a1-091fbaf9843d.html
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Make "WisPolitics Midday" part of your lunch-time routine 

The news cycle never stops, which is why WisPolitics.com has introduced Midday.  

You can get your news fix in under 2 minutes through this new podcast.  



Check out WisPolitics Midday: http://wispolmidday.libsyn.com/

And subscribe via iTunes and the Google Play Music App. Just search WisPolitics Midday.  
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- 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.:Federalist Society Inaugural Wisconsin Lawyers Chapters Conference.  
https://fedsoc.org/events/inaugural-wisconsin-lawyers-chapter-conference
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May 10: WisPolitics Luncheon with Kelda Roys 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Thursday May 10 with former state 
Rep. Kelda Roys to discuss her bid for the Democratic nomination to run against GOP Gov. Scott Walker.  

See Roys' bio: https://keldaforgovernor.com/meet-kelda/

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons, $19 per person. Price for 
general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, AARP Wisconsin 
and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

For registration: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-kelda-roys-tickets-45290902308
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Walker outlines tougher CWD measures
... in advance of the [May 10-12] annual convention of the Wisconsin 
Conservation Congress. ... Two measures would be aimed at the captive cervid 
industry, including a prohibition on movement of live deer from CWD-affected 
counties and a requirement for enhanced fencing at all Wisconsin deer farms. 
... hunters and others would be banned from moving deer carcasses from 
CWD-affected counties. "We need to protect Wisconsin's hunting traditions and 
long-standing heritage by working together to contain the spread of chronic 
wasting disease in deer," Walker said in a statement. DNR, DATCP will 
implement the new rules. No timeline given for installing tougher fencing. 16 
years since CWD was discovered, DNR now considers 53 of 72 counties "CWD 
affected." Dem Milroy-Wachs bill requiring enhanced fencing did not get a 
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hearing last year while Walker sign bill easing deer baiting and feeding 
restrictions. USGS' Richards dubbed them "aggressive 'preventative measures' 
[for] captive facilities ... not aggressive management measures." WWF's 
Meyers "pleased" by emergency rules, "We, and other groups, have previously 
recommended such steps." By Smith, MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL  
https://jsonline.com/story/sports/outdoors/2018/05/02/572881002/

Latest ad from Walker focuses on opioid crisis
... The spot, set to run on both television as well as social media and other 
digital platforms, features the Lybert family, who founded a nonprofit that 
educates people about opioids after their son became addicted. "I was addicted 
for years. But we stuck together as a family and we fought back," said Tyler 
Lybert, who is featured alongside his parents and sister. ... said Mr. Walker's 
H.O.P.E. agenda ... made them want to support his re-election efforts. ... 
"We've seen too many families devastated by addiction. Together, we've 
passed bipartisan legislation to reduce opioid abuse and increase drug 
treatment -- to save lives," Mr. Walker said in the ad. Walker's first ad on 
Tuesday focused on job training programs. By Persons, WASHINGTON TIMES 
https://washingtontimes.com/news/2018/may/3/scott-walker-latest-ad-focuses-
on-opioid-crisis/

Nicholson questions 'cognitive thought process' of Dem military veterans
... during an interview with Steve Scaffidi of WTMJ-AM ... Nicholson said: "And 
just because some people that don't call themselves conservatives and don't 
always act conservative do something conservative, like, let's talk about John 
Kerry -- and signed up to serve this country. That doesn't mean that that's not a 
conservative thing to fundamentally protect and defend the Constitution. 
Because I'll tell you, the Democrat Party has wholesale rejected the 
Constitution and the values that it was founded upon. So I'll tell you what: 
Those veterans that are out there in the Democrat party, I question their, their 
cognitive thought process. Because the bottom line is, they're signing up to 
defend the Constitution that their party is continually dragging through the 
mud," Nicholson said. Navy vet, Dem challenger to Sensenbrenner] Tom 
Palzewicz: "It's simply un-American to suggest that patriotism is partisan. For 
almost every member of the Armed Forces, for veterans, for military families, 
country comes before party, but apparently not for Kevin Nicholson. He should 
be ashamed." Ex-Natl Guard, Dem atty. Banse also offended. By Glauber, 
MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/02/kevin-nicholson-questions-
cognitive-thought-process-military-veterans-democratic-party/574547002/

Ryan warns Democratic takeover would mean subpoenas, chaos
... during remarks at the Milken Institute Global Conference in Beverly Hills ... 
Ryan said that a president's party typically loses seats in midterm elections but 
... If either the House or the Senate flips party control, "what you'll have is 
absolute gridlock," said Ryan, R-Wis. "You'll have subpoenas, you'll have just 
the system shutting down." ... also said the federal tax overhaul, regulatory 
rollbacks and job gains would be a selling point with voters. By Blood of AP, 
WASHINGTON TIMES  
https://washingtontimes.com/news/2018/may/2/paul-ryan-warns-subpoenas-
chaos-if-democrats-take-/



Kaul Calls Schimel's Voter ID Remarks 'Incredible Admission'
... Schimel asked on WISN-AM last month whether listeners thought Trump 
would have captured Wisconsin and Johnson would have won re-election in 
2016 if the law hadn't kept the contests honest. Kaul ... representing [OWN in 
voter ID lawsuit] said Wednesday that Schimel's comments were an "incredible 
admission" that the law is meant to change election outcomes. ... Dobler [for 
Schimel asked] if Kaul would use the attorney general's office to unravel laws 
he doesn't support. By AP, US NEWS  
https://usnews.com/news/best-states/wisconsin/articles/2018-05-02/kaul-calls-
schimels-voter-id-remarks-incredible-admission

############  
STORY TOPICS
############ 

WHITE HOUSE ^top^
- Ryan has asked Trump to tweet less "more times than I can count" ... at the Milken Institute Global Conference in 
Beverly Hills ... dubbed "Davos of the West," Ryan was asked whether Trump's tweets inject uncertainty into the public's 
perception of the economy. "They inject a lot of things," Ryan said, scoring a laugh. "Can you stop the tweets?" asked 
[CNBC's] Sullivan ... "I tried. It didn't work," Ryan responded, adding. "No really, he and I talk a lot." ... won't scale back, 
Ryan said, because the president "rightly believes he has found a way to speak directly to the people, going around the 
media, and it's been very successful for him." ... asked to describe what Trump is like as a person. He said that like many 
business people who come to government, Trump became frustrated with its processes. ... [but he's injected some 
efficiency,] "He has shuffled the deck so much, thrown so many things up in the air, that when we do things that 10 years 
ago we would have said, 'There's no way,' it's easy. ... single word Ryan would use to describe Trump? "Relentless."  
https://qz.com/1268341

- Ryan Backing Rosenstein, Despite Conservatives' Impeachment Threat ... The speaker's position has not changed since 
January, a spokeswoman said responding to further murmurs of impeachment. Earlier this year, Ryan said Rosenstein is 
"doing a fine job" and there is "no reason" for Trump to fire him. ... cadre of House conservatives calling for Rosenstein's 
head have accused him of withholding from Congress [Russia investigation, Clinton email] documents ... Rosenstein told 
a packed audience at an event at the Newseum in Washington on Tuesday that the DOJ "is not going to be extorted." 
HFC chair Meadows: "If he believes being asked to do his job is 'extortion,' then Rod Rosenstein should step aside and 
allow us to find a new deputy attorney general -- preferably one who is interested in transparency." Senate Judiciary 14-7 
on Thursday approved bill to prevent Mueller from being arbitrarily fired by Trump. GOP members Graham, Grassley, 
Tillis, Flake joined Dems in favor, to help protect future special counsels. Majority Leader McConnell has vowed to prevent 
floor vote. [see Henck column]  
https://rollcall.com/news/politics/paul-ryan-backing-rosenstein-despite-conservatives-impeachment-threat

- Local group [Rock Valley Fellowship of Reconciliation] to protest Trump's approach to Iran nuclear deal  
http://gazettextra.com/4b3662c8-a08f-5a06-82bf-5d840ab47fe2.html

2018 GOVERNOR CAMPAIGN ^top^
- Opioid crisis takes focus in Walker's second TV ad [Ekdahl]  
http://wiscnews.com/0b71caac-b597-5ba8-a257-1eff9c02a240.html

STATE GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Madison alder to run for Secretary of State, incumbent Doug La Follette dubs primary a 'nuisance' ... [Ald. Arvina] Martin 
officially launched her campaign on Wednesday. ... has the "utmost respect" for La Follette, but "it may be time for some 
new ideas, new blood, and someone with a different point of view." ... "It's kind of a nuisance, quite honestly," La Follette 
said Tuesday when reached by phone. "I respect anyone's right to run for office. That's how democracy works. But it's too 
bad Democrats have to argue among themselves." Martin said primaries are "a good thing. ... having somebody outside 
of the Legislature or the governor's office who can be a watchdog to make sure we have accessible elections, that districts 
are not gerrymandered ... I think that will have a great effect on our state and our democracy overall."  
http://host.madison.com/ct/12da53dc-1526-512c-8978-687349d5fd3c.html



- Taxpayers to pay nearly $2,000 in Brostoff legal fees in open records case  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/03/taxpayers-pay-nearly-2-000-legal-fees-wisconsin-rep-jonathan-
brostoff-open-records-case/573258002/

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Ryan: Democratic House takeover would lead to gridlock and subpoenas  
http://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/385917-ryan-democratic-house-takeover-would-lead-to-gridlock-and-subpoenas

- Ryan at Milken warns of gridlock with Democratic majority  
https://rawstory.com/2018/05/speaker-paul-ryan-milken-warns-gridlock-democratic-majority/

- Ryan Warns of Subpoenas, Gridlock With Democratic Majority ... "If we do lose control of either of the two bodies, then 
you'll have absolute gridlock. You'll have gridlock, you'll have subpoenas, you'll have just the system shutting down...I 
don't think we're going to lose control, but I think that's what would happen."  
https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-02/paul-ryan-warns-of-subpoenas-gridlock-with-democratic-majority

- Ryan, Scalise contribute to initiative to repeal California's gas-tax increase ... Ryan's congressional campaign committee 
gave $50,000 to Give Voters a Voice, the main group behind an effort to qualify a repeal measure for the November 
ballot. Scalise's committee gave $25K, McCarthy's committee gave $300K. GVV's DeMaio will be promoting the effort at 
this weekend's state GOP convention in San Diego. Anti-repeal's Fairbanks denounced the "D.C. Republican political 
power grab ... they're putting California drivers and our road repairs at risk."  
http://latimes.com/politics/essential/la-pol-ca-essential-politics-may-2018-house-speaker-paul-ryan-majority-whip-
1525281972-htmlstory.html

- Lawmakers push for Ryan to keep House chaplain he asked to resign ... Republican Rep. Walter Jones of North 
Carolina asked Ryan to reinstate Conroy, saying in a letter he believes the way the House chaplain was let go reflected 
"poorly on the House" and appears "intentionally underhanded. Not only was I dismayed that Father Conroy was 
apparently asked to resign without explanation, I was troubled by the manner in which it was done. All members were not 
asked for their opinions on the chaplain's performance," Jones said in the letter. "Instead, it appears a decision to push 
him out was made behind closed doors based on the input of only a few." Dem Rep. Connolly, a Catholic like Ryan, told 
CNN on Wednesday that he's part of informal bipartisan discussion, including HFC members, looking at options to bring 
back Conroy, perhaps by revoking or redating Conroy's resignation to January 3, 2019 -- the end date of the current 
Congress and Conroy's term. It's not immediately clear why Conroy was asked to resign. Connolly keeping Leader Pelosi 
informed, will take next step when Congress returns next week.  
https://cnn.com/2018/05/02/politics/house-chaplain-gop-lawmaker-paul-ryan/index.html

- Ryan announced as keynote speaker for Salt Lake Chamber event ... 9th Giant in our City ... at the Grand America Hotel 
on June 9 ... will honor Senator Orrin Hatch with the Giant in our City award. ... [for] "exceptional and distinguished service 
and extraordinary professional achievement, and is widely recognized as the most prestigious business award given in 
Utah." Hatch is retiring at term's end.  
http://kutv.com/news/local/speaker-paul-ryan-announced-as-keynote-speaker-for-salt-lake-chamber-event

- Ryan visits facility in Fresno County to highlight tax overhaul ... [Ryan, Rep. Valadao] toured the MEC Aerial Work 
Platforms facility in Fresno County Wednesday. ... took opportunities to speak about the impact tax reform will have on 
small businesses and families throughout the Central Valley. Ryan, Valadao statements.  
http://bakersfieldnow.com/news/local/speaker-paul-ryan-visits-facility-in-fresno-county-to-highlight-tax-overhaul

- Ryan [with Valadao] promotes republican tax cuts at Kerman factory  
http://abc30.com/politics/paul-ryan-promotes-tax-cuts-at-kerman-factory/3421261/

- U.S. Sen. Ron Johnson has mobile office hours May 16 in Ephraim  
https://greenbaypressgazette.com/story/news/local/door-co/news/2018/04/30/ron-johnson-door-county-office-
hours/565379002/

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- City manager one of leaders set to speak at Wisconsin Policy luncheon ... Lori Curtis Luther ... Mayor Tom Barrett, 
South Milwaukee Mayor Erik Brooks and Racine City Administrator James Palenick ... will discuss fiscal stresses on their 
respective communities ... on Monday at Wisconsin Policy Forum's Viewpoint luncheon.  
http://beloitdailynews.com/local_news/20180503/city_manager_one_of_leaders_set_to_speak_at_wisconsin_policy_lunch
eon_



- Fort inks contract [with Vandewalle] to update comprehensive plan  
https://dailyunion.com/ecfd8074-2c59-5669-befb-5af5010d8d60.html

- City employees disciplined for sexual misconduct  
https://greenbaypressgazette.com/story/news/2018/05/02/inappropriate-offensive-and-unprofessional-green-bay-
employees-disciplined-sexual-harassment-miscond/565622002/

AGRIBUSINESS ^top^
- State cheese producer plans to stop buying milk from 11 Wisconsin dairy farms ... [Denmark's] Arla Foods' Hollandtown 
Dairy in Kaukauna notified the farms earlier this week that it would stop buying their [hormone-free] milk as of July 1 ... 
[due to] milk glut ... affecting farmers, cheese producers and others ... led to depressed milk prices for four years. 
Hollandtown notified farmers personally, while Arla reached out to DATCP to help find new buyers for affected dairies. 
Cheese Makers' Umhoefer downplayed "smaller scale situation than what happened last April" when Grassland cut buys 
from 75 dairies when it lost Canadian business to trade dispute.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/d40239d4-51f8-5e05-9828-59a5bae99f4e.html

- Disappointed, not surprised: Opponents expect [Brodhead-area's] Pinnacle Dairy to receive final [DNR] approval  
http://gazettextra.com/news/local/disappointed-not-surprised-opponents-expect-pinnacle-dairy-to-receive-
final/article_560c0067-9b33-51b2-ac6f-e4783cca0649.html

COURTS ^top^
- Baldwin urges Trump to withdraw Giampietro judicial nomination ... During a meeting Monday night in Milwaukee, 
Baldwin told Giampietro that she will not support his nomination and will withhold her blue slip from the Senate Judiciary 
Committee. In the past, home state senators could stop lower-court nominees by withholding blue slips, but Judiciary 
chair Grassley advanced Brennan for 7th Circuit without Baldwin's blue slip. Letter to Trump notes Giampetro's criticism of 
same-sex marriage ruling, cites professional's "grave reservations about his qualifications and temperament to serve as a 
federal judge," suggests he consider other Nominating Commission candidates Aprahamian, Martens and Sankovitz. WI's 
five bishops, NY-based Catholic League have written to Baldwin asking her not to block Giampietro's confirmation. 
Groups opposing Giampietro include Lambda Legal, the Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights, the Human 
Rights Campaign, Alliance for Justice, the National Center for Lesbian Rights and People For the American Way. Sen. 
Johnson pooh-poohed her "bogus" reasons, "Of course, her initial opposition, I hate to say it but let's say it plainly, I fear is 
because he's a person of faith. On top of it, now she's ... using anonymous sources to smear a good person. I find that to 
be despicable, quite honestly." WILL's Esenberg: "She's seems to be imposing a religious test for judicial office." Baldwin 
spokesman: "Three of the four individuals that Senator Baldwin sent to the White House for this nomination self identified 
themselves as Catholic, so the claim that she objects to this nominee based on his religion is a completely false political 
attack."  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/01/569887002/

DEMOGRAPHICS ^top^
- ["Emerging Democratic Majority" co-author] Judis now argues that he and Teixeira were wrong, while Teixeira continues 
to argue that the growth of minorities will ultimately shift the political balance towards the Democrats.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/05/02/data-wonk

ECONOMY ^top^
- Without visas for foreign workers, seasonal businesses are struggling to fill jobs  
https://jsonline.com/story/money/business/2018/05/03/h-2-b-visa-foreign-workers-door-county-wisconsin-dells-seasonal-
businesses-struggling-jobs/565962002/

EDUCATION ^top^
- Walker presents Fab Lab grant at RHS, Grant will be used to purchase additional equipment ... "We desperately need 
more people in high-demand careers and so much of what's happening through programs like this helps us track and 
inspire and create the kind of talent that we're going to need to fill to keep positions all across the state," Walker said.  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?sectionid=6&subsectionid=47&articleid=81327

- MATC faculty union raises concerns over cosmetology instructor's contract non-renewal, calls it a 'troubling 
development'  



http://host.madison.com/wsj/03187dd4-2579-525c-84a5-f3fb94f61e83.html

- MPS proposed budget would slash $11 million from schools, cut 140 positions  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/education/2018/05/02/mps-proposed-budget-would-slash-11-million-schools-cut-140-
positions/558963002/

ELECTIONS ^top^
- Baldwin Takes Another $50,000 From J Street Lobbyists, Baldwin's campaign has now accepted $170,000 in bundled 
contributions from lobbyists despite anti-special-interests stance  
http://freebeacon.com/politics/tammy-baldwin-takes-another-50000-j-street-lobbyists/

- Kaul criticizes Schimel over voter ID, handling of rape kits  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/02/josh-kaul-criticizes-attorney-general-brad-schimel-over-voter-voter-id-
comments-and-handling-rape-ki/574389002/

- What Stops Political Campaigns from Forging Signatures? Not Much.  
http://pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2018/05/03/what-stops-political-campaigns-from-forging-
signatures-not-much

- Chippewa Falls woman [AFT-er Kerturi] declares bid against Summerfield for 67th Assembly District seat  
http://chippewa.com/news/local/chippewa-falls-woman-declares-bid-against-summerfield-for-th-
assembly/article_a54e088a-bbe7-5f2c-bd69-2a34355633c4.html

ENVIRONMENT ^top^
- Walker seeks tougher rules on deer chronic wasting disease [Richmond of AP]  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/0d7cd046-dfde-5928-aa12-c94b85b834f7.html

- UW researchers verify CWD prions at mineral lick sites  
https://jsonline.com/story/sports/outdoors/2018/05/02/uw-researchers-verify-cwd-prions-mineral-lick-sites/572621002/

- EPA trims Wisconsin areas facing tougher smog regulations  
http://kenoshanews.com/a097ab91-5aa1-554d-af04-76f14a05aaf9.html

FOXCONN ^top^
- Foxconn project progresses despite federal lawsuit  
http://journaltimes.com/be4582af-d043-5054-bd9a-8489bb72626f.html

- Democrats [Hintz, Stuck, Spreitzer] contend at Menasha town hall that many questions on Foxconn remain unanswered: 
RPW's Zimmerman, some residents comment.  
https://postcrescent.com/story/news/2018/05/03/menasha-town-hall-democrats-say-questions-foxconn-still-
unanswered/573903002/

HEALTH CARE ^top^
- Federal prosecutors seek Medical College, Froedtert Hospital records ... part of a wide-ranging whistleblower action ... 
kept under seal until April 2016 ... Robert Love's lawsuit contends he was forced out and that colleagues defamed him as 
he sought a new job, all after he pointed out examples of "substandard care" and potential violations of health care 
regulations.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/investigations/2018/05/03/federal-prosecutors-seek-medical-college-froedtert-hospital-
records/570607002/

LABOR ^top^
- Johnson Seeks Answers On Medicaid 'Skimming' By Unions ... [letter to CMS] demanding information about the practice 
of government employee unions "skimming" federal dollars from Medicaid beneficiaries before the payments reach the 
intended recipients. ... "Although this funding is intended to help low-income families and the disabled, eleven states allow 
unions to classify personal home health care workers--including family caregivers--as government employees for the 
purposes of collecting union dues," Johnson added. "This classification allows states to skim an estimated $200 million 
each year in union dues--taxpayer money that would otherwise go to the care of Medicaid recipients." ... despite a U.S. 



Supreme Court [2014 Harris v. Quinn] decision that union dues cannot be collected without the recipients' consent. ... In 
January, Rep. Cathy McMorris-Rodgers (R-Wash.) announced plans to introduce a bill that would end the siphoning of tax 
dollars to unions.  
http://maciverinstitute.com/2018/05/johnson-seeks-answers-on-medicaid-skimming/

LAW AND ORDER ^top^
- Four police officers injured while trying to arrest mentally unstable man on north side  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/local/2018/05/03/four-milwaukee-cops-were-hurt-trying-arrest-mentally-unstable-
man/576222002/

- Chippewa County Jail's female inmates participate in annual clean up for the first time  
http://chippewa.com/news/local/chippewa-county-jail-s-female-inmates-participate-in-annual-clean/article_e990b237-
755d-57c5-bc59-a09f68c3dba4.html

- Two Shawano County corrections officers injured by inmate  
https://greenbaypressgazette.com/story/news/2018/05/03/two-shawano-county-corrections-officers-injured-
inmate/576554002/

MINNESOTA ^top^
- Feds reinstate [Twin Metal Minnesota] mineral leases incorrectly denied in 2016  
http://businessnorth.com/23d93ae8-4e70-11e8-8f01-e3eda4a4f7bb.html

- Duluth among districts in Dayton's $138 million school funding proposal  
http://kbjr6.com/story/38100427/duluth

NON-PROFITS ^top^
- $100 million Community Foundation donation 'extraordinarily rare': from estate of David and Rita Nelson  
https://postcrescent.com/story/news/2018/05/02/100-million-donation-extraordinarily-rare/572959002/

- Local girls get jump on joining BSA; Boy Scouts to officially welcome girls, Girl Scouts plan to act aggressively to retain 
members  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/05/02/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Local-girls-get-jump-on-joining-
the-BSA-div.html

PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY ^top^
- UMD professor offers a word of caution to those in the path of the smoke plume from Husky ... Dr. Sternberg says his 
concerns are rooted in a class of chemical compounds associated with the fire called polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, or 
PAH's. He said, "They make some things that are really toxic, cancer-causing, cause skin problems, eye problems, lung 
problems, heart problems." ... was burning in our atmosphere has probably fallen to the ground by now ... "That's where 
they become a long-term problem."  
http://kbjr6.com/story/38099104/umd

- Husky tells Mayor Paine removing hydrogen fluoride would be "extremely expensive"  
http://kbjr6.com/story/38099437/husky

TELECOMMUNICATIONS ^top^
- Woodboro approves money for broadband  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?SectionID=6&SubSectionID=59&ArticleID=81331

EDITORIALS ^top^
- RJT editorial: Congress should pay for its own bad behavior ... Earlier this month, U.S. Sen. Ted Cruz, R-Texas, joined 
the men of the Senate Democratic Caucus and all of the Senate's female members in calling for a vote on rewriting 
Capitol Hill's workplace harassment rules -- a public show of solidarity with every female senator in both parties.  
http://journaltimes.com/c8254f98-6dd9-5614-9996-20eb5c0c3499.html



COLUMNS ^top^
- Jonathan Chait: Paul Ryan Warns If Republicans Lose House, Cover-ups Will End  
http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2018/05/paul-ryan-if-the-gop-loses-house-trump-cover-ups-will-end.html

- Stan Collender: Ryan Easily Wins The Mulvaney Award For Ultimate Hypocrisy ... Mulvaney's budget blasphemy ["We 
need to have new deficits."] was at least equaled yesterday by House Speaker Paul Ryan (R-WI) who, according to this 
story by Anna Edgerton and Lisa Lee of Bloomberg said that, if the Democrats take over the House of Representatives in 
November, "you'll have gridlock, you'll have subpoenas," with the whole legislative system "shutting down." ... at the same 
time that the House, in large part due to his management as speaker, is...you guessed it...close to total gridlock.  
https://forbes.com/sites/stancollender/2018/05/02/paul-ryan-easily-wins-the-mulvaney-award-for-ultimate-
hypocrisy/#5b35565238d3

- Lucas Johnson: Walker's feelings are hurt, here's why that doesn't matter, Responding to party criticism by tearing apart 
entire party only fosters environment where anger is invalid form of expression ... Defense is as natural to humans as 
anger. But like anger, both can be controlled. Should Evers and Flynn have insulted Walker so childishly? Most likely not. 
But should Walker have abused his platform to deepen divides between parties? Absolutely not. Perhaps if Walker took 
such criticism as fuel for improvement, he wouldn't feel the need to call to question an entire party's voice in the first place. 
https://badgerherald.com/opinion/2018/05/01/gov-scott-walkers-feelings-are-hurt-heres-why-that-doesnt-matter/

- Mitch Henck: Watch for Donald Trump to fire Rod Rosenstein  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/9d0ff5b5-6842-5f88-8b77-464915893c4c.html

- USAT-W's Jonathan Anderson and UWM prof. David Pritchard: UW loses big when it tries to keep secrets  
http://host.madison.com/ct/26f90cac-26bc-529c-b615-0cb818cfa7d9.html

- Rick Graber: Beyond the Beltway, conservatives have much to applaud  
http://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/economy-budget/385752-beyond-the-beltway-conservatives-have-much-to-applaud
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Marsy's Law for Wisconsin

From WisPolitics.com ... 

-- Gov. Scott Walker today released a new TV ad highlighting his work to combat opioid abuse 
and drug addiction.

It's the second ad of Walker's re-election campaign, following one his campaign put out Tuesday on 
job training grants.  

The new spot, which will run statewide on TV and digital platforms, features the Lybert family, who 
founded Your Choice to Live, a nonprofit that educates the public about opioids.  

Sandi Lybert opens the spot saying her son, Tyler, was only 80 pounds and "I had his funeral 
planned."  

Tyler then says he was "I was addicted for years. But we stuck together as a family and we fought 
back."  

Rick Lybert says they're lucky because "We still have our son," while Ashleigh Lybert sais that's why 
they started the group.  

"We need support, like Gov. Walker's H.O.P.E Agenda," Tyler says.  

The spot then switches to Walker looking into the camera as he says, "We've seen too many families 
devastated by addiction. Together, we've passed bipartisan legislation to reduce opioid abuse and 
increase drug treatment -- to save lives."  

See the spot:  
https://youtu.be/mChRRdHllNg



-- Walker was to be in Milwaukee this morning for the annual Governor's Prayer Breakfast.

-- Dems are firing back at GOP U.S. Senate candidate Kevin Nicholson over his comments 
questioning the "cognitive thought process" of veterans who vote Democratic.

Nicholson, who served in the Marines, appeared on WTMJ-AM yesterday and was asked about an 
exchange last week in a debate with GOP Senate rival Leah Vukmir, who called herself a proven 
conservative. Nicholson, meanwhile, touted his military service during the debate to defend his record 
and said in the WTMJ interview serving is fundamentally conservative.  

"Because I'll tell you, the Democrat Party has wholesale rejected the Constitution and the values that 
it was founded upon. So I'll tell you what: Those veterans that are out there in the Democrat Party, I 
question their cognitive thought process, because the bottom line is: they're signing up to defend the 
Constitution that their party is continually dragging through the mud."  

Dem Matt Flynn, a guv candidate and Navy vet, said everyone who serves deserves to be honored 
and respected.  

"What makes America great is our diversity of opinion and our ability to come together for a common 
purpose," Flynn said. "I stand with all of my sisters and brothers that served, regardless of what party 
they are in."  

Beau Liegeois, who's running for the 8th CD and is a reservist in the Wisconsin Army National Guard, 
urged U.S. Rep. Mike Gallagher, R-Green Bay, to repudiate the remarks, while 5th CD candidate 
Tom Palzewicz, a Navy vet, said Nicholson "should be ashamed."  

The group Vote Vets, which is backing U.S. Sen. Tammy Baldwin, D-Madison, for re-election, 
suggested via Twitter that Nicholson should apologize for his remarks.  

He fired back, "The Democrat party has long lied to vets -a big part of the reason I'm a conservative. 
@tammybaldwinand liberal front group @votevetscontinue to support the failed #irandeal that sent 
cash on cargo planes to finance Iranian IEDs that killed Americans. #SendInTheMarine #wisen"  

See more reaction in the press release section:  
https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/05/01/?arcf=cat:19

See Nicholson's tweet:  
https://twitter.com/KevinMNicholson/status/991827068634718210

-- The latest version of our weekly DC wrap takes a look at U.S. Rep. Glenn Grothman's event 
at UW-Sheboygan with other members of Congress this week, where he said EPA pollution 
rules are harming business in the area. 

It also features a look at the potential effects of the federal farm bill on food stamp recipients in 
Wisconsin; and U.S. Rep. Mike Gallagher's chat with President Trump regarding congressional term 
limits.  

See this week's DC Wrap and sign up for direct delivery:  
https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/dc-wrap-grothman-hosts-sheboygan-panel-on-epa-pollution-rules-
state-dems-blast-farm-bill/  



-- Timothy Vocke, a former Vilas County judge who served on the former Government 
Accountability Board, died last week. He was 70.

Vocke joined the GAB in 2011 before resigning to run for Oneida County Circuit Court. He then was 
re-nominated to the board in 2012. He chaired the GAB in 2013 and served on the board until it was 
dissolved in 2016.  

His funeral was Monday.  

Read his obituary:  
http://www.carlsonfh.com/obituaries/Timothy-Louis-Vocke?obId=3070728#/obituaryInfo

****************************************

May 10: WisPolitics Luncheon with Kelda Roys 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Thursday May 10 
with former state Rep. Kelda Roys to discuss her bid for the Democratic nomination to run against 
GOP Gov. Scott Walker.  

See Roys' bio: https://keldaforgovernor.com/meet-kelda/

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons, $19 
per person. Price for general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, 
AARP Wisconsin and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

For registration: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-kelda-roys-tickets-45290902308
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TOP HEADLINES

Walker outlines tougher CWD measures
... in advance of the [May 10-12] annual convention of the Wisconsin Conservation Congress. ... Two 
measures would be aimed at the captive cervid industry, including a prohibition on movement of live 
deer from CWD-affected counties and a requirement for enhanced fencing at all Wisconsin deer 
farms. ... hunters and others would be banned from moving deer carcasses from CWD-affected 
counties. "We need to protect Wisconsin's hunting traditions and long-standing heritage by working 



together to contain the spread of chronic wasting disease in deer," Walker said in a statement. DNR, 
DATCP will implement the new rules. No timeline given for installing tougher fencing. 16 years since 
CWD was discovered, DNR now considers 53 of 72 counties "CWD affected." Dem Milroy-Wachs bill 
requiring enhanced fencing did not get a hearing last year while Walker sign bill easing deer baiting 
and feeding restrictions. USGS' Richards dubbed them "aggressive 'preventative measures' [for] 
captive facilities ... not aggressive management measures." WWF's Meyers "pleased" by emergency 
rules, "We, and other groups, have previously recommended such steps."  
https://jsonline.com/story/sports/outdoors/2018/05/02/572881002/

Latest ad from Walker focuses on opioid crisis
... The spot, set to run on both television as well as social media and other digital platforms, features 
the Lybert family, who founded a nonprofit that educates people about opioids after their son became 
addicted. "I was addicted for years. But we stuck together as a family and we fought back," said Tyler 
Lybert, who is featured alongside his parents and sister. ... said Mr. Walker's H.O.P.E. agenda ... 
made them want to support his re-election efforts. ... "We've seen too many families devastated by 
addiction. Together, we've passed bipartisan legislation to reduce opioid abuse and increase drug 
treatment -- to save lives," Mr. Walker said in the ad. Walker's first ad on Tuesday focused on job 
training programs.  
https://washingtontimes.com/news/2018/may/3/scott-walker-latest-ad-focuses-on-opioid-crisis/

Ryan has asked Trump to tweet less "more times than I can count"
... at the Milken Institute Global Conference in Beverly Hills ... dubbed "Davos of the West," Ryan was 
asked whether Trump's tweets inject uncertainty into the public's perception of the economy. "They 
inject a lot of things," Ryan said, scoring a laugh. "Can you stop the tweets?" asked [CNBC's] Sullivan 
... "I tried. It didn't work," Ryan responded, adding. "No really, he and I talk a lot." ... won't scale back, 
Ryan said, because the president "rightly believes he has found a way to speak directly to the people, 
going around the media, and it's been very successful for him." ... asked to describe what Trump is 
like as a person. He said that like many business people who come to government, Trump became 
frustrated with its processes. ... [but he's injected some efficiency,] "He has shuffled the deck so 
much, thrown so many things up in the air, that when we do things that 10 years ago we would have 
said, 'There's no way,' it's easy. ... single word Ryan would use to describe Trump? "Relentless."  
https://qz.com/1268341

Ryan warns Democratic takeover would mean subpoenas, chaos
... during remarks at the Milken Institute Global Conference in Beverly Hills ... Ryan said that a 
president's party typically loses seats in midterm elections but ... If either the House or the Senate 
flips party control, "what you'll have is absolute gridlock," said Ryan, R-Wis. "You'll have subpoenas, 
you'll have just the system shutting down." ... also said the federal tax overhaul, regulatory rollbacks 
and job gains would be a selling point with voters.  
https://washingtontimes.com/news/2018/may/2/paul-ryan-warns-subpoenas-chaos-if-democrats-take-
/

Ryan Backing Rosenstein, Despite Conservatives' Impeachment Threat
... speaker's position has not changed since January, a spokeswoman ... Earlier this year, Ryan said 
Rosenstein is "doing a fine job" and there is "no reason" for Trump to fire him. ... cadre of House 
conservatives calling for Rosenstein's head have accused him of withholding from Congress [Russia 
investigation, Clinton email] documents ... Rosenstein told a packed audience at an event at the 
Newseum in Washington on Tuesday that the DOJ "is not going to be extorted." HFC chair Meadows: 
"If he believes being asked to do his job is 'extortion,' then Rod Rosenstein should step aside and 
allow us to find a new deputy attorney general -- preferably one who is interested in transparency." 
Senate Judiciary 14-7 on Thursday approved bill to prevent Mueller from being arbitrarily fired by 
Trump. GOP members Graham, Grassley, Tillis, Flake joined Dems in favor, to help protect future 



special counsels. Majority Leader McConnell has vowed to prevent floor vote.  
https://rollcall.com/news/politics/paul-ryan-backing-rosenstein-despite-conservatives-impeachment-
threat

Lawmakers push for Ryan to keep House chaplain he asked to resign
... Republican Rep. Walter Jones of North Carolina asked Ryan to reinstate Conroy, saying in a letter 
he believes the way the House chaplain was let go reflected "poorly on the House" and appears 
"intentionally underhanded. Not only was I dismayed that Father Conroy was apparently asked to 
resign without explanation, I was troubled by the manner in which it was done. All members were not 
asked for their opinions on the chaplain's performance," Jones said in the letter. "Instead, it appears a 
decision to push him out was made behind closed doors based on the input of only a few." Dem Rep. 
Connolly, a Catholic like Ryan, told CNN on Wednesday that he's part of informal bipartisan 
discussion, including HFC members, looking at options to bring back Conroy, perhaps by revoking or 
redating Conroy's resignation to January 3, 2019 -- the end date of the current Congress and 
Conroy's term. It's not immediately clear why Conroy was asked to resign. Connolly keeping Leader 
Pelosi informed, will take next step when Congress returns next week.  
https://cnn.com/2018/05/02/politics/house-chaplain-gop-lawmaker-paul-ryan/index.html

Ryan, Scalise contribute to initiative to repeal California's gas-tax increase
... Ryan's congressional campaign committee gave $50,000 to Give Voters a Voice, the main group 
behind an effort to qualify a repeal measure for the November ballot. Scalise's committee gave $25K, 
McCarthy's committee gave $300K. GVV's DeMaio will be promoting the effort at this weekend's state 
GOP convention in San Diego. Anti-repeal's Fairbanks denounced the "D.C. Republican political 
power grab ... they're putting California drivers and our road repairs at risk."  
http://latimes.com/politics/essential/la-pol-ca-essential-politics-may-2018-house-speaker-paul-ryan-
majority-whip-1525281972-htmlstory.html

Baldwin urges Trump to withdraw Giampietro judicial nomination
... During a meeting Monday night in Milwaukee, Baldwin told Giampietro that she will not support his 
nomination and will withhold her blue slip from the Senate Judiciary Committee. In the past, home 
state senators could stop lower-court nominees by withholding blue slips, but Judiciary chair Grassley 
advanced Brennan for 7th Circuit without Baldwin's blue slip. Letter to Trump notes Giampetro's 
criticism of same-sex marriage ruling, cites professional's "grave reservations about his qualifications 
and temperament to serve as a federal judge," suggests he consider other Nominating Commission 
candidates Aprahamian, Martens and Sankovitz. WI's five bishops, NY-based Catholic League have 
written to Baldwin asking her not to block Giampietro's confirmation. Groups opposing Giampietro 
include Lambda Legal, the Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights, the Human Rights 
Campaign, Alliance for Justice, the National Center for Lesbian Rights and People For the American 
Way. Sen. Johnson pooh-poohed her "bogus" reasons, "Of course, her initial opposition, I hate to say 
it but let's say it plainly, I fear is because he's a person of faith. On top of it, now she's ... using 
anonymous sources to smear a good person. I find that to be despicable, quite honestly." WILL's 
Esenberg: "She's seems to be imposing a religious test for judicial office." Baldwin spokesman: 
"Three of the four individuals that Senator Baldwin sent to the White House for this nomination self 
identified themselves as Catholic, so the claim that she objects to this nominee based on his religion 
is a completely false political attack."  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/01/569887002/

Kaul Calls Schimel's Voter ID Remarks 'Incredible Admission'
... Schimel asked on WISN-AM last month whether listeners thought Trump would have captured 
Wisconsin and Johnson would have won re-election in 2016 if the law hadn't kept the contests 
honest. Kaul ... representing [OWN in voter ID lawsuit] said Wednesday that Schimel's comments 
were an "incredible admission" that the law is meant to change election outcomes. ... Dobler [for 



Schimel asked] if Kaul would use the attorney general's office to unravel laws he doesn't support.  
https://usnews.com/news/best-states/wisconsin/articles/2018-05-02/kaul-calls-schimels-voter-id-
remarks-incredible-admission

Kaul calls on Schimel to challenge FCC repeal of net neutrality rules
... said Schimel should add his name to a lawsuit filed in February by 23 attorneys general. ... "That's 
good news for big cable companies but it's really bad news for consumers, and it's also bad news for 
small businesses here in Wisconsin," Kaul said at a press conference with U.S. Rep. Mark Pocan, D-
Black Earth. "At a time when Wisconsinites still don't have access to broadband in parts of the state, 
the last thing we need is higher prices and restricted access to service." Dobler for Schimel dubbed 
lawsuit "frivolous ... There is no evidence that Wisconsin consumers have had their Internet access 
impaired by this rule change." Kaul also slammed Schimel's slow response to untested rape kits 
despite winning $4M grant in 2015. Dobler said Kaul was "playing politics with survivors of sexual 
assault. "Kaul has absolutely no plan to get these kits tested. These sexual assault kits have sat in 
evidence rooms for 20 years under the watch of previous attorneys general."  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/c115a3a8-7511-56f0-94bd-7f322927d14e.html

****************************************

Make "WisPolitics Midday" part of your lunch-time routine 

The news cycle never stops, which is why WisPolitics.com has introduced Midday.  

You can get your news fix in under 2 minutes through this new podcast.  

Check out WisPolitics Midday: http://wispolmidday.libsyn.com/

And subscribe via iTunes and the Google Play Music App. Just search WisPolitics Midday.  

****************************************
TODAY'S CALENDAR
https://www.wispolitics.com/category/events/

- 8 a.m.: National Alliance on Mental Illness Wisconsin's Action on the Square event. Event features 
several workshops on mental health and a noon rally at the Capitol.  
https://wispolitics.com/2018/nami-wisconsins-action-on-the-square-event/

- 10 a.m.- 2 p.m.: Milwaukee Career Expo.  
http://wisconsincareerexpo.com/

- 10:30 a.m.: Public Service Commission open meeting.  
https://jwyjh41vxje2rqecx3efy4kf-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-
content/uploads/2018/05/PSC_Meeting_Agenda_20180503-v7_0.pdf

- 3 p.m.: UW-Madison shared governance forum. Features a panel discussion with experts on shared 
governance in higher education.  
http://today.wisc.edu/events/view/122557

- 6:30 p.m.: U.S. Rep. Gallagher fundraiser.  
https://jwyjh41vxje2rqecx3efy4kf-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-
content/uploads/2018/04/180405KooyengaGallagherFundraiser.pdf
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From: Cook, Tristan D - DOC <Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Wednesday, May 2, 2018 10:02 AM

To: Cook, Tristan D - DOC

Cc: Lopez-Kaley, Clare M - DOC

Subject: 05.02.2018 DOC Media Briefing

UPCOMING MEDIA EVENTS

EVENT: WCI Baccalaureate Program 
LOCATION: WCI 
DATE: May 10 
MEDIA: Molly Beck, Wisconsin State Journal 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: GBCI Correctional Officer Graduation 
LOCATION: Green Bay 
DATE: May 1, 18 
MEDIA: Green Bay market 
STATUS: Approved 

EVENT: Victim-Offender Dialogue 
LOCATION: TCC 
DATE: May 21, 23, 24 
MEDIA: CNN 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Apprenticeship Luncheon 
LOCATION: OSCI 
DATE: May 22  
MEDIA: Green Bay market 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Tour of Waupun Farm and Dairy 
LOCATION: Waupun Farm 
DATE: TBD 
MEDIA: Peter Tubbs, Iowa Public Television 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Tour of TCI Infirmary 
LOCATION: TCI 
DATE: TBD 
MEDIA: Gina Barton, Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel 
STATUS: In process 

MEDIA BRIEFING 
MAY 1 – MAY 2  



MAY 1  

DEPARTMENT/INSTITUTION

Former DOC employee, DeForest resident, faces sexual assault charge
DeForest Times-Tribune, Dan Colton 
A DeForest woman and former Department of Corrections employee is charged with sexual assault after allegedly 
having sex with an inmate last year. Cassandra Green, 49, faces one count of second degree sexual assault by 
correctional staff. 

ABSCOND/SUPERVISION

Remains of two people found at Winnebago County fire scene
WBAY-TV
Remains of two people have been found at the scene of a house fire in Winnebago County. The remains have not been 
positively identified. The sheriff said Tuesday afternoon that it is believed Jeremy Wallenfang is one of the deceased. 

TERMINATED

Complaint: woman injected runaways with meth; forced man into prostitution
WBAY-TV
A Nichols woman has been accused of getting juvenile runaways high on meth and making them commit crimes. In 
another case, she's accused of forcing a "low-functioning adult" to perform sex acts for money. 

Man faces 4th OWI after crashing into street sign, police say
WISC-TV
A Madison man faces his fourth drunken driving charge after crashing into a street sign Monday afternoon, police said. 
Officers responded around 12:20 p.m. to the intersection of South Park Street and Delaplaine Court for reports of a car 
versus street sign crash, according to a release. 

No charges coming against security guard who fatally shot 'Deadpool' bank robbery
Wisconsin State Journal, Bill Novak 
The security guard who shot and killed the "Deadpool" bank robber in March on Madison's East Side will not face 
charges. Madison police said they received information from the Dane County District Attorney's Office that the guard 
shot Luis Narvaez, 35, to protect other people in Chase Bank, 4513 Milwaukee St., on March 1. 
Chase security guard not charged in death of attempted robber WMTV-TV 

Prison ordered for Altoona man charged with 9th OWI
WQOW-TV
Prison time was ordered Monday for an Altoona man convicted of driving drunk for the ninth time. Judge Michael 
Schumacher gave Jon Stuart three-and-a-half years behind bars. Stuart was stopped last fall from going 60 mph in a 35 
mph zone. 

STATE NEWS

UW administrator got $54K in severance after alleged harassment probe was inconclusive
Wisconsin State Journal, Mark Sommerhauser 
A former top administrator for the University of Wisconsin System got a severance payout of nearly $54,000 through an 
agreement that called for her resignation, after an investigation into sexual harassment allegations against her proved 
inconclusive, newly released state records show. 



CORRECTIONS RELATED

Cocaine Deaths Are Rising At An Alarming Rate, And It’s Because Of Fentanyl
Buzzfeed
On a late October night last year, Elle was on the edge of her bathtub in Holyoke, Massachusetts, passing in and out of 
consciousness after shooting cocaine. Cocaine usually gave her an intense, immediate rush. She had experienced its bad 
effects, too, like anxiety, paranoia, and even hallucinations. But this night was something different. 

Nebraska Attorney General sues lawmakers to block subpoena of Corrections Director
KLIN News Talk
Nebraska’s attorney general is suing 16 state lawmakers to prevent the state corrections director from having to testify 
before a committee about his department’s lethal injection protocol Attorney General Doug Peterson filed the lawsuit 
Tuesday on behalf of Nebraska Department of Correctional Services Director Scott Frakes. 

MAY 2 

DEPARTMENT/INSTITUTION

Local correctional officer resigns after relationship with inmate uncovered
WEAU-TV, Abigail Hantke 
Last month, a Stanley correctional officer resigned after an investigation uncovered a relationship between the officer 
and an inmate. According to the Wisconsin department of Corrections, relationships, like dating, between inmates and 
officers are prohibited. However, officers and inmates see each other basically every day, and the Stanley Police 
Department said it's dealt with these types of cases before. 

Inmate who escaped DOC vehicle in Milwaukee captured in St. Louis
WITI-TV
Officials with the Wisconsin Department of Corrections on Tuesday, May 1 announced the capture of Anthony 
Stephenson, an inmate who escaped a DOC vehicle in Milwaukee on April 17. He was apprehended in St. Louis, Missouri.
Escaped Wisconsin convict captured in Missouri AP

Milwaukee County law enforcement agencies sign new protocol for sex assault cases
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Ashley Luthern 
A new policy wants to ensure that victims of sexual assault who come forward in Milwaukee County get the support 
they need from police, prosecutors, medical staff and advocates. "I don't think there's any greater initiative," said 
Carmen Pitre, executive director of Sojourner Family Peace Center, which serves domestic violence and sexual assault 
victims and their families. 

TERMINATED

Man upset by fighter jets overhead arrested for having gun while drunk, Madison police say
Wisconsin State Journal, Bill Novak 
An armed and intoxicated East Side man upset over fighter jets flying above his house was arrested Tuesday when he 
resisted arrest. Kurt Kupka, 50, was tentatively charged with endangering safety by use of a dangerous weapon while 
under the influence, domestic disorderly conduct and resisting arrest, Madison police said. 

Deputies find cocaine, marijuana in vehicle in traffic stop, officials say
WISC-TV
An Avoca man was arrested Friday night after officers found several grams of crack cocaine and marijuana in his vehicle, 
according to a release. A Richland County sheriff’s deputy stopped a vehicle just after 9 p.m. on Highway 80 just south of 
Highway 60 in Eagle Township because the registered owner of the vehicle had a felony warrant, officials said. 
Richland Co. traffic stop leads to K-9 deployment, drug arrest WKOW-TV



STATE NEWS

Tammy Baldwin talks about late mother's opioid addiction
AP 
Democratic Sen. Tammy Baldwin, who is running for re-election this year in Wisconsin, opened up Tuesday about her 
mother's mental illness and prescription drug addiction, in a moment of candor Baldwin hoped would empower others 
with similar experiences to come forward.  

CORRECTIONS RELATED

Florida Dept. Of Corrections Cuts Programs To Fill Budget Hole
North Escambia
Blaming the Legislature for not fully funding the state prison system, Florida corrections officials are slashing substance-
abuse services, transitional housing and re-entry programs — services and programs launched to keep inmates from 
returning to life behind bars — in an attempt to fill a $28 million budget hole. 

$6 Million Meant for DOC Staffing Vacancies Reallocated For Security Upgrades at Inmate Housing
WOLO-TV 
Millions of dollars that were supposed to go towards helping the deficit of correctional officers in the department of 
corrections will now be used in different ways. There were no objections when it came down to a vote at the State Fiscal 

Accountability Authority Meeting Tuesday, but there were some concerns. 

Tristan D. Cook 
Communications Director  
Wisconsin Department of Corrections 
608-240-5060 (office) 
608-422-1601 (mobile) 
Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov
DOCMedia@wisconsin.gov (media inquiries) 



From: WisPolitics.com <news@wispolitics.com>

Sent: Tuesday, May 1, 2018 8:15 AM

To: jon.litscher@wisconsin.gov

Subject: TUE AM Update: Walker releases first TV ad of campaign; Shilling not planning 

disciplinary action over Taylor bank incident
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Marsy's Law for Wisconsin

From WisPolitics.com ... 

-- Scott Walker today released the first TV ad of his re-election campaign, featuring an EMT 
and firefighter who says the guv is "helping people like me get the training we need."

The spot opens with the EMT and firefighter, identified as Shayla with the Hartland Fire Department & 
Lake County Fire & Rescue, saying she went to technical college to become a first responder and "I 
have a chance to save lives every day."  

After she credits Walker for helping her get the training, the spot switches to the guv speaking directly 
into the camera. He says more people are working in Wisconsin than ever before and the Fast 
Forward program, which provides grants that help train workers, is helping people get better jobs that 
require new skills.  

"And people like Shayla, well she can help save lives," Walker says to close the spot.  

Walker's campaign said the ad will run on TV statewide, along with online and social media platforms. 
The campaign did not release how much it's spending on the buy. But the liberal One Wisconsin Now, 
which tracks media buys, says it's for $1.3 million through July.  

See the spot:  
http://platformcommunications.cmail20.com/t/j-i-bkrulul-l-y/

-- Walker will visit high schools in Ashwaubenon and Rhinelander this morning to promote fab 
labs, which provide hands-on education in science, technology, engineering, arts and math.

-- Senate Minority Leader Jennifer Shilling is not planning to take any action to discipline Sen. 
Lena Taylor after the Milwaukee Dem was cited with disorderly conduct earlier this month. 



A Shilling spokeswoman told WisPolitics.com the Senate leader is not planning any further steps as 
Taylor, who is African American, faces a $195 municipal charge related to an incident April 6 where 
she allegedly called a Wells Fargo bank teller a racial slur.  

Vincent Bobot, Taylor's attorney, previously said he planned to file a not-guilty plea on Taylor's behalf. 
He did not immediately respond late yesterday afternoon to a request for comment.  

Taylor's office, as before, declined a request for comment. WisPolitics.com has requested 
surveillance and police body camera footage from Milwaukee Police Department.  

-- Milwaukee attorney Mike Brennan's nomination to the 7th Circuit Court of Appeals could 
face a vote on a cloture motion next week.

The Senate's schedule includes coming in Monday to resume consideration on a cloture motion for 
the nomination of Kurt Engelhardt to the 5th Circuit. The Senate then plans to take up cloture motions 
on five other judicial nominations, one at a time.  

See the schedule:  
https://www.dailypress.senate.gov/?p=22066

-- Republican freshman Rep. Mike Gallagher is touting President Trump's endorsement of his 
resolution calling for congressional term limits. 

Trump's expressed support of the resolution came during a bipartisan meeting Wednesday in the 
Oval Office of freshman House members who support term limits.  

The resolution, which Gallagher authored last session, would propose a constitutional amendment 
that would limit members of the House to six terms and those of the Senate to two terms.  

Gallagher wrote on Twitter yesterday such a resolution is in line with the nation's guiding principles.  

"Our government should be of the people, by the people," Gallagher wrote. "Term limits are 
something that both sides of the aisle should be able to unite behind."  

-- Madison Ald. Arvina Martin has announced a bid to take on Doug La Follette in the Dem 
primary for secretary of state. 

Martin is the first Democrat to challenge La Follette, a long-time incumbent, this cycle. Also in the 
race are Republican Jay Schroeder and Independent Lorenzo Southall.  

La Follette was first elected to the office in 1974. He ran for lt. guv in 1978, lost that race and then 
took back the secretary of state's office in 1982 after beating incumbent Dem Vel Phillips in a three-
way primary. 

****************************************



Make "WisPolitics Midday" part of your lunch-time routine 

The news cycle never stops, which is why WisPolitics.com has introduced Midday.  

You can get your news fix in under 2 minutes through this new podcast.  

Check out WisPolitics Midday: http://wispolmidday.libsyn.com/

And subscribe via iTunes and the Google Play Music App. Just search WisPolitics Midday.  
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TOP HEADLINES

Walker Visits Husky Refinery as Investigation Begins
... Walker visited Superior again Monday after his initial visit Thursday evening, just after the Husky 
fire had gone out. "Anytime you have something as catastrophic as this explosion was and the fire 
associated with it, when you don't have the loss of the life, that in itself is an incredible success," 
Walker said. ... called it an "incredible team effort," something Mayor Paine said will continue. "We 
started this emergency as a one team, and I'm very committed that we're going to go through the rest 
of this process as one team as well," Paine said. ... Sen. Janet Bewley and state Rep. Nick Milroy 
joined Walker for the tour. Walker said the EPA played a critical role in monitoring air quality, and the 
Wisconsin DNR will help with the environmental aspects to the cleanup in the coming weeks and 
months. Paine promised transparency through the process. Refinery Mgr. Schade comments.  
http://wdio.com/news/governor/4887596/

Walker, Ryan talk strategy for avoiding "blue wave" in midterm elections
... Walker spoke Monday at the Midwest Conservative Summit at the Pfister Hotel in Milwaukee. ... 
says [GOP's] biggest problem ... is complacency. ... celebrating the 2016 election rather than looking 
forward, while Democrats are getting organized and may be bringing more people to the polls. "We've 
got a great story to tell, but we can't assume that our friends and neighbors know it, we gotta go out 
and tell that." ... includes positive numbers on unemployment, taxes, and more. Would he campaign 
with Trump? Walker: "It's going to be not a national election. It's going to be an election about 
governor here, so any president, Barack Obama, George W. Bush, Donald Trump is likely to go to 
states where candidates need the boost, need the name ID. Good or bad, I have about 99% name ID 
so my issue is not campaigning with anyone outside of the state of Wisconsin. I'm going to do what I 
did the last time four years ago. I campaigned with Ron Johnson. I campaigned with Paul Ryan. I 
campaigned with people who were in this state." Rehash Walker-Trump-Foxconn, Walker endorsing 
Cruz in 2016 primary. DPW's Conklin denounced Walker double talk on Trump, "He changes what he 
says based on the room he's in and will do or say whatever it takes to further his own personal 
ambitions. ... Walker is too close to distance himself from Trump and his toxicity." Ryan said the Blue 
Wave is "part of the Trump phenomenon. ... You have an enthusiasm gap ... because there are so 
many people motivated, they just don't like the president. They're hyper-motivated. But I think it's 
history. The history of mid-term elections does not speak well for the party who's in the majority."  
https://cbs58.com/news/governor-walker-house-speaker-paul-ryan-talk-strategy-for-avoiding-blue-
wave-in-midterm-elections



Walker highlights worker training program in first TV ad of 2018 governor campaign
... [30-sec] ad features [HFD EMT] named Shayla ... [who] started attending a technical college to 
become a first responder a year after Walker signed the Wisconsin Fast Forward program into law ... 
"I have a chance to save lives every day. Gov. Walker is helping people like me get the training we 
need," Shayla says in the ad, which is set to air on TV and online. ... "More people are working in 
Wisconsin than ever before -- and our Fast Forward Program is providing funding so people can get 
those better jobs that require new skills," Walker says in the ad. "And people like Shayla, well she can 
help save lives." ... [ahead of RPW convention 2nd weekend in May] ... has also run several digital 
ads this spring. Rehash 2013 Fast Forward, Dallet/Schachtner, Blue Wave, MU Law poll.  
http://host.madison.com/ct/431c2cbe-1aa0-5e9f-b651-d238a9a8dd7d.html

Pocan Won't Endorse In Democratic Primary For Governor
He'll Play The Role Of 'Peacekeeper' Instead Of Endorsing ... I think it's a pretty open race at this 
point," Pocan said Monday from his Madison office. "(DPI SUper) Tony Evers has the inside track 
based on all the polling, but I think who gets that second and third and maybe fourth track is still very 
fluid. ... If they go after each other, every now and then you may see me pop up on Twitter or verbally 
and say something," Pocan said. "And I'm asking others to join me in doing that." Baldwin, Kind have 
yet to endorse, Moore endorsed Mitchell in November. Pocan said he's trying to talk Barca, a "very 
old and very dear friend," our of challenging Bryce in CD 1, "I tried to explain kind of the realities that 
are out there. It's difficult to put a campaign together in three and a half months before a primary."  
https://wpr.org/pocan-wont-endorse-democratic-primary-governor

UW administrator got $54K in severance after alleged harassment probe was inconclusive
A former top administrator for the University of Wisconsin System got a severance payout of nearly 
$54,000 through an agreement that called for her resignation, after an investigation into sexual 
harassment allegations against her proved inconclusive, newly released state records show. An 
additional payout for unused leave time brings the total paid to Jessica Tormey to nearly $125,000. In 
the documents, Tormey says "my conscience is clear" about the allegations and that she was the 
victim of a scheme by colleagues to "collude" and "take me out." Tormey had been the System's vice 
president for university relations and a top lieutenant of system president Ray Cross, serving as his 
chief of staff. She resigned from the System in January after pleading guilty to first-offense drunken 
driving in connection with a citation she received while attending an event last fall at UW-Stout.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/news/local/education/university/uw-administrator-got-k-in-severance-
after-alleged-harassment-probe/article_ea17c26d-8310-528f-ad76-d7946c060b0c.html

Radio ad comparing Nicholson to MO guv caught in sex scandal pulled
... [pro-Nicholson] Americas PAC leader Tom Donelson said Monday he sent a replacement ad 
[highlighting successful GOP who changed from Dems] before the original was supposed to air last 
week, but some stations broadcast the one favorably comparing Nicholson and the embattled 
Greitens. The original ad was made months ago and should not have been sent to the stations, 
Donelson said. ... "Nobody should be running that older ad," he said. ... latest version instead 
compares Nicholson to "conservative icon" [ex-US rep.] Gramm ... who switched from being a 
Democrat to Republican in 1983. ... Moody [for Nicholson] said only that decisions made by outside 
groups such as Americas PAC aren't in Nicholson's control. Ward for Vukmir: "Leah doesn't need to 
rely on anyone else's out-of-state conservative credentials. She has her own."  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/67271cd5-946f-5ca2-9a40-66b7093e7090.html

Ryan: Entitlement reform is the policy goal that 'got away'
... "The one thing that got away from us, which is my signature issue, is entitlement reform," Ryan, R 
Wis., told Hayes at the [TWS'] Midwest Conservative Summit ... said the reforms, which have passed 
in GOP-authored budgets over the years, have never cleared the Senate and faced opposition by 



former President Barack Obama. ... Trump has also resisted entitlement reform, and excluded it from 
the administration's budget proposals. "I do believe we have built a foundation for entitlement reform 
among grassroots Republicans, and House Republicans," Ryan said. "That foundation, I would have 
hoped would have realized success by now." Ryan said, if not for "basically a vote in the Senate" 
[McCain's NO vote on the AHCA], "we would have done it all, more or less." Ryan believes Trump will 
tackle entitlement reform, though thus far has mostly rejected the idea because "he knows the math." 
https://washingtonexaminer.com/news/congress/paul-ryan-entitlement-reform-is-the-policy-goal-that-
got-away

Ryan says he ousted House chaplain over pastoral services, not politics
... during a Monday interview at The Weekly Standard's Midwest Conservative Summit in Milwaukee, 
Ryan insisted ... "It's based upon feedback I've been getting for quite a while from members. ... You 
sometimes have to make decisions on behalf of the institution that may not be politically popular," 
Ryan said. "Father Conroy is a good man, and I'm grateful for his many years of service to the House. 
This was not about politics or prayers, it was about pastoral services. And a number of our members 
felt like the pastoral services were not being adequately served, or offered." Ryan was not specific 
about neglected services and Chaplain's Office declined interview. Rehash Nov. 6 tax cut prayer. 
Conroy told NYT that the following week, a Ryan staffer told him they were upset with the prayer and 
warned him he was getting too political, that Ryan later told him, "Padre, you just got to stay out of 
politics."  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/30/565350002

Woodward, Bernstein, Priebus talk about American dream at Panetta Lecture Series
... Monday at the Monterey Conference Center ... [Panetta, Bernstein, Woodward, Priebus] were on 
hand to field questions from the media about the lecture topic. ... Priebus spoke of the uniqueness of 
Trump and that he understands the powers and the levers of the presidency and has used them like 
no other president in modern history. "The president has been wildly successful his entire life doing 
things his way," Priebus said. ... On the topic of the American dream and its availability to U.S. 
citizens, Priebus believes that "in regards to the economy, opportunities and international relations -- 
things people are concerned with -- I think that things are better today than a year and a half ago, but 
it's still too early."  
http://montereyherald.com/government-and-politics/20180430/bob-woodward-carl-bernstein-and-
reince-priebus-talk-about-american-dream-at-leon-panetta-lecture-series

Foxconn: Glass maker could want hundreds of millions of dollars to locate alongside massive 
Wisconsin factory
... Corning [CEO] Weeks said last week that his company wanted to "keep 100% of revenues and 
profits" but pay no more than one-third of the cost to site a glass plant alongside Foxconn's LCD 
plant. ... A July report by Foxconn consultant Ernst & Young speculated that a glass plant would 
create 400 jobs alongside the LCD factory. ... More recently, Corning built the glass plant at an LCD 
factory in Hefei, China, that is owned by Chinese panel-maker BOE and which uses the same large 
"10.5 Gen" sheets of glass planned for Mount Pleasant. WEDC's Maley: "WEDC does not discuss 
pending or potential economic development opportunities or possible incentives," unlikely that 
Corning or another glassier would locate in IL. Foxconn rep no comment. Assembly Minority Leader 
Hintz: "There's zero appetite and zero money for $600 million" for Corning.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/01/565994002/

****************************************

May 10: WisPolitics Luncheon with Kelda Roys 



Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Thursday May 10 
with former state Rep. Kelda Roys to discuss her bid for the Democratic nomination to run against 
GOP Gov. Scott Walker.  

See Roys' bio: https://keldaforgovernor.com/meet-kelda/

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons, $19 
per person. Price for general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, 
AARP Wisconsin and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

For registration: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-kelda-roys-tickets-45290902308

****************************************
TODAY'S CALENDAR
https://www.wispolitics.com/category/events/

- 7 a.m. - 9 a.m.: M-WERC breakfast meeting on reducing manufacturing energy cost.  
http://wisconsintechnologycouncil.com/event/m-werc-breakfast-meeting-simple-steps-to-reduce-
manufacturing-energy-cost/

- 5:30 p.m.: Wisconsin Forum event ft. Christopher Preble. Preble is vice president for defense and 
foreign policy studies at the Cato Institute. He is to discuss, "The Problem with U.S. Foreign Policy." 
https://wispolitics.com/2018/wisconsin-forum-event-ft-christopher-preble/
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Access the mobile version of the News Summary: 
http://www.wispolitics.com/2018/mon-news-summary-walker-to-tour-superior-refinery-explosion-site-controversy-over-
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Make "WisPolitics Midday" part of your lunch-time routine 

The news cycle never stops, which is why WisPolitics.com has introduced Midday.  

You can get your news fix in under 2 minutes through this new podcast.  

Check out WisPolitics Midday: http://wispolmidday.libsyn.com/

And subscribe via iTunes and the Google Play Music App. Just search WisPolitics Midday.  
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TOP STORIES

Walker to tour Superior refinery on Monday in wake of explosions and 
fires
... governor's office said the tour would begin at 3:10 p.m. Hospitals in Superior 
and Duluth, Minn., treated 17 people injured in the incident. Several of them 
were treated for evacuation-related injuries and released ... The Superior 
refinery [formerly Murphy Oil] processes crude oil from the Bakken shale 
formation in North Dakota and western Canada into gasoline and other fuels as 
well as asphalt. By Johnson, MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL [see Public 
Health and Safety]  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/2018/04/29/563024002/

Trump's Role in Midterm Elections Roils Republicans
... Over dinner with the president and other Republican congressional leaders 
this month ... [Leader McConnell] phrased his advice for the president in the 
form of a reminder ... that Republicans' prospects are linked to what [Trump] 
says and does and underscoring that their one-seat advantage in the Senate 
was in jeopardy. ... Marc Short, the White House's legislative liaison ... [said] 
G.O.P.'s House majority is all but doomed ... Mr. Trump was not moved. "That's 
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not going to happen," he said at different points during the evening, shrugging 
off the grim prognoses ... Mr. Trump, though, has little appetite to carry a 
singular tax-cuts-and-the-economy argument and is grousing about what he 
sees as uninspired messaging by congressional leaders like Mr. Ryan. ... at Mr. 
Ryan's retreat, a Republican pollster, Kristen Soltis Anderson, identified Mr. 
Trump as a major source of the party's woes ... The disconnect between the 
president -- a political novice whose confidence in his instincts was grandly 
rewarded in 2016 -- and more traditional party leaders demonstrates the depth 
of the Republicans' challenges ... Although some Republicans in competitive 
states may not want to appear with Mr. Trump -- Gov. Scott Walker of 
Wisconsin, for example, has told associates he is unlikely to campaign with the 
president -- there is no lack of lawmakers eager for his help [Zeldin comments]. 
... Trump has also won praise on Capitol Hill for intervening in a handful of 
Senate races -- [including MS, NV, ND, OH] -- that were threatening to grow 
messy. ... All [his WH staff, VP, RNC, family, campaign alumni, his super PAC, 
his congressional allies, his conservative media pals, re-election chief Parscale] 
are expected to want a voice in Republican strategy for Mr. Trump in the 
midterms, adding only more chaos, as one White House official phrased it, to an 
already unruly presidency. By Martin, Burns and Haberman, NEW YORK TIMES 
https://nytimes.com/2018/04/28/us/politics/trump-midterm-elections.html

After debate spat with Vukmir, Nicholson says he will 'never apologize' for 
defending his military track record
... "I personally have been through so many things in my life that last night, that's 
not a big deal," he said. ... On Sunday's episode of WKOW-TV's "Capital City 
Sunday" ... "On to the next thing. ... I will never apologize for laying out what my 
track record is," Nicholson said. "Look, any politician, I don't care who it is, 
Tammy Baldwin or anybody else, that questions my track record and what I've 
contributed to my country and my leadership should have to answer for that. 
And that's the bottom line. ... If you're going to question it [his switch to GOP] or 
say that somehow leading Marines in defense of the Constitution and its 
conservative principles is not in fact a conservative value, I think you should 
have to answer for that," he said. ... Asked for an example of how he might 
reduce the national debt, Nicholson pointed to health care. Health care needs 
"price transparency, consumer choice and honestly allowing consumers to 
control their health care dollars," he said. Web portals could compare the prices 
of medical procedures from providers. Allowing such a market will find the true 
cost of those procedures in a matter of weeks, he said. ... Career politicians are 
unwilling to "bust up" the system, he said. As a management consultant, 
Nicholson said, "every time that I have had to work with or for a client, it has 
been to solve a problem or add value," with the urgency that "you either 
produce, or you get fired." By Speckhard-Pasque, CAPITAL TIMES  
http://host.madison.com/ct/b0fdca63-79b6-5ba9-9915-5070692da990.html

Ryan faces backlash over decision to oust Catholic House chaplain; 
inquiry sought
... "For many members, the outrage isn't just political. It's personal," said Rep. 
Gerry Connolly, D-Va. Connolly said many lawmakers and aides have 
developed a deep rapport with Conroy since his appointment in 2011. He has 
helped them cope with everything from stress and setbacks to loss and death, 
the Virginia Democrat told USA Today. ... On the House floor Friday, Democrats 



called for a special inquiry into the matter and questioned whether Ryan had the 
authority ... "His abrupt, unjust dismissal is hard to understand and impossible to 
support," House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., said in a statement 
Friday. ... [Connolly, others have suggested he was fired for a Nov. 6 prayer that 
hinted at inequities in the tax bill] ... "The speaker made the decision he believes 
to be in the best interest of the House, and he remains grateful for Father 
Conroy's many years of service," Strong said in an email ... Conroy "was not 
asked for his resignation over a political prayer." RSC chair Walker, on Ryan's 
selection committee for new chaplain, has spoken with other members and 
suggested a married chaplain with kids might better understand Congress 
Members' travails. Connolly called that "anti-Catholic." Congress' demographics 
by Pew: 91% identify as Christian, 56% as Protestant, 31% as Catholic. [see 
Columns] By Shesgreen, USA TODAY.  
https://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/27/558082002/

############  
STORY TOPICS
############ 

WHITE HOUSE ^top^
- Priebus Gleefully Mocks Journos at Correspondents' Dinner: 'He's Playing the Media Like a Fiddle' ... "I think there's too 
much animosity," Priebus said. "But from my standpoint, the press is pretty obsessed with Trump, and they go out of their 
way to bring up any negative that they can. But I also think they do it because there is a lot of money to be made. I mean, 
Trump sells, 24/7 Trump makes money for everyone involved. And I think that's why a lot of this stuff is happening."  
https://mediaite.com/online/reince-priebus-gleefully

- Priebus speculates Trump might attend next White House Correspondents' dinner ... "I think he killed it at the Gridiron," 
Priebus said when asked on CNN why he thought Trump would attend the correspondents' dinner next year. "So in the 
format of giving a funny speech, self-deprecating, he showed he could do it and did it quite well the at the Gridiron. I don't 
see any reason he shouldn't do it here. Maybe next year he will."  
https://washingtonexaminer.com/policy/healthcare/reince-priebus-speculates-trump-might-attend-next-white-house-
correspondents-dinner

- White House press on defensive after Michelle Wolf torches Trump, Sanders ... Later on Sunday, Talev released a 
stronger statement acknowledging the "dismay" from certain members over Wolf's comments and how they diverged from 
the organization's mission to "offer a unifying message" about upholding free speech "while honoring civility."  
http://thehill.com/homenews/media/385409-white-house-press-on-defensive-after-comedian-torches-trump-huckabee-
sanders

- MU prof. Julie Azari: Why Saying Ryan And Trump Belong To Different Parties Is Kinda Wrong ... Research has found 
that the two main ideological strains of contemporary conservatism -- cultural and fiscal -- are closely intertwined; we can 
trace the political careers of both Ryan and Trump to these ideological linkages. ... Reagan helped tie civil rights backlash 
into mainstream conservatism. ... downplayed civil rights enforcement in the Justice Department and took stances against 
many of the affirmative action practices that earlier administrations had pursued. ... fit an ideology that embraced both 
"color-blindness" and the paring back of federal power. ... researchers have found that race (and racism) isn't so easily 
separated from the policy ideas that Ryan has most championed: shrinking the welfare state. ... has himself found how 
linked these issues are by stepping into messy territory a few times. ... [blamed 2012 Romney-Ryan loss on] higher 
turnout in "urban" areas ... in 2014 ... said that a "culture problem" of men not working was driving poverty in U.S. cities. ... 
while Ryan's views are still distinct from Trump's, he's been moving toward a more restrictive view of immigration, a shift 
that started even before Trump was a major political figure in the GOP. ... Ryan and Trump, supposedly so different, 
actually followed similar trajectories to national political prominence. ... opposition to Obama was crucial in both cases. ... 
Both are also simultaneously of the tea party movement and separate from it. ... paved the way for insurgent campaigns 
... it's all the more difficult with a president who has to be worked around rather than worked with. But the stronger 
motivation for Ryan to leave may not be Trumpism, it might just be Trump.  
https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/why-saying-paul-ryan-and-donald-trump-belong-to-different-parties-is-kinda-wrong/

STATE GOVERNMENT ^top^



- Walker honors fallen firefighter ... ordered both the state flag and the national flag to be flown at half staff, in honor of ... 
Spooner Fire District Firefighter Philip Neubich.  
http://fox11online.com/news/state/gov-scott-walker-honors-fallen-firefighter

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Ryan explains decision to dismiss House chaplain ... [told House GOP conference on Friday] told members his decision 
to ask Conroy to step aside had nothing to do with politics, a policy conflict or a prayer. A number of lawmakers had 
approached Ryan and told him they needed someone in the chaplain's role who could offer more "spiritual counseling," 
according to Rep. Duncan Hunter (R-Calif.), who attended the meeting. ... Some Catholic Republicans spoke up during 
the open-microphone portion of the meeting and pressed Ryan on his explanation. ... "I saw people walk up to him all the 
time, sit down with him. So I never heard any of these complaints before," King told reporters after the meeting. Ryan "just 
said he received so many complaints from members of the House about the lack of chaplain services. I never heard one 
of them. I'm not the Speaker, but I never heard [them]." ... Rep. Joe Barton (R-Texas), manager of the GOP baseball 
team, said that he and his sons had nothing but positive interactions with Conroy after the shooting, and pointed out that 
the chaplain led the prayer at first base before the congressional baseball game.  
http://thehill.com/homenews/house/385159-ryan-explains-decision-to-dismiss-house-chaplain-in-closed-door-meeting

- After firestorm, Rep. Mark Walker has "stepped down" from search committee to select new House chaplain  
https://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2018/04/29/after-firestorm-rep-mark-walker-has-stepped-down-search-
committee-select-new-house-chaplain/562666002/

- Ryan reportedly sacked House chaplain over tax-bill prayer  
https://marketwatch.com/story/paul-ryan-reportedly-sacked-house-chaplain-over-tax-bill-prayer-2018-04-26

- Ryan under fire, accused of forcing House chaplain to resign  
http://wisn.com/article/house-speaker-paul-ryan-under-fire-accused-of-forcing-house-chaplain-to-resign/20094115

- Ryan dismissed House chaplain, leaving lawmakers demanding answers, The issue blew up in recent days as 
lawmakers began to speak to the chaplain [WaPo's Kane]  
https://denverpost.com/2018/04/27/patrick-conroy-dismissed-chaplain-congress/

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Guy Zima complaint could be moot  
https://greenbaypressgazette.com/story/news/2018/04/29/zima-misconduct-complaint-could-moot-after-former-green-bay-
alderman-lost-election/551063002/

AGRIBUSINESS ^top^
- With their way of life in jeopardy, dairy farmers search for ways to stabilize markets  
https://jsonline.com/story/money/business/2018/04/27/their-way-life-jeopardy-dairy-farmers-search-ways-stabilize-
markets/558747002/

- USDA reopens enrollment for improved dairy safety net tool  
http://apg-wi.com/c97e766c-4bb3-11e8-9447-739e8b3d9aae.html

CIVIL LIBERTIES ^top^
- Ashland Gun and Knife Show draws large crowd  
http://apg-wi.com/ad004806-4bf1-11e8-a0ee-5bf150579289.html

COURTS ^top^
- Department of Corrections not investigating alleged sexual assault at DOC event ... did not investigate when an 
employee reported she was sexually assaulted by a co-worker at a [2016] staff golf outing and asked the department to 
address it. Instead, DOC officials told the Oakhill Correctional Institution employee to contact police on her own ... when 
she filed a complaint with the state alleging she was the target of discrimination and harassment ... DOC denied 
responsibility -- in part because she waited more than a month to report the alleged assault to her supervisors.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/6e536434-39a2-58c0-a3a3-e3cafe3bd910.html

- Ashland Jail lawsuits dismissed  



http://apg-wi.com/61fc26cc-4a89-11e8-8a0d-3baef2391fba.html

CULTURE ^top^
- In Rural Areas Hit Hard by Opioids, a New Source of Hope  
http://pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2018/04/30/in-rural-areas-hit-hard-by-opioids-a-new-source-
of-hope

DEMOGRAPHICS ^top^
- PolitiFact: Sen. Ron Johnson says people walk up to U.S. border, say a few words and are let in ... First, those who 
make a "credible fear" claim are not simply brought into the United States. Rather, there is an extensive review process 
and, in some cases, asylum cases can take years. Second, statistics show that many have their cases rejected and are 
sent back -- including nearly 90% of those from Mexico. ... scenario Johnson lays out can happen with unaccompanied 
children ... our rating is Mostly False.  
http://politifact.com/wisconsin/statements/2018/apr/27/ron-johnson/sen-ron-johnson-says-people-walk-us-border-say-few/

- Hortonville students ask Sen. Johnson about current events ... "It's a two way learning process and that's what this is 
kind of all, about is I learn and they learn," said Sen. Johnson. Students ask about the environment, paper industry, tax 
incentives, and more. ... Students wondered where he stood on gun control and arming teachers. He's hesitant to add 
more law, but feels arming teachers with military experience might make schools less of a target. "These gun free zones 
have not worked and they have to realize that they could be walking into some real resistance and maybe, maybe that 
would help prevent some of these things," said Sen. Johnson. 2 students comment. With 1:32 video  
http://wbay.com/content/news/481105751.html

- Waukesha County Sheriff Eric Severson defends immigration program, prepares for march ... "My goal is to protect 
everybody's rights," Severson said of Tuesday's "Day Without Latinos" march that culminates with a rally across the street 
from the Waukesha County Courthouse. ... Voces de la Frontera is focusing on Waukesha County and demanding that 
Severson and his department not partner with federal authorities on immigration enforcement.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/30/waukesha-county-sheriff-eric-severson-defends-immigration-program-
prepares-march/561430002/

- 'caught between worlds' event focuses on mixed race kids  
http://beloitdailynews.com/news/20180430/caught_between_worlds_event_focuses_on_mixed_race_kids

- E-Verify Immigrant Job Screening Is a Game of Chicken, Politics and State Laws  
http://pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2018/04/27/job-screening-for-illegal-immigration-varies-by-
state

EDUCATION ^top^
- Be open and let chips fall where they may, experts advise in UW-Oshkosh scandal ... with former presidents or 
chancellors who have been charged with felony crimes for financial misconduct. Before criminal charges were filed, UW-
Oshkosh's private fundraising foundation already was heading toward bankruptcy. State taxpayers could be on the hook 
for millions of dollars to cover the foundation's bank debts. ... in the midst of a public relations nightmare ... because legal 
lines may have blurred between the public university and the private foundation that raises money to support it -- an 
increasingly vital cash flow as states reduce tax support for higher education.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/education/2018/04/28/open-and-let-chips-fall-where-they-may-experts-advise-uw-
oshkosh-scandal/557295002/

- Second wave of teacher cuts stun Delavan couple  
http://gazettextra.com/f0067093-486b-53aa-86c3-af337dfa8fb9.html

- PTA convention in Janesville shines light on human trafficking  
http://gazettextra.com/7772a925-c634-5c94-88f4-9024ed4a2b46.html

ELECTIONS ^top^
- Meet the little-known 'big fish' megadonor setting the tone for GOP primary races ... Richard Uihlein, a wealthy shipping-
supplies magnate from Illinois who shuns the spotlight, has risen to become one of the most powerful -- and disruptive -- 
GOP donors ... For years, Uihlein has given money to isolated races in the service of his anti-union, free-market and 
small-government views. But he has dramatically increased his giving this cycle, pouring $21 million into races ... [profiles 



Uihlein and wife] ... also scrambling the political order in unpredictable ways, as when he favored Kevin Nicholson in 
Wisconsin ... a former Democratic activist ... deemed a long-shot candidate until Uihlein gave him a fighting chance ... 
"We have a primary because the guy who was a Democrat a few years ago found a billionaire backer," said Alex Conant, 
a strategist for Wisconsin Next PAC, which is supporting state Sen. Leah Vukmir (R) in the race. "Without his backing 
Nicholson, Leah would be the presumptive nominee and the party would be working in unison to defeat Sen. Baldwin." ... 
Requests for an interview through an informal family representative and the company were not answered.  
https://washingtonpost.com/2e784d76-3215-11e8-94fa-32d48460b955_story.html

ENVIRONMENT ^top^
- Dane County to test 'intercepting' weeds, algae, dead fish at Yahara Place Park  
http://host.madison.com/ct/fb9e58fa-b791-5d53-a76b-fa501d0c6d7e.html

- DNR asks for Eau Claire public to report car-killed deer, Request follows March 22 finding of CWD in Eau Claire County 
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/04/30/State-DNR-asks-for-Eau-Claire-public-to-report-car-killed-
deer.html

- Tough winter results in CDAC rethinking deer tag numbers  
http://apg-wi.com/fb208f64-4958-11e8-9cde-ff265b4bc567.html

- Milorganite mystery: Homegrown fertilizer's new scent has officials sleuthing to identify source of change ... musty, 
earthy or slightly fecal smell with notes of sulfur. ... [has given way to] a solvent-like smell that sticks at the back of your 
throat while others describe it as the sweet scent of lightly perfumed dryer sheets with an undertone of rotten fruit.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/local/milwaukee/2018/04/30/milorganite-mystery-homegrown-fertilizers-different-scent-
has-officials-scrambling-identify-source-c/554699002/

FOXCONN ^top^
- Woo: Foxconn will create R&D hub  
http://journaltimes.com/eba3233f-b7b6-596e-a5cf-1fcacc2aedee.html

- Most of Wisconsin isn't buying the Foxconn splurge ... On this week's episode of "Center Stage, with Milfred and Hands," 
State Journal editorial page editor Scott Milfred and editorial cartoonist Phil Hands analyze the $4.5 billion in state and 
local subsidies for a $10 billion plant and thousands of jobs in Racine County. Why is Illinois bummed? They get 
something for nothing, unlike a lot of taxpayers on this side of the state line.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/90f34028-35bd-57a3-80f6-2759aec21d51.html

- Foxconn just bought an unusual part of Wisconsin history: What is [U of] Lawsonomy? ... Village of Mount Pleasant 
bought the land for $933,000  
http://journaltimes.com/8217445a-1e19-5478-b8c8-b5e7551589db.html

LAW AND ORDER ^top^
- Wife of security director for [DOC] prisons charged with sexual assault of [Oakhill] inmate at prison where she worked ... 
Cassandra Green, 49, of DeForest, was charged Friday with second-degree sexual assault by correctional staff. She is 
scheduled to make her initial appearance in a Dane County courtroom on May 17. ... Michael Green had notified [DOC] 
that his wife had admitted to him that she had sex with an inmate in an Oakhill kitchen while she worked an overnight shift 
that began late on Thanksgiving Day last November. Michael Green also told investigators that his wife, a sergeant at 
Oakhill at the time, also admitted to kissing the same inmate on numerous occasions.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/d3769898-366f-57c3-997f-db913000db64.html

- Dane County Sheriff's Office offers first training academy  
http://host.madison.com/ct/d15b654c-6770-5284-83ad-1801f6a01f68.html

- Prison workers were promoted after teen inmate suicide attempt that is costing nearly $19 million  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/27/teen-prison-officials-got-promotions-not-discipline-after-inmate-suicide-
attempt-costing-state-19-mi/550592002/

- Officials issued no discipline in sexual harassment cases against three Wisconsin prison psychologists  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/27/state-issued-no-discipline-investigations-revealed-sexual-harassment-
among-wisconsin-prison-psycholo/554056002/



MEDIA ^top^
- Ryan Tells Marijuana Jokes At Press Dinner ... "Luckily Boehner texted me the other day and he said he found 
something that helps him chill out," Ryan said during a video message for the White House Correspondents Association 
dinner on Saturday, referring to [ex-Speaker who this month joined a marijuana company]. "Something to do with grass," 
he said. "I don't really know." ... During the last several years of his own speakership, Ryan's lieutenants have blocked 
consideration of marijuana amendments on the U.S. House floor. Earlier this month, Ryan ignored a question about 
whether he'd join Boehner.  
https://marijuanamoment.net/paul-ryan-has-marijuana-jokes-at-press-dinner/

- Ryan Tries To Act Cool In White House Correspondents Dinner Video, Retirement -- and boredom -- seem to be 
weighing heavily on the House speaker. ... "I'm spending the evening freshening up my LinkedIn page," Ryan said before 
the camera cuts to him on his computer, saying aloud as he updates his resume: "Waiter at Tortilla Coast 1991 to 1994." 
The room was silent. ... Ryan has a long history of opposing marijuana legalization. His joking reference to weed as 
"grass" ― an outdated slang term for the plant ― suggests he doesn't smoke weed, and isn't sure what to call it. We get 
the joke, Mr. Speaker, because we can't imagine a time that anyone would have ever offered you any.  
https://huffingtonpost.com/entry/5ae52959e4b02baed1bac4da

MILITARY ^top^
- Hearing set for Wisconsin commander Bryce Benson in deadly USS Fitzgerald crash  
https://wausaudailyherald.com/story/news/2018/04/30/uss-fitzgerald-fatal-crash-wisconsin-commander-bryce-benson-
navy-hearing-set/564263002/

MINNESOTA ^top^
- Prominent Trump critic Painter enters Minnesota Senate race ... Painter served as chief White House ethics lawyer to 
President George W. Bush. ... emerged as a top Republican critic of Trump and is a frequent guest on MSNBC and CNN. 
... entry as a Democrat triggers an endorsement fight and potentially a primary for Democratic Sen. Tina Smith, who was 
appointed to take Franken's seat after he resigned.  
http://kbjr6.com/story/38072896/prominent

PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY ^top^
- Hydrogen Fluoride tank spared in refinery fire, deadly chemical concerns linger  
http://kbjr6.com/story/38065467/hydrogen

- WI DNR: Air quality improving, no fish kills reported: due to Husky explosion, fire  
http://kbjr6.com/story/38065555/wisconsin

- Superior seeks 'return to normal' following refinery fire  
http://superiortelegram.com/news/fires/4437980-superior-seeks-return-normal-following-refinery-fire

- Air quality improving after Superior, Wis., refinery explosion  
http://superiortelegram.com/news/4438497-air-quality-improving-after-superior-wis-refinery-explosion

TOURISM ^top^
- SpringFest draws in Kubb-ers from across the Midwest  
http://chippewa.com/1fc362f0-b6f0-5283-b6b4-c9b3c57f6be2.html

UTILITIES ^top^
- Wisconsin utility companies are told to credit customers $130 million, to start  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/9a778e90-3670-5ad1-b925-37d2d36356bc.html

EDITORIALS ^top^
- WSJ Editorial: A lot more cooperation is needed in Congress ... Kind, D-La Crosse, is again Wisconsin's most 
cooperative member of Congress. ... Sensenbrenner, R-Menomonee Falls, also scored well for bipartisanship during 
2017, according to the Lugar Center and Georgetown University ... Baldwin, D-Madison, was the most improved of 
Wisconsin's congressional delegation [54th - Johnson 51st] ... Grothman, R-Glenbeulah, has improved a little in the last 



year, after finishing nearly dead last for cooperation in the House of Representatives in 2016. ... Gallagher, R-Green Bay, 
placed 185th. U.S. Rep. Sean Duffy, R-Wausau, improved to 216th ... U.S. Rep. Mark Pocan, D-Black Earth, fell to 333rd, 
which is disappointing. Yet he is better at cooperating across party lines than U.S. Rep. Gwen Moore, D-Milwaukee, who 
ranked 359th. ... Ryan, R-Janesville, wasn't rated because he is the House speaker, so his job is inherently partisan  
http://host.madison.com/a3d1b987-85dd-50b8-b004-f604cdc0769e.html

- CT Editorial: Todd Novak finally acknowledges he's a Republican  
http://host.madison.com/ct/dd753634-8ba3-5625-8ed3-842f11c3ef0e.html

COLUMNS ^top^
- Dave Zweifel: What Pence is peddling isn't the whole truth  
http://host.madison.com/ct/b6dda62f-3f90-5192-93ed-6328582353b5.html

- Sen. Leah Vukmir: A strong America needs a strong border  
http://host.madison.com/ct/964dc012-e168-544f-a802-a135d3e1a326.html

- John Nichols: Ryan is Making 'Very Flimsy' Excuses for Firing the Priest Who Urged the House to Care for the Poor, 
Father Patrick Conroy reminded members of Congress that their decisions have an impact on income inequality. Now he's 
out.  
https://thenation.com/article/paul-ryan-makes-a-very-flimsy-excuse-for-firing-a-chaplain-who-urged-the-house-to-care-for-
the-poor/

- Dana Milbank: If you preach about the poor, you don't have a prayer in Washington  
http://sacbee.com/opinion/op-ed/article210030684.html

- Greg Sargent: Why did Ryan dismiss the House chaplain?  
https://washingtonpost.com/blogs/plum-line/wp/2018/04/27/why-did

- Bess Levin: Did Ryan Fire the House Chaplain for Tax-Cut Blasphemy?  
https://vanityfair.com/news/2018/04/paul-ryan-patrick-conroy

- Jay Parini: Ryan's firing of Father Conroy should worry us all  
https://cnn.com/2018/04/27/opinions/paul-ryans-firing-of-patrick-conroy-should-worry-us-all-parini/index.html

- Will Bunch: Ryan, the meddlesome priest, and why the poor don't have a prayer  
http://philly.com/philly/columnists/will_bunch/paul-ryan-fires-house-chaplain-policies-hurt-the-poor-20180429.html

- Stephen Z. Nemo: Ryan performs a secular exorcism, fires House Chaplain Conroy  
https://commdiginews.com/politics-2/speaker-101668/

- John Nichols: Tammy Baldwin refuses to give Trump a blank check: Concerned that Mike Pompeo might choose military 
force instead of diplomacy  
http://host.madison.com/ct/5c4ad12b-2a92-543e-90ae-5de49151c858.html

- Rep. Katrina Shankland: It's time to renew the Wisconsin Idea: The UW System wasn't created to solely train our 
workforce, but to "serve and stimulate society" and "extend knowledge and its application beyond the boundaries of its 
campus."  
http://host.madison.com/ct/54d1dd19-6b83-5bb0-a71a-aa8d48901b18.html

- Peter Anderson: Claims that all white blue-collar voters are racist undermine progressive goals: It is exceedingly difficult 
to label as racists the nearly 20 million white blue-collar workers who switched to vote for the first candidate who 
pretended to care about them. For they previously voted not just once, but twice, for Barack Obama.  
http://host.madison.com/ct/eaa9cf3c-1637-5783-b42d-c40f3e3bb30f.html

- James Rowen: The Special Interests Governor, Average citizens don't count when Walker and Republicans decide 
environmental policy.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/04/29/op-ed-the-special

- Rep. Jim Steineke: Study group aims to help vulnerable kids  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/1d490a81-3b74-5ece-bbdd-2813594b6654.html
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From WisPolitics.com ... 

-- Gov. Scott Walker will be in Superior this afternoon to tour a refinery that was damaged last 
week by an explosion.

-- U.S. Sen. Ron Johnson, R-Oshkosh, will be at the Oshkosh Rotary Club today to give brief 
remarks and then take questions from members and guests.

-- The president has nominated Marquette County Sheriff Kim Gaffney to be the U.S. marshal 
for Western Wisconsin.

Gaffney, who has been sheriff for the past 11 years, started with the sheriff's office in 1975. He has 
served as president of the Badger State Sheriffs' Association since 2017.  

See the release:  
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/president-donald-j-trump-announces-thirteenth-
wave-judicial-nominees-seventh-wave-united-states-marshal-nominees/

-- A Democratic candidate for governor, Rep. Dana Wachs, said the Walker administration has 
invested "too much in one company" in the Foxconn deal, and he would look to change the 
terms of the contract if he's elected.

"I think by and large this company has somewhat of a checkered history," the Eau Claire Dem said on 
"UpFront with Mike Gousha," produced in partnership with WisPolitics.com.  

"I think by and large we can expect there'll probably be some form of a breach of the contract on their 
end. If that happens, then in that event I want to talk about some new terms for this contract," Wachs 
said.  



Wachs said Foxconn is a risky investment in one company in an industry that is "prone to change." 
He said the administration could have spurred the development of "tens of thousands of new 
businesses" all over Wisconsin with the billions it spent on Foxconn.  

One takeaway from the Foxconn deal, Wachs said, is that "we've had the money all along," noting 
Gov. Scott Walker's cuts to education and his statements early in his first term that Wisconsin was 
broke.  

"What Foxconn does prove is we've got the money. We've just got to have the will to use it on regular 
folks, not just huge corporations," he said. "We've got to invest in regular people."  

-- Former Racine Mayor John Dickert - now president of the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence 
Cities Initiative - said mayors of Great Lakes cities see Foxconn and the Lake Michigan water 
diversion as a "first" to be closely watched. 

Dickert said leaders of Great Lakes cities have long anticipated "a migration" of industry back to the 
region.  

"The mayors are all saying, since this is the first and the biggest to come back to the Great Lakes; we 
want to make sure this is done right," he said.  

-- In another segment, Union Grove dairy farmer Dave Daniels, a board member of the 
Wisconsin Farm Bureau Federation, said farmers are being hurt by lower commodities prices.

"It's all about supply and demand. We have an oversupply right now of milk. The demand is actually 
really good, and we're getting it moved out in the countryside, and then we're also doing a lot of 
exporting. We just need to get that balance back in place," he said.  

See more from the show:  
http://www.wisn.com/upfront

****************************************

Make "WisPolitics Midday" part of your lunch-time routine 

The news cycle never stops, which is why WisPolitics.com has introduced Midday.  

You can get your news fix in under 2 minutes through this new podcast.  

Check out WisPolitics Midday: http://wispolmidday.libsyn.com/

And subscribe via iTunes and the Google Play Music App. Just search WisPolitics Midday.  

****************************************
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TOP HEADLINES

Walker to tour Superior refinery on Monday in wake of explosions and fires
... governor's office said the tour would begin at 3:10 p.m. Hospitals in Superior and Duluth, Minn., 
treated 17 people injured in the incident. Several of them were treated for evacuation-related injuries 
and released ... The Superior refinery [formerly Murphy Oil] processes crude oil from the Bakken 
shale formation in North Dakota and western Canada into gasoline and other fuels as well as asphalt. 
https://jsonline.com/story/news/2018/04/29/563024002/

Walker honors fallen firefighter
... ordered both the state flag and the national flag to be flown at half staff, in honor of ... Spooner Fire 
District Firefighter Philip Neubich.  
http://fox11online.com/news/state/gov-scott-walker-honors-fallen-firefighter

After debate spat with Vukmir, Nicholson says he will 'never apologize' for defending his 
military track record
... "I personally have been through so many things in my life that last night, that's not a big deal," he 
said. ... On Sunday's episode of WKOW-TV's "Capital City Sunday" ... "On to the next thing. ... I will 
never apologize for laying out what my track record is," Nicholson said. "Look, any politician, I don't 
care who it is, Tammy Baldwin or anybody else, that questions my track record and what I've 
contributed to my country and my leadership should have to answer for that. And that's the bottom 
line. ... If you're going to question it [his switch to GOP] or say that somehow leading Marines in 
defense of the Constitution and its conservative principals is not in fact a conservative value, I think 
you should have to answer for that," he said. ... Asked for an example of how he might reduce the 
national debt, Nicholson pointed to health care. Health care needs "price transparency, consumer 
choice and honestly allowing consumers to control their health care dollars," he said. Web portals 
could compare the prices of medical procedures from providers. Allowing such a market will find the 
true cost of those procedures in a matter of weeks, he said. ... Career politicians are unwilling to "bust 
up" the system, he said. As a management consultant, Nicholson said, "every time that I have had to 
work with or for a client, it has been to solve a problem or add value," with the urgency that "you 
either produce, or you get fired."  
http://host.madison.com/ct/b0fdca63-79b6-5ba9-9915-5070692da990.html

Trump's Role in Midterm Elections Roils Republicans
... Over dinner with the president and other Republican congressional leaders this month ... [Leader 
McConnell] phrased his advice for the president in the form of a reminder ... that Republicans' 
prospects are linked to what [Trump] says and does and underscoring that their one-seat advantage 
in the Senate was in jeopardy. ... Marc Short, the White House's legislative liaison ... [said] G.O.P.'s 
House majority is all but doomed ... Mr. Trump was not moved. "That's not going to happen," he said 
at different points during the evening, shrugging off the grim prognoses ... Mr. Trump, though, has 
little appetite to carry a singular tax-cuts-and-the-economy argument and is grousing about what he 
sees as uninspired messaging by congressional leaders like Mr. Ryan. ... at Mr. Ryan's retreat, a 
Republican pollster, Kristen Soltis Anderson, identified Mr. Trump as a major source of the party's 
woes ... The disconnect between the president -- a political novice whose confidence in his instincts 
was grandly rewarded in 2016 -- and more traditional party leaders demonstrates the depth of the 
Republicans' challenges ... Although some Republicans in competitive states may not want to appear 



with Mr. Trump -- Gov. Scott Walker of Wisconsin, for example, has told associates he is unlikely to 
campaign with the president -- there is no lack of lawmakers eager for his help [Zeldin comments]. ... 
Trump has also won praise on Capitol Hill for intervening in a handful of Senate races -- [including 
MS, NV, ND, OH] -- that were threatening to grow messy. ... All [his WH staff, VP, RNC, family, 
campaign alumni, his super PAC, his congressional allies, his conservative media pals, re-election 
chief Parscale] are expected to want a voice in Republican strategy for Mr. Trump in the midterms, 
adding only more chaos, as one White House official phrased it, to an already unruly presidency.  
https://nytimes.com/2018/04/28/us/politics/trump-midterm-elections.html

Why Saying Ryan And Trump Belong To Different Parties Is Kinda Wrong
... Research has found that the two main ideological strains of contemporary conservatism -- cultural 
and fiscal -- are closely intertwined; we can trace the political careers of both Ryan and Trump to 
these ideological linkages. ... Reagan helped tie civil rights backlash into mainstream conservatism. 
... downplayed civil rights enforcement in the Justice Department and took stances against many of 
the affirmative action practices that earlier administrations had pursued. ... fit an ideology that 
embraced both "color-blindness" and the paring back of federal power. ... researchers have found 
that race (and racism) isn't so easily separated from the policy ideas that Ryan has most championed: 
shrinking the welfare state. ... has himself found how linked these issues are by stepping into messy 
territory a few times. ... [blamed 2012 Romney-Ryan loss on] higher turnout in "urban" areas ... in 
2014 ... said that a "culture problem" of men not working was driving poverty in U.S. cities. ... while 
Ryan's views are still distinct from Trump's, he's been moving toward a more restrictive view of 
immigration, a shift that started even before Trump was a major political figure in the GOP. ... Ryan 
and Trump, supposedly so different, actually followed similar trajectories to national political 
prominence. ... opposition to Obama was crucial in both cases. ... Both are also simultaneously of the 
tea party movement and separate from it. ... paved the way for insurgent campaigns ... it's all the 
more difficult with a president who has to be worked around rather than worked with. But the stronger 
motivation for Ryan to leave may not be Trumpism, it might just be Trump.  
https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/why-saying-paul-ryan-and-donald-trump-belong-to-different-
parties-is-kinda-wrong/

Ryan faces backlash over decision to oust Catholic House chaplain; inquiry sought
... "For many members, the outrage isn't just political. It's personal," said Rep. Gerry Connolly, D-Va. 
Connolly said many lawmakers and aides have developed a deep rapport with Conroy since his 
appointment in 2011. He has helped them cope with everything from stress and setbacks to loss and 
death, the Virginia Democrat told USA Today. ... On the House floor Friday, Democrats called for a 
special inquiry into the matter and questioned whether Ryan had the authority ... "His abrupt, unjust 
dismissal is hard to understand and impossible to support," House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, D-
Calif., said in a statement Friday. ... [Connolly, others have suggested he was fired for a Nov. 6 
prayer that hinted at inequities in the tax bill] ... "The speaker made the decision he believes to be in 
the best interest of the House, and he remains grateful for Father Conroy's many years of service," 
Strong said in an email ... Conroy "was not asked for his resignation over a political prayer." RSC 
chair Walker, on Ryan's new chaplain selection committee, has spoken with other members and 
suggested a married chaplain with kids might better understand Members' travails. Connolly called 
that "anti-Catholic." Congress' demographics by Pew: 91% identify as Christian, 56% as Protestant, 
31% as Catholic.  
https://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/27/558082002/

Priebus Gleefully Mocks Journos at Correspondents' Dinner
'He's Playing the Media Like a Fiddle' ... "He's doing his thing tonight. I think he's doing a great job by 
getting out and talking to the people. ... I think there's too much animosity," Priebus said. "But from 
my standpoint, the press is pretty obsessed with Trump, and they go out of their way to bring up any 
negative that they can. But I also think they do it because there is a lot of money to be made. I mean, 



Trump sells, 24/7 Trump makes money for everyone involved. And I think that's why a lot of this stuff 
is happening."  
https://mediaite.com/online/reince-priebus-gleefully

Hortonville students ask Sen. Johnson about current events
... "It's a two way learning process and that's what this is kind of all, about is I learn and they learn," 
said Sen. Johnson. Students ask about the environment, paper industry, tax incentives, and more. ... 
Students wondered where he stood on gun control and arming teachers. He's hesitant to add more 
law, but feels arming teachers with military experience might make schools less of a target. "These 
gun free zones have not worked and they have to realize that they could be walking into some real 
resistance and maybe, maybe that would help prevent some of these things," said Sen. Johnson. 2 
students comment. With 1:32 video  
http://wbay.com/content/news/481105751.html

****************************************

May 10: WisPolitics Luncheon with Kelda Roys 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Thursday May 10 
with former state Rep. Kelda Roys to discuss her bid for the Democratic nomination to run against 
GOP Gov. Scott Walker.  

See Roys' bio: https://keldaforgovernor.com/meet-kelda/

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons, $19 
per person. Price for general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, 
AARP Wisconsin and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

For registration: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-kelda-roys-tickets-45290902308

****************************************
TODAY'S CALENDAR
https://www.wispolitics.com/category/events/

- 5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.: Rep. Loudenbeck fundraiser and re-election kick-off.  
https://wispolitics.com/2018/pizza-politics-with-representative-amy-loudenbeck/

- 8 a.m. - 1 p.m.: The Weekly Standard Midwest Conservative Summit. Features an interview with 
The Weekly Standard Contributing Editor Charlie Sykes and Gov. Scott Walker; a second interview 
with The Weekly Standard Editor in Chief Stephan Hayes and House Speaker Paul Ryan; and two 
panel discussions on "Covering the Swamp" and "The 2018 Midterm Election and the Future of 
Conservatism."  
https://eventbrite.com/e/the-weekly-standard-midwest-conservative-summit-tickets-44985462730

- 5 p.m. - 7 p.m.: Rep. Rohrkaste Fundraiser.  
https://wispolitics.com/2018/rep-rohrkaste-fundraiser-2/
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QUOTES OF THE WEEK

I appreciate Kevin's service to our nation, but he's going to have to prove what his conservative track record is. I don't 
have to prove that to you. You know what my track record is. ... We know more about Kevin's track record as a Democrat 
than we do about his track record as a Republican.  
- Sen. Leah Vukmir taking a shot at rival Kevin Nicholson during the closing minutes of their first GOP U.S. Senate 
primary debate. Nicholson was head of the College Democrats of America in 2000, but said he became a Republican 
after his experience serving in the Marines, raising a family and working in private industry.

My track record? I would look to the battlefields of Iraq and Afghanistan if you want it. ... I know that doesn't mean much to 
certain politicians; I know that darn well.  
- Nicholson, in response. Vukmir called the suggestion that she didn't respect his service a "low blow," said she respected 
it and demanded an apology. Nicholson didn't apologize, shooting back, "If it makes you feel better, I feel respected."

See WisPolitics.com coverage:  
https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/nicholson-vukmir-debate-ends-with-exchange-over-conservative-credentials-respect-for-
military-service/

Jobs are coming back, confidence is coming back, and under President Trump, America is coming back and we're just 
getting started.  



- Vice President Mike Pence, speaking at an America First Policies event on the GOP tax overhaul in Milwaukee. 
Following the event, Pence headlined a fundraiser for Gov. Scott Walker. A state Dem Party statement said "fundraising 
off of their scam tax law is pay-to-play politics at its worst."

See WisPolitics.com coverage:  
https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/pence-at-milwaukee-stop-says-national-optimism-soaring-due-to-trumps-policies-
federal-tax-overhaul/

There's basically one reason why we are here, and that's Gov. Scott Walker. Without him and executive management 
team convincing us ... I don't think I would be standing here today, I don't think you would be giving me a standing ovation. 
- Foxconn special assistant Louis Woo during a panel discussion before Pence's speech. Woo received a standing 
ovation when he was introduced as a panelist. 

The chattering class in Washington gets paid to identify problems. For the past nine years, in manufacturing, I got paid to 
solve problems.  
- Republican Bryan Steil announcing his run for House Speaker Paul Ryan's 1st CD seat. Steil is a UW regent and 
general counsel at a plastic film manufacturing firm. 

I understand what it's like to work two full-time jobs and not have insurance and be diagnosed with cancer. I don't know 
that Mr. Steil has ever had to go through something like that.  
- Dem 1st CD primary candidate Randy Bryce.

Honestly, I am just relieved that an anti-Semite white supremacist is no longer the front-runner for the Republican 
nomination, but I am encouraged by Bryan Steil's willingness to have a real conversation about the issues.  
- Dem 1st CD primary candidate Cathy Myers referring to Paul Nehlen, who's also running for the GOP nomination.

Mike Pompeo's distinguished track record of service to our country was recognized today by a majority of my colleagues. 
It is disappointing Sen. Baldwin and so many Senate Democrats abandoned Senate tradition and put partisan politics 
ahead of supporting the confirmation of such a well-qualified individual to be our nation's top diplomat.  
- U.S. Sen. Ron Johnson criticizing U.S. Sen. Tammy Baldwin for voting against the confirmation of Mike Pompeo as 
secretary of state. His nomination was confirmed Thursday on a 57-42 vote.

After meeting with Mr. Pompeo, I don't have confidence that he shares this commitment and I am concerned that he is 
inclined to choose military force as a first option over diplomatic solutions to the many challenges we face around the 
world.  
- Baldwin in a tweet on Tuesday. 

I have a position open on my leadership team. It is the assistant director for the TEPDL team. Focus is on licensing and 
customer service ... Social Justice Equity Warriors please apply. #wiedu.  
- Assistant State Superintendent Sheila Briggs in a post on her personal Twitter account.

Frankly, Ms. Briggs' Tweet is an open encouragement for those with a more liberal perspective on educational policies to 
apply and a chilling impact for those wanting to apply with a more conservative perspective on educational policies.  
- Sen. Steve Nass, R-Whitewater, in a letter criticizing the tweet.

POLITICAL STOCK REPORT
--A collection of insider opinion-- 
(Apr. 21-27, 2018) 

Rising

Bryan Steil: The attorney and UW regent moved quickly to get his campaign for the 1st CD off the ground after fellow 
Republican Paul Ryan announced he wouldn't seek re-election. And insiders see it paying off in two ways: Steil tells 
backers he raised $250,000 in the first days of his campaign, and insiders don't see any other name Republicans moving 
to get into the race. Steil, whose family has long known Ryan's, moved so quickly to get his campaign up and running that 
some assumed he had to have some kind of hint about what was coming. But his backers insist that's not the case. 
Rather, Steil has had an eye on running for the seat ever since 2012 in case Ryan won the vice presidency and had to 
resign. Insiders say that means he already had in mind what it would take to launch a bid, and once the time came, he 
sprang into action. That included making dozens of calls to supporters in the days after Ryan announced he wouldn't run -
- while other possible contenders were feeling out the idea of a bid. By the time others got on the horn, they say, it was 
clear Steil was well out in front. For now, Steil only has Paul Nehlen, branded a bigot and a pariah by his own party, and 



little-known Nick Polce to beat for the GOP nomination. Considering the contempt for Nehlen -- and his 68-point loss to 
Ryan in 2016 -- and that Polce's desire to challenge Ryan likely won't win him many fans among GOP voters, many see 
the GOP field clearing for Steil. Already, Kenosha County Supv. Jeff Wamboldt, a police officer, has announced he's 
dropping out a week after saying he was in. To some insiders, the only question left for the GOP field is whether there's a 
mystery candidate out there with personal wealth who could shake up the race. Some doubt that will materialize, 
especially with the early effort Steil is putting into the race and the appearance to many that he is Ryan's favored 
candidate. That also shows itself in the early haul for his campaign. It's an impressive sum to Republicans. But Steil also 
has a long way to go to close the gap with Dem Randy Bryce, who raised $4.8 million through the first quarter of 2018. 
Bryce, who faces Janesville School Board member Cathy Myers for the Dem nomination, has been a fundraising 
juggernaut, a vehicle for progressives who dislike Ryan to express their disapproval. With Ryan out, some have 
questioned whether Bryce's fundraising would dry up. But his campaign says he raised $210,000 in the 13 days after 
Ryan's announcement. Some insiders assume that will drop off at some point. While Bryce has built a national brand, they 
say, Ryan was the boogeyman. Without the Janesville Republican on the ballot, it will be tough to sustain that level of 
fundraising. Still, they add, Bryce has already pulled in more than most Dem House challengers will and already has 
nearly $2.3 million in the bank, enough to run a real campaign for Congress. Others see the small-donor network Bryce 
has been able to build and believe there's an opportunity to keep pulling in that cash with the appeal that it's time to finish 
the job and put Ryan's seat back in Dem hands. It's almost a Pavlovian impulse for some donors to keep sending those 
$50 checks once you get them hooked, some argue. Meanwhile, Republicans believe Ryan will put in an effort to keep the 
1st in GOP hands, including fundraisers and other help for Steil. They also talk up Steil's early fundraising compared to 
Bryce's national launch. It isn't a viral video that helped pull in that $250,000, they say, but old-fashioned hard work that 
will continue to pay dividends.  

U.S. Senate spending: Dem Tammy Baldwin and her allies have been ringing the alarm bell for weeks about the amount 
of outside money flowing into her re-election bid. Increasingly, the national media are paying attention. The latest example 
is a front-page story in the New York Times that declares the "fight for Wisconsin is on." The story is pegged on a Center 
for Responsive Politics analysis that donors from outside the state are spending twice as much money on Baldwin's re-
election bid than any other Senate contest. It also notes an estimate by the state Dem Party that nearly $10 million in ads 
have already been aired or purchased by outside groups either hitting Baldwin or backing GOP candidate Kevin 
Nicholson, whose campaign pegs it at $9 million. Meanwhile, those backing Baldwin are at $3.7 million in advertising. 
Dems frequently note much of that spending against Baldwin and for Nicholson is being driven by Illinois businessman 
Dick Uihlein and the groups he funds. It also may be having an impact on Baldwin's poll numbers with the March 
Marquette University Law School Poll finding her upside down at 37 percent favorable to 39 percent unfavorable with 
registered voters. Already, Baldwin has been up on the air touting efforts such as her "buy America" bill and help for the 
dairy industry. Republicans see that as a sign that Baldwin is vulnerable. Others also see it as an indicator of her 
successful fundraising operation. With $7.8 million in the bank to end March and her fundraising clip nearing $3.4 million 
in the first quarter of 2018, insiders note Baldwin has the resources to remain on the air through the November election if 
she wants. She also may have the luxury of a bitter GOP primary. Insiders have never sensed much of a warm, fuzzy 
feeling between Nicholson and state Sen. Leah Vukmir. But the tensions that have seemed just below the surface boiled 
out into plain view during their first debate of the primary. After more than 50 minutes of largely friendly questions in the 
debate hosted by the conservative Americans for Prosperity-Wisconsin, the thinly veiled attacks turned more direct -- and 
personal. Nicholson accused Vukmir of questioning whether his service during two wars in the Marines qualified as 
conservative credentials. Vukmir, whose son serves in the Army, called the shot a "low blow," and said she respected his 
service and demanded an apology. Instead, Nicholson replied, "If it makes you feel better, I feel respected." The 
exchange dominates the post-primary chatter as insiders debate how that comment will play. The crowd demonstrated a 
pro-Vukmir bent in the introductions, and some in the room seemed taken aback by Nicholson's remarks. Still insiders 
note it's a question of how many primary voters tuned in, how many that didn't who saw the coverage and whether such 
moments will leave any lasting impression on the race. Still, insiders note, the more they go after each other, the better it 
is for Baldwin, who can keep stockpiling money and running positive spots while her potential rivals keep cutting down 
each other.  

- See more on Baldwin's fundraising network in a story below.

Foxconn: With the $4.5 billion state and local tab to land the Taiwanese manufacturer becoming a tougher sell to voters 
than Gov. Scott Walker and some of his backers had initially expected, Republicans said a key to turning public opinion 
would be shovels in the ground. It also wouldn't hurt for outstate Wisconsin businesses to land project work to help the 
argument that Foxconn will benefit more than just southeastern Wisconsin. And the guv gets a string of good news on 
those fronts. Not long after the DNR signs off on four air permits for the project and approves Racine's request to divert up
to 7 million gallons of Lake Michigan water a day to the development, Foxconn special assistant Louis Woo announces 
the first phase of construction will begin within a few days at its Mount Pleasant site in Racine County. Appearing at a 
panel discussion as part of Vice President Mike Pence's Wisconsin stop, Woo said 90 percent of the winning contractors 
in the first phase are from Wisconsin, and 90 percent of those are from outside of Racine County. He added that 10 
percent of the contractors are from companies owned by women, minorities or veterans. He also credits Walker's pro-



business policies for helping Foxconn to locate in the state. Project critics, however, still aren't sure that's going to be 
enough to swing sentiment in Walker's favor. While acknowledging there's a benefit to Walker to seeing construction 
begin, critics continue to argue voters are going to ask why they're paying for the project over the next 25 years, 
particularly those outstate. To Walker's backers, the more announcements about local supplies and contractors, the 
better. The more tangible the project becomes, the more the public will see the benefit, they argue. It also could be a 
political issue for more than just Walker. State Rep. Peter Barca, D-Kenosha, is considering a bid for the 1st CD, and 
Milwaukee Mayor Tom Barrett has been musing about jumping into the guv's race. Barca broke with most of his Dem 
colleagues in supporting the state Foxconn package in the Assembly, while Barrett joined others at the Wisconsin 
announcement of the project to herald the "incredible foreign investment." Considering where the Dem base is, some see 
that as putting both at odds with the voters they'd be wooing -- should either get in. Insiders have doubts how real their 
talk is about running. But Barca would have to deal with that vote in the primary, though some could see him making the 
case he voted in the best interests of his legislative district. Barrett backers, meanwhile, note he has had issues with the 
project after seeing the size of the public investment and would likely contrast that with the business incentives he's 
worked on as mayor. He also wouldn't be the first Dem guv candidate to switch gears on the project. State Rep. Dana 
Wachs, of Eau Claire, initially praised the project before becoming a vocal critic and touting his opposition while serving 
on the WEDC Board. While backers of the project are thrilled with the latest developments, there are still signs of looming 
issues. It is expected a glass manufacturer would locate on the same property at the Foxconn plant, and some have 
mentioned New York-based Corning Inc. as a likely candidate. But the company chair and CEO told an earnings call that 
it wouldn't build such a plant unless "we get two out of every three dollars from others and that we could keep 100 percent 
of the revenues and profits." Considering the public money already committed to Foxconn and the guv's insistence that 
the state won't offer additional incentives to company suppliers, that could mean a company such as Corning could look to 
Foxconn for help, some suggest. 

Mixed

School safety: $100 million for school safety grant funding sure sounds like a lot. But when it's split among some 3,100 
public and private schools across Wisconsin, there's not much to go around. AG Brad Schimel acknowledges that grants 
could average $31,000 per school. That means the newly created Office of School Safety -- and schools looking to bolster 
their safety features -- are dealing with limited resources. Under the grant's newly announced framework, awards will be 
split into two categories: primary grants for baseline improvements to schools such as door locks; and advanced grants 
for schools that have already met minimum security thresholds. The goal, Schimel said, is for every school to have a 
locked entry point featuring shatterproof glass. The AG said he expects about a third of the money to go toward those 
costs. The advanced grants, meanwhile, could be used for improvements such as video intercoms and exit door alarms, 
but the money can't be used to hire new staff or cover weapons, vehicles or body armor. Insiders note it's up to Schimel to 
prioritize what's most important -- as it's him and his Department of Justice that's overseeing the office. It makes sense to 
prioritize, they say, and after all, the Legislature can always appropriate more money in the future for school safety. 
Schools have until June 8 to apply for the funding, and Schimel said he hopes to have the awards finalized by mid-June, 
expecting few schools would wait until the deadline to submit their applications. To qualify for the money, school staff will 
have to have training in trauma-informed care before the end of the 2018-19 school year or show staff have already 
received such training. Schools will then be reimbursed for the projects after they're completed.  

Cryptocurrency donations: Republicans loosened campaign finance limits to reflect what they saw as the new reality of 
campaigns. But some on the Ethics Commission express concerns about allowing cryptocurrency donations such as 
Bitcoin. In February, the chair of the Wisconsin Libertarian Party asked the commission for a public hearing and formal 
opinion on accepting cryptocurrencies. Chair Phil Anderson wrote in the request that the party and its campaigns have 
been offered donations in cryptocurrencies and sought advice on questions such as how to calculate such donations 
toward campaign limits since the value of cryptocurrency can fluctuate. Anderson, who's also a candidate for guv, was the 
only person to testify at a public hearing on the issue, urging commissioners to open the door to the donations. But some 
members were skeptical. Mac Davis, a retired Waukesha County judge, questioned whether cryptocurrency meets the 
statutory definition of an eligible contribution to a campaign. Fellow commissioner Pat Strachota, a former GOP lawmaker, 
said she had concerns after staff explained the donations could be made anonymously, putting an onus on recipients to 
try verifying the identity of contributors. The commission took no action on the issue in open session. 

Falling

Kathleen Vinehout: Rumors have circulated for weeks about staff departures from the Alma Dem's guv campaign as 
insiders see signs of a campaign that's struggling to raise money and a candidate who's been at odds with other party 
members on abortion and gun issues. The campaign now says to WisPolitics.com that some staffers have left, but 
declines to say who and how many, citing privacy concerns. Still, WisPolitics.com confirms campaign manager Carlene 
Bechen is among those who have left. She cited a series of personal factors that influenced her decision, adding "the 
stress of the campaign was too much." She also hints at other issues. Her last day with the campaign was March 25, five 
days after a Senate floor session in which Vinehout joined all Republicans in voting to table a Dem amendment to a 



school safety plan that sought to reinstate a 48-hour waiting period for gun purchases. Asked about whether the vote 
impacted her decision, Bechen said: "I'd really rather not comment about my decision, but I can tell you that she and I 
don't agree." That vote struck many insiders as odd for a candidate running in a Dem guv primary. Vinehout has tried to 
make the case some in her party don't understand how gun issues resonate in rural Wisconsin. But others point out 
background checks are overwhelmingly popular; the March Marquette University Law School Poll found 81 percent of 
registered voters back background checks on private gun sales and sales at gun shows. Even among those in a 
household with a gun, 78 percent back them. Beyond that, Vinehout can expect some pushback from abortion rights 
groups over her past on the issue; Kelda Roys, who worked for NARAL, says on the campaign trail she's the "only pro-
choice woman in the race." Still, Madison Mayor Paul Soglin's poll on the Dem guv field found Vinehout in third place in 
the crowded field. To some Dem insiders, that's simply a reflection of Vinehout's past runs for guv and her work with the 
party's grassroots. But they have a hard time seeing her poll numbers breaking away from the pack, particularly with her 
fundraising issues. She burned through more money than she raised from donors in the last half of 2017, finishing in the 
black only because her husband put money into the campaign and she took out a commercial loan. With the staff 
departures, Vinehout's husband Doug Kane will take an expanded role with the campaign, having worked on her previous 
state Senate bids. She also isn't the only Dem guv hopeful to see staff turnover lately. Mahlon Mitchell, head of the state's 
firefighters union, has a new campaign manager after his previous one left due to "unforeseen circumstances," while a 
finance assistant for Dem Dana Wachs' guv campaign has left that position to work for a congressional campaign in Iowa. 
Wachs' campaign says he plans to fill the position. But the string of staff moves across the crowded field has only fed the 
perception to many insiders that it's tough sledding raising money with so many contenders -- and no signs of the pack 
thinning anytime soon. And few insiders see the fundraising getting any easier. There are already competing pressures 
such as U.S. Sen. Tammy Baldwin's re-election bid, Josh Kaul's AG campaign and the legislative races. Then there's 
Milwaukee Mayor Tom Barrett's flirtation with getting into the guv's race. That's not going to help contenders persuade 
donors to jump in, even if many believe Barrett will eventually take a pass. Also of interest is the DGA's hire of Tom 
Russell, who ran Russ Feingold's 2016 U.S. Senate campaign, to work on the Wisconsin guv race as a consultant to lay 
the foundation for the general election so the winner of the Aug. 14 primary can hit the ground running. That, Dems say, is 
a sign that national forces have come to see Walker as vulnerable. But it's also another place for donors to park their 
money. It could pay off in the long run, Dems say, but it's not helping in the short-term to separate the primary field. 
Others, though, counter it's always tough to raise money in a crowded primary and donors have long had the option of 
parking their dollars with the state Dem Party to help fund the coordinated campaign.  

- See the WisPolitics.com guide to the guv's race, including current campaign managers:  
https://www.wispolitics.com/2018-governors-race/

Former UW-Oshkosh officials: The state Department of Justice already brought civil charges that are still pending 
against former UW-Oshkosh Chancellor Richard Wells and former Vice-Chancellor of Administrative Services and Chief 
Business Officer Thomas Sonnleitner. But a new summons sent to Sonnleitner and Wells could indicate a bigger storm 
brewing on the horizon for the two officials accused of misusing public funds for real-estate projects undertaken by the 
private UW-Oshkosh Foundation. The two signed off between 2010 and 2014 on loan guarantees for five of the 
foundation's real estate projects. Three of those projects -- an alumni center and two biodigesters -- have left the 
foundation $15 million in debt. The foundation is suing UW System to force it to aid in those debt payments. The case is 
now headed to trial after failed attempts by the state to get the case dismissed on the grounds the debt, since it was 
accrued by a private entity, isn't public and therefore not the UW System's responsibility. A U.S. bankruptcy judge isn't 
buying that argument. Meanwhile, Wells and Sonnleitner are now facing five felony counts each in the DOJ's latest legal 
action. Based on a statement this week from Board of Regents Audit Committee Chair Michael Grebe, who wrote the 
system is trying to "rebuild confidence," it appears the Board of Regents is doing everything in its power to wipe the slate 
clean as it tries to move forward. The news comes after a Legislative Audit Bureau report last month showing UW System 
schools and their private foundations getting a little too close for comfort, with UW System failing to adequately keep track 
of money flowing from universities to foundations. Some insiders are lauding the criminal charges as a means to prevent 
taxpayers having to bail out private foundation debt, which could undermine relations between system administration and 
lawmakers. 

****************************************

Make "WisPolitics Midday" part of your lunch-time routine

The news cycle never stops, which is why WisPolitics.com has introduced Midday.  

You can get your news fix in under 2 minutes through this new podcast.  

Check out WisPolitics Midday: http://wispolmidday.libsyn.com/

And subscribe via iTunes and the Google Play Music App. Just search WisPolitics Midday.  



****************************************

PERSONAL WEALTH HELPING BOOST CANDIDATES' COFFERS IN SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE ELECTIONS

Two Republican candidates vying for the open 1st SD say they've already pumped personal money into their campaigns 
during the lead-up to the May 15 primary.  

But Rep. André Jacque and Alex Renard declined to detail how much they put in.  

Meanwhile, Dem Caleb Frostman, of Sturgeon Bay, said through a campaign spokesman he doesn't plan to invest money 
into his campaign at this time, adding he's "not in a position to put significant resources into a political campaign."  

A WisPolitics.com check of each candidates' statements of economic interest, though, shows Renard and Frostman would 
be best poised to put personal money into their campaigns, as the two logged a series of liquid investments.  

Meanwhile, Jacque's economic interest filing didn't show any significant money he could invest in his bid for the seat 
previously held by former Sen. Frank Lasee, R-De Pere.  

The disclosures list only broad ranges for investments and debts, making it difficult to ascertain how much many are 
worth. For example, investments have to be detailed only if they're worth $5,000 to $50,000 or more than $50,000. 
WisPolitics.com assumed the minimum value for each asset or debt listed in reviewing the filings.  

Still, the reports give a general sense of how much candidates could dip into their personal resources over the 
compressed election window.  

Renard's statement of economic interest form lists at least $70,000 in stock.  

His filing also includes more than $50,000 invested in Renco Machine, as well as between $5,000 and $50,000 in 
investments in: Overseas Shipbuilding Group; Sibanye Gold, Ltd.; Heron Therapeutics; and Keryx Biopharmaceuticals.  

Frostman, the executive direction of the Door County Economic Development Corp., listed nine investments in the $5,000 
to $50,000 range.  

That includes a Vanguard Institutional Index account in the Wisconsin deferred compensation program. The remaining 
eight were mutual or money market funds, including an American Funds Global Growth account and an American Funds 
Smallcap World Fund A account.  

Those eight accounts are for between $40,000 and $200,000.  

Jacque, a full-time legislator from De Pere, didn't list any investments or further business activities on his form.  

Renard's statement also includes personal debts of at least $55,000, though the Wisconsin form -- as with investments -- 
only includes ranges of between $5,000 to $50,000 and more than $50,000.  

That includes more than $50,000 owed to Nicolet National Bank in Green Bay and between $5,000 and $50,000 to 
Capital Credit Union.  

Jacque, meanwhile, listed the following personal debts: Chase Bank, $5,000 to $50,000; Fox Community Credit Union in 
Green Bay, $5,000 to $50,000; and Wells Fargo, $5,000 to $50,000. He also owes more than $50,000 to the Wisconsin 
Housing and Economic Development Authority.  

And Frostman reported he owed between $5,000 and $50,000 to American Honda Finance Corp.  

He also lists himself as the secretary/treasurer of two additional companies: Loch Construction Co. in Green Bay and 
Loch Walls Inc., also in Green Bay.  

Frostman said through a campaign spokesman that he doesn't receive compensation from either and Loch Walls "was in 
the process of being folded up when I filled out the form."  

Renard, meanwhile, lists himself as a secretary of Murder Inc. in the Town of Little Suamico.  



Asked about the business, Renard said it's a duck hunting club his grandfather and father started in the 1930s. His 
grandfather, he said, wanted a "clubber name," and since a group of crows is called a "murder," that's what they went 
with.  

Also on the form, he listed NEW Property Management, LLC in Green Bay, which Renard said he started a couple years 
ago with the intent to get into property development.  

And he lists an address for a condo in Green Bay that he said was his former residence, which he bought, fixed up and is 
currently for sale privately.  

See Renard's SEI:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/180424Renard.pdf

Jacque's:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/180424Jacque.pdf

Frostman's:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/180424Frostman.pdf

Most GOP candidates for the 42nd AD have invested in their campaigns 

Three of the four GOP candidates in the race for the 42nd Assembly District have already put personal resources into 
their campaigns.  

Those three also have significant liquid assets they could potentially draw from as the race heats up, according to a 
WisPolitics.com check of their statements of economic interest.  

Jon Plumer, a karate studio owner and Republican establishment favorite, has already contributed $9,000 to his campaign 
and said he plans to rely on donations over the rest of his campaign.  

And Darren Schroeder, a farmer and town board chairman, has so far put $1,000 into his campaign, though he said he 
plans to top out at $2,000.  

Colleen Locke-Murphy, an attorney, said she's put less than $1,000 into her campaign and plans to spend more, although 
she declined to disclose how much.  

And Spencer Zimmerman, a self-fashioned "Trump conservative" from outside of the district, hasn't yet contributed to his 
campaign, though he said he's planning a low-budget social media ad buy as his campaign progresses.  

Plumer and Locke-Murphy are the most well-positioned to pour additional cash into their campaigns, the WisPolitics.com 
review shows. Both have more than $100,000 in stock options or mutual/money market funds.  

Plumer's statement of economic interest shows he has more than $50,000 in stock options from Altria Group, a tobacco 
company that owns Philip Morris USA. Plumer said he received those options when he worked at Kraft Foods. He also 
has between $5,000 and $50,000 each in stock options from Madison Gas and Electric, Kraft Heinz and ONEOK, Inc.  

Plumer also logged more than $50,000 in Bond Fund of America mutual funds, and between $5,000 and $50,000 each in 
mutual funds from the Income Fund of America, American Balanced Fund, American High Income Trust and Fundamental 
Investors.  

He also owns a Lodi karate studio and the building in which it is housed.  

Locke-Murphy, an attorney with a solo practice in Jefferson, logged more than $50,000 each in Alliant Energy and 
Madison Gas and Electric stock. She has between $5,000 and $50,000 in options in General Electric, plus ownership in 
her law office.  

Schroeder has at least $55,000 in liquid assets, with more than $50,000 in American Century Investments mutual funds 
and between $5,000 and $50,000 in Farmers and Merchants Bank mutual or money market funds.  

Zimmerman's statement of economic interest shows him to have between $5,000 and $50,000 in Alliant Energy stock 
options.  



The winner of the May 15 GOP primary will go on to face Democrat Ann Groves Lloyd and Independent Gene Rubinstein 
in the June 12 special election.  

See Plumer's SEI form:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/180427PlumerSEI.pdf

See Locke-Murphy's:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/180427Locke-MurphySEI.pdf

See Schroeder's:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/180427SchroederSEI.pdf

See Zimmerman's:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/180427ZimmermanSEI.pdf

IN 1ST SD GOP PRIMARY, JACQUE EMPHASIZES RECORD, RENARD TOUTS OUTSIDER STATUS

Republican Alex Renard is looking to paint himself as a political outsider as he prepares to face off against four-term state 
Rep. André Jacque in the primary for the open 1st SD.  

The 24-year-old operations manager for Renco Machine Co. in Green Bay, is also touting a series of "government reform" 
initiatives -- as well as his business experience -- that he's looking to bring to Madison.  

But Jacque, 37 and a full-time legislator, is holding up his "conservative track record" that includes spearheading changes 
to the state's criminal justice system; supporting so-called "tort reform" and other regulatory overhauls; and backing a 
strict anti-abortion agenda.  

"I have been that independent voice and I have been very effective in getting things done," he said. "Some people would 
say it's a liability to have positions staked out on so any issues. I look at it as a very big strength of mine just because 
people know where I stand."  

Both candidates spoke to WisPolitics.com this week as part of a series of interviews with all special elections contenders. 
The primaries are May 15 with a general election June 12 to fill the 1st SD in northeastern Wisconsin and the 42nd AD, 
which is northeast of Madison.  

Among the changes Renard says he wants to pursue should he be elected are: enforcing a policy to withhold pay from 
state lawmakers if the biennial budget isn't passed by the first day of the fiscal year and pushing for a Wisconsin 
constitutional amendment for across-the-board term limits in state offices of between 10-12 years, depending on the post. 

Renard's campaign said he'd limit himself to three terms in the Senate even if the amendment doesn't come to fruition.  

Renard and Jacque are largely on the same side of issues ranging from fetal tissue to the UW System tuition freeze.  

But one topic that sets them apart is the "constitutional carry" bill that ultimately failed to pass the Legislature this session. 

The bill, which would have allowed individuals to carry a concealed weapon without first obtaining a permit or going 
through any training, passed the Senate Judiciary and Public Safety Committee, but did not receive a floor vote in either 
chamber.  

Renard, who has a concealed carry license, said he wouldn't support it.  

"I do not have a problem with an individual having to obtain a permit or in that case going to a live fire exercise. It's what 
an individual like myself has went through and many others across the state, and it's what responsible gun owners will do 
in order to be able to exercise our Second Amendment right," he said.  

But Jacque, who signed on as a co-sponsor of the bill, said he'd again support the bill if it comes back around.  

"When you look at how we have open carry, which is really allowed more broadly, and all you have to do is put on a coat 
and suddenly it's concealed carry -- that wouldn't be allowed without a permit," he said.  



Citing the state's passage of concealed carry in 2011, Jacque said the "law has worked well" and he's looking to continue 
allowing for reciprocity with "as many other states in the country as possible."  

But both candidates say they want to see bills involving the use of fetal tissue make their way through the Legislature.  

Republicans this session again failed to find a compromise on legislation surrounding the sale of fetal tissue, as two 
competing bills circled the Legislature but neither gained traction.  

One, backed by the Health Without Harm Coalition, would have imposed a blanket prohibition on acquiring, providing or 
using a fetal body part from an abortion. The other would have banned the sale of fetal tissue, but allowed more avenues 
to continue research.  

Jacque, who had worked for multiple sessions to get variations of his fetal tissue legislation passed, was a co-sponsor of 
the first bill. He said the issue was something he'd like to continue to lead on in the state Senate.  

Renard, meanwhile, said he would support banning the sale of fetal tissue even if it means restricting research at UW-
Madison, saying he's "100 percent pro-life."  

On other issues:  

*Continuing the UW System tuition freeze:  

Both candidates signalled their support of the five-year UW tuition freeze, which lawmakers voted to continue in the most 
recent budget, although they were non-committal about whether it should be backfilled with general purpose revenue.  

Jacque said he was "comfortable" with the current budget's extension of the tuition freeze, though he noted the question 
he comes back to is what the acceptable level of those expenses is.  

And he said going forward, he'd like to "find ways to at least address the cost side of the college affordability question."  

Renard said while he supports continuing the freeze, he'd want to work with the regents and other administrators to find 
further efficiencies within the UW System and "make (the freeze) viable for them."  

*Road funding:  

Asked if he'd support a 5 cent gas tax increase, Renard said he isn't "a big fan of taxes" but if it was offset elsewhere so 
the overall tax burden isn't increased, he said he "could live with that."  

He also didn't give a position on raising vehicle registration fees or implementing tolling, saying: "It's always worth a 
discussion."  

Jacque, meanwhile, said he could see increasing vehicle registration fees or the gas tax as a possibility so long as it fits 
within parameters Gov. Scott Walker has laid out of any increase being offset by a reduction in taxes elsewhere.  

He also said he is "willing to look at" tolling, but said there are other steps the Department of Transportation and the 
Legislature can also take to reduce overall expenditures on projects and find further efficiencies, such as design-build 
legislation, where an owner hires one entity to provide both design and construction work under a single contract.  

Jacque said one of his priorities is also targeting funding toward local infrastructure projects, versus megaprojects, noting 
that as the state has increased transportation spending "we've been putting more of it toward the megaprojects."  

Listen to the Jacque interview:  
https://soundcloud.com/wispolitics/160708_jacque/s-z5ACx

Listen to the Renard interview:  
https://soundcloud.com/wispolitics/160709_renard/s-DWgzf

FITZGERALD SPECIAL ELECTION BILLS ORIGINALLY INCLUDED OPTION TO LEAVE SEATS OPEN FOR 15 
MONTHS

Senate Majority Leader Scott Fitzgerald originally pushed for a special elections bill that could have left vacant legislative 



seats open for 15 months, a WisPolitics.com check of the drafting language shows.  

According to drafting documents, Fitzgerald's original request sought to require special elections to occur a minimum of 
180 days from the date of the guv's call and a maximum of 195. The original request also sought to ban special elections 
after the April general in an even-numbered year.  

Under that language, Gov. Scott Walker would have had to call special elections by Oct. 5, 2017, for vacancies in the 
42nd AD and 1st SD for them to be filled before the 2018 midterms. Former Sen. Frank Lasee, R-DePere, and state Rep. 
Keith Ripp, R-Lodi, resigned their seats Dec. 29 before joining the Walker administration in early January.  

The Juneau Republican also requested a 12-week window between the primary and special election. Current law allows a 
four-week window.  

Fitzgerald spokesman Dan Romportl said the timeline was to accommodate military and overseas voters.  

"The 180-195 day and 12-week windows mirrored the timelines for the regularly scheduled fall primary and general 
elections. It was an attempt to ensure that military voters had enough time to cast ballots in both elections," Romportl said. 

But some Dems, as they did while the bill was under deliberation, argue the intent of the bill was to disenfranchise voters 
in two districts with vacancies. Walker originally declined to call special elections for the seats, prompting a lawsuit by the 
National Democratic Redistricting Committee.  

"It's clearly obvious they were trying to bend and rewrite the law in their favor," said Kate Constalie, a spokeswoman for 
Senate Minority Leader Jennifer Shilling.  

The finalized version of the substitute amendment called for special elections to occur between 124 and 154 days of the 
governor calling the special election -- double that of current law -- and an eight-week window between the special 
election and its primary. It also banned special elections for Assembly and state Senate seats from taking place after 
spring elections.  

The bill and its substitute amendment never made it to the floor after Walker ultimately called elections for the 42nd AD 
and 1st SD following several court orders requiring him to do so.  

See the drafting request:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/04241803.pdf

BALDWIN'S FUNDRAISING COULD SEE BOOST THROUGH JOINT FUNDRAISING COMMITTEES

U.S. Sen. Tammy Baldwin has a national fundraising network of individual donors that has helped fuel her significant cash 
advantage over her potential GOP rivals.  

She also could benefit from a network of joint fundraising agreements as well.  

According to a check of FEC records, Baldwin has signed joint fundraising agreements with 21 groups, ranging from a 
partnership with the Wisconsin Democratic Party to Texans for a Progressive Senate.  

That is significantly more than all but one of the top Senate targets in this fall's elections with U.S. Sen. Claire McCaskill, 
D-Mo., signing 24 such agreements. It also is well ahead of the five Dem Russ Feingold had two years ago and the six for 
GOP U.S. Sen. Ron Johnson in the 2016 race. Meanwhile, the two Republicans seeking to take on Baldwin this fall -- 
business consultant Kevin Nicholson and state Sen. Leah Vukmir -- do not have any, according to FEC records.  

The agreements so far have not been a significant piece of Baldwin's fundraising effort. Since Jan. 1, 2017, Baldwin has 
reported $881,308 in transfers from joint fundraising committees, according to a WisPolitics.com check of her fundraising 
reports. Over that 15-month period, she's raised nearly $13.7 million overall.  

Still, they are one more piece in the fundraising puzzle for Baldwin with national headlines already proclaiming her re-
election bid to be one of the top targets nationally for outside money.  

State GOP spokesman Alec Zimmerman said Baldwin has pushed a far-left agenda and "knows she's vulnerable in 2018 
and is desperate for help from her liberal allies across the country."  



But Baldwin campaign spokesman Bill Neidhardt pointed to the influx of cash in the race from megadonors that has gone 
toward attacks on the incumbent, while "our campaign has instead tapped into a groundswell of grassroots enthusiasm by 
giving supporters the ability to back both Tammy Baldwin and our Democratic field program or fellow progressives at the 
same time."  

Several operatives who spoke with WisPolitics.com this week said the joint fundraising committees are attractive to 
candidates and donors for several reasons.  

They can be created among candidates, PACs or party committees to share the cost of fundraising and then split 
proceeds. Since 2014, they also have not been subject to aggregate donation limits.  

They do not, however, offer a way around the FEC-imposed donor limits. Candidates can accept up to $5,400 per 
individual donor, split evenly between the primary and general elections. Likewise, candidates can receive no more than 
that from an individual donor who contributed to the joint fundraising committee, which then transferred funds to the 
candidate. There are also the same disclosure requirements for donors on contributions received through the joint 
fundraising agreements as those given directly to a candidate.  

The activity of the 21 joint fundraising committees tied to Baldwin has varied widely. Half of them listed no activity during 
the first quarter or 2018 or have filed termination reports.  

Of the active committees, Baldwin has received $178,010 over the past 15 months from the Massachusetts Wisconsin 
Victory Fund, an effort that includes Sen. Elizabeth Warren, D-Mass. Still, the committee reported no fundraising or 
expenditures in the first three months of 2018.  

Baldwin also received $152,013 from Upper Midwest Women Victory Fund and $151,105 from Texans for a Progressive 
Senate between Jan. 1, 2017, and March 31.  

During the most recent three-month reporting period, the Michigan Wisconsin Victory Fund made the biggest transfer to 
Baldwin at $73,300 while giving U.S. Sen. Debbie Stabenow, D-Mich., $73,400. The group's seven largest donors were all 
from New York and contributed $5,400 each.  

None of the joint fundraising agreements tied to Baldwin is ranked in the top 40 for money raised this cycle, according to a 
list compiled by the Center for Responsive Politics. The Baldwin Wisconsin Victory fund, a joint effort with the state Dem 
Party, was No. 86 with $345,601 in receipts.  

Donors to the Baldwin Wisconsin Victory Fund since Jan. 1, 2017, include: Milwaukee County Exec Chris Abele, $30,000; 
Exact Sciences CEO Kevin Conroy $22,700; John W. Miller, founder and principal at Arenberg Holdings, $30,000; and 
John C. Miller, John W. Miller's father and the former head of Miller-St. Nazianz, $20,000.  

Baldwin's backers touted the Baldwin Wisconsin Victory fund because donors can write one check that will go to both her 
re-election bid and the state party to strengthen the Dems' field program this fall. They pointed to the effort put in ahead of 
liberal Milwaukee County Judge Rebecca Dallet's win in the state Supreme Court race and Patty Schachtner's victory in 
the special election for the 10th SD as a sign of what those donations can help fund.  

On the CRP's ranking of joint fundraising committees, the largest, by far, was House Speaker Paul Ryan's political 
operation. Dubbed Team Ryan, it had $55.9 million in receipts. The Trump Make America Great Again Committee was 
No. 2 at $34.4 million.  

See the CRP ranking of joint fundraising agreements:  
https://www.opensecrets.org/jfc/top.php?type=C

****************************************

May 10: WisPolitics Luncheon with Kelda Roys 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Thursday May 10 with former state 
Rep. Kelda Roys to discuss her bid for the Democratic nomination to run against GOP Gov. Scott Walker.  

See Roys' bio: https://keldaforgovernor.com/meet-kelda/

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  



Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons, $19 per person. Price for 
general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, AARP Wisconsin 
and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

For registration: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-kelda-roys-tickets-45290902308

****************************************

WEEK AHEAD

Monday: The Weekly Standard Midwest Conservative Summit  
- 8 a.m. - 1 p.m.: The Pfister Hotel, 424 E. Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee.  

Tuesday: Wisconsin Forum presentation featuring Christopher Preble.  
- 5:30 p.m.: 924 E Juneau Ave., Astor Hotel Grand Ballroom, Milwaukee.  

Thursday: UW-Madison shared governance forum.  
- 3 p.m.: Wisconsin Idea Room, Education Building, Madison.  

POLITICAL TV
(Check local listings for times in your area)

"UpFront with Mike Gousha" is a statewide commercial TV news magazine show airing Sundays around the state. This 
week's show features Great Lakes & St. Lawrence Cities Initiative/Alliance President JOHN DICKERT on the latest 
developments with Foxconn; and state Rep. DANA WACHS on his Dem bid for governor.  
*See viewing times in state markets here: http://www.wisn.com/upfront/
*Also view the show online each Monday at WisPolitics.com  

"Rewind," a weekly show from WisconsinEye and WisPolitics.com, airs at 8 p.m. on Fridays and 10 a.m. on Sundays in 
addition to being available online. On this week's episode, WisPolitics.com's JR ROSS fills in for WisEye's STEVE 
WALTERS. He's joined by the Capital Times' JESSIE OPOIEN to discuss Vice President MIKE PENCE's visit to 
Milwaukee; the GOP U.S. Senate debate; and Gov. SCOTT WALKER's campaign going up on the air next week for its 
first TV ad buy of the race.  
*Watch the show: http://www.wiseye.org/Video-Archive/Event-Detail/evhdid/12342

Wisconsin Public TV's "Here and Now" airs at 7:30 p.m. Fridays. On this week's program, anchor SHAWN JOHNSON, 
who's filling in for FREDERICA FREYBERG, talks with: Apartment Association of Southeastern Wisconsin President RON 
HEGWOOD and Tenant Resource Center Program Director AARON ROMENS on the recently signed landlord-tenant 
law; CHRIS BORLAND, former Badger football player and San Francisco 49er, on his Time Magazine essay about head 
injuries in sports; and UW-Milwaukee professor MORDECAI LEE on the ever-growing list of Dem gubernatorial 
candidates. Then, multimedia journalist MARISA WOJCIK discusses the driverless shuttle that made an appearance this 
week in Madison.  

"For the Record" airs at 10:30 a.m. Sunday on WISC-TV in Madison. Host NEIL HEINEN talk with UW-Madison School of 
Nursing Dean LINDA SCOTT and UW-Madison Doctorate of Nursing Program Director PAM McGRANAHAN about the 
changing landscape of nursing and addressing shortages among rural providers.  

"Capitol City Sunday" airs at 9 a.m. Sunday on WKOW-TV in Madison, WAOW-TV in Wausau, WXOW-TV in La Crosse 
and WQOW-TV in Eau Claire.  

"The Insiders" is a weekly WisOpinion.com web show featuring former Democratic Senate Majority Leader CHUCK 
CHVALA and former Republican Assembly Speaker SCOTT JENSEN. This week, the two discuss bipartisan agreement 
on juvenile justice reform.  
*Watch the video: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/wisopinion-com-the-insiders-discuss-bipartisan-agreement-on-
juvenile-justice-reform/

NAMES IN THE NEWS



Send items to staff@wispolitics.com

RILEY VETTERKIND, a WisPolitics.com news staffer, is the voice behind the new WisPolitics.com MIDDAY podcast. The 
daily 2-minute podcast can be found on iTunes and the Google Play Music App. Or check out it out here:: 
http://wispolmidday.libsyn.com/

Upcoming WisPolitics.com/WisBusiness.com events in Madison, Milwaukee and Sturtevant include:  

*A May 10 Madison Club luncheon with Dem guv candidate and former state Rep. KELDA ROYS. Check-in and lunch 
begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from noon to 1 p.m. This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, 
American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, AARP Wisconsin and the Wisconsin Hospital Association. Register: 
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-kelda-roys-tickets-45290902308

*A May 22 Milwaukee luncheon with Dem guv candidate MATT FLYNN. The Milwaukee Press Club-WisPolitics.com 
luncheon begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program running from noon to 1 p.m. The cost is: $20 per person for WisPolitics 
subscribers and members; $25 for the general public and $15 for students. This luncheon is sponsored by University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Wisconsin Academy for Global Education and Training, ELEVEN25 at Pabst, Milwaukee Police 
Association, The Firm Consulting, Medical College of Wisconsin and Spectrum. Enter "5/22 MKE" in the purpose of 
payment field when you register and pay here: http://payment.wispolitics.com

*A May 24 luncheon and panel event in Sturtevant, organized by Wisconsin Technology Council, WisPolitics.com and 
WisBusiness.com. The event, brought to you by UW-Milwaukee and called "Navigating the New Economy: What can 
Wisconsin learn from South Carolina's experience with BMW?", will compare the potential impact of Foxconn to a similar 
investment from BMW in South Carolina. It'll feature JOEY VON NESSEN, a top economist at the University of South 
Carolina who has studied the BMW impact on manufacturing clusters, followed by a conversation with Wisconsin experts, 
who will be announced later. Partners in the event organization also include the Wisconsin Academy of Global Education 
and Training, the Wisconsin League of Municipalities and the Wisconsin Counties Association. See more and register: 
https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/wispolitics-com-wisbusiness-com-navigating-the-new-economy-what-can-wisconsin-
learn-from-south-carolinas-experience-with-bmw-2/

The Wisconsin Broadcasters Association Foundation has announced the panelists for primary debates. The GOP U.S. 
Senate primary debate is set for July 21; the one for Dem guv hopefuls is scheduled for July 27. Panelists for the GOP 
U.S. Senate debate are: CHRIS CONLEY, Midwest Communications; MELISSA LANGBEHN, WAOW-TV; BEN MEYER, 
WJFW-TV; HEATHER SAHR, WSAW-TV; and JEFF THELEN, WSAW-TV. The panelists for the Democratic guv debate 
are: JESSICA ARP, WISC-TV; EMILEE FANNON, WKOW-TV; LEIGH MILLS, WMTV-TV; and LUPITA MONTOTO, La 
Movida Radio.  

The Wisconsin Forum is hosting CHRISTOPHER PREBLE on May 1 for a talk entitled "The Problem with U.S. Foreign 
Policy." Preble is the vice president for defense and foreign policy studies at the Cato Institute. See more: 
https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/wisconsin-forum-event-ft-christopher-preble/

The International Foodservice Distributors Association has awarded U.S. Rep. GLENN GROTHMAN the 2018 Thomas 
Jefferson Award. The honor goes to legislators whose "voting record indicates strong support of policies that enable the 
U.S. foodservice distribution industry to create well-paying jobs, grow their businesses, and contribute to their local 
communities," according to a statement from the group. See the release: https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/international-
foodservice-distributors-association-award-recognizes-commitment-to-policies-that-support-business-growth/

The Urban League and MadREP recently recently finalized the agenda for this year's Madison Region Economic 
Development & Diversity Summit. Newly announced featured speakers are: SARABHI JAIN, the director of adult 
education and workforce development for UnidosUS; and ED HUBBARD, of Hubbard & Hubbard, Inc. They'll join 
previously announced speakers: AMY LUNCH, founder of Generational Edge; former Dem guv candidate MARY BURKE, 
founder of Building Brave; and TONY BYERS, former director of global diversity and inclusion at Starbucks. The event is 
slated for May 16 from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Monona Terrace in Madison. Register: https://event-
wizard.com/summit2018/0/welcome/

The Wisconsin Policy Forum is hosting a luncheon next month in Milwaukee featuring a panel discussion entitled "City 
Governments in Wisconsin: At a Breaking Point?" Panelists at the event include: Milwaukee Mayor TOM BARRETT; 
South Milwaukee Mayor ERIK BROOKS; Belot Mayor LORI LUTHER; and Racine Mayor CORY MASON. The event will 
be moderated by ROB HENKEN, of the Wisconsin Policy Forum. See more: https://publicpolicyforum.org/event/viewpoint-
luncheon-city-governments-wisconsin-breaking-point%C2%A0/05-07-2018

The Weekly Standard Midwest Conservative Summit is slotted for Monday in Milwaukee. The event, which goes from 8 



a.m. to 1 p.m., will feature an interview with The Weekly Standard Contributing Editor CHARLIE SYKES and Gov. SCOTT 
WALKER; a second interview with The Weekly Standard Editor in Chief STEVE HAYES and House Speaker PAUL 
RYAN; and two panel discussions on "Covering the Swamp" and "The 2018 Midterm Election and the Future of 
Conservatism." See more: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/the-weekly-standard-midwest-conservative-summit-tickets-
44985462730

U.S. Sen. TAMMY BALDWIN, D-Madison, canceled a planned event in Janesville today to visit the North American Pipe 
Corp. Instead, she traveled to Superior following an explosion at an oil refinery there yesterday.  

ENDORSEMENTS: The following is a list of recent endorsements made for statewide and congressional district elections, 
based on emails received by WisPolitics.com:  

-- U.S. Senate: 

KEVIN NICHOLSON: U.S. Sen. MIKE LEE; Calumet County Sheriff MARK OTT; Green Lake County Sheriff MARK 
PODOLL; Door County Sheriff STEVE DELARWELLE; Rusk County Sheriff JEFFREY WALLACE; Winnebago County 
Sheriff JOHN MATZ; Kewaunee County Sheriff MATTHEW JOSKI; Marathon County Sheriff SCOTT PARKS; former 
Outagamie County Sheriff MIKE BROOKS; Oconto County Sheriff MICHAEL JANSEN; Polk County Sheriff PETER 
JOHNSON; Shawano County Sheriff ADAM BIEBER; and Brown County Sheriff JOHN GOSSAGE.  

-- Governor: 

MATT FLYNN: Milwaukee Co. Supv. SYLVIA ORTIZ-VELEZ.  

-- 1st CD: 

RANDY BRYCE: Wisconsin State AFL-CIO. 

For more Names in the News, see subscriber products from earlier in the week plus the press release page at 
WisPolitics.com: https://www.wispolitics.com/

For upcoming events, see the "Week Ahead" in this product and in your e-mail Monday morning. Click here for the online 
calendar: https://www.wispolitics.com/category/events/

If you have a contribution, e-mail staff@wispolitics.com

LOBBYIST WATCH
(from the state Ethics Commission)

Thirteen changes were made to the lobbying registry in the past 10 days.  

Follow this link for the complete list:  
https://lobbying.wi.gov/Who/LobbyingRegistryChanges/2017REG/SearchByDateRange

(c)2018 WisPolitics.com. 
All rights reserved. Reproduction or retransmission of this publication, in whole or in part, without the express 
permission of WisPolitics.com is prohibited. Unauthorized reproduction violates United States copyright law (17 
USC 101 et seq.), as does retransmission by facsimile or any other electronic means, including electronic mail.
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****************************************

Make "WisPolitics Midday" part of your lunch time routine

The news cycle never stops, which is why WisPolitics.com has introduced Midday.  

You can get your news fix in under 2 minutes through this new podcast.  

Check out WisPolitics Midday: http://wispolmidday.libsyn.com/

And subscribe via I Tunes and the Google Play Music App. Just search WisPolitics Midday.  

****************************************

STORY TOPICS

- White house

- 2018 governor 
campaign

- State government

- Federal 
government

- Local government

- Agribusiness

- Civil liberties

- Culture

TOP STORIES

Vukmir, Nicholson Clash At Close Of First GOP Senate Primary Debate
Winner Of Aug. 14 Primary Will Face Democratic Sen. Tammy Baldwin ... 
Vukmir told the audience of Americans for Prosperity members that voters 
should elect a strong conservative to stand with President Donald Trump. "I 
have a track record that you can trust," Vukmir said, adding that, "We can't take 
chances on the unknown. We have to elect a strong, proven consistent 
conservative." Nicholson, a former Democrat who hasn't held elective office, 
responded by saying ... "I feel like I may be the unknown in that variable. I am, 
I'm clearly different, folks, clearly a different kind of candidate." ... and that's 
what voters showed they wanted by electing Trump. ... voters need to be willing 
to "break the glass ... Sending insiders to do a job that outsiders need to go and 
take care of, we're going to be sitting here and talking about the same problems 
in six years," Nicholson continued. ... The two did stick closely to their talking 
points. [Vukmir touted legislative experience, Nicholson touted battlefields of 
Iraq and Afghanistan.] ... featured mostly softball questions that allowed Vukmir 
and Nicholson to talk about their support for cutting taxes, reforming health care, 
and giving veterans the choice of using private hospitals instead of the VA. 
DPW statement: "Leah Vukmir's and Kevin Nicholson's escalating personal 



- Demographics

- Education

- Elections

- Environment

- Foxconn

- Health care

- Law and order

- Public health and 
safety

- Editorials

- Columns

attacks only add to the fact that they're running to work for corporate special 
interests like the out-of-state billionaire Koch Brothers, and that they'll do 
whatever it takes to protect Washington corruption." By Quirmbach and AP, 
WPR  
https://wpr.org/vukmir-nicholson-clash-close-first-gop-senate-primary-debate

Walker reserves TV advertising time starting next week
... Politico, citing a firm that tracks ad spending, reported Thursday that Walker 
had reserved $121,000 in TV ad time starting Tuesday and running through July 
8 in the La Crosse and Green Bay markets. ... Walker has recently been 
sounding an alarm about a possible Democratic "blue wave" in Wisconsin ... 
traveling the state touting his record with an eye toward the broader general 
election voter. ... Walker's campaign declined to comment on the report. By AP, 
MINNEAPOLIS STAR TRIBUNE  
http://startribune.com/480991491/

Evacuations ordered after fire at Superior oil refinery reignites
... much is unknown about the incident. ... [Thu. 10 AM] reports of a smaller tank 
explosion containing crude or asphalt. ... appeared to be an asphalt leak. The 
fire reignited at around noon ... People within 3 miles east and west, 1 mile 
northeast and northwest and 10 miles south of the Husky Energy Refinery were 
being ordered to evacuate at around 1 p.m. Thursday. Staff at the refinery were 
evacuated, and some Superior School District schools were being evacuated ... 
Superior Fire Chief Steve Panger said Thursday morning in a release that there 
were reports of multiple casualties and at least five people were taken to a 
nearby hospital. ... no fatalities. ... no immediate report on the severity of the 
injuries. SFD chief Panger, SPD chief Alexander, DouglasCO emergency mgr. 
Kesler, ear-witness Johnson comment. refinery manager Schade did not return 
calls. By Kaeding, WPR  
http://businessnorth.com/4b25f486-498b-11e8-af38-3701251b7428.html

Construction Equipment Arrives At Foxconn Site In Racine County
Racine County Executive Defends Local Hiring Percentage ... Foxconn and its 
lead contractor Gilbane Building have announced that 10 percent of the 
construction firms are from Racine County and another 80 percent are from 
elsewhere in Wisconsin. ... "When we have contracts and economic 
development projects like this, usually the average has been about 3.5 percent. 
So, to get 10 percent shows Gilbane has a lot of faith in Racine County and we 
have a lot of faith in Gilbane to do this," [Exec.] Delagrave told news reporters 
following a photo opportunity set up at the Foxconn site. ... Gilbane said 80 
percent of the construction workers will be from Wisconsin. ... a formal 
groundbreaking, expected to include state, and possible federal officials, will be 
held later. The factory site in Mount Pleasant is in Ryan's congressional district. 
By Quirmbach, WPR  
https://wpr.org/construction-equipment-arrives-foxconn-site-racine-county

House chaplain forced out by Ryan
... Conroy's own resignation announcement stated ... "As you have requested, I 
hereby offer my resignation as the 60th Chaplain of the United States House of 
Representatives," the April 15 letter to Ryan ... Four different sources -- two 
from each party -- say Conroy was told that he must retire or that he would be 



dismissed. ... message from Ryan was delivered by his chief of staff, Jonathan 
Burks. ... riled House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi ... bipartisan group of 
lawmakers are planning to send a letter to Ryan requesting additional 
information ... thinking among Democrats is that Ryan pushed Conroy out 
"because Republicans thought he was aligned with Democrats," according to a 
senior Democratic aide familiar with the discussion. ... said that the Speaker 
took issue with a [Nov. 6] prayer ... that could have been perceived as being 
critical of the GOP tax-cut bill. ... "May their efforts these days guarantee that 
there are not winners and losers under new tax laws, but benefits balanced and 
shared by all Americans." ... offered a second reason. "Some of the more 
conservative evangelical Republicans didn't like that the Father had invited a 
Muslim person to give the opening prayer." ... senior GOP aide said Conroy's 
exit "was not because of any particular prayer." Ryan's and Pelosi's offices [both 
Catholics] agree that Pelosi was told in advance that the chaplain was leaving. 
... Strong [for Ryan] said it was Ryan's decision, but declined to offer a reason 
for the move. ... "Leader Pelosi was given advance notice by Speaker Ryan," 
said a Pelosi spokesman, but she "also made it clear to Speaker Ryan that she 
disagreed with this decision." ... [Jesuit] Conroy was [nominated by Boehner and 
was] working for a Catholic religious order -- the Oregon Province of the Society 
of Jesus -- that had agreed just months earlier to pay $166 million to victims of 
sexual abuse going back decades. There was no evidence that Conroy was 
involved in the scandal. Ryan appointed reverend members Collins, Walker, 
Walberg to lead the search for new chaplain. By Zanona and Willis, THE HILL  
http://thehill.com/homenews/house/385035-house-chaplain-forced-out-by-ryan

############  
STORY TOPICS
############ 

WHITE HOUSE ^top^
- John Nichols: Why Is Heidi Heitkamp Enabling Donald Trump? Her party, the North Dakota Democratic-Nonpartisan 
League, has a rich history of opposing war hawks. She should have stuck with it instead of backing Pompeo.  
https://thenation.com/article/why-is-heidi-heitkamp-enabling-donald-trump/

2018 GOVERNOR CAMPAIGN ^top^
- Gubernatorial candidate McCabe to appear in Milton  
http://gazettextra.com/74400b49-0a94-5866-93e3-4a3debd95941.html

STATE GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Who does Pence say is the nation's best governor? It probably isn't who you think. ... made at a fundraiser for Wisconsin 
Gov. Scott Walker Wednesday. "I think he's the best governor in America, which I can say with much greater confidence 
now that I don't have my old job back," Pence said ... earlier in the day ... referred to Walker as merely "one of the most 
successful governors in the history of Wisconsin," and "one of the most effective governors in America." ... had nice things 
to say about Holcomb [Pence's replacement] when they appeared together in Indianapolis Thursday ... "I made a lot of 
decisions when I was governor of the state of Indiana, but I don't think I ever made a better one than when I chose the 
lieutenant governor who would become the 51st governor of the great state of Indiana," Pence said. Perhaps Pence gave 
Walker the edge because Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer, D-.N.Y., once compared Pence to Walker.  
https://indystar.com/story/news/2018/04/26/555713002/

- Pence on Scott Walker: 'I think he's the best governor in America'  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/26/vice-president-mike-pence-scott-walker-think-hes-best-
governor/554213002/



FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- House chaplain resigns, says it's at Paul Ryan's request  
https://cbsnews.com/news/reverend-patrick-conroy-resigns-paul-ryan-request-today-2018-04-26/

- Paul Ryan forces out the House chaplain, angers lawmakers  
https://nbcnews.com/politics/congress/speaker-n869421

- House Chaplain Who Prayed About GOP Tax Bill Fired By Paul Ryan  
https://huffingtonpost.com/entry/5ae22593e4b02baed1b83cf6

- Ryan Allegedly Ousted House Chaplain for Disrespecting His Tax Cuts  
http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2018/04/paul-ryan-allegedly-axed-house-chaplain-for-dissing-tax-cuts.html

- Reports: U.S. House chaplain resigns, says Paul Ryan forced him out  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/27/reports-u-s-house-chaplain-resigns-says-paul-ryan-forced-him-
out/557233002/

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Town sets June target for petition state filing: to incorporate into village of Riverside  
http://beloitdailynews.com/news/20180426/town_setsjune_targetfor_petitionstate_filing

AGRIBUSINESS ^top^
- State cheese production in 2017 reaches a record 3.37 billion pounds  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/6209152b-5bf1-5e5a-996e-fadbffcb8aa2.html

CIVIL LIBERTIES ^top^
- The right to choose where to work: CRI, Wisconsin groups advocate for disability rights for work  
http://chippewa.com/2ef50feb-a888-5105-aa41-612dd0d757e1.html

CULTURE ^top^
- At UW-Madison, commentator Dennis Prager says the left is undermining American values ... "Goodness in humans is 
like gold in mines. You need to mine human goodness, you don't need to mine human evil," said Prager. He argued that 
the Judeo-Christian values that traditionally shaped life in the United States -- but are under attack from the ideological left 
-- kept baser human instincts in check. "It's better that people fear God than they fear government," he said. Prager filled a 
299-capacity lecture hall in Sterling Hall with an audience that was mostly college age ... sponsored by the campus 
chapter of Young Americans for Freedom ... provoked no ruckus and no protests. A single audience member raised a 
point of debate with Prager during a Q&A session after his talk. Prager, however, declared: "The most powerful force in 
America today is fear of the left." UW sophomore commented, attended with Dad, who asked a reporter not to use his 
daughter's name, "A leftist administrator will see that, and opportunities will be taken away from her because she may be 
open to different political views," he said. "Madison is a very left-leaning place, and there's going to be some 
discrimination."  
http://host.madison.com/ct/fa820c68-cd2b-5041-9100-343b39a3456f.html

- Milwaukee set to rename N. 4th St. after civil rights leader Vel Phillips  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/local/milwaukee/2018/04/26/milwaukee-set-rename-4th-st-after-civil-rights-leader-vel-
phillips/553856002/

DEMOGRAPHICS ^top^
- Not that kind of white feminist, Madison chapter of National Organization for Women strives for inclusion  
https://isthmus.com/news/news/madison-chapter-of-national-organization-for-women-strives-for-inclusion/

EDUCATION ^top^
- UW-Milwaukee Students File 22 Sexual Harassment, Assault Complaints, Report: 10 Of 22 Complaints Had Sufficient 
Evidence To Support Allegations  
https://wpr.org/uw-milwaukee-students-file-22-sexual-harassment-assault-complaints



- State safety grants spark interest from area school districts  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/04/27/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Safety-grants-spark-interest-br-
div.html

- Grove-area schools discuss training for active-shooter scenarios  
http://journaltimes.com/012c98b5-24c9-5b87-94e2-63bca577c6c1.html

- [$3-5K] Teachers' pay boost passes in Chippewa Falls  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/04/24/Teachers-pay-boost-passes-in-Chippewa-Falls.html

ELECTIONS ^top^
- GOP US Senate hopefuls get testy in final minutes of their first debate ... Vukmir asked Nicholson to apologize for, in her 
words, suggesting she did not respect his service in the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. "If it makes you feel better, I feel 
respected," Nicholson shot back to a smattering of boos from the crowd. Vukmir had said moments earlier that Nicholson, 
a former national president of the College Democrats, must prove his conservative track record. "We know more about 
Kevin's track record as a Democrat than we do about his track record as a Republican," Vukmir said. ... a jarring end to 
what had been, until then, an anodyne debate -- the first public contest ... as the Republican Party of Wisconsin gears up 
for its state convention May 11-13, at which GOP delegates could endorse one of the candidates. ... Baldwin campaign 
declined to comment on Thursday's debate and referred an inquiry to the Democratic Party of Wisconsin. DPW's Bainum 
statement.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/755e22b5-d0e6-55bb-8b34-d8f983ac76f4.html

- Kevin Nicholson, Leah Vukmir clash in first Republican U.S. Senate debate  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/26/kevin-nicholson-leah-vukmir-clash-first-republican-u-s-senate-
debate/556425002/

- New Marathon County Board member to run for state Assembly against Rep. Pat Snyder ... Alyson Leahy on Friday 
announced her bid ... running as a Democrat ... unseated former County Board member Todd Van Ryn in the April 3 
election ... Both Leahy and Snyder have registered their campaigns, but have not yet declared their candidacies.  
https://wausaudailyherald.com/story/news/2018/04/27/new-marathon-county-board-member-alyson-leahrun-state-
assembly-against-rep-pat-snyder/557415002/

ENVIRONMENT ^top^
- As new CWD cases emerge, endemic apathy remains in Capitol  
https://greenbaypressgazette.com/story/sports/outdoors/2018/04/27/new-cwd-cases-emerge-endemic-apathy-remains-
capitol/556842002/

- Climate change real, meteorologist warns ... That's the message WKOW-TV chief meteorologist Bob Lindmeier brought 
to Cambridge Tuesday night when he presented "Caring for Creation: Climate Change From a Scientific and Faith-Based 
Perspective" at Grace Lutheran Church.  
https://dailyunion.com/news/climate-change-real-meteorologist-warns/article_3f6422f0-6f43-5238-98ee-
5d814fc4e9ea.html

FOXCONN ^top^
- Foxconn exec at Pence event: Trump, Walker led to us locate in WI ... The exchange came at an event sponsored by 
the pro-Trump nonprofit America First Policies. Remarks by Pence and Walker, who introduced the vice president, 
focused on the recent GOP overhaul of the federal tax code and other Trump measures that the two Republicans said are 
fueling a booming U.S. economy. ... Woo said ... the "pro-business policies" of the Trump administration and Walker's 
efforts to lure the company were critical in its decision to build the facility now -- and in Wisconsin. ... suggested that 
construction of the Foxconn facility is poised to get underway at the Mount Pleasant site. ... [DNR approved 7M gallon/day 
Lake Michigan water draw.] ... Woo's appearance at the event with Pence and Walker is notable, in part, because ... could 
be a competitive re-election campaign. ... several of Walker's Democratic challengers have raised the possibility of ending 
the Foxconn deal if they're elected. Attendee Rust appreciated Pence quoting Scripture, "What a blessing to have a man 
of God in such a position of leadership." DPW's Bainum said Trump tax cut "rewards GOP mega-donors and big 
corporations, while hard-working Wisconsinites foot the bill. ... pay-to-play politics at its worst."  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/422e596e-0b97-5af2-854e-581dedec7429.html

- Foxconn work about to start; groundbreaking event held  
http://journaltimes.com/6b706552-8dc8-5e6d-a5e7-57e97f161438.html



- Landmark trees in Foxconn area spared for the moment  
http://journaltimes.com/31b3991f-87b7-5d8b-a456-b58f2b60bc2c.html

- The Contrarian Professor, Geoscientist John Skalbeck backed Waukesha diversion of lake water but opposes it for 
Foxconn.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/04/26/the-contrarian-professor/

- Emily Mills: The Foxconn gamble: State, local government giving up far too much to the industrial giant  
https://jsonline.com/story/opinion/columnists/emily-mills/2018/04/27/foxconn-gamble-government-giving-industrial-giant-
too-much/555304002/

HEALTH CARE ^top^
- Broken promises, Family Care rollout leaves many families anxious  
https://isthmus.com/news/cover-story/family-care-rollout-leaves-many-families-anxious/

- Gundersen Health System: Drug treatment costs are in the millions  
http://lacrossetribune.com/13f76d10-0f60-5c67-8ce8-ca9b8b790d1e.html

- Opioid panelists say arrest not always best option for addicts  
http://gazettextra.com/34eaab61-7e65-5692-8419-d40339ce1c28.html

- Battling meth addiction, an Elkhorn man graduates from drug court  
http://gazettextra.com/6437b811-26d6-5a1a-8d58-d70ec5b2e8d6.html

LAW AND ORDER ^top^
- Former UW-Oshkosh officials charged with crimes for foundation loan guarantees ... [WisDOJ] brought five felony counts
of misconduct in public office each against former chancellor Richard H. Wells and former vice chancellor of 
administrative services Thomas Sonnleitner. ... knowingly made financial guarantees ... $31.2 million between June 2012 
and the present ... in excess of their authority to four limited liability companies established by the foundation ... made 
additional guarantees on behalf of the campus to the foundation in connection with its obligations related to the renovation 
of the Oshkosh Sports Complex, according to the complaint. ... Regents filed a civil lawsuit against Wells, Sonnleitner, 
and the UW-Oshkosh Foundation in 2017 in Dane County Circuit Court. The case is currently stayed. Regent Grebe: "We 
are working diligently to rebuild confidence in our institutions and to improve the transparency of foundation transactions. 
We support these charges by DOJ, and will continue to seek justice in this case while serving students with integrity and 
transparency." Wells atty. Dall'Osto, Sonnleitner atty. S. Biskupic did not respond.  
http://host.madison.com/ct/21e9956d-c0c7-589f-b83a-fd7fd1d4c90b.html

- No charges against West Milwaukee officers in death of a mentally ill man hit 18 times with Taser  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/local/milwaukee/2018/04/27/no-charges-against-west-milwaukee-officers-death-mentally-
ill-man-hit-18-times-taser/552071002/

- Rock County's air force: Local cops adopt drones  
http://gazettextra.com/b9eabb61-f0d9-574f-a550-a31f4e6917f6.html

- Former Kimberly-Clark employee accused of stealing more than $1.77 million from company  
https://postcrescent.com/story/news/crime/2018/04/26/former-kimberly-clark-employee-accused-stealing-more-than-1-77-
million-company/554251002/

- Fired [Lincoln Hills] youth prison guard took garbage out before responding to girl attempting suicide  
http://lacrossetribune.com/f0a02c2e-7979-5ba8-a6a5-ea6595466ee8.html

PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY ^top^
- Superior mayor [Paine] declares state of emergency ... due to the explosion at Husky Oil Refinery ... until further notice. 
Everyone located within the 3 miles radius of the Refinery and 10 miles south of the Refinery are being asked to 
evacuate. Four Corners Elementary school is the mustering points for all  
http://businessnorth.com/4e33115a-499e-11e8-a225-7799c7730c7c.html

- Superior oil refinery rocked by explosions, fire ... Essentia Health closed all of its Superior locations including evacuating 



everyone from its Superior hospital with all patients going to its Duluth facilities. The University of Wisconsin-Superior 
evacuated and sent students to the College of St. Scholastica in Duluth. ... Duluth Transit Authority sent buses to help 
move evacuees to safety. UWS, all Superior public schools, Maple public schools and Wisconsin Indianhead Technical 
College all are closed Friday.  
http://superiortelegram.com/news/accidents/4437226-update-superior-oil-refinery-rocked-explosions-fire

- 6:15 a.m. UPDATE: Superior Mayor Jim Paine has lifted the evacuation order as of 6 a.m. Friday morning. In a 
Facebook post, Mayor Paine wrote "I am lifting the evacuation order at 6 am this morning. All indications are that the 
refinery site is safe and stable and the air quality is clean and normal. Welcome home." ... 7:37 p.m. UPDATE: Wisconsin 
Governor Scott Walker is at the DECC [Duluth Entertainment Convention Center]. Superior Mayor Jim Paine and Duluth 
Mayor Emily Larson are expected to speak at the DECC around 8 p.m. Governor Walker was originally going to attend a 
news conference with Jim Paine at the Government Center in Superior.  
http://kbjr6.com/story/38049655/update

EDITORIALS ^top^
- WSJ Editorial: Tax cuts help put America first -- in debt  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/3314c796-a75d-5f61-b072-f3d55c4e7b0a.html

COLUMNS ^top^
- Paul Fanlund: How journalism has changed and needs to keep changing  
http://host.madison.com/ct/f9487ace-ff11-5340-a0a9-63d4051a8bb2.html

- Patriotic Millionaire Leonard Sobczak: When politicians choose their voters, Wisconsin loses  
http://host.madison.com/ct/f822bdc3-d65c-5aa0-9839-433f4954d242.html

- Dave Cieslewicz: Hey kid, want a tax break? Walker's family-friendly tax cuts will fail to buy votes ... Republican 
candidates already barely mention the federal tax cuts pushed through by President Trump and House Speaker Paul 
Ryan. There's no reason to think that the ploy will work any better here at the state level. So, if you have kids, by all 
means claim your $100 per head and enjoy the sales tax holiday in August. Then, do what's best for your family. Vote for 
a Democrat.  
https://isthmus.com/opinion/opinion/walkers-family-friendly-tax-cuts-will-fail-to-buy-votes/

- Charlie Sykes: Patrick Buchanan's Strange New Respect for the Ayatollah  
https://weeklystandard.com/charles-j-sykes/patrick-buchanans-strange-new-respect-for-the-ayatollah
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From: Lopez-Kaley, Clare M - DOC <Clare.LopezKaley@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Friday, April 27, 2018 10:16 AM

To: Roades, Jennifer - GOV; Litscher, Jon E - DOC; Jess, Cathy A - DOC; Downing, Karalyn R - 

DOC (Karley); Cook, Tristan D - DOC

Subject: DOC Weekly Report

Attachments: DOC 4.27.18 Weekly.docx

Please see the attached weekly report for the Department of Corrections. 

Have a great weekend! 

Clare Lopez-Kaley 
Deputy Communications Director 
Wisconsin Department of Corrections 
608-240-5036 (office) 
Clare.lopezkaley@wisconsin.gov
DOCMedia@wisconsin.gov (media inquiries) 
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AGENCY REPORT 
Agency Name: 

Department of Corrections  

Evaluation for week ending:  

April 27, 2018 

Author of Report: Tristan Cook 

Title: Communications Director 

Contact Information: Office: 608-240-5060 

Cell Phone: 608-422-1601 

Department: 

Secretary’s Office 

HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE WEEK 

 

Deputy Secretary Cathy Jess attended a swearing-in ceremony for two newly appointed DAI wardens on 

April 25th. 

 

Division of Adult Institutions 

 

 On April 27th, 22 inmates from CVCTF completed the ERP program. 

 On April 25th, 39 DCC offenders from MSDF graduated from the AODA program. 

 On April 25th, 25 inmates from OSCI graduated from the Substance Use Disorder program. 

 On April 23rd, an Electronic Medical Records (EMR) system went live at MWCC. 

 

Division of Community Corrections 
 

 On April 24th, DCC agents and the Merrill Police Department conducted 30 unscheduled home 

visits. 

 

EFFORTS TAKEN BY THE AGENCY TO INCREASE JOBS 

 

Division of Adult Institutions 
 

 On April 26th and 27th, NLCI held interviews for correctional officers. 

 On April 25th, RYOCF represented the DOC at a job fair in Sturtevant. 

 On April 24th, TCI help interviews for correctional officers. 

 

Division of Community Corrections 
 

 On April 24th, Agent Julie Ridgway gave three presentations to Marshfield High School students 

regarding the job duties of a Probation and Parole Agent. 

 

AREAS WITHIN THE AGENCY TO WATCH 

 

LEGISLATIVE CONTACTS 

 

Sen. Taylor’s staff inquired regarding an inmate’s custody status. 

 

Rep. Steffen’s staff inquired regarding compassionate release of aging inmates with medical issues. 

 

P.O. BOX 7863 

MADISON, WI 53707 

 



Rep. Rohrkste’s staff inquired on behalf of a constituent regarding compassionate release housing. 

 

Rep. Taylor’s staff inquired on behalf of an inmate regarding treatment in a county jail. 

 

Sen. Darling’s staff inquired on behalf of a constituent concerned with the separation of juvenile and adult 

offenders. 

 

Sen. Taylor’s staff asked for a video visit with an inmate at GBCI. 

 

Rep. Tittl’s staff requested a meeting in the city of Chilton. 

 

MAJOR AGENCY HEADLINES 

 

Prison workers were promoted after teen inmate suicide attempt that is costing Wisconsin taxpayers 

nearly $19 million 

https://www.jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/27/teen-prison-officials-got-promotions-not-

discipline-after-inmate-suicide-attempt-costing-state-19-mi/550592002/  

Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Patrick Marley 

 

Mistake after mistake led to a 16-year-old inmate suffering severe brain damage when guards neglected her 

request for help and she hanged herself in her cell. The 2015 episode is costing taxpayers nearly $19 

million, but employee promotions – not discipline – followed in the months and years after it happened. 

 

Fired youth prison guard took garbage out before responding to girl attempting suicide 

http://host.madison.com/wsj/news/local/govt-and-politics/youth-prison-guard-took-garbage-out-before-

responding-to-girl/article_de95b8a6-fdc8-542f-bb6b-f812a13774b2.html  

Wisconsin State Journal, Molly Beck 

 

A youth prison guard took the garbage out before responding to a suicidal inmate’s call for help, newly 

released records show. The guard was one of the three at the Lincoln Hills School for Boys and Copper 

Lake School for Girls to resign or be fired in March after Department of Corrections officials determined 

the guards had lied under oath, falsified logs showing guards were regularly checking inmates’ cells, and 

failed to immediately respond to the inmate’s call for help before she attempted to hang herself. 

 

Escaped prisoner captured in Green Bay 

http://www.wbay.com/content/news/SWAT-team-sent-to-Green-Bays-west-side-for-ongoing-investigation-

480831491.html  

WBAY-TV 

 

An inmate who escaped from prison in Racine County has been arrested in Green Bay after a week on the 

run. Christine Abel, 36, was arrested Wednesday at an apartment in the 1800 block of Badger Street. 

 

Prison program helps incarcerated moms stay bonded with their kids 

http://www.momseveryday.com/content/show/Dignity-Act-aims-to-help-mothers-in-prison-

477955993.html?nav=greenbay  

Moms Everyday 

 

Women are the fastest growing segment of the U.S. prison population. Many of them have suffered from 

sexual trauma and abuse, are dealing with mental illness or drug addiction, and many are mothers. 

 

CCI Inmates “pay it forward” 

http://www.wiscnews.com/portagedailyregister/news/local/cci-inmates-pay-it-forward/article_718cafea-

c48f-5b4f-9c61-4720af711055.html  



Portage Daily Register, Jonathan Stefonek 

 

In a place where men arrive with an expectation that much will be taken from them, local nonprofit 

organizations gathered to celebrate a year of giving. Coming together in the visitors’ room of the Columbia 

Correctional Institution, about 30 inmates sat with about 30 community leaders, separated by inches, in 

recognition of National Crime Victims’ Rights Week. 

 

Have you seen her? Inmate walks away from work release site in Kenosha County 

http://fox6now.com/2018/04/20/have-you-seen-her-inmate-walks-away-from-work-release-site-in-kenosha-

county/  

WITI-TV 

 

Authorities are searching to find a Robert E. Ellsworth Correction Center inmate who walked away from a 

work release site in Kenosha County. The incident has been reported to the Racine County and Kenosha 

County Sheriff’s Offices. 

 

 

Stanley correctional inmates use time in prison to grow their education 

http://www.waow.com/story/38007516/2018/04/20/stanley-correctional-inmates-use-time-in-prison-to-

grow-their-education  

WAOW-TV, Neena Pacholke 

 

Inmates at Stanley Correctional Institution use their time behind bars to open new doors when they get out. 

The facility offers numerous degree and certificate programs for those incarcerated. Nearly 60 inmates 

walked across the stage at SCI on Friday with their loved ones there to cheer them on. 

 

STAKEHOLDER CONTACTS 

 

Division of Adult Institutions 
 

 On April 23rd, Green Bay Metro Fire Department toured GBCI to review sally port procedures and 

fire hydrant locations with their academy recruits. 

 On April 22nd, an appreciation program was held at PDCI for approximately 40 volunteers. 

 

Division of Community Corrections 
 

 On April 20th, DCC staff met with the Langlade County Community Response Team to discuss 

the possibility of forming a Sexual Assault Response Team. 

 

LOOKING TO THE WEEK AHEAD 

 

Assistant Deputy Secretary Karley Downing is planning to tour Juvenile facilities in Dane and Rock 

Counties on May 1st.  

 

Division of Adult Institutions 
 

 On May 4th, 11 inmates from REECC will complete the ERP program. 

 

OTHER 

 

 



From: Cook, Tristan D - DOC <Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Friday, April 27, 2018 9:45 AM

To: Cook, Tristan D - DOC

Cc: Lopez-Kaley, Clare M - DOC

Subject: 04.27.2018 DOC Media Briefing

UPCOMING MEDIA EVENTS

EVENT: WCI Baccalaureate Program 
LOCATION: WCI 
DATE: May 10 
MEDIA: Molly Beck, Wisconsin State Journal 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: GBCI Correctional Officer Graduation 
LOCATION: Green Bay 
DATE: May 1, 18 
MEDIA: Green Bay market 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Victim-Offender Dialogue 
LOCATION: TCC 
DATE: May 21, 23, 24 
MEDIA: CNN 
STATUS: In process 

EVENT: Apprenticeship Luncheon 
LOCATION: OSCI 
DATE: May 22 
MEDIA: Green Bay market 
STATUS: In process 

MEDIA BRIEFING 
APRIL 26 – APRIL 27  

APRIL 26  

ABSCOND/SUPERVISION

Madison police arrest 4 on drug charges
Wisconsin State Journal, Steven Verburg 
Four Dane County residents have been arrested on tentative charges involving heroin, cocaine and marijuana, the 
Madison Police Department said Thursday. The arrests were made Friday night in a law enforcement operation 
conducted by three special police units targeting “street level drug dealing” in the East Washington Avenue and 
Northport Drive corridors, spokesman Joel DeSpain said. 
5 arrested after drug bust on Madison’s north side WMTV-TV
Crack, pot, money, counterfeit bills seized during Madison drug operation WISC-TV



A life of sobriety after pain pills, heroin and meth
WXOW-TV, Heather Armstrong 
Throughout the year the YWCA La Crosse recognizes women in the community that inspire and support the work they 
do. At this year's Circle of Friends Luncheon, the YWCA celebrates themselves, highlighting the programs within their 
organization that make a lasting impact on the lives of people in our community. 

TERMINATED 

How a charity for disabled vets almost gave a sex offender a free home in Stuarts Draft
News Leader
Neighbors began seeing workers last year at the unoccupied house at 120 Brookmill Road, a ranch-style nestled along a 
cul-de-sac in a middle-class neighborhood in Stuarts Draft. The contractors repaired the roof and installed a ramp to the 
front door. Neighbors took note. 

Plea hearing likely for Merrill man charged with father's 2016 death
WSAW-TV
A 22-year-old Merrill man charged with his father’s January 2016 death is scheduled to reach a plea deal in June and will 
avoid a jury trial. The body of 55-year-old Kevin Monroe was found in the bedroom of his Merrill duplex on Jan. 12, 
2016. 
Merrill man accused of killing his father may not go to trial WJFW-TV

‘He blacked out:’ Caledonia man accused of dumping overdose victim’s body in Franklin rain gutter
WITI-TV
A Caledonia man is facing charges – accused of dumping an overdose victim’s body in Franklin in November. Wayne 
Slagle, 57, of Caledonia, faces one count of failing to report a death/unusual circumstances. 

STATE NEWS

DOJ files felony charges against former UWO chancellor, vice chancellor
WBAY-TV
The Wisconsin Department of Justice has filed felony charges against a former chancellor and a former vice chancellor 
for UW-Oshkosh. Richard H. Wells and Thomas G. Sonnleitner each have been charged with five felony counts of 
Misconduct in Office-Act in Excess of Lawful Authority as a party to a crime. 

Vukmir, Nicholson to meet in GOP Senate primary debate
AP
Republican U.S. Senate candidates Leah Vukmir and Kevin Nicholson are meeting for their first debate ahead of the 
August primary. The contest Thursday night is hosted by the conservative group Americans for Prosperity and will be 
livestreamed by the group on its Facebook page. 

Police didn't send hundreds of rape kits for testing
AP
Wisconsin police failed to submit scores of sexual assault evidence kits for DNA tests despite a state law requiring 
submissions. USA Today Network-Wisconsin reports legislators included language in the 2011-13 state budget that 
requires police to submit kits for testing in cases with unknown perpetrators. 

Former Sun Prairie cop agrees to pay $45,000 to settle lawsuit brought by motorist
Wisconsin State Journal, Ed Treleven 
A federal civil rights lawsuit filed last year against a former Sun Prairie police officer who was accused of stopping a car 
under false pretenses, leading to impaired driving charges against the driver that were later dismissed, has been settled 
for a $45,000 payment. 

CORRECTIONS RELATED



The state that wants to spend more, not less, on prison food
AP
Dropped onto Connecticut inmates' food trays in recent days was a concoction called chilitos, consisting of a cup of 
meatless chili mix, one slice of cheese, brown rice, refried beans and two tortillas, along with a half-cup of pudding and 
an 8-ounce drink. 

Transgender inmate sues to practice witchcraft at notorious all-male N.C. prison
The Charlotte Observer
One of North Carolina's most notorious all-male prisons is the focus of a court fight over religious liberty led by a 
transgender witch. Jennifer Ann Jasmaine says in her handwritten, federal lawsuit that Lanesboro Correctional 
Institution is blocking the practice of her spiritual beliefs, which happen to be rooted in witchcraft. 

Corrections officer suspected of smuggling contraband into prison arrested after chase
Local 10
A South Florida corrections officer was arrested Thursday morning after she was suspected of smuggling contraband into 
a state prison. According to the Florida Department of Corrections, Officer Evelyn Bruton fled the Everglades 
Correctional Institution as staff attempted to inspect her car. 

Bill Cosby found guilty in sexual assault retrial
AP
Bill Cosby was convicted Thursday of drugging and molesting a woman. Cosby, 80, could spend his final years in prison 
after a jury concluded he sexually violated Temple University employee Andrea Constand at his suburban Philadelphia 
home in 2004. He claimed the encounter was consensual 

APRIL 27

UPDATE: Evacuation order lifted, air quality normal following Husky Energy refinery fire
WQOW-TV
6:15 a.m. UPDATE: Superior Mayor Jim Paine has lifted the evacuation order as of 6 a.m. Friday morning. In a Facebook 
post, Mayor Paine wrote "I am lifting the evacuation order at 6 am this morning. All indications are that the refinery site 
is safe and stable and the air quality is clean and normal. Welcome home." 

DEPARTMENT/INSTITUTION

Fired youth prison guard took garbage out before responding to girl attempting suicide
Wisconsin State Journal, Molly Beck 
A youth prison guard took the garbage out before responding to a suicidal inmate’s call for help, newly released records 
show. The guard was one of three at the Lincoln Hills School for Boys and Copper Lake School for Girls to resign or be 
fired in March after Department of Corrections officials determined the guards had lied under oath, falsified logs 
showing guards were regularly checking inmates’ cells, and failed to immediately respond to the inmate’s call for help 
before she attempted to hang herself. 
Prison workers were promoted after teen inmate suicide attempt that is costing Wisconsin taxpayers nearly $19 million
Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel 

Escaped convict caught with help from boyfriend's exasperated mother
Green Bay Press Gazette, Samantha Hernandez 
An exasperated mother helped police capture a former Green Bay woman who escaped last week from a minimum 
security prison. Christine Abel, 36, escaped April 19 from the Robert E. Ellsworth Correctional Center in Racine County, 
where she had recently begun serving a three-year sentence for a burglary conviction. She was taken into custody 
Wednesday along with her boyfriend Nicholas M. Roskoski at Roskoski's mother's apartment. 
Prisoner recaptured in Green Bay charged with vehicle theft WBAY-TV



TERMINATED 

La Crosse car salesman charged with theft over missing vehicles
La Crosse Tribune
A La Crosse car salesman accused of pocketing down payments was charged Thursday with felony theft. According to a 
complaint filed in La Crosse County circuit court, the owner of Eagle Motors reported three vehicles had been delivered 
to customers without any payment and the salesman had left the state to enter a rehab program. 

STATE NEWS

King veterans home gets funding for nursing facility
AP
A veterans home in central Wisconsin is getting $55 million in federal funding for a new nursing facility and several 
maintenance projects. Wisconsin Public Radio reports that Congress’ latest federal spending bill gives the Wisconsin 
Veterans Home in King $52 million for a new nursing facility and $3 million for maintenance projects. 

Sheriff: Missing medical helicopter found in Hazelhurst
WSAW-TV
A Spirit air ambulance helicopter has crashed in Oneida County. According to the Oneida County Sheriff's Office, the 
helicopter’s last known contact was at approximately 10:55 p.m. Thursday night. The Oneida County Dispatch Center 
received a call that the helicopter was missing at 11:22 p.m. 
Missing helicopter found in Oneida County WAOW-TV
Air ambulance goes down in Hazelhurst WJFW-TV

Study: Drug overdoses cost nearly $6.2 Million
WXOW-TV
A new study from Gundersen Health System is providing some important information about the nature and cost of drug 
overdoses in the community. The study looked at 419 patients who had overdosed in 2016.  The initial cost of treating 
those patients was nearly $6.2 million. 

CORRECTIONS RELATED

What care for the criminally insane can teach us about mental health treatment
Bristol Herald Courier
In the midst of a harrowing psychotic episode in summer 2009, Annie broke into her ex-husband’s house and used a 
hammer and scissors to lay waste to plates, knickknacks, clothing, “and honestly, I don’t know what else.” Had the 
mother of four, a retired captain in the National Guard, chosen to plead guilty, as a first offender she might have gotten 
off with the six months she’d already spent in jail. Instead, she chose to accept the verdict of “guilty except for insanity” 
— Oregon’s version of the insanity defense. 

Department of Corrections creating their own K9 unit
KUAM News
They're hoping to get the tools to sniff out contraband before it makes its way into the prison. The Department of 
Corrections says efforts are underway to establish a K9 unit of their own. DOC Director Tony Lamorena said, "We're 
looking at applying for federal grants for it. But what we've done is we've actually gotten into an MOU with customs. 
They will be training four of officers so that if the dogs are available, and we can actually take their dogs and do sweeps, 
so we don't increase their overtime for their staff, so the MOU has been signed. I think the training should be starting 
shortly for our officers to handle their dogs." 

Tristan D. Cook 
Communications Director  
Wisconsin Department of Corrections 
608-240-5060 (office) 



608-422-1601 (mobile) 
Tristan.Cook@wisconsin.gov
DOCMedia@wisconsin.gov (media inquiries) 
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Marsy's Law for Wisconsin

From WisPolitics.com ... 

-- GOP U.S. Senate candidates Leah Vukmir and Kevin Nicholson ended their first debate with 
a heated exchange over conservative credentials and respect for military service.

During an unusual round of post-closing statement rebuttals, Nicholson accused Vukmir of 
questioning whether his service during two wars in the Marines qualified as conservative credentials. 
Vukmir, whose son serves in the Army, called the shot a "low blow," said she respected his service 
and demanded an apology.  

Nicholson didn't apologize, shooting back, "If it makes you feel better, I feel respected."  

The exchange followed a largely cordial debate last night hosted by Americans for Prosperity-
Wisconsin in the GOP stronghold of Waukesha County. While the two agreed on most major issues 
such as immigration, health care, taxes and President Trump's approach to trade, Nicholson stressed 
his outsider status. Meanwhile Vukmir repeatedly referenced her experience in the state Senate, 
saying she'd bring that same approach to Washington.  

But that changed during their closing remarks.  

Brad Bainum, the Democratic Party of Wisconsin's spokesman for the 2018 Senate race, accused the 
two GOP candidates of embracing "hardline positions that would enrich their special interest big 
donors but inflict real harm on hardworking Wisconsin families."  

"Leah Vukmir and Kevin Nicholson's escalating personal attacks only add to the fact that they're 
running to work for corporate special interests like the out-of-state billionaire Koch brothers and that 
they'll do whatever it takes to protect Washington corruption," he said.  

See more from last night's debate:  
https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/nicholson-vukmir-debate-ends-with-exchange-over-conservative-
credentials-respect-for-military-service/



-- Wisconsin and 19 other states are asking a federal judge to nix the Affordable Care Act as a 
broader lawsuit aiming to end the law makes its way through the courts. 

The 20 states previously sued the federal government in February, arguing that Congress' recent 
elimination of a tax penalty provision attached to the individual mandate in the GOP tax overhaul law 
means Obamacare is no longer constitutional.  

AG Brad Schimel and Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton yesterday filed a preliminary injunction 
against the feds asking their request be granted by Jan. 1, 2019, when the individual mandate penalty 
is officially eliminated under the tax overhaul law.  

In the filing, the two argued the ACA's individual mandate forces individuals to purchase insurance 
they don't need; compels states to spend millions to comply with the law; prevents states from 
regulating the insurance market as they see fit; and more.  

That includes, they wrote, forcing their states and others to eliminate high-risk pools under the law.  

"Without injunctive relief from this Court, the States are prevented from reinstating these high-risk 
pools and regulating the insurance market as they-- and not the federal government--see fit," the filing 
said.  

The filing also cited other actions Wisconsin has taken to "fix problems" like market instability and 
growing health care costs "that are directly caused by the ACA." That includes the state's recently 
signed $200 million reinsurance program that would cover 50 percent to 80 percent of claims 
between $50,000 and $250,000.  

"Every day that the mandate stays in place despite its unconstitutionality is a day that individuals are 
forced to carry insurance against their will, that the States are prevented from regulating in a way that 
affords individuals' choice, and that the States lose money due to increased Medicaid enrollment," 
they wrote.  

Schimel previously told WisPolitics.com the 20-state lawsuit has a strong basis because of the 
changes to the individual mandate in the tax overhaul bill President Trump signed in December that 
zeroed out the tax penalty for those who don't have health insurance. The tax, he said, is a key 
reason the U.S. Supreme Court in 2012 upheld Obamacare.  

See the filing:  
http://www.wispolitics.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/180426ACA-Injunction.pdf

-- Gov. Scott Walker tonight will address the La Crosse County GOP's Lincoln Day Dinner.

-- U.S. Sen. Tammy Baldwin, D-Madison, will be in Janesville today to visit the North American 
Pipe Corp. to meet with employees, tour the facility and tout "Buy America" legislation.

-- U.S. Sen. Ron Johnson, R-Oshkosh, will visit Hortonville High School today to meet with AP 
U.S. history students.



-- Rep. Terese Berceau in this week's Democratic radio address raised concern regarding the 
current state of Wisconsin politics while expressing hope as she retires from office this year. 

The Madison Dem touted her time in office -- which began in 1992 when she was elected to the Dane 
County Board -- and her support of women's rights, the UW System and more.  

But Berceau said as she steps down, she's feeling unease about the current state of Wisconsin 
governance and blamed GOP leadership for the "degradation of legislative work and the rising 
divisiveness" that she said is hurting the state. However, she suggested it could change by having 
both parties work together, play by the same rules and listen to the people.  

"There is nothing we cannot accomplish when we listen to our constituents, seek the 
recommendations of experts, and work together," Berceau said. "If there is one thing I believe, it is 
that government must serve as a force for good."  

See the release:  
https://www.wispolitics.com/2018/rep-berceau-dem-weekly-radio-address-government-as-a-force-for-
good/

****************************************

May 10: WisPolitics Luncheon with Kelda Roys 

Join WisPolitics.com for lunch at the Madison Club, 5 East Wilson St., Madison, on Thursday May 10 
with former state Rep. Kelda Roys to discuss her bid for the Democratic nomination to run against 
GOP Gov. Scott Walker.  

See Roys' bio: https://keldaforgovernor.com/meet-kelda/

Check-in and lunch begins at 11:30 a.m., with the program going from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.  

Madison Club members and their guests receive discounted pricing for WisPolitics luncheons, $19 
per person. Price for general public is $25 per person.  

This luncheon is sponsored by: Husch Blackwell, American Family Insurance, Xcel Energy, Walmart, 
AARP Wisconsin and the Wisconsin Hospital Association.  

For registration: https://eventbrite.com/e/wispolitics-luncheon-with-kelda-roys-tickets-45290902308

****************************************
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Vukmir, Nicholson Clash At Close Of First GOP Senate Primary Debate
Winner Of Aug. 14 Primary Will Face Democratic Sen. Tammy Baldwin ... Vukmir told the audience of 
Americans for Prosperity members that voters should elect a strong conservative to stand with 
President Donald Trump. "I have a track record that you can trust," Vukmir said, adding that, "We 
can't take chances on the unknown. We have to elect a strong, proven consistent conservative." 
Nicholson, a former Democrat who hasn't held elective office, responded by saying ... "I feel like I 
may be the unknown in that variable. I am, I'm clearly different, folks, clearly a different kind of 
candidate." ... and that's what voters showed they wanted by electing Trump. ... voters need to be 
willing to "break the glass ... Sending insiders to do a job that outsiders need to go and take care of, 
we're going to be sitting here and talking about the same problems in six years," Nicholson continued. 
... The two did stick closely to their talking points. [Vukmir touted legislative experience, Nicholson 
touted battlefields of Iraq and Afghanistan.] ... featured mostly softball questions that allowed Vukmir 
and Nicholson to talk about their support for cutting taxes, reforming health care, and giving veterans 
the choice of using private hospitals instead of the VA. DPW statement: "Leah Vukmir's and Kevin 
Nicholson's escalating personal attacks only add to the fact that they're running to work for corporate 
special interests like the out-of-state billionaire Koch Brothers, and that they'll do whatever it takes to 
protect Washington corruption."  
https://wpr.org/vukmir-nicholson-clash-close-first-gop-senate-primary-debate

Walker reserves TV advertising time starting next week
... Politico, citing a firm that tracks ad spending, reported Thursday that Walker had reserved 
$121,000 in TV ad time starting Tuesday and running through July 8 in the La Crosse and Green Bay 
markets. ... Walker has recently been sounding an alarm about a possible Democratic "blue wave" in 
Wisconsin ... traveling the state touting his record with an eye toward the broader general election 
voter. ... Walker's campaign declined to comment on the report.  
http://startribune.com/480991491/

Evacuations ordered after fire at Superior oil refinery reignites
... much is unknown about the incident. ... [Thu. 10 AM] reports of a smaller tank explosion containing 
crude or asphalt. ... appeared to be an asphalt leak. The fire reignited at around noon ... People within 
3 miles east and west, 1 mile northeast and northwest and 10 miles south of the Husky Energy 
Refinery were being ordered to evacuate at around 1 p.m. Thursday. Staff at the refinery were 
evacuated, and some Superior School District schools were being evacuated ... Superior Fire Chief 
Steve Panger said Thursday morning in a release that there were reports of multiple casualties and at 
least five people were taken to a nearby hospital. ... no fatalities. ... no immediate report on the 
severity of the injuries. SFD chief Panger, SPD chief Alexander, Douglas Co. emergency mgr. Kesler, 
ear-witness Johnson comment. refinery manager Schade did not return calls.  
http://businessnorth.com/4b25f486-498b-11e8-af38-3701251b7428.html

6:15 a.m. UPDATE: Superior Mayor Jim Paine has lifted the evacuation order
as of 6 a.m. Friday morning. In a Facebook post, Mayor Paine wrote "I am lifting the evacuation order 
at 6 am this morning. All indications are that the refinery site is safe and stable and the air quality is 
clean and normal. Welcome home." ... 7:37 p.m. UPDATE: Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker is at the 
DECC [Duluth Entertainment Convention Center]. Superior Mayor Jim Paine and Duluth Mayor Emily 
Larson are expected to speak at the DECC around 8 p.m. Governor Walker was originally going to 
attend a news conference with Jim Paine at the Government Center in Superior.  
http://kbjr6.com/story/38049655/update

Who does Pence say is the nation's best governor? It probably isn't who you think.
... made at a fundraiser for Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker Wednesday. "I think he's the best governor 
in America, which I can say with much greater confidence now that I don't have my old job back," 
Pence said ... earlier in the day ... referred to Walker as merely "one of the most successful governors 



in the history of Wisconsin," and "one of the most effective governors in America." ... had nice things 
to say about Holcomb [Pence's replacement] when they appeared together in Indianapolis Thursday 
... "I made a lot of decisions when I was governor of the state of Indiana, but I don't think I ever made 
a better one than when I chose the lieutenant governor who would become the 51st governor of the 
great state of Indiana," Pence said. Perhaps Pence gave Walker the edge because Senate Minority 
Leader Chuck Schumer, D-.N.Y., once compared Pence to Walker.  
https://indystar.com/story/news/2018/04/26/555713002/

Foxconn exec at Pence event: Trump, Walker led to us locate in WI
... The exchange came at an event sponsored by the pro-Trump nonprofit America First Policies. 
Remarks by Pence and Walker, who introduced the vice president, focused on the recent GOP 
overhaul of the federal tax code and other Trump measures that the two Republicans said are fueling 
a booming U.S. economy. ... Woo said ... the "pro-business policies" of the Trump administration and 
Walker's efforts to lure the company were critical in its decision to build the facility now -- and in 
Wisconsin. ... suggested that construction of the Foxconn facility is poised to get underway at the 
Mount Pleasant site. ... [DNR approved 7M gallon/day Lake Michigan water draw.] ... Woo's 
appearance at the event with Pence and Walker is notable, in part, because ... could be a competitive 
re-election campaign. ... several of Walker's Democratic challengers have raised the possibility of 
ending the Foxconn deal if they're elected. Attendee Rust appreciated Pence quoting Scripture, 
"What a blessing to have a man of God in such a position of leadership." DPW's Bainum said Trump 
tax cut "rewards GOP mega-donors and big corporations, while hard-working Wisconsinites foot the 
bill. ... pay-to-play politics at its worst."  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/422e596e-0b97-5af2-854e-581dedec7429.html

Construction Equipment Arrives At Foxconn Site In Racine County
Racine County Executive Defends Local Hiring Percentage ... Foxconn and its lead contractor 
Gilbane Building have announced that 10 percent of the construction firms are from Racine County 
and another 80 percent are from elsewhere in Wisconsin. ... "When we have contracts and economic 
development projects like this, usually the average has been about 3.5 percent. So, to get 10 percent 
shows Gilbane has a lot of faith in Racine County and we have a lot of faith in Gilbane to do this," 
[Exec.] Delagrave told news reporters following a photo opportunity set up at the Foxconn site. ... 
Gilbane said 80 percent of the construction workers will be from Wisconsin. ... a formal 
groundbreaking, expected to include state, and possible federal officials, will be held later. The factory 
site in Mount Pleasant is in Ryan's congressional district.  
https://wpr.org/construction-equipment-arrives-foxconn-site-racine-county

House chaplain forced out by Ryan
... Conroy's own resignation announcement stated ... "As you have requested, I hereby offer my 
resignation as the 60th Chaplain of the United States House of Representatives," the April 15 letter to 
Ryan ... Four different sources -- two from each party -- say Conroy was told that he must retire or 
that he would be dismissed. ... message from Ryan was delivered by his chief of staff, Jonathan 
Burks. ... riled House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi ... bipartisan group of lawmakers are planning to 
send a letter to Ryan requesting additional information ... thinking among Democrats is that Ryan 
pushed Conroy out "because Republicans thought he was aligned with Democrats," according to a 
senior Democratic aide familiar with the discussion. ... said that the Speaker took issue with a [Nov. 6] 
prayer ... that could have been perceived as being critical of the GOP tax-cut bill. ... "May their efforts 
these days guarantee that there are not winners and losers under new tax laws, but benefits 
balanced and shared by all Americans." ... offered a second reason. "Some of the more conservative 
evangelical Republicans didn't like that the Father had invited a Muslim person to give the opening 
prayer." ... senior GOP aide said Conroy's exit "was not because of any particular prayer." Ryan's and 
Pelosi's offices [both Catholics] agree that Pelosi was told in advance that the chaplain was leaving. 
... Strong [for Ryan] said it was Ryan's decision, but declined to offer a reason for the move. ... 



"Leader Pelosi was given advance notice by Speaker Ryan," said a Pelosi spokesman, but she "also 
made it clear to Speaker Ryan that she disagreed with this decision." ... [Jesuit] Conroy was 
[nominated by Boehner and was] working for a Catholic religious order -- the Oregon Province of the 
Society of Jesus -- that had agreed just months earlier to pay $166 million to victims of sexual abuse 
going back decades. There was no evidence that Conroy was involved in the scandal. Ryan 
appointed reverend members Collins, Walker, Walberg to lead the search for new chaplain.  
http://thehill.com/homenews/house/385035-house-chaplain-forced-out-by-ryan

Former UW-Oshkosh officials charged with crimes for foundation loan guarantees
... [WisDOJ] brought five felony counts of misconduct in public office each against former chancellor 
Richard H. Wells and former vice chancellor of administrative services Thomas Sonnleitner. ... 
knowingly made financial guarantees ... $31.2 million between June 2012 and the present ... in 
excess of their authority to four limited liability companies established by the foundation ... made 
additional guarantees on behalf of the campus to the foundation in connection with its obligations 
related to the renovation of the Oshkosh Sports Complex, according to the complaint. ... Regents filed 
a civil lawsuit against Wells, Sonnleitner, and the UW-Oshkosh Foundation in 2017 in Dane County 
Circuit Court. The case is currently stayed. Regent Grebe: "We are working diligently to rebuild 
confidence in our institutions and to improve the transparency of foundation transactions. We support 
these charges by DOJ, and will continue to seek justice in this case while serving students with 
integrity and transparency." Wells atty. Dall'Osto, Sonnleitner atty. S. Biskupic did not respond.  
http://host.madison.com/ct/21e9956d-c0c7-589f-b83a-fd7fd1d4c90b.html

TODAY'S CALENDAR
https://www.wispolitics.com/category/events/

- 8:15 a.m. UW-Madison Center for Journalism Ethics conference. Keynote speaker is Justin Gillis, an 
author and consultant working on a book about how to solve global warming. Gillis is a former New 
York Times reporter and is now a contributing opinion writer for the paper.  
https://ethics.journalism.wisc.edu/2018conference/

- 9 a.m. - 12 p.m.: Tommy Thompson Center on Public Leadership criminal justice reform event. 
Features panel discussions on civil forfeitures and fines & fees.  
https://thompsoncenter.wisc.edu/?page_id=29
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****************************************

Today: Milwaukee Press Club, WisPolitics.com Newsmaker Luncheon ft. Acting Milwaukee Co. Sheriff Richard 
Schmidt 

Richard Schmidt will be the featured speaker at a Newsmaker Luncheon, hosted jointly by the Milwaukee Press Club and 
WisPolitics.com, on Wednesday, April 25, 2018. Schmidt, who was hired as a sheriff's deputy in 1986, has been Acting 
Milwaukee County Sheriff since September 2017.  

Schmidt will take questions from a panel of journalists and from the audience at the luncheon, set for 11:45 a.m. to 1:30 
p.m. at the Newsroom Pub, 137 E. Wells St. The event is open to the public.  

The media panel:  

Melinda Davenport, WISN 12 News  
Ashley Luthern, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel  
Michael Spaulding, Newsradio 620 WTMJ  
The Milwaukee Press Club's Newsmaker Luncheon Series is sponsored by the Medical College of Wisconsin.  

WisPolitics.com joins the press club for this luncheon as part of its ongoing event series in Milwaukee, sponsored by UW-
Milwaukee, Wisconsin Academy of Global Education and Training, ELEVEN25 at Pabst, Milwaukee Police Association, 
The Firm Consulting, Medical College of Wisconsin and Spectrum.  

The cost to attend is $20 for MPC members, $25 for non-members and $15 for students. Lunch is included. Seating is 
limited. Advanced registration and payment are required and may be done online at www.milwaukeepressclub.org.
Checks may be mailed to the MPC at PO Box 176, North Prairie, WI 53153-0176. Cancellations will be accepted up to 48 
hours in advance for a full refund.  

Please contact Joette Richards at the Milwaukee Press Club at joette@milwaukeepressclub.org with any questions or call 
262-894-2224.  

****************************************
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Pence to attend rally for Walker in Wisconsin
... Pence also penned an op-ed in the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel ahead of his 
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visit ... "In fact, as Wisconsin families are already learning, a tax cut for business 
is a pay raise for workers. All told, because of our tax cuts, 28,000 Wisconsin 
workers have gotten a raise or a bonus in the past four months," he wrote in the 
op-ed. Although the race is still listed as "leans Republican" by the Cook 
Political Report, Republicans are taking no chances in what's bound to be a 
tough midterm election. ... [DGA] announced earlier this year that it plans to 
spend $20 million on ads in four state gubernatorial races, including Wisconsin. 
By Persons, WASHINGTON POST  
https://washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/25/mike-pence-to-attend-rally-for-
scott-walker-in-wis/

Bryan Steil Says He Raised $250K Just Days After Announcing Bid
Republican Bryan Steil is telling supporters he raised $250,000 within three 
days of announcing his bid to replace House Speaker Paul Ryan. Steil emailed 
supporters Wednesday with the fundraising number. It comes after he officially 
announced his candidacy Sunday and just two weeks after Ryan said he would 
not seek re-election. By AP, WPR  
https://wpr.org/bryan-steil-says-he-raised-250k-just-days-after-announcing-bid

Want to give digital currency to a political campaign?
State ethics panel mulls if and how ... [Ethics] Commissioners discussed and 
held a public hearing on the [Libertarian] request Tuesday but did not 
immediately act. Asked when the commission might revisit the issue, its staff 
counsel, David Buerger, said its closed-session deliberations on the matter are 
confidential and he could not comment on them. ... not aware of any instances 
in Wisconsin in which digital currency contributions to state campaigns were 
given or accepted. ... "If we can't accurately and immediately describe who's 
donating these funds, there's a hesitation on my behalf to allow it," [GOP 
commissioner] Strachota said. ... Rep. Jimmy Anderson, D-Fitchburg, said in a 
Twitter post Tuesday ... "The ability to conceal who is making the contributions 
alone is going to make this an ethical nightmare." Explains bitcoin, rehash 
Libertarian Anderson's request. UW's Chandler comments. BY Sommerhauser, 
WISCONSIN STATE JOURNAL  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/38edf494-296d-525b-9290-fc4c7ef26965.html

Acting Sheriff Schmidt to run as Democrat in November election
Acting Milwaukee County Sheriff Richard Schmidt announced Tuesday he will 
run as a Democrat for the office in the fall and pledged to keep public safety his 
number one priority if elected. ... Schmidt is the former senior commander of the 
agency who took over when former Sheriff David A. Clarke Jr. resigned in 
August. Schmidt immediately pushed several new initiatives to chart his own 
course in the office. ... Gov. Scott Walker this month declined to appoint an 
interim sheriff so Schmidt is assured of serving through the end of Clarke's term 
on Jan. 7, 2019. Four other candidates have registered for the post. Former 
Milwaukee Police Capt. Earnell Lucas of Milwaukee and Robert Ostrowski of 
Oak Creek have registered as Democrats. James Donald Villwock of Oak Creek 
has registered as a Republican, and Joseph Thomas Klein will run under The 
Wisconsin Pirate Party. Deadline for submitting nomination papers is June. 1. A 
primary election if needed would be held on Aug. 14. The general election is 
Nov. 6. Schmidt is a 31-year veteran of the agency. By Behm, MILWAUKEE 
JOURNAL SENTINEL  



https://jsonline.com/story/news/local/milwaukee/2018/04/24/acting-milwaukee-
county-sheriff-richard-schmidt-run-office-november-election/545327002/

############  
STORY TOPICS
############ 

WHITE HOUSE ^top^
- Trump's base hopeful Ryan's exit will spur GOP to put 'America First' ... They are beginning to sound concerns over 
growing government spending and debt and now are worried that the president's plans for Syria may stick the U.S. with a 
much-longer commitment to a foreign civil war than they expected out of their "America first" leader. ... "I must say that 
given all the constraints and barriers that President Trump is dealing with, I am extremely pleased," said Bob Harden, who 
was master of ceremonies at a Trump event in Florida in the final weeks of the presidential campaign. ... Eugene 
Delgaudio, who served as an alternate delegate from Virginia for Mr. Trump at the Republican National Convention, said 
the president is the "political grenade" for whom grass-roots activists had been longing.  
https://washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/24/donald-trumps-base-hopes-paul-ryan-exit-will-unite/

- John Nichols: Rand Paul, Surrender Monkey, He betrayed the Constitution and his constituents. Perhaps most tragically, 
he betrayed himself: in approving Pompeo for Sec. of State  
https://thenation.com/article/rand-paul-surrender-monkey/

2018 GOVERNOR CAMPAIGN ^top^
- As Pence Campaigns for Walker, Here's What Their Anti-LGBTQ Agenda Means for Wisconsin  
https://hrc.org/blog/as-pence-campaigns-for-walker-heres-what-their-anti-lgbtq-agenda

- Baldwin to vote against Mike Pompeo for secretary of state: Baldwin tweet, Ward for VUkmir response, Nicholson 
statement, rehash Johnson support.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/24/wisconsin-u-s-sen-tammy-baldwin-vote-against-mike-pompeo-
secretary-state/546420002/

STATE GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Moore analysis: Walker, GOP target local control once again, Law prohibits many local employment regulations  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?SectionID=6&SubSectionID=59&ArticleID=81221

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Moore analysis: Former House speakers reap the perks of power, Staff, mailing privileges, office space, and more  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?SectionID=6&SubSectionID=59&ArticleID=81222

- Ryan has endorsed McCarthy to replace him, so why are we still talking about it? ... [Trump, Ryan, Scalise all support 
McCarthy, who] has ... raised nearly $29 million in total for the 2018 cycle and has done fundraising events for 40 
members throughout the country. Yet ... McCarthy doesn't yet appear to have the nomination locked up. ... [HFC chair] 
Meadows said last week that McCarthy had asked for his support, but ... he told McCarthy: "There is not a race at this 
particular time; there will be a race November." ... "I think It's presumptive to have a race" at this point, said [HFC-er] 
Davidson [citing potentially dozens of new members] ... [Ryan's] timeline that could be making it more difficult for 
McCarthy to lock up the votes he needs. ... McCarthy's office did not respond. FreedomWorks' Pye said McCarthy'd have 
to promise "a hell of a deal" to buy enough votes to win. Boehner spokesman Steel sees "no reason for any speculation ... 
everyone involved has made it clear they expect Mr. McCarthy to succeed as the next Republican speaker after the 
election." If Dems win majority, Pelosi would also have a lot of arms to twist for speaker as she won Leader with only 2/3 
of the her caucus.  
https://usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/24/546498002/

- Republican women wonder when they'll get a female speaker of the House ... Nearly two dozen interviews with current 
and former lawmakers and aides revealed a Republican conference where the belief is the lack of female or minority 
House leaders has more to do with sheer numbers and the top positions already being occupied, but there is still a desire 
to expand diversity in GOP ranks. The interviews also revealed that the subject of gender and racial diversity is still taboo 
to discuss even among women in Congress, where the reputation of a back-slapping boys club persists. ... there are just 
22 Republican women serving in the House, compared with 61 Democrats. The total number of minority members also 



lags behind in the GOP conference. ... two women chair House committees [Foxx, Brooks]. Ryan told CBS last week, "We 
need more minorities, more women in our party. And I've been focusing on that kind of recruitment." Conference chair 
McMorris Rodgers would like to climb leadership ladder, but faces tough re-election bid first. Potential appropriations chair 
Kay Granger said distaff GOP mostly talk about going to the gavel as a real run takes fundraising prowess, strategic 
planning and long-term networking. Ex-GOP Rep. Lummis said there are more Dem women because they are "fixated on 
identity politics." ex-rep. Bono said women members often go home to family duties, "most male members seem to have a 
little bit freer schedule." Rep. Jenkins cited McMorris-Rodgers, said women "need to be asked to step up." Rep. Love said 
she needed multiple folks to push her to run. Top women members Black, Blackburn, NOem, McSally running for Senate, 
governor - maybe because they see no future in House. Being in a swing district may also dissuade leadership runs. GOP 
Reps. Curbelo, Walorski, ex-rep. Musgrave, several anonymous members, Rutgers prof. Walsh comment.  
https://cnn.com/2018/04/24/politics/women-house-speaker-nominee-republicans/index.html

- Here's What It's Like to Be Arrested for Protesting Paul Ryan ... On April 18 ... around 4:45 p.m. ... Naomi Caplan and 
friends [Rachel Zeidenberg, Eva Sofia Esposito, Jordan Joseph joined] A group of 10 protesters ... entered Longworth 
House Office Building. It was the first time the whole group had met face-to-face. ... went to House Speaker Paul Ryan's 
office ... for a [lie-down] protest. ... a testament to the National "Lie-In" outside the White House earlier this year. ... 
symbolic of the thousands of gun-related deaths ... with a list of demands ... Within the hour, they were in the back of a 
police van, hands bound behind their backs. ... the girls didn't get a chance to distribute the pamphlets, speak to the 
press, or confront Ryan. ... [given a 3-count by Capitol Police, only the 4 friends remained on the floor.] ... "We didn't 
understand how little time it would take for us to get arrested." ... girls were taken to a juvenile detention center where they 
spent hours in a holding cell, waiting for their parents to pick them up. ... "People are dying [from this]," [Naomi] told Teen 
Vogue. "Silence is complicity. It's their job to make laws to protect us and they haven't been doing it." ... Rachel believes 
the outgoing Speaker of the House should still use his last few months in office for the better. ... "When those in charge 
don't listen to what their constituents want, it's unfair they face no repercussions." ... Teen Vogue has reached out to Paul 
Ryan's national press secretary for comment. ... All four girls stressed the importance of preparation for a demonstration 
like this. They advised that anyone eager to participate in a protest do their research so they know what to expect. They 
also say to reach out to organizations like the National Lawyers Guild and the ACLU for legal support. Above all, know 
your rights, know the risks, and know how to reduce them. ... despite being arrested, Eva Sofia says she will never give 
up in her activism. "I plan to continue voicing my opinion in the years to come," she says. "This is something worth fighting 
for."  
https://teenvogue.com/story/what-its-like-arrested-protesting-paul-rya

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- State [WEDC] gives Evansville $250,000 to rebuild at site of former Night Owl ... The announcement drew several state 
and local dignitaries, including Lt. Gov. Rebecca Kleefisch. The project will cost $1.3 million and will add $450,000 to the 
tax base,  
http://gazettextra.com/acbb13cc-0d0e-5fd0-8c5a-c41bc2696802.html

CULTURE ^top^
- Is Narcan masking the scope of Wisconsin's drug problem?  
https://greenbaypressgazette.com/story/news/2018/04/24/drop-opioid-deaths-due-use-narcan-could-mask-scope-drug-
problem/478385002/

EDUCATION ^top^
- Ex-cop Glenn Rehberg must dole out $100 million as Wisconsin school safety czar ... He has a background as a teacher 
and a cop and has also written a book on how to handle and use a handgun. ... Rehberg's organizational skills will be put 
to the test as interim director of the Wisconsin Department of Justice Office of School Safety. ... responsible for helping 
allocate $100 million in grants for building improvements and staff training. ... "The beauty of this position is that it has no 
other responsibility except trying to make kids and schools safer," Rehberg said.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/25/546218002/

- MATC secures more than $20 million in funding for campus on Madison's South Side, construction to begin in June  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/d159522c-d0a2-57df-9a55-12a36f1144ce.html

- Geoff Carter: Protecting Public Schools from the U.S. Secretary of Education  
https://shepherdexpress.com/news/issue-of-the-week/protecting-public-schools-from-the-u-s-secretary-of-educatio/#

- UW-Madison rolls out Badger Ready program for adults with some college who want a degree  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/education/2018/04/24/uw-madison-rolls-out-badger-ready-program-adults-some-college-



who-want-earn-degree/547294002/

ELECTIONS ^top^
- Sauk County gerrymandering advisory referendum to get second chance ... One ballot question would ask whether 
voters favor the creation of nonpartisan procedures for redrawing Wisconsin's political districts every 10 years. The other 
would ask if voters want a Constitutional amendment stating that "a Corporation is not a person, and money is not 
speech." In January, the board's five-person Executive and Legislative Committee voted 3-2 against allowing an advisory 
referendum on redistricting. Since then, a newly elected board has chosen the supervisor who sponsored that proposal, 
Peter Vedro of Baraboo, as its chairman.  
http://host.madison.com/8b0c054f-8f28-56e3-8bcf-3bf80693f258.html

- PolitiFact: First-ever political campaign staff to unionize? Randy Bryce says his ... The dozen experts we consulted said 
they were not aware of any previous campaign staff unionizing, though they could not state flatly that it had never 
occurred. ... For now, we rate it Mostly True.  
http://politifact.com/wisconsin/statements/2018/apr/25/randy-bryce/campaign-staff-randy-bryce-whos-running-paul-ryans/

ENVIRONMENT ^top^
- Wild deer tests positive for CWD, Oneida County baiting and feeding ban extended  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?SectionID=6&SubSectionID=59&ArticleID=81217

FOXCONN ^top^
- Chasing the Foxconn: Local meeting held for firms that want in on $10B project: WEDC's Trask addressed about 25 
locals at CVTC  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/04/24/lt-div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-gt-Chasing-lt-br-gt-the-
Foxconn-lt-div-gt.html

- Foxconn receives air permits from the Wisconsin DNR for planned Mount Pleasant facility  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/24/foxconn-receives-air-permits-wisconsin-dnr-its-planned-mount-
pleasant-facility/547688002/

- [Mt. Pleasant] Village owns 95 percent of Foxconn Area I; groundbreaking 'soon'  
http://journaltimes.com/7e8debb4-7acc-5cac-8959-50a488b7fc77.html

- Scott Walker Said Foxconn Would Be Great For Wisconsin. So Why Are These People Losing Their Homes? "The 
governor intentionally misrepresented the benefits of the deal. It is impossible that Foxconn could have the economic 
impact in our state that Walker promised us." [- Dem for Gov Matt Flynn] ... The homeowners' plight has caught the 
attention of the pro bono law firm the Institute for Justice. ... "Make no mistake. If there is a legal challenge, you will lose. 
You will not be able to take these people's homes," [IofJ's] Sanders told the [Mount Pleasant] board.  
https://commondreams.org/news/2018/04/24/scott-walker-said-foxconn-would-be-great-wisconsin-so-why-are-these-
people-losing

- Where Will Foxconn's Workers Come From?  
https://shepherdexpress.com/news/features/where-will-foxconns-workers-come-from/#

HEALTH CARE ^top^
- Momentum building in Marquette president's call to tackle trauma epidemic in Milwaukee ... Children in some 
neighborhoods routinely are exposed to homicide, neglect, abuse, violence, incarceration, hunger, alcohol and drugs, as 
well as gunfire and police sirens. Data also show identical levels of trauma and its lifelong afflictions in suburbs and rural 
areas. ... [Lovell] said Tuesday he's received strong support for creating a cutting-edge effort to address neurological 
trauma, increasingly seen as the root cause of a host of social and economic ills. ... "There's tremendous interest in the 
community." ... wants to organize a major conference in late September, bring together as many national trauma 
researchers and local activists as possible, maybe even rent the new Milwaukee Bucks arena as a venue.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/local/milwaukee/2018/04/24/momentum-building-marquette-presidents-call-tackle-trauma-
epidemic-milwaukee/547507002/

- Confronting Mental Health Issue in 53206, Behavioral nurse who grew up in high-poverty zip code takes on mental 
health issue.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/04/24/confronting-mental



- What Care for the Criminally Insane Can Teach Us About Mental Health Treatment  
http://pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2018/04/25/what-care-for-the-criminally-insane-can-teach-
us-about-mental-health-treatment

LABOR ^top^
- AT&T union [CWA] prepping for strike, details deep layoffs it says counter tax reform vows  
https://postcrescent.com/story/tech/news/2018/04/24/t-union-prepping-strike-details-deep-layoffs-counter-tax-reform-
vows/541335002/

LAW AND ORDER ^top^
- Milwaukee to prosecute disorderly conduct citation against Sen. Lena Taylor ... City Attorney's office will prosecute 
Taylor after an incident that occurred at a downtown Wells Fargo bank branch on April 6. ... a civil offense subject to a 
$195 fine. ... According to the citation, which Taylor's attorney Vince Bobot read over the phone, Taylor was reported to 
have been "visibly upset, waving her arms, pointing her finger at the bank staff, using racial slurs (and) causing a 
disturbance." ... will enter a not guilty plea on her behalf ... has requested video footage ... "I'm just looking forward to 
seeing the tapes," Bobot said. ... May 21 court date. Bobot said he plans to enter a not guilty plea electronically and 
request a pretrial conference.  
http://host.madison.com/ct/3b39cc6f-77c4-577d-8768-8fc73283ecb8.html

- Taylor will be prosecuted for allegedly berating bank teller with racial slur  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/24/sen-lena-taylor-prosecuted-milwaukee-citfaces-disorderly-conduct-
ticket-allegedly-berating-milwaukee/545601002/

- Lawsuit continues in Lake Hallie Walmart shooting death by cop  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/04/25/Lawsuit-continues-in-Lake-Hallie-Walmart-shooting-death-by-
cop.html

MINING ^top^
- Attorney outlines mining ordinance issues, Committee makes initial determinations  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?sectionid=6&subsectionid=59&articleid=81214

- DNR gives OK for Jackson County [OmniTRAX] frac facility  
http://lacrossetribune.com/5d23c65f-ffe1-5226-ab31-9d06ff52763b.html

REGULATION ^top^
- WDC: No, You Can't Regulate Drones, New state law backed by Milwaukee business group prevents local governments 
from regulating drones.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/04/24/campaign-cash

RETAIL ^top^
- Judge [Isaacson]: Unsecured creditors not entitled to payments from Gordy's Market  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/04/25/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Judge-Creditors-not-entitled-
div.html

SMALL BUSINESS ^top^
- Fiscal services offered for new startups ... Northwest Wisconsin Concentrated Employment Program and the Northwest 
Wisconsin Workforce Investment Board, is heading up a new fiscal services program  
http://apg-wi.com/3932377e-482f-11e8-b666-ebadf9786158.html

EDITORIALS ^top^
- CT Editorial: We're not sure Wisconsin is ready for Tom Barrett Version 4.0  
http://host.madison.com/ct/07a6f40e-f7bd-54f8-9231-37a06757bb15.html



COLUMNS ^top^
- Mike Pence: Tax cuts are working for Wisconsin  
https://jsonline.com/story/opinion/contributors/2018/04/24/mike-pence-tax-cuts-working-wisconsin/547261002/

- Dave Zweifel: Bottom-feeding lenders pay off for politicians  
http://host.madison.com/ct/f48bd4a2-527b-53fc-b0f3-018351feabf3.html

- Tom Loftus: We have a chance to finally end the Korean War  
http://host.madison.com/ct/72c37f45-9e10-5583-a836-9407efe5a253.html

- Bruce Murphy: Why Fire-Police Chief Was Axed, FPC botched police chief search and nice guy Mayor Barrett decided 
to get tough. ... we are seeing a similar [Bevan Baker] situation with Fire and Police Commission Executive Director 
MaryNell Regan, who announced her resignation on Sunday. It had all the earmarks of a soft firing, as in Baker's case. 
Regan wrote in her resignation letter that based on the mayor's decision "to take the Fire and Police Commission in a 
different direction," she would leave the job. "The mayor has a cardinal rule, not to be surprised," says a City Hall source. 
And Regan surprised Barrett a few too many times.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/04/24/murphys-law

- Richard G. Carter: A Personal Remembrance of Milwaukee's Vel Phillips  
https://shepherdexpress.com/news/features/a-personal-remembrance-of-milwaukee-s-vel-phillips/#

- Christian Schneider: Politicians are not to blame when tragedy strikes  
https://jsonline.com/story/opinion/columnists/christian-schneider/2018/04/24/paul-ryan-donald-trump-not-blame-when-
tragedy-strikes/546150002/

- David D. Haynes: Want to restrict immigration? To fill jobs, Wisconsin may need more immigrants, not fewer  
https://jsonline.com/story/opinion/columnists/david-haynes/2018/04/24/immigration-one-solution-wisconsin-labor-
crunch/512964002/

- James Wigderson: An April blizzard and tone deaf Tammy ... The same day Baldwin sent the fundraising email about 
being a "climate champion," much of her state was getting hit with more snow despite "spring" being nearly a month old, 
according to the calendar.  
https://rightwisconsin.com/2018/04/20/an-april-blizzard-and-tone-deaf-tammy/
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Wednesday: Milwaukee Press Club, WisPolitics.com Newsmaker Luncheon ft. Acting Milwaukee Co. Sheriff 
Richard Schmidt 

Richard Schmidt will be the featured speaker at a Newsmaker Luncheon, hosted jointly by the Milwaukee Press Club and 
WisPolitics.com, on Wednesday, April 25, 2018. Schmidt, who was hired as a sheriff's deputy in 1986, has been Acting 
Milwaukee County Sheriff since September 2017.  

Schmidt will take questions from a panel of journalists and from the audience at the luncheon, set for 11:45 a.m. to 1:30 
p.m. at the Newsroom Pub, 137 E. Wells St. The event is open to the public.  

The media panel:  

Melinda Davenport, WISN 12 News  
Ashley Luthern, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel  
Michael Spaulding, Newsradio 620 WTMJ  
The Milwaukee Press Club's Newsmaker Luncheon Series is sponsored by the Medical College of Wisconsin.  

WisPolitics.com joins the press club for this luncheon as part of its ongoing event series in Milwaukee, sponsored by UW-
Milwaukee, Wisconsin Academy of Global Education and Training, ELEVEN25 at Pabst, Milwaukee Police Association, 
The Firm Consulting, Medical College of Wisconsin and Spectrum.  

The cost to attend is $20 for MPC members, $25 for non-members and $15 for students. Lunch is included. Seating is 
limited. Advanced registration and payment are required and may be done online at www.milwaukeepressclub.org.
Checks may be mailed to the MPC at PO Box 176, North Prairie, WI 53153-0176. Cancellations will be accepted up to 48 
hours in advance for a full refund.  

Please contact Joette Richards at the Milwaukee Press Club at joette@milwaukeepressclub.org with any questions or call 
262-894-2224.  

****************************************
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TOP STORIES

Large field of governor candidates worries some WI Dems, emboldens 
others
... Just weeks after political newcomers Bob Harlow and Michele Doolan ended 
their campaigns, two more newcomers [Crute, Pade] entered the race -- and 
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reports surfaced that a familiar face [Barrett] is considering throwing his hat in 
the ring. ... "The good thing about having so many people in the race is that 
there are a lot of people talking about what the Democratic beliefs are, what our 
values are, how Democratic leadership would take our state in a better 
direction," [DPW chair] Laning said. ... the Dem strategist -- who voted for 
Barrett in 2010 and 2012 -- feared a Barrett campaign would harm the party's 
chances. "He offers neither a fresh face nor fresh ideas." ... Dem insider said the 
environment is still a good one for Democrats -- they just need to "get back to 
business. I realize that everyone is excited about this fall," the insider said. "It 
doesn't mean everyone has to run." ... Altenburg [for Walker] highlighted 
instances of jabs between Democrats. By Opoien, CAPITAL TIMES  
http://host.madison.com/ct/885bc169-0d3b-5627-bda7-51b325399618.html

Wisconsin is the GOP model for 'welfare reform.'
But as work requirements grow, so does one family's desperation ... Howlett ... 
and his partner, Nadine ... their two children ... needed to fix the car and dig up 
documents to try to get back on welfare. ... gripped by a new worry: His run-
down Ford might be another barrier to government assistance. ... [new] law 
prohibiting food stamp recipients from owning a car valued at more than 
$20,000. ... [broken shocks forced him] to dramatically cut back hours as a Lyft 
driver, and they couldn't afford rent anymore. ... The way things are changing in 
Wisconsin -- and around much of the country -- is that lawmakers are embracing 
increasingly aggressive measures to move the poor out of the social safety net 
and into the workforce. ... In February, the state took it a step further: Parents of 
school-age children will also have to work to receive food stamps. And instead 
of 20 hours, they must work at least 30. ... In the 1990s, Gov. Tommy 
Thompson led an effort to limit how long the poor could receive cash assistance. 
... federal government is, again, following Wisconsin's example. ... "You try to 
keep your spirits up because you don't want the kids to feel like something is 
wrong," Howlett said. "Then you start to spiral. That's what it's like in Wisconsin. 
Help is so close, and so far away. ... We're a little desperate right now. But it will 
pass." GOP Rep. Krug, Dem Sen. Johnson, CBPP's Pavetti comment. By 
Samuels, WASHINGTON POST  
https://washingtonpost.com/351cb27a-2315-11e8-badd-
7c9f29a55815_story.html

Bryan Steil running for Congress
... Speaking to dozens of family, friends and supporters at Performance Micro 
Tool on Janesville's north side, Steil [UW Regent, ex-Ryan aide, RNC delegate, 
RockCo GOP vice chair] criticized the federal government's spending habits and 
what he said was its tendency to prevent economic growth ... "Washington 
needs problem-solvers who are not afraid to take on the tough issues. I am 
ready to fight with everything I have," Steil said. ... "My agenda is yours," ... cast 
the lone vote for the 2017 annual budget that raised student fees ... "Employers 
are coming to southern Wisconsin because it has the "best workforce in the 
entire world," Steil said. HItt for Bryce: "It's hard to think of anyone less in touch 
with the struggles facing working families than a third-generation corporate 
attorney from a politically connected family. A former Ryan staffer and a current 
Walker appointee, Bryan Steil is part of the institutional Republican swamp," 
noted Steil was associate general counsel for Regal Beloit when they moved a 
MO factory to Mexico, laying off more than 300 workers. Myers release: 



"Honestly, I am just relieved that an anti-Semite white supremacist is no longer 
the front-runner for the Republican nomination, but I am encouraged by Bryan 
Steil's willingness to have a real conversation about the issues. ... Walker's 
handpicked Board of Regents is dismantling the UW System. Voters don't want 
another rubber stamp in Washington; they want a representative who will fight 
for them." GOP candidates Polce and Steen statements welcomed Steil to the 
race. Other GOP candidates include Wamboldt and Nehlen. UW prof. Burden 
dubbed Steil "the first serious Republican to enter. I think he will get a lot of the 
attention." By Magee, JANESVILLE GAZETTE  
http://gazettextra.com/90fba97a-c881-55d1-934f-be382f49d423.html

############  
STORY TOPICS
############ 

WHITE HOUSE ^top^
- [Canadian] Shania Twain sorry for saying she would've voted for Trump 'even though he was offensive' ... "I would have 
voted for him because, even though he was offensive, he seemed honest," Twain says in a new interview published 
Sunday by The Guardian. "Do you want straight or polite? Not that you shouldn't be able to have both. If I were voting, I 
just don't want (BS). I would have voted for a feeling that it was transparent. And politics has a reputation of not being 
that, right?" Sunday night tweet: "I am passionately against discrimination of any kind and hope it's clear from the choices 
I have made, and the people I stand with, that I do not hold any common moral beliefs with the current President. My 
limited understanding was that the President talked to a portion of America like an accessible person they could relate to, 
as he was NOT a politician."  
https://jsonline.com/story/life/music/2018/04/22/shania-twain-would-have-voted-trump-even-though-he-
offensive/540721002/

2018 GOVERNOR CAMPAIGN ^top^
- Tom Barrett's interest in governor's race signals weak field, vulnerable incumbent ... [Cook's Duffy] highlighted the 
perception that the growing Democratic field does not include a stand-out ... "Whatever evidence there might be that 
Walker has some vulnerability, you look at the Democratic side of the aisle and say, 'Is there a candidate there that can 
beat him?' Barrett's contemplation of the race sends a message that 'No, there's not.' " ... say the Wisconsin contest 
"leans Republican." Inside Elections' Gonzales agreed, "Very few Democrats have a truly clear shot at the races we're 
focusing on. There's primaries in lots of them. Even if you are a big name it doesn't mean the entire party is going to roll 
over for you." Crystal Ball's Kondik sees potential toss-up, "I don't think Walker is a lock to get re-elected. However the 
Democratic field is so scrambled to me that it's hard to make any judgments about it until that Aug. 14 primary." MU Law 
pollster Franklin: "there's an understandable frustration among supporters that they're not seeing big movement in the 
race and an emerging candidate. ... suggests the primary is going to be about gaining recognition and establishing 
yourself as a frontrunner, more than it will be laying the foundation for a fall campaign against the governor." UW prof. 
Burden, RPW's Zimmerman, ex-DPW chair Wineke comment. Barrett campaign did not respond.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/93126f86-7805-5bda-927f-60d160453986.html

- Democrats Evers, Crute, Gronik plead their cases on Sunday TV ... Evers believes he's in a class by himself with three 
statewide election wins and comparatively wide name recognition. ... Soglin recently called the primary a two-person race 
between Evers and himself ... "I think it's a one-person race, when you have a 10-point lead. I've run statewide three 
times, there's no other candidate that can say that," [Evers] said ... doesn't like the Foxconn deal, he doesn't think it can 
legally be undone, and is focused on how to hold the company accountable ... state needs a Plan B, he said ... [Crute:] 
"My big issue is with the way these Democrats are running their campaigns ... how they're failing to differentiate or capture 
the imagination or passion of Wisconsin voters," he said. ... Asked how he's going to set himself apart, Crute pointed to 
his debating skills and his outreach efforts to African-American voters. ... "I don't think [Walker] can stand up and support 
his own record" he said. "He will wilt if I'm his debate partner." ... "We're already standing out," Gronik said. "I mean I 
started this race as the outsider, someone who had no name recognition. And we now have the largest social media 
following in the entire race. ... I am uniquely qualified to go toe to toe with him as a guy who not only built my own 
businesses, but a guy who specialized in helping other businesses to be successful."  
http://host.madison.com/ct/11a24f88-465d-11e8-9afb-abbed2aa00ea.html

- Walker's re-election strategy confirms his desperation, Walker has gone into full panic mode -- with several good 
reasons.  



http://wisconsingazette.com/fef97c14-440c-11e8-808f-27e3c2103b60.html

- John Nichols: What Andrew Cuomo Has in Common With Scott Walker, The New York governor's failure to call a prompt 
special election to fill a vacant congressional seat disregards democracy.  
https://thenation.com/article/what-andrew-cuomo-has-in-common-with-scott-walker/

STATE GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Moore analysis: Walker signs welfare reform package into law  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?SectionID=6&SubSectionID=59&ArticleID=81192

- Q&A: Democratic state treasurer candidate Sarah Godlewski says the office can do good work, despite much authority 
stripped ... co-founder of MaSa Partners, a Madison investment firm that invests in socially responsible businesses, is the 
only candidate running for state treasurer.  
http://host.madison.com/ct/9e6e165d-7c9f-5b25-8993-80ea9b0ad122.html

- History on the move as new state archives and preservation facility begins to fill ... $46.7M State Archive Preservation 
Facility is slowly filling its 188,000 square feet of climate-controlled space with some of the most important and historically 
significant items in the state and, in some cases, the country.  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/1e762579-5e8d-5829-ba19-6fa213972dd9.html

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ^top^
- Paul Ryan: Big Tech regulation needed; future lawmakers must rein in Medicare, Medicaid  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/74cc6313-60b3-5e0f-a176-d0fab48ceb76.html

- Ryan says Congress must protect people's privacy rights on social media  
Cautioned about going too far ... In [Friday's] speech to [WMC] members ... at the Edgewater Hotel ... his first public 
appearance in Wisconsin since deciding not to run for re-election ... "People's privacy rights are clearly being 
compromised," Ryan acknowledged even as he urged caution. "We want to make sure that we get it right without stifling 
innovation." ... mainly touted efforts by the GOP Congress to reduce regulations, making his openness to new digital 
regulations a notable exception. ... hopes to use his final year in office to overhaul financial regulations known as Dodd-
Frank, update infrastructure such as airports and water resources and reshape federal programs for funding technical 
education. ... to lower federal budget deficits and overhaul programs such as Social Security and Medicare health 
coverage ... Ryan suggested establishing a bipartisan commission that would come up with a plan that would have to 
receive up-or-down floor votes. Dems have criticized Ryan, GOP for deficit-booming tax cuts. ... "You cannot tell me that 
we can afford to give away billions in tax cuts to the wealthiest, but we can't afford to take care of our disabled and our 
seniors. It doesn't make any sense," Randy Bryce, a Democrat running for Ryan's seat, said earlier this year. Ryan said 
he was satisfied with the tax cut passed for small and large corporations such as manufacturers -- a key group within 
WMC. Regent Steil was due to announce if he's running, faces Polce, Ryan, Nehlen in primary. Dems include Bryce, 
Myers, maybe Barca.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/20/535654002/

- WisPolitics Capitol Report: What's next for Janesville's Paul Ryan?  
http://hngnews.com/sun_prairie_star/opinion/article_eaa1c756-1431-5f22-9ba2-fbde89489ab7.html

- Who Can Fill Paul Ryan's Shoes in the House GOP? He may be retiring from Congress, but that doesn't mean he's 
going away ... means House Republicans will need to find a political leader who can herd an often fractured conference 
and raise gobs of campaign cash. ... leaves a vacancy for a leader who can serve as the intellectual standard-bearer and, 
however muffled, a sometime moral voice of reason for the party of President Donald Trump on Capitol Hill. ... [Some see 
potential to restore regular order to legislative committees.] ... Neither McCarthy nor the House GOP's third-ranking leader 
Steve Scalise of Louisiana is regarded as a policy wonk like Ryan or a visionary like ex-Speaker Newt Gingrich. ... Some 
who could step up and shape policy are relative newcomers. Wamp points to freshman Rep. Mike Gallagher ... "He's a 
change agent," Wamp said. "He's going to command the respect of everybody around him." ... also names Rep. Dave 
Brat ... a numbers guy. He taught economics ... Financial Services [vice-chair McHenry] may also see his profile rise 
across policy matters ... Absent an overarching, sweeping policy vision, the party's next House leader will still become a 
sought-after fundraiser and donor magnet, said [ex-NRCC chair] Reynolds ... "The void will be filled by many," Reynolds 
said. ... "the leadership of the Freedom Caucus ... is where I think the intellectual leadership of a Trump party in the House 
would come from, more than anything else. ... not my preference," said [BPC's] Hoagland ... [ATR's] Norquist ... said Ryan 
could command at least as much influence as a rank-and-file lawmaker ... "from the outside. Who's the next Paul Ryan? 
It's Paul Ryan." Retiring Rep. Dent, 2112 VP spokesman Steel comment.  
https://rollcall.com/news/politics/fill-paul-ryan-shoes-house-gop



AGRIBUSINESS ^top^
- Shortage of [UW-Extension] agricultural agents creating void in farm-rich counties  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/43ff0438-1aff-5757-a239-66a699f3040f.html

COURTS ^top^
- WI Supreme Court justices full of questions at hearing on professor's suit against Marquette  
http://host.madison.com/ct/62345e33-3101-56db-935c-171531a15ed0.html

ECONOMY ^top^
- Milwaukee Bucks arena naming rights going to a local company with a national presence  
https://jsonline.com/story/sports/nba/bucks/2018/04/23/milwaukee-bucks-naming-rights-going-local-company-national-
presence-wes-edens-says/535779002/

EDUCATION ^top^
- John R. Swallow sworn in as Carthage College's 23rd president  
http://journaltimes.com/37dbedd6-81e5-5815-8f12-603f3e9fb746.html

- UW-Whitewater celebrates 150th anniversary with history, service in mind  
http://gazettextra.com/107f69da-9015-5fe1-b6e8-05f021589e8c.html

- [local] Middle school students are sexting  
http://gazettextra.com/news/education/middle-school-students-are-sexting/article_04fd1b4c-b1cc-538b-869c-
15882c5d2e15.html

- AP-NORC Poll: Amid strikes, Americans back teacher raises  
http://kbjr6.com/story/38016864/ap

ELECTIONS ^top^
- Steil announces run for Ryan's congressional seat [Spicuzza]  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/22/bryan-steil-announces-run-speaker-paul-ryans-congressional-
seat/525507002/

- Republican Bryan Steil Launches Campaign For Ryan's Congressional Seat [Johnson and Quirmbach]  
https://wpr.org/republican-bryan-steil-launches-campaign-ryans-congressional-seat

- Steil becomes GOP front-runner to win Ryan's seat ... "I want to take my problem-solving skills to Congress. I think they 
need problem solvers, doers ... not talkers," Steil said in prepared remarks announcing his candidacy. ... "I want to take 
our Wisconsin work ethic and my problem-solving experience to Washington's non-stop crisis factory," he said. ... Steil is 
the first vice chairman on the Rock County Republican board and is well-known to GOP activists in Ryan's southeastern 
Wisconsin congressional district, even though he doesn't have a high public profile. Details district, other candidates, 
Trump numbers in district. Steil strategist GOber: "Whenever there's been a conservative candidate, he's been out there 
supporting them, working for them in whatever way possible. The grassroots knows him and trusts him." ... won't be 
viewed as a "creature" of Madison or Washington because he's never run for office. "He's going to run as Bryan Steil, not 
as the second coming of Paul Ryan." [Bauer of AP]  
http://host.madison.com/wsj/adc01853-d11c-5500-96da-0bdd1c144c89.html

- Steil announces he's running for Congress to replace Ryan ... In his speech, Steil said Ryan "made us all proud" by 
becoming speaker in 2015 and said when Ryan hands over the speakers' gavel upon his retirement in January 2019, "we 
cannot let (House Democratic Leader) Nancy Pelosi take it back." ... "I understand what it's like to work two full-time jobs 
and not have insurance and be diagnosed with cancer," Bryce said in an interview. "I don't know that Mr. Steil has ever 
had to go through something like that." ... Myers said Steil will be a "rubber stamp in Washington." ... "The extreme 
agenda of Paul Ryan, Donald Trump and Scott Walker is so toxic that Republicans struggled to find someone to run for a 
seat that's been red for two decades," said [DPW chair] Laning in an email calling Steil a "B-list candidate." Newcomers 
Steen and Polce running in GOP primary with Nehlen and 2014 fake GOP challenger Jeremy Ryan. Speaker Ryan's 
campaign has said Nehlen is not fit to hold office.  
http://fox6now.com/2018/04/22/uw-regent



- Ryan's Ex-Personal Driver Now Wants to Replace Him  
http://newser.com/story/258247/paul.html

- Former Paul Ryan aide running for open Congressional seat  
https://cbs58.com/news/former-paul-ryan-aide-running-for-open-congressional-seat

- Democratic Party Congressional Candidate Calls For Legalizating Marijuana, Kyle Frenette Is 1 Of 5 Candidates Trying 
To Unseat US Rep. Sean Duffy  
https://wpr.org/democratic-party-congressional-candidate-calls-legalizating-marijuana

ENERGY ^top^
- Climate change and favorable prices prompt Milwaukee and Dane County to join trend of governments investing in solar 
power  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/23/milwaukee-and-dane-county-join-growing-trend-governments-bullish-
solar-see-bright-future-renewable-p/532302002/

ENVIRONMENT ^top^
- Area young professionals launch YPWeek: with park pickup  
http://apg-wi.com/fb09f420-4651-11e8-a458-47dd46ca47e3.html

- Waukesha alerts hundreds of property owners in three communities to field work along route of lake diversion pipeline  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/local/milwaukee/2018/04/23/waukesha-calls-hundreds-property-owners-supporting-cast-
hundreds-start-field-work-along-lake-water-d/529650002/

- Baiting and feeding ban renewed in Oneida County following new CWD detection in Crescent  
http://rivernewsonline.com/main.asp?sectionid=6&subsectionid=59&articleid=81208

FOXCONN ^top^
- Legality of Foxconn's Water Use At Issue, New York and Michigan officials question whether Lake Michigan water 
diversion only for residential users.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/04/22/legality-of-foxconns

- Walker, Environmentalists, Spar Over Wider Review Of Lake Diversion Plan, Critics Of Foxconn Water Proposal Hope 
All Great Lakes States Take A Look  
https://wpr.org/walker-environmentalists-spar-over-wider-review-lake-diversion-plan

HEALTH CARE ^top^
- John TOrinus: 8 Issues Facing Health Care System, There will be disruptions "at a rate and scale never seen before."  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/04/21/op-ed-8

ILLINOIS ^top^
- ACLU rips Hononegah [HS] over gun protests: say gun rights supporters free speech rights were quashed by protesters 
http://beloitdailynews.com/local_news/20180420/aclu_rips_hononegah_over_gun_protests

LAW AND ORDER ^top^
- Zoerner to oppose Beth again in sheriff's race -- this time as a Democrat  
http://kenoshanews.com/8a531376-7f63-5348-8814-3c9fbf5e4651.html

- Participants in first class of Madison Addiction Recovery Initiative complete treatment ... funded by a [$700K US DOJ] 
grant. ... individuals who have overdosed and other opiate offenders ... are referred to treatment services.  
http://host.madison.com/ct/b0637a8f-1bfa-52aa-a406-34c60d006f02.html

- Beloit man [Hereford] arrested on human trafficking charges  
http://gazettextra.com/8fe66d5f-532e-577e-94d6-9bc49c7a0de0.html



- When child sex trafficking migrated to the web, police went on the offense  
http://leadertelegram.com/News/Front-Page/2018/04/21/div-class-libPageBodyLinebreak-Netting-predators-div.html

- Is the impact of DNA in solving cold cases overstated?  
https://postcrescent.com/story/news/2018/04/22/old-fashioned-police-work-dna-testing-evidence-can-solve-cold-murder-
cases-but-old-fashioned-police/532012002/

MINNESOTA ^top^
- Al Franken to make first public appearance since resignation ... scheduled to appear and speak at a Privacy and 
Cybersecurity Forum in Lisbon, Portugal, on May 1.  
http://kbjr6.com/story/38014488/al

- [Star-Trib] Poll: Majority of Minnesotans support stricter US gun laws ... strongest among women and residents of 
Hennepin and Ramsey counties. Sixty-five percent of women favored stricter gun control compared with 46 percent of 
men. ... 9 out of 10 Minnesota voters also favor mandatory criminal background checks on all gun sales ... split along 
party lines. ... almost nine in 10 Democrats backed new gun limits while 57 percent of Republicans opposed them.  
http://kbjr6.com/story/38012894/poll

PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY ^top^
- La Crosse County health officials warn of possible measles exposure  
http://lacrossetribune.com/69653692-e1b2-5873-a5f6-7e936884e890.html

REAL ESTATE ^top^
- Real estate values climb throughout city of Milwaukee ... for the first time in a decade, all 15 of Milwaukee's aldermanic 
districts have seen total property value increases,  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/21/real-estate-values-climb-throughout-city-milwaukee/537335002/

RETAIL ^top^
- Herberger's closing raises questions about one of La Crosse's largest tax sources  
http://lacrossetribune.com/ab4874f8-ee48-5a07-a3d1-b5a65d589a44.html

- The Bad News About Bon-Ton, And the good news about the harbor, and The North End.  
https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2018/04/22/plats-and-parcels

TOURISM ^top^
- Watch Out for These Tourist Traps in All 50 States ... The Wisconsin Dells area is a tourist trap to beat all tourist traps, 
with tacky water parks and wacky attractions now divorced from the namesake rock formations that originally drew 
sightseers.  
https://msn.com/en-us/travel/tripideas/watch-out-for-these-tourist-traps-in-all-50-states/ss-BBuC4uq#image=50

TRANSPORTATION ^top^
- Someday passengers might travel 700 mph underground thanks to UW students' efforts ... Last week, the UW 
Badgerloop team unveiled its third attempt at a passenger pod the students will take to SpaceX headquarters in California 
in July for the third annual Hyperloop Competition. ... similar to the vacuum tube devices at a bank drive-through. Though 
instead of money zipping from bank tellers to customers, it would be humans moving really fast from Los Angeles to San 
Francisco. Or Milwaukee to Madison. ... must be entirely self-propelled, capable of accelerating from a complete stop to 
around one-third the speed of sound within seconds and slowing down without crashing [and without a seat.]  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/local/wisconsin/2018/04/22/some-day-passengers-might-travel-via-hyperloop-thanks-uw-
students-efforts/540396002/

- Milwaukee streetcar system wire damaged by heavy snow  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/2018/04/21/milwaukee-streetcar-system-wire-damaged-heavy-snow/539503002/

- Researchers get a re-do on driverless shuttle demonstrations in Madison ... They were supposed to happen last fall, 
before federal regulators put those demonstrations on hold.  
http://host.madison.com/ct/0753622f-5b1f-5fa2-8d95-f397a49e7274.html



- Transportation task force has attention of region: Eastern Racine County Transportation Task Force ... welcomed 
Waukesha County Board Chairman Paul Decker to speak to the importance of solving the issue of traffic.  
http://journaltimes.com/f4da0f9b-c532-5daa-beb4-285b2d839633.html

TRIBES ^top^
- Tribal Forests More Diverse, Sustainable Than Surrounding Forests  
https://wpr.org/tribal-forests-more-diverse-sustainable-surrounding-forests

UTILITIES ^top^
- Towering power line in western Wisconsin sparks concerns ... [ATC] and its partners filed their [$492M] construction 
plans with state regulators and said the project would provide more capacity to move bulk loads of electricity and provide 
better access to wind and solar farms.  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/local/wisconsin/2018/04/20/towering-transmission-line-western-wisconsin-sparks-
questions-over-need-and-nearly-half-billion-doll/537285002/

EDITORIALS ^top^
- OCR editorial: Entitlement reform exits with Paul Ryan  
https://ocregister.com/2018/04/21/entitlement-reform-exits-with-paul-ryan/

- SDU-T Editorial: Good riddance, Paul Ryan? House speaker is only a symbol of larger failures  
http://sandiegouniontribune.com/opinion/editorials/sd-paul-ryan-republicans-democrats-system-20180420-story.html

- CT Editorial: Honor the Southern dead, not their cause  
http://host.madison.com/ct/95c1e28a-4857-5d8d-b6d5-1b6269737284.html

- WSJ Editorial: Careful, governor, or your veto power will be clipped again: creative sales tax holiday veto added 3 days 
http://host.madison.com/wsj/8f86846e-b962-59ed-81de-2b01ab63cdd9.html

COLUMNS ^top^
- Dave Zweifel: AG Schimel's voter ID claim is a whopper  
http://host.madison.com/ct/10c84b6e-1ab0-5d74-aa87-f2bb2a27649e.html

- Carthage prof. Arthur Cyr: Paul Ryan's retirement underscores turmoil and trends ... Democrat Sam Rayburn of Texas 
remains the longest-serving Speaker of the House. From the 1940s into the 1960s, he successfully practiced 
bipartisanship, despite the difficult politics of that era. ... but he had the advantage that both parties then were politically 
diverse and pragmatic. Additionally, we expected Presidents to be executives, not pure celebrities.  
http://chicagotribune.com/suburbs/lake-county-news-sun/opinion/ct-lns-cyr-paul-ryan-retirement-st-0421-story.html

- Judd Gregg: Who wins with Paul Ryan's departure? ... For the Freedom Caucus, it is seen as a victory in their mission: 
pursuing the conservative cause as they alone define it. For the left, it is seen as another sign that there is a solid chance 
they will take back control of the House -- and maybe even the Senate -- in the next election. Of course, they must keep 
their fingers crossed that President Trump will continue to tweet them towards this victory. ... The upshot is that the roads 
that the parties are propelled down by their own base supporters are in fact dead ends -- at least when it comes to 
actually governing. Ryan was the one leader in either party who had the courage, natural inclination and ability to reject 
these paths to nowhere. ... Unfortunately, Ryan was fenced in. ... To take Paul Ryan off the stage of national governance 
removes one of the few people in recent times who had the stature, intuition and depth to lead our government toward 
resolving the issues that most threaten our culture. ... the conclusion would be that, no matter where we fall on the broad 
horizon of our national politics, we are worse off for his early departure.  
http://thehill.com/opinion/campaign/384375-judd-gregg-who-wins-with-paul-ryans-departure

- Christian Schneider: Ryan and the GOP Congress should scale back Medicare and Social Security this year, If Ryan 
and Republicans see big losses coming, they should go down fighting while they can  
https://usatoday.com/story/opinion/2018/04/23/paul-ryan-congress-scale-back-medicare-social-security-year-
column/540339002/

- Robert Robb: Where's the next Paul Ryan to lead on spending cuts?  
https://azcentral.com/story/opinion/op-ed/robertrobb/2018/04/22/wheres-next-paul-ryan/536435002/



- Tommy Thompson: Help solve Wisconsin's coming labor shortage by rehabilitating prisoners  
https://jsonline.com/story/opinion/contributors/2018/04/20/tommy-thompson-solve-labor-shortage-rehabilitate-
prisoners/529305002/

- Christian Schneider: Mike Crute's gubernatorial campaign: A gimmick even Donald Trump could appreciate  
https://jsonline.com/story/opinion/columnists/christian-schneider/2018/04/20/donald-trump-might-appreciate-mike-crute-
campaign/536273002/

- Sen. Kathleen Vinehout: "What can we do to protect our water?": Wisconsin must invest in DNR staff and scientists to 
oversee water quality. We must hire back the scientists and inspectors, let them do their work, and allow them to speak 
freely about their findings.  
http://host.madison.com/ct/0bde095b-0a1f-5645-aa60-776d5667aefa.html

- Kelda Roys: Wisconsin parents deserve paid leave, high-quality child care: As governor, I will support 12 weeks of 
universal paid leave for new parents and improved access to high-quality child care.  
http://host.madison.com/ct/148918c0-f4f2-5bec-a131-d1da8fa363bd.html

- Jim Stingl: We were lucky to have Vel Phillips in Milwaukee, and for a year longer than we thought:  
https://jsonline.com/story/news/columnists/jim-stingl/2018/04/20/stingl-we-were-lucky-have-vel-phillips-milwaukee-and-
year-longer-than-we-thought/534222002/
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From: Pastori M. Balele <pmbalele@aol.com>

Sent: Friday, April 20, 2018 12:22 AM

To: eric.fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov

Cc: Amanda.Tollefsen@dwd.wisconsin.gov; AmberD.Passno@wisconsin.gov; 

amy.russell@dwd.wisconsin.gov; andrea.olmanson@wisconsin.gov; 

beverlya.crosson@dwd.wisconsin.gov; David.Falstad@wisconsin.gov; 

dderek.wu@searshc.com; elizabeth.barroilhet@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

eric.fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov; erinfo@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

GeorgiaE.Maxwell@wisconsin.gov; GOVGeneral@wisconsin.gov; 

heidi.marshall@dwd.wisconsin.gov; Jean.Nichols@wisconsin.gov; 

Jim.Chiolino@dwd.wisconsin.gov; john.gelhard@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Jon.Litscher@wisconsin.gov; Julie.Trimble@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

larry.jakubowski@dwd.wisconsin.gov; Laurie.McCallum@wisconsin.gov; 

lilisa.stortenbecker@searshc.com; LIRC@wisconsin.gov; 

Maria.Selsor@dwd.wisconsin.gov; morganm.dixon@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

paul.noonan@searshc.com; PLubenow@salawus.com; ricedc@DOJ.STATE.WI.US; 

Robert.Rodriguez@dwd.wisconsin.gov; sears_feedback@customerservice.sears.com; 

SEC@dwd.wisconsin.gov; Sheri.Pollock@dwd.wisconsin.gov; 

Travis.Grimm@dwd.wisconsin.gov

Subject: BALELE VS. SEARS: ERD Case No. CR201501655

Mr. Fergison,

I got Sears’ responses and compared them to your PD. I found you did nothing as relates your PD. 
Sears accused you for doing nothing to investigate my complaint. I am surprised you still have the 
position you’re holding now. But I knew you would do nothing; and in fact, I asked you to recuse yourself 
after ALJ sent the case back to you for investigation given your first fraudulent first decision. But now I 
believe ERD officials are told to do nothing other than copy template decisions to dismiss Black people’s 
complaints.  This is tragic as relates to what ERD employees are expected to do. Such behavior is also 
at LIRC

       But also, people in ERD and LIRC must be bored with their positions for they are told to dismiss 
Black people’s complaints using the templates. Larry and Herje left ERD in disgrace when I found they 
acted corruptly. I have no idea why grown-ups stay in positions they are told to disobey the laws and 
their PDs.  But also, I now understand why Maria Selsor called investigators such as Travis Grimm foul 
names and they are occupying useless positions. If I were you, I would resign or retire like what Larry 
and Steve Herje did.  I may have to write to people who will act why you did not investigate my 
complaint.  Have a great weekend.

Pastori M. Balele



From: Eric.Fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov 
To: pmbalele@aol.com 
Sent: 3/1/2018 12:59:13 PM Pacific Standard Time 
Subject: RE: BALELE VS. SEARS: ERD Case No. CR201501655

Dear Mr. Balele:

As a non-party, I have no duty to respond and will not be responding to the interrogatories, requests for admissions, 
and requests for production of documents you have submitted. 

Sincerely,

Eric Fergison

Equal Rights Officer

Department of Workforce Development

Equal Rights Division

201 E. Washington Ave.  Rm. A100

PO Box 8928

Madison, WI 53708

Phone: (608) 266-8215

Fax: (608) 267-4592

Email: eric.fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov

From: Pastori M. Balele [mailto:pmbalele@aol.com]  
Sent: Thursday, March 01, 2018 9:23 AM 
To: Fergison, Eric - DWD <Eric.Fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov> 
Cc: Tollefsen, Amanda A - DWD <Amanda.Tollefsen@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Russell, Amy - 
DWD <Amy.Russell@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Falstad, David B - LIRC 
<David.Falstad@wisconsin.gov>; Fergison, Eric - DWD <Eric.Fergison@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; 
DWD MB ERD Information <ERINFO@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Governor Scott Walker 



<GOVGeneral@wisconsin.gov>; Marshall, Heidi J - DWD 
<Heidi.Marshall@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Chiolino, Jim J - DWD 
<Jim.Chiolino@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Gelhard, John - DWD 
<John.Gelhard@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Trimble, Julie - DWD 
<Julie.Trimble@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Jakubowski, Larry - DWD 
<Larry.Jakubowski@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; McCallum, Laurie - LIRC 
<Laurie.McCallum@wisconsin.gov>; LIRC <LIRC@wisconsin.gov>; Selsor, Maria J - DWD 
<Maria.Selsor@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Dixon, Morgan M - DWD 
<MorganM.Dixon@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Rice, David C - DOJ 
<ricedc@DOJ.STATE.WI.US>; Rodriguez, Robert A - DWD 
<Robert.Rodriguez@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Schimel, Brad - DOJ <schimelbd@doj.state.wi.us>; 
DWD MB Secretary <SEC@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Pollock, Sheri G - DWD 
<Sheri.Pollock@dwd.wisconsin.gov>; Wasserman, Rose Ann - DWD 
<RoseAnn.Wasserman@dwd.wisconsin.gov> 
Subject: BALELE VS. SEARS: ERD Case No. CR201501655 

Mr. Fergison;

Attached is copy of discovery requests I have just mailed to you. You may get 

the signed documents tomorrow or Monday.  I just want the truth what happened 

in your investigating my complaint. Thanks.

Pastori M. Balele



From: Weber, Leigha A - DOC <Leigha.Weber@wisconsin.gov>

Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2018 12:07 PM

To: Litscher, Jon E - DOC; Jess, Cathy A - DOC; Downing, Karalyn R - DOC (Karley); 

Schwochert, James R - DOC; Percy, Douglas G - DOC; Roberts, Melissa B - DOC; 

Weisgerber, Mark L - DOC; Champagne, Quala K - DOC; Schneiter, Richard A - DOC; 

Green, Michael D - DOC (Security Director); Skalski, JoAnn B - DOC; Rosenthal, Jonathan 

R - DOC; Mitchell, Gary A - DOC; Foster, Brian J - DOC; Wierenga, Steven L - DOC; Meli, 

Anthony P - DOC; Haynes, Nathan E - DOC

Subject: Successful PREA Audits

Attachments: image001.png; image002.jpg; FCCCFinalReport.pdf; SCCCFinalReport.pdf; 

WCIFinalReport.pdf

Good Afternoon, 
I am pleased to share that we recently received final audit reports for SCCC, FCCC and WCI; each facility met all of the 
PREA standards.  

Thank you to each facility’s leadership and PREA Compliance Manager for mobilizing their team members to prepare for 
this process, welcoming and accommodating the auditors, and working with them (and me) to identify solutions where 
needed.  

This is a long and cumbersome process that’s made much more manageable by each facility’s clear and ongoing 
commitment to PREA.  

Thank you! 
Leigha 

Leigha Weber 
PREA Program & Policy Analyst, Advanced 
Office of the Secretary 
Wisconsin Department of Corrections 
Office | 608.240.5071 
Mobile | 608.575.7416 
Leigha.Weber@wisconsin.gov



PREA Facility Audit Report: Final
Name of Facility: Felmers O. Chaney Correctional Center
Facility Type: Prison / Jail
Date Interim Report Submitted: 09/25/2017
Date Final Report Submitted: 04/17/2018

Auditor Certification

The contents of this report are accurate to the best of my knowledge.

No conflict of interest exists with respect to my ability to conduct an audit of the agency
under review.

I have not included in the final report any personally identifiable information (PII) about any
inmate/resident/detainee or staff member, except where the names of administrative
personnel are specifically requested in the report template.

Auditor Full Name as Signed: Veronica Moore Date of Signature: 04/17/2018

Auditor name: Moore, Veronica

Address:

Email: Veronica.Moore@maryland.gov

Telephone number:

Start Date of On-Site
Audit:

06/19/2017

End Date of On-Site
Audit:

06/19/2017

AUDITOR INFORMATION

1



FACILITY INFORMATION

Facility name: Felmers O. Chaney Correctional Center

Facility physical
address:

2825 North 30th St, Milwaukee, Wisconsin - 53210

Facility Phone 414 874 1600

Facility mailing
address:

The facility is:  County   
 Federal   
 Municipal   
 State   
 Military   
 Private for profit   
 Private not for profit   

Facility Type:  Prison   
 Jail   

Primary Contact

Name: Gary Mitchell Title: Superintendent

Email Address: gary.mitchell@wisconsin.gov Telephone Number: 414 874 1603

Warden/Superintendent

Name: Quala Champagne Title: Warden

Email Address: Quala.Champagne@wisconsin.gov Telephone
Number:

608 240 5320

Facility PREA Compliance Manager

Name: Gary Mitchell Email Address: Gary.Mitchell@wisconsin.gov

2



Facility Health Service Administrator

Name: Lon Title: Becher

Email Address: Lon.Becher@Wisconsin.gov Telephone Number: 608 240 5144

Facility Characteristics

Designed facility capacity: 100

Current population of facility: 97

Age Range Adults: 29-65 Youthful Residents:

Facility security level/inmate custody levels: Minimum/Minimum Community

Number of staff currently employed at the
facility who may have contact with inmates:

25

AGENCY INFORMATION

Name of agency: Wisconsin Department of Corrections

Governing authority
or parent agency (if

applicable):

State of Wisconsin

Physical Address: 3099 East Washington Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin - 53707

Mailing Address: PO Box 7925, Madison, Wisconsin - 53707

Telephone number: (608) 240-5000

Agency Chief Executive Officer Information:

Name: Jon Litscher Title: Secretary

Email Address: Jon.Litscher@wisconsin.gov Telephone Number: (608) 240-5065

Agency-Wide PREA Coordinator Information

Name: Leigha Weber Email Address: Leigha.Weber@wisconsin.gov
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AUDIT FINDINGS

Narrative:
The auditor’s description of the audit methodology should include a detailed description of the following
processes during the pre-audit, on-site audit, and post-audit phases: documents and files reviewed,
discussions and types of interviews conducted, number of days spent on-site, observations made during
the site-review, and a detailed description of any follow-up work conducted during the post-audit phase.
The narrative should describe the techniques the auditor used to sample documentation and select
interviewees, and the auditor’s process for the site review.

The Prison Rape Elimination Act on site audit of the Felmers O. Chainey Correctional Center (FCCC) was
conducted on June 18, 2017, by Veronica Moore [Lead Auditor] and Howard Ray Jr. from Maryland, U.S.
Department of Justice PREA Auditors for Adult Jails and Prisons. The audit was conducted as part of an
interstate consortium consisting of Pennsylvania, Maryland, Michigan, and Wisconsin. Audit notices were
posted through the facility six (6) weeks prior to the onsite review. Leigha Weber, Wisconsin Department
of Corrections PREA Analyst verified by email that the notices were posted and during the onsite tour
notices were observed through the facility. 

The audit was conducted utilizing the Online Audit System (PREA OAS) developed by the PREA
Resource Center. The FCCC staff was requested to complete the Pre-Audit Questionnaire and it was
provided to this auditor, along with supporting documents that were uploaded to the PREA OAS prior to
the onsite audit phase. The pre-Audit preparation by the auditors included a review of all documentation
and materials submitted by the facility along with the data included in the Pre-Audit Questionnaire. The
documentation review included agency policies and procedures, forms, education materials, training
curriculum, organizational charts, posters, brochures and other PREA related materials that were
provided to demonstrate compliance with the PREA standards.

On Monday, June 18, 2017, both auditors entered FCCC at 8:00a.m. and an entrance briefing was
conducted with Superintendent Gary Mitchell, Captain Gegare and Leigha Weber, Wisconsin DOC PREA
Program and Policy Analyst. 

After the entrance briefing, Howard Ray toured the facility and later conducted staff interviews and
Veronica Moore conducted staff and inmate interviews. A staff roster (names, shift, job classification) and
a current inmate roster was provided to the auditors were provided a private office and the conference
room for interviews and other related work. Inmate and staff interviews were conducted using the
recommended U.S Department of Justice PREA Audit protocols. Inmate interviewees were selected
based on their housing unit, special needs, and randomly, prior to beginning the interviews. Staff
interviewees included specialized staff and random staff, from various shifts. 

During the tour the auditor, considered the facility’s supervision level, blind spots within areas,
compliance with policies, and the overall safety of inmates in the facility. The auditor observed the
placement of cameras, staff deployment and supervision, housing unit layout to include showers and
bathrooms, placement of PREA posters and other PREA related information. There were adequate
number of signs placed in the facility providing PREA information and the right to be free of sexual abuse
and sexual harassment. FCCC has cameras which can be monitored from the main control desk and in
the captain's office. The cameras provide a very high level of coverage and monitor the safety of the
inmates.
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The Felmers O. Chaney Correctional Center is organized, sanitary and well managed. The facility utilizes
cameras throughout, in addition to the deployment of the staff. The facility staff and inmates were well
versed in their understanding of PREA and their duties and responsibilities regarding the PREA
standards. The auditors were provided with additional documentation, as requested during the audit and
given access to areas of the facility, as needed and requested. An exit briefing was conducted on the
same day, Monday, June 18, 2017 with Superintendent Gary Mitchell, Captain Gegare and Leigha
Weber Wisconsin DOC PREA Program and Policy Analyst.
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AUDIT FINDINGS

Facility Characteristics:
The auditor’s description of the audited facility should include details about the facility type, demographics
and size of the inmate or resident population, numbers and type of staff positions, configuration and
layout of the facility, numbers of housing units, description of housing units including any special housing
units, a description of programs and services, including food service and recreation. The auditor should
describe how these details are relevant to PREA implementation and compliance.

The Felmers O. Chaney Correctional Center (FCCC) is comprised of one building which includes two
inmate living units which contain a library, a day room/TV viewing area and a weight room. The
administration area consists of offices for office support staff, health service staff, social workers and
supervisors. The facility also has a kitchen and dining area. A storage shed, outside in a fenced yard
area, stores the maintenance equipment and center supplies. Video Cameras are present throughout the
facility and provide visual coverage of inmate and staff movement and can be viewed in the control area
and in the Superintendent and the Captain's offices. The facility does have blind spots, specifically in the
basement where frequently used supplies are stored. Based on this assessment, the correctional
sergeants and management make frequent rounds to ensure appropriate monitoring of the areas. The
basement also serves as a tornado shelter area for visitors and staff. The Temporary Lock Up (T.L.U.) is
located next to the control room.
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AUDIT FINDINGS

Summary of Audit Findings:
The summary should include the number of standards exceeded, number of standards met, and number
of standards not met, along with a list of each of the standards in each category. If relevant, provide a
summarized description of the corrective action plan, including deficiencies observed, recommendations
made, actions taken by the agency, relevant timelines, and methods used by the auditor to reassess
compliance.

Auditor Note: No standard should be found to be “Not Applicable” or “NA”. A compliance determination
must be made for each standard.

Number of standards exceeded: 0

Number of standards met: 45

Number of standards not met: 0

Summary of Corrective Action:

115.12: The Wisconsin Department of Corrections is not currently monitoring contractors, who are
contracted to provide services for the confinement of inmates, for compliance with the Prison Rape
Elimination Act (PREA).

Compliance :
115.12: During the corrective action period the Wisconsin Department of Corrections contacted the
contract facilities to determine PREA compliance . The contrasted facilities were require to fill out a
questionnaire describing there level of compliance with the standards . The contracted facilities were then
required to forward an action plan to the Wisconsin Department of Corrections to come into compliance
withe the standards . The Wisconsin Department of corrections has developed an internal policy and
procedure which outlines the monitoring process and have also created a motoring report for the
contractor to complete. Based on the Wisconsin Department of Corrections progress and the plan for
active monitoring in the future the facility is compliant . The Department of corrections submitted copies
of the questionnaires along with the policy and monitoring tool .

115.41: The Wisconsin Department of Corrections was not conducting a PREA screening reassessment
of inmates within 30 days of their arrival at the facility.

Compliance:
115.41; During the corrective action period ,the Wisconsin Department of Corrections implemented a
state wide computer program to capture all initial intake screenings and the 30 day reassessment. The
auditor was provided a computer generated report to demonstrate the inmate's initial screening within 72
hours of arrival at the facility and completion of the 30 day reassessment for inmates who arrived at the
facility after November 1, 2017. Felmers Chaney Correctional Center provided the auditor with the
requested documentation to satisfy the standard . The corrective action is completed and the facility
meets the standard.

Number of Standards Exceeds: 0
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Number of Standards Met: 45
115.11, 115.13, 115.14, 115.15, 115.16, 115.17, 115.18, 115.21, 115.22, 115.31, 115.32, 115.33,
115.34, 115.35, 115.42, 115.43, 115.51, 115.52, 115.53, 115.54, 115.61, 115.62, 115.63, 115.64,
115,65, 115.66, 115,67, 115.68, 115.71, 115.72, 115.73, 115.76, 115.77, 115.78, 115.81, 115.82,
115.83, 115.86, 115.87, 115.88, 115.89, 115.401, 115.403, 115.12, and 115.41.

Number of Standards Not Met: 0

Standards

Auditor Overall Determination Definitions

Exceeds Standard 
(Substantially exceeds requirement of standard)

Meets Standard
(substantial compliance; complies in all material ways with the stand for the relevant review period)

Does Not Meet Standard 
(requires corrective actions)

Auditor Discussion Instructions

Auditor discussion, including the evidence relied upon in making the compliance or non-compliance
determination, the auditor’s analysis and reasoning, and the auditor’s conclusions. This discussion must
also include corrective action recommendations where the facility does not meet standard. These
recommendations must be included in the Final Report, accompanied by information on specific
corrective actions taken by the facility.
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115.11 Zero tolerance of sexual abuse and sexual harassment; PREA coordinator

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Wisconsin Felmers O. Chaney Correctional Center Organizational Chart
4. Interviews with PREA Analyst and Compliance Manager

Findings:

115.11(a) The Wisconsin Department of Corrections has a comprehensive policy on sexual
abuse and sexual harassment. Executive Directive 72, Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment
in Confinement (PREA) Section V states that they have a zero tolerance for sexual abuse and
sexual harassment in all state facilities, to include contract facilities.

115.11(b) The Wisconsin Department of Corrections has designated Patrick Hughes as
agency-wide PREA coordinator. Mr. Hughes has sufficient time and authority to develop,
implement, and oversee agency efforts to comply with the PREA standards in all of its
facilities.

115.11(c) The Felmers O. Chaney Correctional Center has designated Superintendent Gary
Mitchell, as the facility’s PREA Compliance Manager. Mr. Mitchell reports that he has sufficient
time and authority to coordinate the facility's efforts to comply with the PREA standards.

Corrective Action: None
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115.12 Contracting with other entities for the confinement of inmates

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews and Site Review):

1. Pre-audit Questionnaire
2. Signed Agreements for Temporary Housing
3. Correspondence with contract Administrator

Findings :

115.12 (a) The Wisconsin Department of Corrections contracts with seven (7) local facilities
for the confinement of it's inmates. All of the contracts/Agreements require that the facilities
adopt and comply with the PREA standards.

115.12 (b) The Wisconsin Department of Corrections states that there is no active efforts
currently in place to ensure that the contractor is complying with the PREA standards .

Corrective Action Plan :

The Wisconsin Department of Corrections will need to develop a plan that demonstrates to the
auditor: (1) An update on the contract facilities progress toward PREA compliance, (2) Copy's
of current or the last PREA compliance audit performed at the contracted facility and a
schedule for monitoring visits in addition to documentation of any visits which have occurred.

Corrective Action :

115.12 - During the corrective action period the Wisconsin Department of Corrections
contacted each of the contracted facilities to determine if there was a recent PREA audit
conducted. The contracted facilities were required to fill out a questionnaire describing there
compliance with the standards. Upon review of the questionnaires the Wisconsin Department
of Corrections required the contracted facility to submit an action plan for compliance with the
standards .

The Wisconsin Department of Corrections has developed an internal policy and procedure
that outlines a monitoring process. They have also created a monitoring report for the
contractor to complete. Based on the Department of Corrections progress and the plan for
active monitoring in the future the Department is compliant with this standard.
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115.13 Supervision and monitoring

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Felmers Facility Staffing Plan 
3. Interview with PREA Analyst and Manager
4. Rounds Log Books
5. PREA Staffing Plan Annual Review Log
6. Wisconsin DOC Prison Rape Elimination Act Audit §115.13 (d)-1
7. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)

Findings:

115.13 (a) - The agency has ensured that Felmers has developed a staffing plan on an
annual basis and takes into account the following:

1. Generally accepted detention and correctional practices;

2. Any judicial findings of inadequacy;

3. Any findings of inadequacy from federal investigative agencies;

4. All components of the facility's physical plant;

5. Any findings of inadequacy from internal or external oversight bodies;

6. The composition of the inmate population;

7. The number and placement of supervisory staff;

8. Institution programs occurring on a particular shift;

9. Any applicable state and local laws, regulations or standards;

10. The prevalence of substantiated and unsubstantiated incidents of sexual abuse; and

11. Any other relevant factors.

115.13 (b) - There were no variations in the Felmers’ staffing plan that resulted them not
being compliant with the plan. All potential variations are covered by overtime.

115.13 (c) - On an annual basis, Felmers demonstrated documentation that in consultation
with the PREA coordinator that they assess, determine, and document whether they need to
make changes to the staffing plan, have a need for additional cameras or other monitoring
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technologies and whether they have enough staff to ensure that Felmers can abide by the
staffing plan.

115.13 (d) – Felmers’ log books reveal that supervisors are making rounds on all shifts.
Interviews with supervisors and staff verified that rounds are unannounced. Additional
interviews with staff substantiate that supervisors make unannounced rounds on all shifts and
they occur at different times of the day so there is no pattern to the rounds. Wisconsin DOC
Prison Rape Elimination Act Audit §115.13 (d) -1 and Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse
and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) both prohibit staff members from alerting or
notifying other employees that supervisory rounds are occurring.

Corrective Action: None

115.14 Youthful inmates

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in confinement (PREA)
Section XII. C.
3. Interviews with PREA Analyst and Manager
4. Letter from the Administrator, Division of Adult Institutions
5. Inmate Roster

Findings:

115.14 (a-c) - The Wisconsin Department of Corrections Division of Adult Institutions prohibits
youthful offenders from being housed in an Adult Institution. This eliminates the need for sight,
sound or physical contact between an adult inmate and a youthful offender. All Youthful
Offenders are housed within the Wisconsin Division of Juvenile Corrections. A review of the
inmate roster and an interview with the superintendent and captain confirmed that there were
no youthful inmates housed at the facility within the past 12 months.

Corrective Action: None
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115.15 Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
Section X
3. Division of Adult Institutions (DAI) Policy # 306.17.02, Searches of Inmates
4. Interviews with Staff and Inmates
5. Availability of female staff/staff roster
6. Lesson title: Introduction to Body Searches

Findings (By Subsection):

115.15 (a) - Both Executive Directive 72 & DAI Policy # 306.17 2 prohibit cross-gender strip
searches or cross-gender body cavity searches except in exigent circumstances. Interviews
with inmates and staff verified that these types of searches have not happened during this
period.

115.15 (b) - Both Executive Directive 72 & DAI Policy # 306.17 2 prohibit cross-gender
patdown searches of female inmates except in exigent circumstances. The facility is an all
male facility therefore there are no searches of female inmates by male officers.

115.15 (c) - Due to the makeup of the staff, the facility has not had to conduct any cross
gender strip searches or cross-gender visual body cavity searches in an exigent circumstance.
Agency policy (Executive Directive 72) requires that if the need were to occur, the facility
would document those searches. Based on interviews, staff was aware of this policy and the
requirement to document such searches if this type of search was done.

115.15 (d) – Wisconsin DOC Prison Rape Elimination Act Audit §115.13 (d) -1 and Executive
Directive 72 establish policies and procedures that enable inmates to shower, perform bodily
functions, and change clothing without non-medical staff of the opposite gender viewing their
breasts, buttocks, or genitalia, except in exigent circumstances. Felmers has a blue light and a
specific tone that is broadcast over the loud speaker system to announce the presence of
female staff. This was used when the Auditor went on the tour and it was confirmed through
inmate interviews that staff use this system and the inmates know what that tone symbolizes.

115.15 (e) - Executive Directive 72, states that staff may not search or physically examine a
transgender or intersex inmate for the sole purpose of determining the inmate’s genital status.
If the inmates’ genital status is unknown, they may determine the inmates’ genital status
through conversations with the inmate, reviewing medical records or by learning information
that was part of a broader medical examination conducted in a private setting by medical
personnel. This was confirmed by staff and inmate interviews.

115.15 (f) - The Wisconsin Department of Corrections has an extensive lesson plan dealing
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with body searches. Lesson Title: Introduction to Body Searches goes into great detail on how
to conduct Pat, Strip, Body Cavity, and Body Content Searches. Staff is trained how to conduct
these searches in addition to searches of transgender and intersex inmates so they are
searched in a professional and respective manner that is least intrusive as possible but still
meets security needs. This training was confirmed by staff interviews

Corrective Action: None
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115.16 Inmates with disabilities and inmates who are limited English proficient

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. DAI Policy #300.00.35
4. Staff and Inmate Interviews
5. Language Line
6. Executive Directive 71: Language Assistance Policy and Implementation for Addressing
Needs of Offenders with Limited English Proficiency (LEP)

Findings (By Subsection):

115.16 (a) - Executive Directive 72 Section XI.B.4. ensures that inmates who have a disability
have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit from all aspects of the Wisconsin
Department of Correction's efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual abuse and sexual
harassment.

115.16 (b) - Executive Directive 71 establishes a policy on how to ensure that residents who
are limited English Proficient (LEP) have access to all aspects of the facility’s efforts related to
preventing, detecting, and responding to sexual abuse and sexual harassment. The Wisconsin
Department of Corrections has a contract with an interpretation services company to provide a
way of communicating with inmates who do not speak English. This was tested onsite and
staff knew about this service.

115.16 (c) - Executive Directive 72 prohibits staff from relying on inmate interpreters or other
types of inmate assistants except in exigent circumstances. Staff was well aware of the
language interpretation line and how to use this service.

Corrective Action: None
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115.17 Hiring and promotion decisions

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Application form
3. Interviews with HR Staff
4. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
5. Executive Directive 42: Police Contact, Arrest, and Conviction Policy for Current Employees
6. Department of Corrections Human Resources Background Check Procedure

Findings (By Subsection):

115.17 (a) - Executive Directive 72 prohibits the hiring or promoting of anyone who may have
contact with inmates and prohibits the enlisting of services of any contractor who has engaged
in sexual abuse in a confinement setting, has been convicted or attempted to engage in
sexual activity in the community and/or anyone who has been civilly or administratively
adjudicated to have engaged in any sexual activity.

115.17 (b) - The agency has documentation supporting that it considers any incident of sexual
harassment when deciding to hire or promote anyone or to enlist the services of a contractor
who may have contact with inmates.

115.17 (c) - Depending on whether a new hire is considered a direct hire or not, either the
Center Office or the Facility completes a criminal background check on that person that is
consistent with Federal, State, and local law. If an individual is considered a direct hire, the
facility would do a criminal background check. For all others, the Central Office would
complete a criminal background check. A sample of new hires and staff that was promoted
was reviewed to ensure that these background checks were being done.

115.17 (d) - WIDOC performs a criminal background check before enlisting the services of any
contractor. This was verified by interviews and supporting documentation.

115.17 (e) - WIDOC has a system in place to ensure that employees have a criminal
background check every 5 years.

115.17 (f) - The Agency/Facility both ask all applicants and employees who may have contact
with inmates directly about previous sexual misconduct in written applications. WIDOC also
requires current employees to disclose any such misconduct as they occur.

115.17 (g) - Agency policy and interviews with HR staff confirm that material omissions
regarding sexual misconduct, or the provision of materially false information are grounds for
determination.

115.17 (h) - Interviews with HR staff confirm that the agency will provide information on
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substantiated allegations of sexual abuse or sexual harassment involving a former employee
upon receiving a request form.

Corrective Action: None

115.18 Upgrades to facilities and technologies

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Interviews with Staff
3. Tour Observations
4. Previous Audit Report
5. Interview with Captain and Superintendent

Findings:

115.18 (a) - There have been no new facility structures nor is there any plans to for any
substantial expansions or modifications to any existing facilities .The facility is aware of its
obligation to protect inmates from sexual abuse if there were changes made.

115.18 (b) - The Facility has not expanded its electronic surveillance systems. The agency is
aware of its responsibilities to protect inmates from sexual abuse.

Corrective Action: None
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115.21 Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Interview with PREA Analyst, PREA Manager (Superintendent) and Captain

Findings (by Subsection):

115.21 (a) – Felmers is responsible for conducting administrative investigations. If the incident
is criminal , the Milwaukee Police Department will conduct the investigation. All investigations
follow a uniform evidence protocol that maximizes the potential for obtaining usable physical
evidence.

115.21 (b) - The protocol used by Felmers is adapted from the National Commission on
Correctional Health Care Response to sexual Abuse (2014). 

115.21 (c) - If a sexual abuse incident occurs at Felmers the victim is sent to nearest
community hospital, Wheaton Franciscan - St. Joseph Campus. The Auditor spoke with the
hospital and verified that they do have Sexual Assault Forensic Examiners (SAFE's) or Sexual
Assault Nurse Examiners (SANE) on staff. If a SAFE/SANE is not on duty someone is always
available on call services are provided to the victim without cost pursuant to Executive
Directive 72 Section XVI.

115.21(d) - Felmers makes available to the victim a qualified agency staff person, Captain
Gegard, as well as, certified social workers, to serve as victims advocate at FCCC.

115.21(e) - The Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XVI
requires Felmers to allow a victim advocate, qualified staff member, or qualified community
based member to accompany the victim through the forensic medical examination process
and investigatory interviews if requested by the victim.

115.21(d) - The Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XVII
request that the allows Captain Gegard, who is trained in PREA: Advocacy in Confinement, will
follow the requirements of paragraph (a) through of the section.

Corrective Action: None
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115.22 Policies to ensure referrals of allegations for investigations

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Interviews
3. Wisconsin Department of Corrections Webpage
4. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)

Findings (By Subsection):

115.22 (a) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 mandates that all
allegations of sexual abuse and sexual harassment are investigated completely.

115.22 (b) - The agency has a policy in place that if the allegation is potentially criminal, it will
be investigated by the Milwaukee Police Department. Administrative investigations are
handled by PREA trained investigators. The Wisconsin Department of Corrections publishes
this information on it's website. There were 0 allegations of sexual abuse/harassment in the
last 12 months .

115.22 (c) - Executive Directive 72 which is posted on the Wisconsin Department of
Corrections webpage under Prison Rape Elimination Act details the responsibility of both the
agency and local law enforcement agency responsible for criminal investigations.

Corrective Action: None
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115.31 Employee training

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Staff Interviews
3. Online PREA Training Module

Findings (By Subsection):

115.31 (a) - Felmers submitted documentation from their PREA staff training curriculum. New
employees receive classroom training in the academy. Staff already at the facility received
PREA training every two years via an online training module. All employees are trained on the
following 10 mandated elements:

1. WIDOC’s zero-tolerance policy for sexual abuse and sexual harassment;
2. How to fulfill their responsibilities to prevent, detects, and report sexual abuse and sexual
harassment;
3. How inmates have the right to be free from sexual abuse and sexual harassment;
4. Inmates and employees have the right to be free from retaliation for reporting sexual abuse
and sexual harassment;
5. The dynamics of sexual abuse and sexual harassment in confinement setting;
6. Common reactions of sexual abuse and sexual harassment victims;
7. Detecting and responding to signs of threatened and actual sexual abuse;
8. How to avoid inappropriate relationships with inmates;
9. How to communicate effectively and professionally with inmates, including LBGTQI inmates;
and
10. How to comply with relevant laws related to mandatory reporting of sexual abuse to
outside authorities.

115.31 (b) - All Wisconsin Department of Corrections employees receive training for dealing
with both female and male inmates.

115.31 (c) - Felmers was able to show that all employees at their facility have been trained on
PREA. In years where training is not mandatory, staff receives refresher information.

115.31 (d) - Wisconsin Department of Correction online PREA training module requires that
staff receive an 80% or higher in order to pass the course. Individuals who fail the test are
able to review the video again and retake the exam. This is logged into the computer system.

Corrective Action: None
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115.32 Volunteer and contractor training

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Interview with Volunteer
3. Training Documentation
4. PREA Guide for Volunteers and Contractors Pamphlet

Findings (By Subsection):

115.32 (a) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Policy requires each volunteer and
contractor who has contact with inmates to be trained on their responsibilities related the
agency’s sexual abuse and sexual harassment prevention, detection, and response policies
and procedures. Felmers reports that 100% volunteer and contractors have been trained for
PREA.

115.32 (b) – Felmers requires all volunteers and contractors who have contact with inmates to
go through an orientation class that includes PREA training.

115.32 (c) – Felmers requires all volunteers and contractors to sign an acknowledgment
stating that they have received and understood the training.

Corrective Action: None
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115.33 Inmate education

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Interviews with Intake Staff, Inmate Training Staff, and Inmates
3. Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment Prevention and Intervention Handbook
4. Inmate PREA Video
5. Tour Observations

Findings (By Subsection):

115.33 (a) – Felmers’ inmates receive information explaining the agency’s zero-tolerance
policy regarding sexual abuse and sexual harassment during the intake process. They are
also given information on how to report incidents or suspicions of sexual abuse. Inmates are
told about these policies and are given a Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment Prevention
and Intervention handbook during intake.

115.33 (b) - Felmers provides a more comprehensive education on their rights to be free from
sexual abuse and sexual harassment. Felmers has a video that is in English and Spanish
those inmates are required to watch.

115.33 (c) - Through a review of inmate files, an automated roster and random interviews with
inmates it was determined that all inmates at the Felmers were trained on PREA standards.
Also, Agency Policy Executive Directive 72 requires that all inmates receive PREA education
upon transfer to a different facility.

115.33 (d) - The agency and Felmers provides education in multiple formats to all inmates,
including those who are limited English proficient, deaf, visually impaired, or otherwise
disabled. Some examples included audio for visually impaired individuals and Spanish
signs/videos for those who are limited English proficient. Finally, the agency has a language
interpretation line and during interviews staff said they would use that if needed to help ensure
those inmates who are limited English proficient received the proper PREA training.

115.33 (e) - Felmers maintains a training log that inmates sign in order to document that they
have received PREA education.

115.33 (f) - Felmers had posters throughout the facility related to PREA and also had the
PREA Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment Prevention and Intervention Handbook readily
available for inmates.

Corrective Action: None
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115.34 Specialized training: Investigations

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
Section XI
3. Training Curriculum
4. Training Power point Slides
5. Interviews with Captain and Investigatory Staff

Findings (By Subsection):

115.34 (a) - All Wisconsin Department of corrections Investigatory Staff receive the training
that is required in §115.31. Investigatory Staff received extensive training in Madison,
Wisconsin at the Central Office related to conducting PREA investigations in a confinement
setting.

115.34 (b) - A review of the training curriculum and based off of interviews with investigatory
staff, they were properly trained in interviewing sexual abuse victims. They were also able to
explain when to use Miranda and Garrity warnings. The training also included evidence
collection.

115.34 (c) - The Wisconsin Department of Corrections has 253 trained investigators and each
individuals training is maintained in a database.

Corrective Action: None
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115.35 Specialized training: Medical and mental health care

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Training Curriculum
3. PREA Training Computer Module
4. Interviews with Medical and Mental Health Care Staff

Findings (By Subsection):

115.35 (a) - The Wisconsin Department of Corrections has trained all Medical and Mental
Health Care Practitioners on the following 4 mandated elements:

1. How to detect and assess signs of sexual abuse and sexual harassment;
2. How to preserve evidence;
3. How to respond effectively and professionally to victims of sexual abuse and sexual
harassment;
4. How and to whom to report allegations or suspicions of sexual abuse and sexual
harassment.

115.35 (b) - This substandard is not applicable. All inmates requiring forensic medical
examinations are sent to the hospital where the examination is performed by either a
SAFE/SANE nurse.

115.35 (c) - Medical Staff at Felmers do not perform forensic examinations. All forensic
examinations are performed at the community hospital, Wheaton Franciscan - St. Joseph
Campus.

115.35 (d) - ALL employees having contact with inmates including Medical and Mental Health
Care workers receive the training required under § 115.31. Documentation of the training
received is maintained at Felmers and can be found in the training documentation.

Corrective Action: None
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115.41 Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Interviews with Staff and Inmates
3. Wisconsin DOC Inmate Datebase - PREA Database, Section D: 30 Day Screen
4. PREA Screening Tool
5. Inmate Roster
6. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
Section XII

Findings (By Subsection):

115.41 (a) - The Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XII
requires all inmates to be assessed during intake and upon transfer to another facility for their
risk of being sexually abused by other inmates or sexually abusive toward other inmates.

115.41 (b) - The Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XII
requires all intake screenings to take place within 72 hours of arrival. Based on a sample of
intakes, Felmers meets that requirement and usually conducts the screening the same day.

115.41 (c) - Felmers uses an objective screening instrument to assess inmates of their risk of
being sexually abused by others or being sexually abusive toward other inmates. 

115.41 (d) – Felmers uses an objective screening instrument that uses the following criteria to
assess the inmates risk of sexual victimizations:

1. Whether the inmate has a mental, physical, or developmental disability;
2. Age of the inmate;
3. Physical build of the inmate;
4. Prior incarceration status;
5. Whether prior incarceration status is exclusively nonviolent;
6. Prior convictions for sex offenses; 
7. Whether the inmate is LBGTI, or gender nonconforming;
8. Experienced prior sexual victimization;
9. Inmates own perception and vulnerability; and 
10. Whether the inmate is detained solely for civil immigration purposes. 

115.41 (e) - The initial screening tool considers prior acts of sexual abuse, prior convictions for
violent offenses, and prior history of institutional violence to determine if the inmate is at risk of
being sexually abusive.

115.41 (f) - Felmers is reassessing the inmates' risk of victimization or abusiveness within 30
days of arrival to the facility.
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115.41 (g) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 requires Felmers to
reassess an inmates status when warranted. This was confirmed during staff interviews
stating that they reassess inmates when new information is learned.

115.41 (h) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 states that an inmate
may not be disciplined for refusing to answer or not disclosing completed information related
to the intake screening tool.

115.41 (i) - Felmers has secured the inmate screening forms. Based on interview and access
location of the forms, only those staff who need to know have access to the information
disclosed or obtained on the form have access to it.

Corrective Action Plan:

Felmers will need to demonstrate to the auditor that the standing population and any new
inmate that arrives at the facility has been reassessed for the risk of victimization or
abusiveness based on any additional, relevant information received by the facility since the
initial intake screening. The reassessment should not exceed 30 days from the inmates arrival
at Felmers. The facility should provide to the auditor documentation on a monthly basis that
reassessments have been conducted on the standing population and all new inmates arriving
after the audit.

Corrective Action :

115.41 (f) - During the corrective action period the Wisconsin DOC - Felmers reassessed and
screened inmates after 30 days of the initial screening to determine the inmates' risk of
victimization or abusiveness, in accordance with the standard. Wisconsin DOC submitted
records from the Inmate Database of 30 inmates who arrived at Felmers after November 1,
2017 who were reassessed after 30 days after arrival to the facility. Standard 115.41 (f) was
determined to be in compliance by the auditor.
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115.42 Use of screening information

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Staff and Inmate Interviews
3. Risk of Abusiveness (ROA) or Risk of Victimization (ROV) Database
4. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)

Findings (By Subsection):

115.42 (a) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 states that the facility
shall use the information obtained in the screening tool to help keep those at high risk of being
sexually victimized from those at high risk of being sexually abusive in housing, bed, work,
education, and program assignments. Felmers Chaney Correctional Center classifies those
inmates as either a ROA or ROV and tries to keep those individuals separate from each other
as much as possible.

115.42 (b) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 requires
individualized determinations how to ensure the safety of each inmate. This was confirmed
that it was being done through the screening staff.

115.42 (c) - Felmers reported that they have had 0 transgender or intersex inmates within the
last 12 months. During interviews with staff, they said that they would consider whether to
house those inmates in a male or female institution on a case-by-case basis which is
consistent with Agency policy.

115.42 (d) - Felmers reported that they have had 0 transgender or intersex inmates within the
last 12 months. During interviews with staff, they were aware of the Agency's policy and would
reassess those inmates at least twice a year.

115.42 (e) - Felmers reported that they have had 0 transgender or intersex inmates with the
last 12 months. Felmers Chaney Correctional Center would ensure that transgender or
intersex inmates can shower separately from other inmates. 

115.42 (f) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 requires a
transgender or intersex inmate’s own views with respect to his or her own safety shall be given
serious consideration. Interviews with staff verified this would be the practice if they had these
inmates at Felmers.

115.42 (g) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 prohibits placing
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or intersex inmates in dedicated facilities, units or wings
solely on the basis of such identification or status. Based on interviews and tour observations,
Felmers is believed to be following the agency policy.
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Corrective Action: None
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115.43 Protective Custody

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Staff and Inmate Interviews
3. Tour Observations
4. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)

Findings (By Subsection):

115.43 (a) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XIII prohibits
placing inmates at high risk for sexual victimization in involuntary segregated housing unless
an assessment of all available alternatives have been made. Felmers Chaney Correctional
Center does not have segregated housing.

115.43 (b) - Felmers does not place inmates at high risk for sexual victimization in segregated
housing. Inmates identified at risk are either transferred or placed in a different housing unit.
Due to the physical layout of the facility and the number of housing units the facility has
adequate flexibility to move potential or at risk inmates within the facility. This was verified by
tour observations and interviews with staff.

115.43 (c) - Felmers does not assign high risk inmates for sexual victimization to segregated
housing. This was verified by tour observations and interviews with staff.

115.43 (d) - Felmers does not have offenders under the age of 18 and does not place
offenders with high risk for sexual victimization to segregated housing. This was verified by
tour observations and interviews with staff.

115.43 (e) - Felmers does not place offenders with high risk for sexual victimization to
segregated housing. This was verified by tour observations and interviews with staff.

Corrective Action: None
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115.51 Inmate reporting

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Staff and Inmate Interviews
3. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
4. Tour Observations
5. Wisconsin DOC website

Findings (By Subsection):

115.51 (a) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections provides multiple internal ways for inmates
to privately report PREA related issues. Inmates are given a red PREA guidebook and within
that guidebook it list all the internal ways an inmate can report. Inmates can tell any staff
person, send a request to any staff person, Call the PREA hotline reporting number, tell a
family member and/or they can submit a report through the Wisconsin DOC webpage.

115.51 (b) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections also provides inmates ways to report sexual
abuse and sexual harassment that is not part of the agency. Inmates are able to contact local
law enforcement and they are also able to call 888 from their inmate phones. There is no pin
needed and the call goes directly to an outside entity that is not part of the agency. They are
able to immediately forward all reports to agency officials and if the inmate chooses to, they
can remain anonymous upon request.

115.51 (c) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections policy mandates that staff need to accept all
reports and shall document any verbal reports. Interviews with staff confirmed that they would
accept any type of report made, whether it was verbal, in writing, anonymous, or from a third
party.

115.51 (d) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections policy states that staff can utilize the same
methods of reporting that inmates can use. Interviews with Felmers Chaney Correctional
Center staff verified that they were well aware of how they could privately report sexual abuse
and sexual harassment of inmates.

Corrective Action: None
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115.52 Exhaustion of administrative remedies

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Interviews with PREA Coordinator & Administrative Remedies Staff Person 

Findings (By Subsection):

115.52 (a-g) - This standard is not applicable. Wisconsin Department of Corrections does not
have a formal administrative procedure to address inmate grievances regarding sexual abuse.
If a report of sexual abuse is submitted through the administrative remedies system, it is
immediately forwarded to facility leadership. Felmers has not had any reports of sexual abuse
submitted through the administrative process by inmates in the past 12 months.

Corrective Action: None
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115.53 Inmate access to outside confidential support services

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Interviews with PREA Compliance Manager, and Random Staff
4. Tour Observations

Findings (By Subsection):

115.53 (a) - Felmers makes available to inmates a local support services organization, there
information is posted throughout the facility. The Healing Center, which is located in close
proximity to Felmers provides inmates with emotional support and advocacy services. Felmers
does not house individuals solely for civil immigration purposes.

115.53 (b) - In the Wisconsin Department of Corrections inmate handbook, inmates are
informed about the extent to which communications will be monitored. Inmates receive this
information well before they are given access to outside support services.

115.53 (c) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections has documentation showing attempts to
enter into an agreement with a community services provider that is able to provide confidential
emotional support services related to sexual abuse. The Memoranda of Understanding is
currently being reviewed at the advocacy center. Felmers utilizes the services of The Healing
Center, as a community resource, to provide counseling services. 

Corrective Action: None
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115.54 Third-party reporting

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Staff Interviews
3. Wisconsin Website

Findings (By Subsection):

115.54 (a) - The Wisconsin Department of Corrections website lists all the staff who work in
the PREA Unit with their contact number. Also on the website is an email link with instructions
for third party reporting.

Corrective Action: None
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115.61 Staff and agency reporting duties

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Interviews with Staff

Findings (By Subsection):

115.61 (a) - Executive Directive 72 Section XIV requires all staff to report immediately any
knowledge, suspicion, or information regarding an incident of sexual abuse or sexual
harassment that occurred in a facility. The Directive also prohibits retaliating against any
inmate or staff who would report an incident of sexual abuse or sexual harassment. Interviews
with staff indicated that they understood their reporting obligation.

115.61 (b) - Executive Directive 72 Section XIV prohibits staff from revealing any information
related to a sexual abuse report to anyone other than to the extent necessary. Interviews with
staff indicated that they understood that they were only to reveal information to those who
needed to know.

115.61 (c) - Executive Directive 72 Section XIV requires all Medical and Mental Health staff to
report Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment to officials. Medical and Mental Health Staff have
inmates sign informed consents at the initiation of services.

115.61 (d) - Executive Directive 72 Section XIV requires the facility to report any sexual abuse
allegation of youthful and vulnerable adults to the designated entity under the applicable
mandatory reporting laws. Since Felmers Chaney Correctional Center does not house any
youthful offenders, staff indicated that they would report any sexual abuse allegations of a
vulnerable adult to the proper authorities.

115.61 (e) - Agency policy requires all allegations of sexual abuse and sexual harassment
including third-party and anonymous reports. Staff interviews confirmed that they would report
any and all allegations of sexual abuse and sexual harassment.

Corrective Action: None
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115.62 Agency protection duties

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
2. Staff Interviews

Findings (By Subsection):

115.62 (a) - Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires that the facility take immediate action
to protect an inmate when its learns that an inmate is subject to a substantial risk of imminent
sexual abuse. In the past 12 months, Felmers has not had a case where they have learned
about an inmate who was subject to a substantial risk of imminent sexual abuse. Staff at
Felmers said they would take every measure possible to keep that inmate safe.

Corrective Action: None

115.63 Reporting to other confinement facilities

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Interview with Staff and Superintendent
3. Incident Report

Findings (By Subsection):

115.63 (a - c) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections has a policy that requires a facility that
has received an allegation of an inmate who was sexually abused at another facility, the head
of the facility that receives the allegation must notify the head of the facility where the
allegation occurred within 72 hours. Felmers Chaney Correctional Center had no incidents or
allegations which required that the incident report be sent to the Warden of another facility.

115.63 (d) - Felmers has not had an incident where they have received a notification from
another facility stating that an inmate was sexual abused while they were incarcerated at
Felmers. Staff are aware of the PREA requirement and Executive Directive 72 mandating that
they investigate the allegation.

Corrective Action: None
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115.64 Staff first responder duties

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Interviews with Staff
3. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)

Findings (By Subsection):

115.64 (a) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XVI details
the first responder duties for a security staff member in accordance with the following:

1. Separate the alleged victim and abuser;
2. Preserve and protect any crime scene until appropriate steps can be taken to collect any
evidence; 
3. If the abuse occurred within a time period that still allows for collection of physical evidence,
request that the alleged victim not take any actions that could destroy the physical evidence 
4. If the abuse occurred within a time period that still allows for collection of physical evidence,
ensure that the alleged abuser not take any actions that could destroy the physical evidence;
Felmers has not had an incident where a security member had to act as a first responder.
Interviews with security staff confirmed they knew their role if such an incident were to occur.

115.64 (b) - WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XVI details the first responder duties for
non-security staff member in accordance with the following:

1. Request that victim not take any actions that could destroy physical evidence
2. Notify security staff
Felmess has not had an incident where a non-security member had to act as a first
responder. Interviews with non-security staff confirmed they knew their role if such an incident
were to occur.

Corrective Action: None
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115.65 Coordinated response

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Interviews with Staff
3. Felmers Coordinated Response Plan

Findings (By Subsection):

115.65 (a) – Felmers has a detailed coordinated response plan. The plan details what each
person/discipline should do if a sexual abuse incident were to occur. The Superintendent of
Felmers indicated during his interview that Felmers’ staff are trained on how to initially
respond to an incident of sexual abuse and will take appropriate actions.

Corrective Action: None

115.66 Preservation of ability to protect inmates from contact with abusers

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Staff Interviews

Findings (By Subsection):

115.66 (a) - Felmers has not entered into any collective bargaining agreement or any other
agreement that would limit the agency’s ability to remove alleged staff sexual abusers from
contact with any inmate pending the outcome of an investigation. Interviews with the
Superintendent confirm that they would remove alleged staff sexual abusers from contact with
inmates if warranted.

Corrective Action: None
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115.67 Agency protection against retaliation

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Interviews with Agency Head, Superintendent and Staff

Findings (By Subsection):

115.67 (a) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 establishes an
agency policy that protects all staff and inmates who report sexual abuse or sexual
harassment from retaliation by others.

115.67 (b) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 establishes different
measures for protecting inmates and staff members who fear retaliation for reporting sexual
abuse/harassment. Interviews with the Agency Head and Superintendent both confirm that
they will do everything possible to keep those who have reported safe. Some examples of
things they would do is housing changes, transfers to another institution, and removal of
alleged staff to name a few.

115.67 (c) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 requires the facility to
monitor the conduct and treatment of those who report sexual abuse or sexual harassment for
a minimum of 90 days. Interviews with the PREA manager, Warden and the Social Worker
confirmed they are the individuals who would monitor for retaliation.

115.67 (d) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 requires periodic
state check of those who report sexual abuse and sexual harassment. Interviews with the
Superintendent and Social Worker confirmed they would conduct periodic status checks to
ensure that there were no signs suggesting possible retaliation.

115.67 (e) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 requires that anyone
who cooperates with an investigation and fears retaliation will receive appropriate measures to
help protect that individual against retaliation. Interviews with the Warden confirmed that he
would take the necessary steps to protect any individual who cooperates with an investigation.

Corrective Action: None
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115.68 Post-allegation protective custody

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Tour Observations

Findings (By Subsection):

115.68 (a) - WIDOC Executive Directive 72 prohibits the placement of inmates who allege to
have suffered sexual abuse in involuntary segregated housing unless an assessment of all
available alternatives has been made. There have been no instances of involuntary
segregated housing as confirmed by the Superintendent, PREA manager, and Captain.

Corrective Action: None
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115.71 Criminal and administrative agency investigations

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Interviews with Investigatory staff

Findings (By Subsection):

115.71 (a) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XVII
mandates that Investigators investigate all allegations of sexual abuse and sexual harassment
promptly, thoroughly, and objectively for all allegations. Interviews with staff in charge of
conducting investigations confirmed that they follow this policy. Felmers Chaney Correctional
Center reports that they have had no allegations of sexual abuse and sexual harassment in
the past 12 months. 

115.71 (b) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections has trained 253 staff member in the
Department who have received specialized training in sexual abuse investigations. These staff
members received a training certificate demonstrating that they have completed the training.

115.71 (c) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Investigators were trained in how to gather
and preserve direct and circumstantial evidence. WIDOC follows their evidence protocol and
first responder protocol related to protecting and preserving the scene and evidence. If the
sexual abuse allegation potentially involves criminal behavior, the Milwaukee Police
Department would be contacted and they would be in charge of the investigation.

115.71 (d) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections policy states that when there is evidence
that appears to support criminal prosecution, Felmers contact the Milwaukee Police
Department and they would take over the investigations. Felmers Investigator interviewed said
that they would document this transaction.

115.71 (e) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XVII
prohibits requiring an inmate who alleges sexual abuse to submit to a polygraph examination
or other truth-telling device as a condition for proceeding with the investigation. Also, the
credibility of an alleged victim, suspect, or witness shall be assessed on an individual basis.
Interviews with Felmers trained investigator corroborated this policy is followed in practice.

115.71 (f) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XVII requires
the Investigations staff to make an effort to determine whether staff actions or failures to act
contributed to the abuse and document in a written report a description of the evidence, the
reasoning behind credibility assessments, and investigative facts and findings. Interviews with
Felmers Chaney Correctional Center trained investigator corroborated this policy is followed in
practice.
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115.71 (g) - The Milwaukee Police Department conducts all criminal investigations for
allegations of criminal activity at Felmers. Their report follows the requirements of this
standard.

115.71 (h) - The Milwaukee Police Department conducts all criminal investigations for
allegations of criminal activity at Felmers. Any substantiated allegations of conduct that
appears to be criminal would be forwarded for prosecution.

115.71 (I) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XVII requires
that all written reports pertaining to the administrative or criminal investigation of alleged
sexual abuse and sexual harassment for as long as the alleged abusers is incarcerated or
employed by the agency, plus 10 years.

115.71 (j) - Wisconsin Department of corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XVII requires
that if the alleged abuser or victim departs the facility, that the investigation still proceed.
Interviews with Felmers’ trained investigator corroborated this policy is followed in practice.

115.71 (k) - Standard is not applicable.

115.71 (l) - WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XVII requires that when an outside
investigation of sexual abuse occurs, that the facility cooperate with outside investigators and
that they remain informed about the progress. Interviews conducted with Felmers Chaney
Correctional Center confirmed staff's awareness of the policy concerning the progress of an
investigation.

Corrective Action: None

115.72 Evidentiary standard for administrative investigations

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
2. Interviews with Investigatory staff

Findings (By Subsection):

115.72 (a) - Executive Directive 72 Section XVII prohibits Investigatory staff from imposing a
standard higher than a preponderance of the evidence in determining whether allegations of
sexual abuse or sexual harassment are substantiated. Interviews with Felmers trained
investigator’s corroborated this standard is followed in practice.

Corrective Action: None
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115.73 Reporting to inmates

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
2. Sample Notification Letter
3. Interviews with Investigatory staff
4. Pre-Audit Questionnaire

Findings (By Subsection):

115.73 (a) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XVII requires
the inmate to receive notification as to whether the allegation has been determined to be
substantiated, unsubstantiated, or unfounded. In the past 12 months, Felmers Chaney
Correctional Center had allegations of sexual abuse in the facility. Felmers Chaney
Correctional Center was able to show the auditor a sample letter.

115.73 (b) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XVII requires
the facility to request relevant information from the investigation in order to inform the inmate.
Interviews with the Superintendent and Investigator confirmed that this would be the practice if
an incident requiring another investigative agency were to occur. 

115.73 (c) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XVII requires
the facility to inform the inmate who alleges that a staff member committed sexual abuse
against the inmate whenever:

1. The staff member is no longer posted within the inmate’s unit.
2. The staff member is no longer employed at the facility.
3. The agency learns that the staff member has been indicted on a charge related to sexual
abuse within the facility.
4. The agency learns that the staff member has been convicted on a charge related to sexual
abuse with the facility.

115.73 (d) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XVII requires
the facility to inform the inmate who alleges that another inmate committed sexual abuse
against the inmate whenever:

1. The agency learns that the alleged abuser has been indicted or a charge related to sexual
abuse within the facility.
2. The agency learns that the alleged abuser has been convicted on a charge related to
sexual abuse within the facility.

115.73 (e) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 requires all
notifications or attempted notifications to be document. Felmers provided the auditor with a
sample letter if an incident were to occur that would require notification.
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Corrective Action: None
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115.76 Disciplinary sanctions for staff

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
2. Pre-Audit Questionnaire

Findings (By Subsection):

115.76 (a) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XIX states
that staff shall be subject to disciplinary sanctions up to and including termination for violating
agency sexual abuse or sexual harassment policies. Felmers Chaney Correctional Center
reports that there have been no staff who have been disciplined for violating the agencies
sexual abuse and sexual harassment policies.

115.76 (b) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XIX states
that termination shall be the presumptive disciplinary sanction for staff who have engaged in
sexual abuse.

115.76 (c) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XIX states
that disciplinary sanctions for violations of agency policies relating to sexual abuse or sexual
harassment shall be commensurate with the nature and circumstances of the acts committed,
the staff members disciplinary history, and the sanctions imposed for comparable offenses by
other staff with similar histories. Felmers Chaney Correctional Center reports that there have
been zero staff who have been disciplined for violating the agencies policies relating to sexual
abuse and sexual harassment.

115.76 (d) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XIX states
that all terminations for violations of agency sexual abuse or sexual harassment, or
resignations by staff that would have been terminated shall be reported to Milwaukee Police
Department unless it was clearly not criminal. Those staff who have a license by a licensing
board and violent the agencies policy regarding sexual abuse and sexual harassment,
Felmers will also report those violations to the applicable licensing body.

Corrective Action: None
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115.77 Corrective action for contractors and volunteers

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Interviews with the Superintendent

Findings (By Subsection):

115.77 (a) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XIX provides
that any contractor or volunteer who engages in sexual abuse shall be prohibited from
contract with inmates. Potentially criminal conduct would be reported to Milwaukee Police
Department and to any relevant licensing bodies. Felmers Chaney Correctional Center reports
that they have had zero reports of sexual abuse of an inmate by a contractor or volunteer.

115.77 (b) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XIX requires
the facility to take appropriate remedial measures and considers whether to further prohibit
contact with inmates by a contractor or volunteer who has violated the agencies sexual abuse
and sexual harassment policies. Felmers Chaney Correctional Center reports that they have
not had to take any measures against a volunteer or contractor for violating the agency policy.

Corrective Action: None
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115.78 Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Facility Superintendent

Findings (By Subsection):

115.78 (a) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 provides that
inmates who have committed offender-on-offender sexual abuse are subject to disciplinary
sanctions pursuant to a formal disciplinary process. Felmers reports that during that past 12
months there have been one findings of inmate-on-inmate sexual abuse.

115.78 (b) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 provides that the
sanctions for inmate-on-inmate sexual abuse should be commensurate with the nature and
circumstances of the violation, the inmates disciplinary history and the sanctions imposed for
comparable offenses by other inmates with similar histories.

115.78 (c) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 provides that the
disciplinary process shall consider whether a perpetrating inmates mental disabilities or mental
illness contributed to his or her behavior when determining what type of sanction, if any,
should be imposed.

115.78 (d) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 provides that
Felmers consider requiring perpetrating inmates to participate in interventions, such as
therapy or counseling. Felmers Chaney Correctional Center should also address and correct
the underlying reasons or motivations for abuse.

115.78 (e) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 provides that an
inmate may only be disciplined for sexual contact with an employee upon a finding that the
employee did not consent to such contact.

115.78 (f) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 prohibits disciplinary
action against an inmate that made a report of sexual abuse in good faith even if an
investigation does not establish evidence sufficient to substantiate the allegation. The sexual
abuse report does not constitute a false report.

Corrective Action: None
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115.81 Medical and mental health screenings; history of sexual abuse

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Interviews with Medical and Mental Health
4. Authorization for Disclosure of Non-Health Confidential Information Form
5. Authorization for Use and Disclosure of Protected Health Information Form

Findings (By Subsection):

115.81 (a) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XII requires
that all inmates who have disclosed prior sexual victimization during an intake screening are
offered a follow-up meeting with a mental health practitioner within 14 days of the initial or
follow-up screening. During the past 12 months, Felmers there were no inmates who
disclosed prior sexual victimization and who were offered a follow-up meeting with a mental
health practitioner.

115.81 (b) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XII requires
that all inmates who have previously perpetrated sexual abuse, as indicated during the intake
screening are offered a follow-up meeting with a mental health practitioner within 14 days of
the screening. During the past 12 months, Felmers had no inmates who previously
perpetrated sexual abuse and who were offered a follow-up meeting with a mental health
practitioner.

115.31 (d) - WIDOC Executive Directive 72 Section XII requires that appropriate controls be
placed on the dissemination of information gathered from the initial and follow-up screenings
to ensure that sensitive information is not exploited. Information related to sexual victimization
or abusiveness that occurred in an institutional setting is strictly limited to medical and mental
health clinicians and other employees, as necessary, to inform treatment pans and security
and management decisions.

115.81 (e) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XII requires
medical and mental health practitioners to obtain informed consent from the inmates before
reporting information about prior sexual victimization that did not occur in an institutional
setting. Interviews with medical and mental health staff confirmed that they follow this policy
and the auditor reviewed a copy of the informed consent form.

Corrective Action: None
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115.82 Access to emergency medical and mental health services

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Interviews with Medical and Mental Health Staff
3. Interviews with Security and Non-Security Staff
4. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
5. Off-Site Service Request and Report (DOC-3001) Form

Findings (By Subsection):

115.82 (a) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires
inmate victims of sexual abuse to receive timely, unimpeded access to emergency medical
treatment and crisis intervention series that is determined by medical and mental health
practitioners according to their judgement. Interviews with medical and mental health
providers indicated that the victim would receive the medical services required by this
subsection.

115.82 (b) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires
that if no qualified medical or mental health practitioners are on duty at the time of a report of
recent sexual abuse is made, staff first responders will take steps to protect the victim and will
notify the appropriate medical practitioners immediately. Interviews with both security and
nonsecurity staff verified that this would be the practice if an incident were to occur.

115.82 (c) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires
inmate victims of sexual abuse while incarcerated to be offered timely information about and
timely access to emergency contraception and sexually transmitted infections prophylaxis.
Interviews with medical staff confirmed that this policy is in practice at Felmers.

115.82 (d) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires
that sexual abuse victims receive treatment services at no cost. 

Corrective Action: None
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115.83 Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and abusers

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Tour Observations
4. Interviews with Medical and Mental Health Staff

Findings (By Subsection):

115.83 (a) - Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires Felmer to offer medical and mental
health evaluations and treatment to all inmates who have been sexual victimized while
incarcerated.

115.83 (b) - Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires and interviews with medical and
mental health staff confirmed that victims of sexual abuse/harassment would receive
appropriate levels of service as required by this subsection.

115.83 (c) - Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires and interviews with medical and
mental health staff confirmed that victims of sexual abuse receive medical and mental health
services that is consistent with the community level of care.

115.83 (d) - Executive Directive 72 Section XVI is not applicable to Felmers Chaney
Correctional Center because it has an all male inmate population. 

115.83 (e) - Executive Directive 72 Section XVI is not applicable to Felmers Chaney
Correctional Center because it has an all male inmate population. 

115.83 (f) - Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires and interviews with Felmers’ medical
staff confirm that inmate victims of sexual abuse while incarcerated will be offered test for
sexual transmitted infections as medically appropriate.

115.83 (g) - Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires and interviews with Felmers Chaney
Correctional Center medical staff confirm that treatment services will be provided at no
financial cost for the victim.

115.83 (h) - Executive Directive 72 Section XVI requires and interviews with Felmers Chaney
Correctional Center mental health care staff confirm that the facility attempts to conduct a
mental health evaluation of all know inmate-on-inmate abusers within 60 days of learning
about such sexual abuse history.

Corrective Action: None
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115.86 Sexual abuse incident reviews

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Interviews with the Superintendent

Findings (By Subsection):

115.86 (a) - Executive Directive 72 Section XX requires the facility to conduct a sexual abuse
incident review at the conclusion of every sexual abuse investigation unless it was determined
to be unfounded. Felmers reports that there have been 0 investigations of alleged sexual
abuse in the last 12 months. 

115.86 (b) - Executive Directive 72 Section XX requires the facility to conduct an incident
review within 30 days of the conclusion of the investigation. Felmers reported 0 sexual abuse
investigations in the last 12 months. Staff are aware of their role when sexual abuse
investigations occur and there is a need to conduct an incident review.

115.86 (c) Executive Directive 72 outlines and Felmers staff have an incident review team in
place when there is a need to conduct an incident review. The team consists of the
Superintendent, Captain, and mental health staff, and others who are deemed necessary
based on the incident.

115.86 (d) Executive Directive 72 Section XX requires the incident review to consider the
following:

• Whether the allegation of investigation or investigation indicates a need to change policy or
practice to better prevent, detect, or respond to sexual abuse;

• Whether the incident or allegation was motivated by race, ethnicity, gender identity, lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgender, or intersex identification, status or perceived status; gang
affiliation; or was motivated or otherwise caused by other group dynamics at the facility;

• Whether the area in the facility where the incident allegedly occurred to assess whether
physical barriers in the area may enable abuse;

• Whether there was adequate staffing levels in that area during the different shifts; 

• Whether monitoring technology should be deployed or augmented to supplement
supervision by employees; 

• Prepare a report of its findings and submit the report to the facility head and PREA
Compliance Manager.
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115.86 (e) - Executive Directive 72 Section XX requires the facility to implement the
recommendations for improvement, or shall document its reasons for not doing so. Interviews
with the facility's administrator indicated that this would be the practice based on any findings
and recommendations from the incident review report.

Corrective Action: None
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115.87 Data collection

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Wisconsin DOC Website

Findings (By Subsection):

115.87 (a)(c) - Executive Directive 72 Section XXI details the types of data that needs to be
collected and it is, at a minimum, all the necessary data to answer all the questions from the
most recent version of the Survey of Sexual Violence conducted by the DOJ. Data collected by
the Wisconsin Department of Corrections is securely retained and maintained for at least 10
years after the data of initial collection.

115.87 (b) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XXI requires
and practice indicates that they aggregate the incident based sexual abuse data on a annually
bases.

115.87 (d) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XXI requires
them to maintain, review, and collect data as needed from all available incident-based
documents, including reports, investigation files, and sexual abuse incident reviews.

115.87 (e) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XXI requires
the agency to obtain incident based and aggregated data from the private contractors it uses
for the confinement of its inmates.

115.87 (f) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XXI requires
that the agency provide all such data from the previous calendar year to the DOJ no later than
June 30th.

Corrective Action: None
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115.88 Data review for corrective action

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Interviews with Agency Head, PREA Coordinator, and PREA Compliance Manager
3. WIDOC PREA Annual Report
4. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)

Findings (By Subsection):

115.88 (a) - Wisconsin Department of Corrections Executive Directive 72 Section XXI requires
and documentation reviewed confirm that WIDOC reviews data collected and aggregated
pursuant to §115.87. WIDOC prepares an annual report of its findings, and its posts that
annual report on its webpage.

115.88 (b) - Executive Directive 72 Section XXI requires and documentation reviewed confirms
that the annual report prepared by the Wisconsin Department of Corrections includes a
comparison of the current year’s data and corrective actions with those from the prior years.

115.88 (c) - Executive Directive 72 Section XXI requires that the annual report be posted
publicly to the DOC’s website. The auditor confirmed that the annual report is posted on the
Wisconsin Department of Corrections website.
115.88 (d) - Executive Directive 72 Section XXI states that they may redact specific material
from the reports when publications would present a clear and specific threat to safety and
security.

Corrective Action: None
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115.89 Data storage, publication, and destruction

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Pre-Audit Questionnaire
2. Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
3. Interviews with PREA Coordinator

Findings (By Subsection):

115.89 (a, d) - Executive Directive 72 Section XXI requires that data collected pursuant to
§115.87 is securely retained and that the information is maintained for at least 10 years.

115.89 (b) - Executive Directive 72 Section XXI requires that all aggregated sexual abuse data
from the facilities under its control and those that it contracts with are made readily available to
the public on its website. The auditor confirmed that the data is posted on the Wisconsin
Department of Corrections website under Prison Rape Elimination Act.

115.89 (c) - Executive Directive 72 Section XXI requires that all personal identifiers are
removed before making the data available to the public. The auditor reviewed the reports
listed on the Wisconsin Department of Corrections and did not see any personally identifiable
information.

Corrective Action: None
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115.401 Frequency and scope of audits

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. WIDOC Website
2. Inmate Interviews
3. Tour Observations

Findings (By Subsection):

115.401 (a) - The Wisconsin Department of Corrections has 40 facilities that are required to
be audited under the PREA standards. While the agency did not audit one-third of its facilities
in each of the years of the first cycle it has completed all of the audits within the 3 year period.

115.401 (h) - The audit team was able to enter all areas within the facility without restriction.

115.401 (i) - The audit team was received any relevant documents that were requested.

115.401 (m) - The audit team was provide with offices that allowed for private interviews.

115.401 (n) - Inmates were able to send confidential information to the auditor in the same
way they would communicate with legal counsel.
.
Corrective Action: None

115.403 Audit contents and findings

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Evidence Reviewed (Documents, Interviews, and Site Reviews):

1. Wisconsin Department of Corrections website

Findings (By Subsection):

115.403 (f) - The Wisconsin Department of Corrections website lists all the previous PREA
audit reports that were conducted. They can be viewed by going to the following web link
http://doc.wi.gov/About/DOC-Overview/Office-of-the-Secretary/Prison-Ra
pe-Elimination-Act-Unit.

Corrective Action: None
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Appendix: Provision Findings

115.11 (a) Zero tolerance of sexual abuse and sexual harassment; PREA coordinator

Does the agency have a written policy mandating zero tolerance toward
all forms of sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

Does the written policy outline the agency’s approach to preventing,
detecting, and responding to sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

115.11 (b) Zero tolerance of sexual abuse and sexual harassment; PREA coordinator

Has the agency employed or designated an agency-wide PREA
Coordinator?

yes

Is the PREA Coordinator position in the upper-level of the agency
hierarchy?

yes

Does the PREA Coordinator have sufficient time and authority to
develop, implement, and oversee agency efforts to comply with the
PREA standards in all of its facilities?

yes

115.11 (c) Zero tolerance of sexual abuse and sexual harassment; PREA coordinator

If this agency operates more than one facility, has each facility
designated a PREA compliance manager? (N/A if agency operates only
one facility.)

yes

Does the PREA compliance manager have sufficient time and authority
to coordinate the facility’s efforts to comply with the PREA standards?
(N/A if agency operates only one facility.)

yes

115.12 (a) Contracting with other entities for the confinement of inmates

If this agency is public and it contracts for the confinement of its inmates
with private agencies or other entities including other government
agencies, has the agency included the entity’s obligation to comply with
the PREA standards in any new contract or contract renewal signed on
or after August 20, 2012? (N/A if the agency does not contract with
private agencies or other entities for the confinement of inmates.)

no
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115.12 (b) Contracting with other entities for the confinement of inmates

Does any new contract or contract renewal signed on or after August 20,
2012 provide for agency contract monitoring to ensure that the
contractor is complying with the PREA standards? (N/A if the agency
does not contract with private agencies or other entities for the
confinement of inmates OR the response to 115.12(a)-1 is "NO".)

no

115.13 (a) Supervision and monitoring

Does the agency ensure that each facility has developed a staffing plan
that provides for adequate levels of staffing and, where applicable, video
monitoring, to protect inmates against sexual abuse?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility has documented a staffing
plan that provides for adequate levels of staffing and, where applicable,
video monitoring, to protect inmates against sexual abuse?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration the generally accepted detention and correctional
practices in calculating adequate staffing levels and determining the
need for video monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration any judicial findings of inadequacy in calculating adequate
staffing levels and determining the need for video monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration any findings of inadequacy from Federal investigative
agencies in calculating adequate staffing levels and determining the
need for video monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration any findings of inadequacy from internal or external
oversight bodies in calculating adequate staffing levels and determining
the need for video monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration all components of the facility’s physical plant (including
“blind-spots” or areas where staff or inmates may be isolated) in
calculating adequate staffing levels and determining the need for video
monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration the composition of the inmate population in calculating
adequate staffing levels and determining the need for video monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into yes
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consideration the number and placement of supervisory staff in
calculating adequate staffing levels and determining the need for video
monitoring?

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration the institution programs occurring on a particular shift in
calculating adequate staffing levels and determining the need for video
monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration any applicable State or local laws, regulations, or
standards in calculating adequate staffing levels and determining the
need for video monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration the prevalence of substantiated and unsubstantiated
incidents of sexual abuse in calculating adequate staffing levels and
determining the need for video monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration any other relevant factors in calculating adequate staffing
levels and determining the need for video monitoring ?

yes

115.13 (b) Supervision and monitoring

In circumstances where the staffing plan is not complied with, does the
facility document and justify all deviations from the plan? (N/A if no
deviations from staffing plan.)

yes

115.13 (c) Supervision and monitoring

In the past 12 months, has the facility, in consultation with the agency
PREA Coordinator, assessed, determined, and documented whether
adjustments are needed to: The staffing plan established pursuant to
paragraph (a) of this section?

yes

In the past 12 months, has the facility, in consultation with the agency
PREA Coordinator, assessed, determined, and documented whether
adjustments are needed to: The facility’s deployment of video monitoring
systems and other monitoring technologies?

yes

In the past 12 months, has the facility, in consultation with the agency
PREA Coordinator, assessed, determined, and documented whether
adjustments are needed to: The resources the facility has available to
commit to ensure adherence to the staffing plan?

yes
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115.13 (d) Supervision and monitoring

Has the facility/agency implemented a policy and practice of having
intermediate-level or higher-level supervisors conduct and document
unannounced rounds to identify and deter staff sexual abuse and sexual
harassment?

yes

Is this policy and practice implemented for night shifts as well as day
shifts?

yes

Does the facility/agency have a policy prohibiting staff from alerting other
staff members that these supervisory rounds are occurring, unless such
announcement is related to the legitimate operational functions of the
facility?

yes

115.14 (a) Youthful inmates

Does the facility place all youthful inmates in housing units that separate
them from sight, sound, and physical contact with any adult inmates
through use of a shared dayroom or other common space, shower area,
or sleeping quarters? (N/A if facility does not have youthful inmates
(inmates <18 years old).)

na

115.14 (b) Youthful inmates

In areas outside of housing units does the agency maintain sight and
sound separation between youthful inmates and adult inmates? (N/A if
facility does not have youthful inmates (inmates <18 years old).)

na

In areas outside of housing units does the agency provide direct staff
supervision when youthful inmates and adult inmates have sight, sound,
or physical contact? (N/A if facility does not have youthful inmates
(inmates <18 years old).)

na
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115.14 (c) Youthful inmates

Does the agency make its best efforts to avoid placing youthful inmates
in isolation to comply with this provision? (N/A if facility does not have
youthful inmates (inmates <18 years old).)

na

Does the agency, while complying with this provision, allow youthful
inmates daily large-muscle exercise and legally required special
education services, except in exigent circumstances? (N/A if facility does
not have youthful inmates (inmates <18 years old).)

na

Do youthful inmates have access to other programs and work
opportunities to the extent possible? (N/A if facility does not have
youthful inmates (inmates <18 years old).)

na

115.15 (a) Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches

Does the facility always refrain from conducting any cross-gender strip or
cross-gender visual body cavity searches, except in exigent
circumstances or by medical practitioners?

yes

115.15 (b) Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches

Does the facility always refrain from conducting cross-gender pat-down
searches of female inmates in non-exigent circumstances? (N/A here for
facilities with less than 50 inmates before August 20,2017.)

yes

Does the facility always refrain from restricting female inmates’ access to
regularly available programming or other out-of-cell opportunities in
order to comply with this provision? (N/A here for facilities with less than
50 inmates before August 20,2017.)

na

115.15 (c) Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches

Does the facility document all cross-gender strip searches and cross-
gender visual body cavity searches?

yes

Does the facility document all cross-gender pat-down searches of female
inmates?

no
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115.15 (d) Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches

Does the facility implement a policy and practice that enables inmates to
shower, perform bodily functions, and change clothing without
nonmedical staff of the opposite gender viewing their breasts, buttocks,
or genitalia, except in exigent circumstances or when such viewing is
incidental to routine cell checks?

yes

Does the facility require staff of the opposite gender to announce their
presence when entering an inmate housing unit?

yes

115.15 (e) Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches

Does the facility always refrain from searching or physically examining
transgender or intersex inmates for the sole purpose of determining the
inmate’s genital status?

yes

If an inmate’s genital status is unknown, does the facility determine
genital status during conversations with the inmate, by reviewing medical
records, or, if necessary, by learning that information as part of a
broader medical examination conducted in private by a medical
practitioner?

yes

115.15 (f) Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches

Does the facility/agency train security staff in how to conduct cross-
gender pat down searches in a professional and respectful manner, and
in the least intrusive manner possible, consistent with security needs?

yes

Does the facility/agency train security staff in how to conduct searches of
transgender and intersex inmates in a professional and respectful
manner, and in the least intrusive manner possible, consistent with
security needs?

yes

115.16 (a) Inmates with disabilities and inmates who are limited English proficient

Does the agency take appropriate steps to ensure that inmates with
disabilities have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit from all
aspects of the agency’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual
abuse and sexual harassment, including: inmates who are deaf or hard
of hearing?

yes

Does the agency take appropriate steps to ensure that inmates with
disabilities have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit from all

yes
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aspects of the agency’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual
abuse and sexual harassment, including: inmates who are blind or have
low vision?

Does the agency take appropriate steps to ensure that inmates with
disabilities have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit from all
aspects of the agency’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual
abuse and sexual harassment, including: inmates who have intellectual
disabilities?

yes

Does the agency take appropriate steps to ensure that inmates with
disabilities have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit from all
aspects of the agency’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual
abuse and sexual harassment, including: inmates who have psychiatric
disabilities?

yes

Does the agency take appropriate steps to ensure that inmates with
disabilities have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit from all
aspects of the agency’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual
abuse and sexual harassment, including: inmates who have speech
disabilities?

yes

Does the agency take appropriate steps to ensure that inmates with
disabilities have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit from all
aspects of the agency’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual
abuse and sexual harassment, including: Other (if "other," please explain
in overall determination notes.)

yes

Do such steps include, when necessary, ensuring effective
communication with inmates who are deaf or hard of hearing?

yes

Do such steps include, when necessary, providing access to interpreters
who can interpret effectively, accurately, and impartially, both receptively
and expressively, using any necessary specialized vocabulary?

yes

Does the agency ensure that written materials are provided in formats or
through methods that ensure effective communication with inmates with
disabilities including inmates who: Have intellectual disabilities?

yes

Does the agency ensure that written materials are provided in formats or
through methods that ensure effective communication with inmates with
disabilities including inmates who: Have limited reading skills?

yes

Does the agency ensure that written materials are provided in formats or
through methods that ensure effective communication with inmates with
disabilities including inmates who: are blind or have low vision?

yes
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115.16 (b) Inmates with disabilities and inmates who are limited English proficient

Does the agency take reasonable steps to ensure meaningful access to
all aspects of the agency’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to
sexual abuse and sexual harassment to inmates who are limited English
proficient?

yes

Do these steps include providing interpreters who can interpret
effectively, accurately, and impartially, both receptively and expressively,
using any necessary specialized vocabulary?

yes

115.16 (c) Inmates with disabilities and inmates who are limited English proficient

Does the agency always refrain from relying on inmate interpreters,
inmate readers, or other types of inmate assistance except in limited
circumstances where an extended delay in obtaining an effective
interpreter could compromise the inmate’s safety, the performance of
first-response duties under §115.64, or the investigation of the inmate’s
allegations?

yes
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115.17 (a) Hiring and promotion decisions

Does the agency prohibit the hiring or promotion of anyone who may
have contact with inmates who has engaged in sexual abuse in a prison,
jail, lockup, community confinement facility, juvenile facility, or other
institution (as defined in 42 U.S.C. 1997)?

yes

Does the agency prohibit the hiring or promotion of anyone who may
have contact with inmates who has been convicted of engaging or
attempting to engage in sexual activity in the community facilitated by
force, overt or implied threats of force, or coercion, or if the victim did not
consent or was unable to consent or refuse?

yes

Does the agency prohibit the hiring or promotion of anyone who may
have contact with inmates who has been civilly or administratively
adjudicated to have engaged in the activity described in the two bullets
immediately above?

yes

Does the agency prohibit the enlistment of services of any contractor
who may have contact with inmates who has engaged in sexual abuse in
a prison, jail, lockup, community confinement facility, juvenile facility, or
other institution (as defined in 42 U.S.C. 1997)?

yes

Does the agency prohibit the enlistment of services of any contractor
who may have contact with inmates who has been convicted of engaging
or attempting to engage in sexual activity in the community facilitated by
force, overt or implied threats of force, or coercion, or if the victim did not
consent or was unable to consent or refuse?

yes

Does the agency prohibit the enlistment of services of any contractor
who may have contact with inmates who has been civilly or
administratively adjudicated to have engaged in the activity described in
the two bullets immediately above?

yes

115.17 (b) Hiring and promotion decisions

Does the agency consider any incidents of sexual harassment in
determining whether to hire or promote anyone, or to enlist the services
of any contractor, who may have contact with inmates?

yes
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115.17 (c) Hiring and promotion decisions

Before hiring new employees who may have contact with inmates, does
the agency: perform a criminal background records check?

yes

Before hiring new employees who may have contact with inmates, does
the agency: consistent with Federal, State, and local law, make its best
efforts to contact all prior institutional employers for information on
substantiated allegations of sexual abuse or any resignation during a
pending investigation of an allegation of sexual abuse?

yes

115.17 (d) Hiring and promotion decisions

Does the agency perform a criminal background records check before
enlisting the services of any contractor who may have contact with
inmates?

yes

115.17 (e) Hiring and promotion decisions

Does the agency either conduct criminal background records checks at
least every five years of current employees and contractors who may
have contact with inmates or have in place a system for otherwise
capturing such information for current employees?

yes

115.17 (f) Hiring and promotion decisions

Does the agency ask all applicants and employees who may have
contact with inmates directly about previous misconduct described in
paragraph (a) of this section in written applications or interviews for
hiring or promotions?

yes

Does the agency ask all applicants and employees who may have
contact with inmates directly about previous misconduct described in
paragraph (a) of this section in any interviews or written self-evaluations
conducted as part of reviews of current employees?

yes

Does the agency impose upon employees a continuing affirmative duty
to disclose any such misconduct?

yes
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115.17 (g) Hiring and promotion decisions

Does the agency consider material omissions regarding such
misconduct, or the provision of materially false information, grounds for
termination?

yes

115.17 (h) Hiring and promotion decisions

Does the agency provide information on substantiated allegations of
sexual abuse or sexual harassment involving a former employee upon
receiving a request from an institutional employer for whom such
employee has applied to work? (N/A if providing information on
substantiated allegations of sexual abuse or sexual harassment involving
a former employee is prohibited by law.)

yes

115.18 (a) Upgrades to facilities and technologies

If the agency designed or acquired any new facility or planned any
substantial expansion or modification of existing facilities, did the agency
consider the effect of the design, acquisition, expansion, or modification
upon the agency’s ability to protect inmates from sexual abuse? (N/A if
agency/facility has not acquired a new facility or made a substantial
expansion to existing facilities since August 20, 2012, or since the last
PREA audit, whichever is later.)

yes

115.18 (b) Upgrades to facilities and technologies

If the agency installed or updated a video monitoring system, electronic
surveillance system, or other monitoring technology, did the agency
consider how such technology may enhance the agency’s ability to
protect inmates from sexual abuse? (N/A if agency/facility has not
installed or updated a video monitoring system, electronic surveillance
system, or other monitoring technology since August 20, 2012, or since
the last PREA audit, whichever is later.)

yes
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115.21 (a) Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

If the agency is responsible for investigating allegations of sexual abuse,
does the agency follow a uniform evidence protocol that maximizes the
potential for obtaining usable physical evidence for administrative
proceedings and criminal prosecutions? (N/A if the agency/facility is not
responsible for conducting any form of criminal OR administrative sexual
abuse investigations.)

yes

115.21 (b) Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

Is this protocol developmentally appropriate for youth where applicable?
(N/A if the agency/facility is not responsible for conducting any form of
criminal OR administrative sexual abuse investigations.)

yes

Is this protocol, as appropriate, adapted from or otherwise based on the
most recent edition of the U.S. Department of Justice’s Office on
Violence Against Women publication, “A National Protocol for Sexual
Assault Medical Forensic Examinations, Adults/Adolescents,” or similarly
comprehensive and authoritative protocols developed after 2011? (N/A if
the agency/facility is not responsible for conducting any form of criminal
OR administrative sexual abuse investigations.)

yes

115.21 (c) Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

Does the agency offer all victims of sexual abuse access to forensic
medical examinations, whether on-site or at an outside facility, without
financial cost, where evidentiarily or medically appropriate?

yes

Are such examinations performed by Sexual Assault Forensic Examiners
(SAFEs) or Sexual Assault Nurse Examiners (SANEs) where possible?

yes

If SAFEs or SANEs cannot be made available, is the examination
performed by other qualified medical practitioners (they must have been
specifically trained to conduct sexual assault forensic exams)?

yes

Has the agency documented its efforts to provide SAFEs or SANEs? yes
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115.21 (d) Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

Does the agency attempt to make available to the victim a victim
advocate from a rape crisis center?

yes

If a rape crisis center is not available to provide victim advocate services,
does the agency make available to provide these services a qualified
staff member from a community-based organization, or a qualified
agency staff member?

yes

Has the agency documented its efforts to secure services from rape
crisis centers?

yes

115.21 (e) Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

As requested by the victim, does the victim advocate, qualified agency
staff member, or qualified community-based organization staff member
accompany and support the victim through the forensic medical
examination process and investigatory interviews?

yes

As requested by the victim, does this person provide emotional support,
crisis intervention, information, and referrals?

yes

115.21 (f) Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

If the agency itself is not responsible for investigating allegations of
sexual abuse, has the agency requested that the investigating entity
follow the requirements of paragraphs (a) through (e) of this section?
(N/A if the agency/facility is responsible for conducting criminal AND
administrative sexual abuse investigations.)

yes

115.21 (h) Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

If the agency uses a qualified agency staff member or a qualified
community-based staff member for the purposes of this section, has the
individual been screened for appropriateness to serve in this role and
received education concerning sexual assault and forensic examination
issues in general? (N/A if agency attempts to make a victim advocate
from a rape crisis center available to victims per 115.21(d) above.)

yes
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115.22 (a) Policies to ensure referrals of allegations for investigations

Does the agency ensure an administrative or criminal investigation is
completed for all allegations of sexual abuse?

yes

Does the agency ensure an administrative or criminal investigation is
completed for all allegations of sexual harassment?

yes

115.22 (b) Policies to ensure referrals of allegations for investigations

Does the agency have a policy and practice in place to ensure that
allegations of sexual abuse or sexual harassment are referred for
investigation to an agency with the legal authority to conduct criminal
investigations, unless the allegation does not involve potentially criminal
behavior?

yes

Has the agency published such policy on its website or, if it does not
have one, made the policy available through other means?

yes

Does the agency document all such referrals? yes

115.22 (c) Policies to ensure referrals of allegations for investigations

If a separate entity is responsible for conducting criminal investigations,
does such publication describe the responsibilities of both the agency
and the investigating entity? (N/A if the agency/facility is responsible for
criminal investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes
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115.31 (a) Employee training

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on its zero-tolerance policy for sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on how to fulfill their responsibilities under agency sexual abuse and
sexual harassment prevention, detection, reporting, and response
policies and procedures?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on inmates’ right to be free from sexual abuse and sexual harassment

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on the right of inmates and employees to be free from retaliation for
reporting sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on the dynamics of sexual abuse and sexual harassment in
confinement?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on the common reactions of sexual abuse and sexual harassment
victims?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on how to detect and respond to signs of threatened and actual sexual
abuse?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on how to avoid inappropriate relationships with inmates?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on how to communicate effectively and professionally with inmates,
including lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, or gender
nonconforming inmates?

yes

Does the agency train all employees who may have contact with inmates
on how to comply with relevant laws related to mandatory reporting of
sexual abuse to outside authorities?

yes
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115.31 (b) Employee training

Is such training tailored to the gender of the inmates at the employee’s
facility?

yes

Have employees received additional training if reassigned from a facility
that houses only male inmates to a facility that houses only female
inmates, or vice versa?

yes

115.31 (c) Employee training

Have all current employees who may have contact with inmates received
such training?

yes

Does the agency provide each employee with refresher training every
two years to ensure that all employees know the agency’s current sexual
abuse and sexual harassment policies and procedures?

yes

In years in which an employee does not receive refresher training, does
the agency provide refresher information on current sexual abuse and
sexual harassment policies?

yes

115.31 (d) Employee training

Does the agency document, through employee signature or electronic
verification, that employees understand the training they have received?

yes

115.32 (a) Volunteer and contractor training

Has the agency ensured that all volunteers and contractors who have
contact with inmates have been trained on their responsibilities under
the agency’s sexual abuse and sexual harassment prevention, detection,
and response policies and procedures?

yes

115.32 (b) Volunteer and contractor training

Have all volunteers and contractors who have contact with inmates been
notified of the agency’s zero-tolerance policy regarding sexual abuse
and sexual harassment and informed how to report such incidents (the
level and type of training provided to volunteers and contractors shall be
based on the services they provide and level of contact they have with
inmates)?

yes
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115.32 (c) Volunteer and contractor training

Does the agency maintain documentation confirming that volunteers and
contractors understand the training they have received?

yes

115.33 (a) Inmate education

During intake, do inmates receive information explaining the agency’s
zero-tolerance policy regarding sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

During intake, do inmates receive information explaining how to report
incidents or suspicions of sexual abuse or sexual harassment?

yes

115.33 (b) Inmate education

Within 30 days of intake, does the agency provide comprehensive
education to inmates either in person or through video regarding: Their
rights to be free from sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

Within 30 days of intake, does the agency provide comprehensive
education to inmates either in person or through video regarding: Their
rights to be free from retaliation for reporting such incidents?

yes

Within 30 days of intake, does the agency provide comprehensive
education to inmates either in person or through video regarding:
Agency policies and procedures for responding to such incidents?

yes

115.33 (c) Inmate education

Have all inmates received such education? yes

Do inmates receive education upon transfer to a different facility to the
extent that the policies and procedures of the inmate’s new facility differ
from those of the previous facility?

yes
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115.33 (d) Inmate education

Does the agency provide inmate education in formats accessible to all
inmates including those who are limited English proficient?

yes

Does the agency provide inmate education in formats accessible to all
inmates including those who are deaf?

yes

Does the agency provide inmate education in formats accessible to all
inmates including those who are visually impaired?

yes

Does the agency provide inmate education in formats accessible to all
inmates including those who are otherwise disabled?

yes

Does the agency provide inmate education in formats accessible to all
inmates including those who have limited reading skills?

yes

115.33 (e) Inmate education

Does the agency maintain documentation of inmate participation in these
education sessions?

yes

115.33 (f) Inmate education

In addition to providing such education, does the agency ensure that key
information is continuously and readily available or visible to inmates
through posters, inmate handbooks, or other written formats?

yes

115.34 (a) Specialized training: Investigations

In addition to the general training provided to all employees pursuant to
§115.31, does the agency ensure that, to the extent the agency itself
conducts sexual abuse investigations, its investigators have received
training in conducting such investigations in confinement settings? (N/A if
the agency does not conduct any form of administrative or criminal
sexual abuse investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes
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115.34 (b) Specialized training: Investigations

Does this specialized training include techniques for interviewing sexual
abuse victims? (N/A if the agency does not conduct any form of
administrative or criminal sexual abuse investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes

Does this specialized training include proper use of Miranda and Garrity
warnings? (N/A if the agency does not conduct any form of
administrative or criminal sexual abuse investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes

Does this specialized training include sexual abuse evidence collection in
confinement settings? (N/A if the agency does not conduct any form of
administrative or criminal sexual abuse investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes

Does this specialized training include the criteria and evidence required
to substantiate a case for administrative action or prosecution referral?
(N/A if the agency does not conduct any form of administrative or
criminal sexual abuse investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes

115.34 (c) Specialized training: Investigations

Does the agency maintain documentation that agency investigators have
completed the required specialized training in conducting sexual abuse
investigations? (N/A if the agency does not conduct any form of
administrative or criminal sexual abuse investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes

115.35 (a) Specialized training: Medical and mental health care

Does the agency ensure that all full- and part-time medical and mental
health care practitioners who work regularly in its facilities have been
trained in how to detect and assess signs of sexual abuse and sexual
harassment?

yes

Does the agency ensure that all full- and part-time medical and mental
health care practitioners who work regularly in its facilities have been
trained in how to preserve physical evidence of sexual abuse?

yes

Does the agency ensure that all full- and part-time medical and mental
health care practitioners who work regularly in its facilities have been
trained in how to respond effectively and professionally to victims of
sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

Does the agency ensure that all full- and part-time medical and mental
health care practitioners who work regularly in its facilities have been
trained in how and to whom to report allegations or suspicions of sexual
abuse and sexual harassment?

yes
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115.35 (b) Specialized training: Medical and mental health care

If medical staff employed by the agency conduct forensic examinations,
do such medical staff receive appropriate training to conduct such
examinations? (N/A if agency medical staff at the facility do not conduct
forensic exams.)

yes

115.35 (c) Specialized training: Medical and mental health care

Does the agency maintain documentation that medical and mental
health practitioners have received the training referenced in this
standard either from the agency or elsewhere?

yes

115.35 (d) Specialized training: Medical and mental health care

Do medical and mental health care practitioners employed by the
agency also receive training mandated for employees by §115.31?

yes

Do medical and mental health care practitioners contracted by and
volunteering for the agency also receive training mandated for
contractors and volunteers by §115.32?

yes

115.41 (a) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Are all inmates assessed during an intake screening for their risk of
being sexually abused by other inmates or sexually abusive toward other
inmates?

yes

Are all inmates assessed upon transfer to another facility for their risk of
being sexually abused by other inmates or sexually abusive toward other
inmates?

yes

115.41 (b) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Do intake screenings ordinarily take place within 72 hours of arrival at
the facility?

yes
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115.41 (c) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Are all PREA screening assessments conducted using an objective
screening instrument?

yes
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115.41 (d) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (1) Whether the inmate
has a mental, physical, or developmental disability?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (2) The age of the
inmate?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (3) The physical build
of the inmate?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (4) Whether the inmate
has previously been incarcerated?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (5) Whether the
inmate’s criminal history is exclusively nonviolent?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (6) Whether the inmate
has prior convictions for sex offenses against an adult or child?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (7) Whether the inmate
is or is perceived to be gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, or
gender nonconforming (the facility affirmatively asks the inmate about
his/her sexual orientation and gender identity AND makes a subjective
determination based on the screener’s perception whether the inmate is
gender non-conforming or otherwise may be perceived to be LGBTI)?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (8) Whether the inmate
has previously experienced sexual victimization?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (9) The inmate’s own
perception of vulnerability?

yes

Does the intake screening consider, at a minimum, the following criteria
to assess inmates for risk of sexual victimization: (10) Whether the
inmate is detained solely for civil immigration purposes?

yes
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115.41 (e) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

In assessing inmates for risk of being sexually abusive, does the initial
PREA risk screening consider, when known to the agency: prior acts of
sexual abuse?

yes

In assessing inmates for risk of being sexually abusive, does the initial
PREA risk screening consider, when known to the agency: prior
convictions for violent offenses?

yes

In assessing inmates for risk of being sexually abusive, does the initial
PREA risk screening consider, when known to the agency: history of
prior institutional violence or sexual abuse?

yes

115.41 (f) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Within a set time period not more than 30 days from the inmate’s arrival
at the facility, does the facility reassess the inmate’s risk of victimization
or abusiveness based upon any additional, relevant information received
by the facility since the intake screening?

yes

115.41 (g) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Does the facility reassess an inmate’s risk level when warranted due to
a: Referral?

yes

Does the facility reassess an inmate’s risk level when warranted due to
a: Request?

yes

Does the facility reassess an inmate’s risk level when warranted due to
a: Incident of sexual abuse?

yes

Does the facility reassess an inmate’s risk level when warranted due to
a: Receipt of additional information that bears on the inmate’s risk of
sexual victimization or abusiveness?

yes

115.41 (h) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Is it the case that inmates are not ever disciplined for refusing to answer,
or for not disclosing complete information in response to, questions
asked pursuant to paragraphs (d)(1), (d)(7), (d)(8), or (d)(9) of this
section?

yes
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115.41 (i) Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

Has the agency implemented appropriate controls on the dissemination
within the facility of responses to questions asked pursuant to this
standard in order to ensure that sensitive information is not exploited to
the inmate’s detriment by staff or other inmates?

yes

115.42 (a) Use of screening information

Does the agency use information from the risk screening required by §
115.41, with the goal of keeping separate those inmates at high risk of
being sexually victimized from those at high risk of being sexually
abusive, to inform: Housing Assignments?

yes

Does the agency use information from the risk screening required by §
115.41, with the goal of keeping separate those inmates at high risk of
being sexually victimized from those at high risk of being sexually
abusive, to inform: Bed assignments?

yes

Does the agency use information from the risk screening required by §
115.41, with the goal of keeping separate those inmates at high risk of
being sexually victimized from those at high risk of being sexually
abusive, to inform: Work Assignments?

yes

Does the agency use information from the risk screening required by §
115.41, with the goal of keeping separate those inmates at high risk of
being sexually victimized from those at high risk of being sexually
abusive, to inform: Education Assignments?

yes

Does the agency use information from the risk screening required by §
115.41, with the goal of keeping separate those inmates at high risk of
being sexually victimized from those at high risk of being sexually
abusive, to inform: Program Assignments?

yes

115.42 (b) Use of screening information

Does the agency make individualized determinations about how to
ensure the safety of each inmate?

yes
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115.42 (c) Use of screening information

When deciding whether to assign a transgender or intersex inmate to a
facility for male or female inmates, does the agency consider on a case-
by-case basis whether a placement would ensure the inmate’s health
and safety, and whether a placement would present management or
security problems (NOTE: if an agency by policy or practice assigns
inmates to a male or female facility on the basis of anatomy alone, that
agency is not in compliance with this standard)?

yes

When making housing or other program assignments for transgender or
intersex inmates, does the agency consider on a case-by-case basis
whether a placement would ensure the inmate’s health and safety, and
whether a placement would present management or security problems?

yes

115.42 (d) Use of screening information

Are placement and programming assignments for each transgender or
intersex inmate reassessed at least twice each year to review any
threats to safety experienced by the inmate?

yes

115.42 (e) Use of screening information

Are each transgender or intersex inmate’s own views with respect to his
or her own safety given serious consideration when making facility and
housing placement decisions and programming assignments?

yes

115.42 (f) Use of screening information

Are transgender and intersex inmates given the opportunity to shower
separately from other inmates?

yes
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115.42 (g) Use of screening information

Unless placement is in a dedicated facility, unit, or wing established in
connection with a consent decree, legal settlement, or legal judgment for
the purpose of protecting lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or intersex
inmates, does the agency always refrain from placing: lesbian, gay, and
bisexual inmates in dedicated facilities, units, or wings solely on the basis
of such identification or status?

yes

Unless placement is in a dedicated facility, unit, or wing established in
connection with a consent decree, legal settlement, or legal judgment for
the purpose of protecting lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or intersex
inmates, does the agency always refrain from placing: transgender
inmates in dedicated facilities, units, or wings solely on the basis of such
identification or status?

yes

Unless placement is in a dedicated facility, unit, or wing established in
connection with a consent decree, legal settlement, or legal judgment for
the purpose of protecting lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or intersex
inmates, does the agency always refrain from placing: intersex inmates
in dedicated facilities, units, or wings solely on the basis of such
identification or status?

yes

115.43 (a) Protective Custody

Does the facility always refrain from placing inmates at high risk for
sexual victimization in involuntary segregated housing unless an
assessment of all available alternatives has been made, and a
determination has been made that there is no available alternative
means of separation from likely abusers?

yes

If a facility cannot conduct such an assessment immediately, does the
facility hold the inmate in involuntary segregated housing for less than 24
hours while completing the assessment?

yes
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115.43 (b) Protective Custody

Do inmates who are placed in segregated housing because they are at
high risk of sexual victimization have access to: Programs to the extent
possible?

yes

Do inmates who are placed in segregated housing because they are at
high risk of sexual victimization have access to: Privileges to the extent
possible?

yes

Do inmates who are placed in segregated housing because they are at
high risk of sexual victimization have access to: Education to the extent
possible?

yes

Do inmates who are placed in segregated housing because they are at
high risk of sexual victimization have access to: Work opportunities to the
extent possible?

yes

If the facility restricts access to programs, privileges, education, or work
opportunities, does the facility document: The opportunities that have
been limited?

yes

If the facility restricts access to programs, privileges, education, or work
opportunities, does the facility document: The duration of the limitation?

yes

If the facility restricts access to programs, privileges, education, or work
opportunities, does the facility document: The reasons for such
limitations?

yes

115.43 (c) Protective Custody

Does the facility assign inmates at high risk of sexual victimization to
involuntary segregated housing only until an alternative means of
separation from likely abusers can be arranged?

yes

Does such an assignment not ordinarily exceed a period of 30 days? yes

115.43 (d) Protective Custody

If an involuntary segregated housing assignment is made pursuant to
paragraph (a) of this section, does the facility clearly document: The
basis for the facility’s concern for the inmate’s safety?

yes

If an involuntary segregated housing assignment is made pursuant to
paragraph (a) of this section, does the facility clearly document: The
reason why no alternative means of separation can be arranged?

yes
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115.43 (e) Protective Custody

In the case of each inmate who is placed in involuntary segregation
because he/she is at high risk of sexual victimization, does the facility
afford a review to determine whether there is a continuing need for
separation from the general population EVERY 30 DAYS?

yes

115.51 (a) Inmate reporting

Does the agency provide multiple internal ways for inmates to privately
report: Sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

Does the agency provide multiple internal ways for inmates to privately
report: Retaliation by other inmates or staff for reporting sexual abuse
and sexual harassment?

yes

Does the agency provide multiple internal ways for inmates to privately
report: Staff neglect or violation of responsibilities that may have
contributed to such incidents?

yes

115.51 (b) Inmate reporting

Does the agency also provide at least one way for inmates to report
sexual abuse or sexual harassment to a public or private entity or office
that is not part of the agency?

yes

Is that private entity or office able to receive and immediately forward
inmate reports of sexual abuse and sexual harassment to agency
officials?

yes

Does that private entity or office allow the inmate to remain anonymous
upon request?

yes

Are inmates detained solely for civil immigration purposes provided
information on how to contact relevant consular officials and relevant
officials at the Department of Homeland Security?

yes
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115.51 (c) Inmate reporting

Does staff accept reports of sexual abuse and sexual harassment made
verbally, in writing, anonymously, and from third parties?

yes

Does staff promptly document any verbal reports of sexual abuse and
sexual harassment?

yes

115.51 (d) Inmate reporting

Does the agency provide a method for staff to privately report sexual
abuse and sexual harassment of inmates?

yes

115.52 (a) Exhaustion of administrative remedies

Is the agency exempt from this standard? NOTE: The agency is exempt
ONLY if it does not have administrative procedures to address inmate
grievances regarding sexual abuse. This does not mean the agency is
exempt simply because an inmate does not have to or is not ordinarily
expected to submit a grievance to report sexual abuse. This means that
as a matter of explicit policy, the agency does not have an administrative
remedies process to address sexual abuse.

yes

115.52 (b) Exhaustion of administrative remedies

Does the agency permit inmates to submit a grievance regarding an
allegation of sexual abuse without any type of time limits? (The agency
may apply otherwise-applicable time limits to any portion of a grievance
that does not allege an incident of sexual abuse.) (N/A if agency is
exempt from this standard.)

yes

Does the agency always refrain from requiring an inmate to use any
informal grievance process, or to otherwise attempt to resolve with staff,
an alleged incident of sexual abuse? (N/A if agency is exempt from this
standard.)

yes
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115.52 (c) Exhaustion of administrative remedies

Does the agency ensure that: An inmate who alleges sexual abuse may
submit a grievance without submitting it to a staff member who is the
subject of the complaint? (N/A if agency is exempt from this standard.)

yes

Does the agency ensure that: Such grievance is not referred to a staff
member who is the subject of the complaint? (N/A if agency is exempt
from this standard.)

yes

115.52 (d) Exhaustion of administrative remedies

Does the agency issue a final agency decision on the merits of any
portion of a grievance alleging sexual abuse within 90 days of the initial
filing of the grievance? (Computation of the 90-day time period does not
include time consumed by inmates in preparing any administrative
appeal.) (N/A if agency is exempt from this standard.)

yes

If the agency claims the maximum allowable extension of time to
respond of up to 70 days per 115.52(d)(3) when the normal time period
for response is insufficient to make an appropriate decision, does the
agency notify the inmate in writing of any such extension and provide a
date by which a decision will be made? (N/A if agency is exempt from
this standard.)

yes

At any level of the administrative process, including the final level, if the
inmate does not receive a response within the time allotted for reply,
including any properly noticed extension, may an inmate consider the
absence of a response to be a denial at that level? (N/A if agency is
exempt from this standard.)

yes
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115.52 (e) Exhaustion of administrative remedies

Are third parties, including fellow inmates, staff members, family
members, attorneys, and outside advocates, permitted to assist inmates
in filing requests for administrative remedies relating to allegations of
sexual abuse? (N/A if agency is exempt from this standard.)

yes

Are those third parties also permitted to file such requests on behalf of
inmates? (If a third party files such a request on behalf of an inmate, the
facility may require as a condition of processing the request that the
alleged victim agree to have the request filed on his or her behalf, and
may also require the alleged victim to personally pursue any subsequent
steps in the administrative remedy process.) (N/A if agency is exempt
from this standard.)

yes

If the inmate declines to have the request processed on his or her
behalf, does the agency document the inmate’s decision? (N/A if agency
is exempt from this standard.)

yes
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115.52 (f) Exhaustion of administrative remedies

Has the agency established procedures for the filing of an emergency
grievance alleging that an inmate is subject to a substantial risk of
imminent sexual abuse? (N/A if agency is exempt from this standard.)

yes

After receiving an emergency grievance alleging an inmate is subject to
a substantial risk of imminent sexual abuse, does the agency
immediately forward the grievance (or any portion thereof that alleges
the substantial risk of imminent sexual abuse) to a level of review at
which immediate corrective action may be taken? (N/A if agency is
exempt from this standard.).

yes

After receiving an emergency grievance described above, does the
agency provide an initial response within 48 hours? (N/A if agency is
exempt from this standard.)

yes

After receiving an emergency grievance described above, does the
agency issue a final agency decision within 5 calendar days? (N/A if
agency is exempt from this standard.)

yes

Does the initial response and final agency decision document the
agency’s determination whether the inmate is in substantial risk of
imminent sexual abuse? (N/A if agency is exempt from this standard.)

yes

Does the initial response document the agency’s action(s) taken in
response to the emergency grievance? (N/A if agency is exempt from
this standard.)

yes

Does the agency’s final decision document the agency’s action(s) taken
in response to the emergency grievance? (N/A if agency is exempt from
this standard.)

yes

115.52 (g) Exhaustion of administrative remedies

If the agency disciplines an inmate for filing a grievance related to
alleged sexual abuse, does it do so ONLY where the agency
demonstrates that the inmate filed the grievance in bad faith? (N/A if
agency is exempt from this standard.)

yes
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115.53 (a) Inmate access to outside confidential support services

Does the facility provide inmates with access to outside victim advocates
for emotional support services related to sexual abuse by giving inmates
mailing addresses and telephone numbers, including toll-free hotline
numbers where available, of local, State, or national victim advocacy or
rape crisis organizations?

yes

Does the facility provide persons detained solely for civil immigration
purposes mailing addresses and telephone numbers, including toll-free
hotline numbers where available of local, State, or national immigrant
services agencies?

yes

Does the facility enable reasonable communication between inmates
and these organizations and agencies, in as confidential a manner as
possible?

yes

115.53 (b) Inmate access to outside confidential support services

Does the facility inform inmates, prior to giving them access, of the
extent to which such communications will be monitored and the extent to
which reports of abuse will be forwarded to authorities in accordance
with mandatory reporting laws?

yes

115.53 (c) Inmate access to outside confidential support services

Does the agency maintain or attempt to enter into memoranda of
understanding or other agreements with community service providers
that are able to provide inmates with confidential emotional support
services related to sexual abuse?

yes

Does the agency maintain copies of agreements or documentation
showing attempts to enter into such agreements?

yes

115.54 (a) Third-party reporting

Has the agency established a method to receive third-party reports of
sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

Has the agency distributed publicly information on how to report sexual
abuse and sexual harassment on behalf of an inmate?

yes
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115.61 (a) Staff and agency reporting duties

Does the agency require all staff to report immediately and according to
agency policy any knowledge, suspicion, or information regarding an
incident of sexual abuse or sexual harassment that occurred in a facility,
whether or not it is part of the agency?

yes

Does the agency require all staff to report immediately and according to
agency policy any knowledge, suspicion, or information regarding
retaliation against inmates or staff who reported an incident of sexual
abuse or sexual harassment?

yes

Does the agency require all staff to report immediately and according to
agency policy any knowledge, suspicion, or information regarding any
staff neglect or violation of responsibilities that may have contributed to
an incident of sexual abuse or sexual harassment or retaliation?

yes

115.61 (b) Staff and agency reporting duties

Apart from reporting to designated supervisors or officials, does staff
always refrain from revealing any information related to a sexual abuse
report to anyone other than to the extent necessary, as specified in
agency policy, to make treatment, investigation, and other security and
management decisions?

yes

115.61 (c) Staff and agency reporting duties

Unless otherwise precluded by Federal, State, or local law, are medical
and mental health practitioners required to report sexual abuse pursuant
to paragraph (a) of this section?

yes

Are medical and mental health practitioners required to inform inmates
of the practitioner’s duty to report, and the limitations of confidentiality, at
the initiation of services?

yes

115.61 (d) Staff and agency reporting duties

If the alleged victim is under the age of 18 or considered a vulnerable
adult under a State or local vulnerable persons statute, does the agency
report the allegation to the designated State or local services agency
under applicable mandatory reporting laws?

yes
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115.61 (e) Staff and agency reporting duties

Does the facility report all allegations of sexual abuse and sexual
harassment, including third-party and anonymous reports, to the facility’s
designated investigators?

yes

115.62 (a) Agency protection duties

When the agency learns that an inmate is subject to a substantial risk of
imminent sexual abuse, does it take immediate action to protect the
inmate?

yes

115.63 (a) Reporting to other confinement facilities

Upon receiving an allegation that an inmate was sexually abused while
confined at another facility, does the head of the facility that received the
allegation notify the head of the facility or appropriate office of the
agency where the alleged abuse occurred?

yes

115.63 (b) Reporting to other confinement facilities

Is such notification provided as soon as possible, but no later than 72
hours after receiving the allegation?

yes

115.63 (c) Reporting to other confinement facilities

Does the agency document that it has provided such notification? yes

115.63 (d) Reporting to other confinement facilities

Does the facility head or agency office that receives such notification
ensure that the allegation is investigated in accordance with these
standards?

yes
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115.64 (a) Staff first responder duties

Upon learning of an allegation that an inmate was sexually abused, is
the first security staff member to respond to the report required to:
Separate the alleged victim and abuser?

yes

Upon learning of an allegation that an inmate was sexually abused, is
the first security staff member to respond to the report required to:
Preserve and protect any crime scene until appropriate steps can be
taken to collect any evidence?

yes

Upon learning of an allegation that an inmate was sexually abused, is
the first security staff member to respond to the report required to:
Request that the alleged victim not take any actions that could destroy
physical evidence, including, as appropriate, washing, brushing teeth,
changing clothes, urinating, defecating, smoking, drinking, or eating, if
the abuse occurred within a time period that still allows for the collection
of physical evidence?

yes

Upon learning of an allegation that an inmate was sexually abused, is
the first security staff member to respond to the report required to:
Ensure that the alleged abuser does not take any actions that could
destroy physical evidence, including, as appropriate, washing, brushing
teeth, changing clothes, urinating, defecating, smoking, drinking, or
eating, if the abuse occurred within a time period that still allows for the
collection of physical evidence?

yes

115.64 (b) Staff first responder duties

If the first staff responder is not a security staff member, is the responder
required to request that the alleged victim not take any actions that could
destroy physical evidence, and then notify security staff?

yes

115.65 (a) Coordinated response

Has the facility developed a written institutional plan to coordinate
actions among staff first responders, medical and mental health
practitioners, investigators, and facility leadership taken in response to
an incident of sexual abuse?

yes
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115.66 (a) Preservation of ability to protect inmates from contact with abusers

Are both the agency and any other governmental entities responsible for
collective bargaining on the agency’s behalf prohibited from entering into
or renewing any collective bargaining agreement or other agreement
that limit the agency’s ability to remove alleged staff sexual abusers from
contact with any inmates pending the outcome of an investigation or of a
determination of whether and to what extent discipline is warranted?

yes

115.67 (a) Agency protection against retaliation

Has the agency established a policy to protect all inmates and staff who
report sexual abuse or sexual harassment or cooperate with sexual
abuse or sexual harassment investigations from retaliation by other
inmates or staff?

yes

Has the agency designated which staff members or departments are
charged with monitoring retaliation?

yes

115.67 (b) Agency protection against retaliation

Does the agency employ multiple protection measures, such as housing
changes or transfers for inmate victims or abusers, removal of alleged
staff or inmate abusers from contact with victims, and emotional support
services for inmates or staff who fear retaliation for reporting sexual
abuse or sexual harassment or for cooperating with investigations?

yes
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115.67 (c) Agency protection against retaliation

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Monitor the conduct and treatment of residents
or staff who reported the sexual abuse to see if there are changes that
may suggest possible retaliation by inmates or staff?

yes

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Monitor the conduct and treatment of inmates
who were reported to have suffered sexual abuse to see if there are
changes that may suggest possible retaliation by inmates or staff?

yes

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Act promptly to remedy any such retaliation?

yes

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Monitor any inmate disciplinary reports?

yes

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Monitor inmate housing changes?

yes

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Monitor inmate program changes?

yes

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Monitor negative performance reviews of staff?

yes

Except in instances where the agency determines that a report of sexual
abuse is unfounded, for at least 90 days following a report of sexual
abuse, does the agency: Monitor reassignments of staff?

yes

Does the agency continue such monitoring beyond 90 days if the initial
monitoring indicates a continuing need?

yes

115.67 (d) Agency protection against retaliation

In the case of inmates, does such monitoring also include periodic status
checks?

yes
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115.67 (e) Agency protection against retaliation

If any other individual who cooperates with an investigation expresses a
fear of retaliation, does the agency take appropriate measures to protect
that individual against retaliation?

yes

115.68 (a) Post-allegation protective custody

Is any and all use of segregated housing to protect an inmate who is
alleged to have suffered sexual abuse subject to the requirements of §
115.43?

yes

115.71 (a) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

When the agency conducts its own investigations into allegations of
sexual abuse and sexual harassment, does it do so promptly,
thoroughly, and objectively? (N/A if the agency/facility is not responsible
for conducting any form of criminal OR administrative sexual abuse
investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes

Does the agency conduct such investigations for all allegations, including
third party and anonymous reports? (N/A if the agency/facility is not
responsible for conducting any form of criminal OR administrative sexual
abuse investigations. See 115.21(a).)

yes

115.71 (b) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Where sexual abuse is alleged, does the agency use investigators who
have received specialized training in sexual abuse investigations as
required by 115.34?

yes

115.71 (c) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Do investigators gather and preserve direct and circumstantial evidence,
including any available physical and DNA evidence and any available
electronic monitoring data?

yes

Do investigators interview alleged victims, suspected perpetrators, and
witnesses?

yes

Do investigators review prior reports and complaints of sexual abuse
involving the suspected perpetrator?

yes
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115.71 (d) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

When the quality of evidence appears to support criminal prosecution,
does the agency conduct compelled interviews only after consulting with
prosecutors as to whether compelled interviews may be an obstacle for
subsequent criminal prosecution?

yes

115.71 (e) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Do agency investigators assess the credibility of an alleged victim,
suspect, or witness on an individual basis and not on the basis of that
individual’s status as inmate or staff?

yes

Does the agency investigate allegations of sexual abuse without
requiring an inmate who alleges sexual abuse to submit to a polygraph
examination or other truth-telling device as a condition for proceeding?

yes

115.71 (f) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Do administrative investigations include an effort to determine whether
staff actions or failures to act contributed to the abuse?

yes

Are administrative investigations documented in written reports that
include a description of the physical evidence and testimonial evidence,
the reasoning behind credibility assessments, and investigative facts and
findings?

yes

115.71 (g) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Are criminal investigations documented in a written report that contains a
thorough description of the physical, testimonial, and documentary
evidence and attaches copies of all documentary evidence where
feasible?

yes

115.71 (h) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Are all substantiated allegations of conduct that appears to be criminal
referred for prosecution?

yes
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115.71 (i) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Does the agency retain all written reports referenced in 115.71(f) and (g)
for as long as the alleged abuser is incarcerated or employed by the
agency, plus five years?

yes

115.71 (j) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

Does the agency ensure that the departure of an alleged abuser or
victim from the employment or control of the agency does not provide a
basis for terminating an investigation?

yes

115.71 (l) Criminal and administrative agency investigations

When an outside entity investigates sexual abuse, does the facility
cooperate with outside investigators and endeavor to remain informed
about the progress of the investigation? (N/A if an outside agency does
not conduct administrative or criminal sexual abuse investigations. See
115.21(a).)

yes

115.72 (a) Evidentiary standard for administrative investigations

Is it true that the agency does not impose a standard higher than a
preponderance of the evidence in determining whether allegations of
sexual abuse or sexual harassment are substantiated?

yes

115.73 (a) Reporting to inmates

Following an investigation into an inmate’s allegation that he or she
suffered sexual abuse in an agency facility, does the agency inform the
inmate as to whether the allegation has been determined to be
substantiated, unsubstantiated, or unfounded?

yes

115.73 (b) Reporting to inmates

If the agency did not conduct the investigation into an inmate’s allegation
of sexual abuse in an agency facility, does the agency request the
relevant information from the investigative agency in order to inform the
inmate? (N/A if the agency/facility is responsible for conducting
administrative and criminal investigations.)

yes
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115.73 (c) Reporting to inmates

Following a inmate’s allegation that a staff member has committed
sexual abuse against the resident, unless the agency has determined
that the allegation is unfounded, or unless the resident has been
released from custody, does the agency subsequently inform the
resident whenever: The staff member is no longer posted within the
inmate’s unit?

yes

Following a inmate’s allegation that a staff member has committed
sexual abuse against the resident, unless the agency has determined
that the allegation is unfounded, or unless the resident has been
released from custody, does the agency subsequently inform the
resident whenever: The staff member is no longer employed at the
facility?

yes

Following a inmate’s allegation that a staff member has committed
sexual abuse against the resident, unless the agency has determined
that the allegation is unfounded, or unless the resident has been
released from custody, does the agency subsequently inform the
resident whenever: The agency learns that the staff member has been
indicted on a charge related to sexual abuse in the facility?

yes

Following a inmate’s allegation that a staff member has committed
sexual abuse against the resident, unless the agency has determined
that the allegation is unfounded, or unless the resident has been
released from custody, does the agency subsequently inform the
resident whenever: The agency learns that the staff member has been
convicted on a charge related to sexual abuse within the facility?

yes

115.73 (d) Reporting to inmates

Following an inmate’s allegation that he or she has been sexually
abused by another inmate, does the agency subsequently inform the
alleged victim whenever: The agency learns that the alleged abuser has
been indicted on a charge related to sexual abuse within the facility?

yes

Following an inmate’s allegation that he or she has been sexually
abused by another inmate, does the agency subsequently inform the
alleged victim whenever: The agency learns that the alleged abuser has
been convicted on a charge related to sexual abuse within the facility?

yes
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115.73 (e) Reporting to inmates

Does the agency document all such notifications or attempted
notifications?

yes

115.76 (a) Disciplinary sanctions for staff

Are staff subject to disciplinary sanctions up to and including termination
for violating agency sexual abuse or sexual harassment policies?

yes

115.76 (b) Disciplinary sanctions for staff

Is termination the presumptive disciplinary sanction for staff who have
engaged in sexual abuse?

yes

115.76 (c) Disciplinary sanctions for staff

Are disciplinary sanctions for violations of agency policies relating to
sexual abuse or sexual harassment (other than actually engaging in
sexual abuse) commensurate with the nature and circumstances of the
acts committed, the staff member’s disciplinary history, and the
sanctions imposed for comparable offenses by other staff with similar
histories?

yes

115.76 (d) Disciplinary sanctions for staff

Are all terminations for violations of agency sexual abuse or sexual
harassment policies, or resignations by staff who would have been
terminated if not for their resignation, reported to: Law enforcement
agencies(unless the activity was clearly not criminal)?

yes

Are all terminations for violations of agency sexual abuse or sexual
harassment policies, or resignations by staff who would have been
terminated if not for their resignation, reported to: Relevant licensing
bodies?

yes
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115.77 (a) Corrective action for contractors and volunteers

Is any contractor or volunteer who engages in sexual abuse prohibited
from contact with inmates?

yes

Is any contractor or volunteer who engages in sexual abuse reported to:
Law enforcement agencies (unless the activity was clearly not criminal)?

yes

Is any contractor or volunteer who engages in sexual abuse reported to:
Relevant licensing bodies?

yes

115.77 (b) Corrective action for contractors and volunteers

In the case of any other violation of agency sexual abuse or sexual
harassment policies by a contractor or volunteer, does the facility take
appropriate remedial measures, and consider whether to prohibit further
contact with inmates?

yes

115.78 (a) Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

Following an administrative finding that an inmate engaged in inmate-on-
inmate sexual abuse, or following a criminal finding of guilt for inmate-
on-inmate sexual abuse, are inmates subject to disciplinary sanctions
pursuant to a formal disciplinary process?

yes

115.78 (b) Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

Are sanctions commensurate with the nature and circumstances of the
abuse committed, the inmate’s disciplinary history, and the sanctions
imposed for comparable offenses by other inmates with similar histories?

yes

115.78 (c) Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

When determining what types of sanction, if any, should be imposed,
does the disciplinary process consider whether an inmate’s mental
disabilities or mental illness contributed to his or her behavior?

yes
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115.78 (d) Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

If the facility offers therapy, counseling, or other interventions designed
to address and correct underlying reasons or motivations for the abuse,
does the facility consider whether to require the offending inmate to
participate in such interventions as a condition of access to programming
and other benefits?

yes

115.78 (e) Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

Does the agency discipline an inmate for sexual contact with staff only
upon a finding that the staff member did not consent to such contact?

yes

115.78 (f) Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

For the purpose of disciplinary action does a report of sexual abuse
made in good faith based upon a reasonable belief that the alleged
conduct occurred NOT constitute falsely reporting an incident or lying,
even if an investigation does not establish evidence sufficient to
substantiate the allegation?

yes

115.78 (g) Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

Does the agency always refrain from considering non-coercive sexual
activity between inmates to be sexual abuse? (N/A if the agency does
not prohibit all sexual activity between inmates.)

yes

115.81 (a) Medical and mental health screenings; history of sexual abuse

If the screening pursuant to § 115.41 indicates that a prison inmate has
experienced prior sexual victimization, whether it occurred in an
institutional setting or in the community, do staff ensure that the inmate
is offered a follow-up meeting with a medical or mental health
practitioner within 14 days of the intake screening?

yes
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115.81 (b) Medical and mental health screenings; history of sexual abuse

If the screening pursuant to § 115.41 indicates that a prison inmate has
previously perpetrated sexual abuse, whether it occurred in an
institutional setting or in the community, do staff ensure that the inmate
is offered a follow-up meeting with a mental health practitioner within 14
days of the intake screening? (N/A if the facility is not a prison.)

yes

115.81 (c) Medical and mental health screenings; history of sexual abuse

If the screening pursuant to § 115.41 indicates that a jail inmate has
experienced prior sexual victimization, whether it occurred in an
institutional setting or in the community, do staff ensure that the inmate
is offered a follow-up meeting with a medical or mental health
practitioner within 14 days of the intake screening?

yes

115.81 (d) Medical and mental health screenings; history of sexual abuse

Is any information related to sexual victimization or abusiveness that
occurred in an institutional setting strictly limited to medical and mental
health practitioners and other staff as necessary to inform treatment
plans and security management decisions, including housing, bed, work,
education, and program assignments, or as otherwise required by
Federal, State, or local law?

yes

115.81 (e) Medical and mental health screenings; history of sexual abuse

Do medical and mental health practitioners obtain informed consent from
inmates before reporting information about prior sexual victimization that
did not occur in an institutional setting, unless the inmate is under the
age of 18?

yes

115.82 (a) Access to emergency medical and mental health services

Do inmate victims of sexual abuse receive timely, unimpeded access to
emergency medical treatment and crisis intervention services, the nature
and scope of which are determined by medical and mental health
practitioners according to their professional judgment?

yes
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115.82 (b) Access to emergency medical and mental health services

If no qualified medical or mental health practitioners are on duty at the
time a report of recent sexual abuse is made, do security staff first
responders take preliminary steps to protect the victim pursuant to §
115.62?

yes

Do security staff first responders immediately notify the appropriate
medical and mental health practitioners?

yes

115.82 (c) Access to emergency medical and mental health services

Are inmate victims of sexual abuse offered timely information about and
timely access to emergency contraception and sexually transmitted
infections prophylaxis, in accordance with professionally accepted
standards of care, where medically appropriate?

yes

115.82 (d) Access to emergency medical and mental health services

Are treatment services provided to the victim without financial cost and
regardless of whether the victim names the abuser or cooperates with
any investigation arising out of the incident?

yes

115.83 (a)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

Does the facility offer medical and mental health evaluation and, as
appropriate, treatment to all inmates who have been victimized by sexual
abuse in any prison, jail, lockup, or juvenile facility?

yes

115.83 (b)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

Does the evaluation and treatment of such victims include, as
appropriate, follow-up services, treatment plans, and, when necessary,
referrals for continued care following their transfer to, or placement in,
other facilities, or their release from custody?

yes
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115.83 (c)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

Does the facility provide such victims with medical and mental health
services consistent with the community level of care?

yes

115.83 (d)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

Are inmate victims of sexually abusive vaginal penetration while
incarcerated offered pregnancy tests? (N/A if all-male facility.)

na

115.83 (e)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

If pregnancy results from the conduct described in paragraph §
115.83(d), do such victims receive timely and comprehensive
information about and timely access to all lawful pregnancy-related
medical services? (N/A if all-male facility.)

na

115.83 (f)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

Are inmate victims of sexual abuse while incarcerated offered tests for
sexually transmitted infections as medically appropriate?

yes

115.83 (g)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

Are treatment services provided to the victim without financial cost and
regardless of whether the victim names the abuser or cooperates with
any investigation arising out of the incident?

yes
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115.83 (h)
Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and
abusers

If the facility is a prison, does it attempt to conduct a mental health
evaluation of all known inmate-on-inmate abusers within 60 days of
learning of such abuse history and offer treatment when deemed
appropriate by mental health practitioners? (NA if the facility is a jail.)

yes

115.86 (a) Sexual abuse incident reviews

Does the facility conduct a sexual abuse incident review at the
conclusion of every sexual abuse investigation, including where the
allegation has not been substantiated, unless the allegation has been
determined to be unfounded?

yes

115.86 (b) Sexual abuse incident reviews

Does such review ordinarily occur within 30 days of the conclusion of the
investigation?

yes

115.86 (c) Sexual abuse incident reviews

Does the review team include upper-level management officials, with
input from line supervisors, investigators, and medical or mental health
practitioners?

yes
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115.86 (d) Sexual abuse incident reviews

Does the review team: Consider whether the allegation or investigation
indicates a need to change policy or practice to better prevent, detect, or
respond to sexual abuse?

yes

Does the review team: Consider whether the incident or allegation was
motivated by race; ethnicity; gender identity; lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, or intersex identification, status, or perceived status; gang
affiliation; or other group dynamics at the facility?

yes

Does the review team: Examine the area in the facility where the incident
allegedly occurred to assess whether physical barriers in the area may
enable abuse?

yes

Does the review team: Assess the adequacy of staffing levels in that
area during different shifts?

yes

Does the review team: Assess whether monitoring technology should be
deployed or augmented to supplement supervision by staff?

yes

Does the review team: Prepare a report of its findings, including but not
necessarily limited to determinations made pursuant to §§ 115.86(d)(1)-
(d)(5), and any recommendations for improvement and submit such
report to the facility head and PREA compliance manager?

yes

115.86 (e) Sexual abuse incident reviews

Does the facility implement the recommendations for improvement, or
document its reasons for not doing so?

yes

115.87 (a) Data collection

Does the agency collect accurate, uniform data for every allegation of
sexual abuse at facilities under its direct control using a standardized
instrument and set of definitions?

yes

115.87 (b) Data collection

Does the agency aggregate the incident-based sexual abuse data at
least annually?

yes
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115.87 (c) Data collection

Does the incident-based data include, at a minimum, the data necessary
to answer all questions from the most recent version of the Survey of
Sexual Violence conducted by the Department of Justice?

yes

115.87 (d) Data collection

Does the agency maintain, review, and collect data as needed from all
available incident-based documents, including reports, investigation files,
and sexual abuse incident reviews?

yes

115.87 (e) Data collection

Does the agency also obtain incident-based and aggregated data from
every private facility with which it contracts for the confinement of its
inmates? (N/A if agency does not contract for the confinement of its
inmates.)

yes

115.87 (f) Data collection

Does the agency, upon request, provide all such data from the previous
calendar year to the Department of Justice no later than June 30? (N/A if
DOJ has not requested agency data.)

yes

115.88 (a) Data review for corrective action

Does the agency review data collected and aggregated pursuant to §
115.87 in order to assess and improve the effectiveness of its sexual
abuse prevention, detection, and response policies, practices, and
training, including by: Identifying problem areas?

yes

Does the agency review data collected and aggregated pursuant to §
115.87 in order to assess and improve the effectiveness of its sexual
abuse prevention, detection, and response policies, practices, and
training, including by: Taking corrective action on an ongoing basis?

yes

Does the agency review data collected and aggregated pursuant to §
115.87 in order to assess and improve the effectiveness of its sexual
abuse prevention, detection, and response policies, practices, and
training, including by: Preparing an annual report of its findings and
corrective actions for each facility, as well as the agency as a whole?

yes
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115.88 (b) Data review for corrective action

Does the agency’s annual report include a comparison of the current
year’s data and corrective actions with those from prior years and
provide an assessment of the agency’s progress in addressing sexual
abuse?

yes

115.88 (c) Data review for corrective action

Is the agency’s annual report approved by the agency head and made
readily available to the public through its website or, if it does not have
one, through other means?

yes

115.88 (d) Data review for corrective action

Does the agency indicate the nature of the material redacted where it
redacts specific material from the reports when publication would
present a clear and specific threat to the safety and security of a facility?

yes

115.89 (a) Data storage, publication, and destruction

Does the agency ensure that data collected pursuant to § 115.87 are
securely retained?

yes

115.89 (b) Data storage, publication, and destruction

Does the agency make all aggregated sexual abuse data, from facilities
under its direct control and private facilities with which it contracts,
readily available to the public at least annually through its website or, if it
does not have one, through other means?

yes

115.89 (c) Data storage, publication, and destruction

Does the agency remove all personal identifiers before making
aggregated sexual abuse data publicly available?

yes
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115.89 (d) Data storage, publication, and destruction

Does the agency maintain sexual abuse data collected pursuant to §
115.87 for at least 10 years after the date of the initial collection, unless
Federal, State, or local law requires otherwise?

yes

115.401 (a) Frequency and scope of audits

During the three-year period starting on August 20, 2013, and during
each three-year period thereafter, did the agency ensure that each
facility operated by the agency, or by a private organization on behalf of
the agency, was audited at least once.? (N/A before August 20, 2016.)

yes

115.401 (b) Frequency and scope of audits

During each one-year period starting on August 20, 2013, did the
agency ensure that at least one-third of each facility type operated by
the agency, or by a private organization on behalf of the agency, was
audited?

yes

115.401 (h) Frequency and scope of audits

Did the auditor have access to, and the ability to observe, all areas of the
audited facility?

yes

115.401 (i) Frequency and scope of audits

Was the auditor permitted to request and receive copies of any relevant
documents (including electronically stored information)?

yes

115.401 (m) Frequency and scope of audits

Was the auditor permitted to conduct private interviews with inmates,
residents, and detainees?

yes
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115.401 (n) Frequency and scope of audits

Were inmates permitted to send confidential information or
correspondence to the auditor in the same manner as if they were
communicating with legal counsel?

yes

115.403 (f) Audit contents and findings

The agency has published on its agency website, if it has one, or has
otherwise made publicly available, all Final Audit Reports within 90 days
of issuance by auditor. The review period is for prior audits completed
during the past three years PRECEDING THIS AGENCY AUDIT. In the
case of single facility agencies, the auditor shall ensure that the facility’s
last audit report was published. The pendency of any agency appeal
pursuant to 28 C.F.R. § 115.405 does not excuse noncompliance with
this provision. (N/A if there have been no Final Audit Reports issued in
the past three years, or in the case of single facility agencies that there
has never been a Final Audit Report issued.)

yes
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PREA Facility Audit Report: Final
Name of Facility: St. Croix Correctional Center
Facility Type: Prison / Jail
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Auditor name: Napier, Kim

Address:

Email: NapierK@michigan.gov

Telephone number:

Start Date of On-Site
Audit:

08/23/2017

End Date of On-Site
Audit:

08/25/2017
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FACILITY INFORMATION

Facility name: St. Croix Correctional Center

Facility physical
address:

1859 North 4th Street, New Richmond, Wisconsin - 54017

Facility Phone 715-246-3680

Facility mailing
address:

PO Box 36, New Richmond, New Richmond, Wisconsin - 54017

The facility is:  County   
 Federal   
 Municipal   
 State   
 Military   
 Private for profit   
 Private not for profit   

Facility Type:  Prison   
 Jail   

Primary Contact

Name: JoAnne Skalski Title: Superintendent

Email Address: JoAnn.Skalski@wisconsin.gov Telephone Number: 715-246-3680

Warden/Superintendent

Name: Jo Skalski Title: Superintendent

Email Address: JoAnn.Skalski@wisconsin.gov Telephone Number: 715-246-3680

Facility PREA Compliance Manager

Name: JoAnn Skalski Email Address: JoAnn.Skalski@wisconsin.gov
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Facility Health Service Administrator

Name: Lon Becher Title: Bureau of Health
Services Nursing
Coordinator

Email Address: Lon.Becher@wisconsin.gov Telephone Number: 608-240-5144

Facility Characteristics

Designed facility capacity: 94

Current population of facility: 97

Age Range Adults: 18-40 Youthful Residents:

Facility security level/inmate custody levels: minimum

Number of staff currently employed at the
facility who may have contact with inmates:

41

AGENCY INFORMATION

Name of agency: Wisconsin Department of Corrections

Governing authority
or parent agency (if

applicable):

State of Wisconsin

Physical Address: 3099 East Washington Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin - 53707

Mailing Address: PO Box 7925, Madison, Wisconsin - 53707

Telephone number: (608) 240-5000

Agency Chief Executive Officer Information:

Name: Jon Litscher Title: Secretary

Email Address: Jon.Litscher@wisconsin.gov Telephone Number: (608) 240-5065
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Agency-Wide PREA Coordinator Information

Name: Leigha Weber Email Address: Leigha.Weber@wisconsin.gov
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AUDIT FINDINGS

Narrative:
The auditor’s description of the audit methodology should include a detailed description of the following
processes during the pre-audit, on-site audit, and post-audit phases: documents and files reviewed,
discussions and types of interviews conducted, number of days spent on-site, observations made during
the site-review, and a detailed description of any follow-up work conducted during the post-audit phase.
The narrative should describe the techniques the auditor used to sample documentation and select
interviewees, and the auditor’s process for the site review.

The Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA) audit for the St. Croix Correctional Institution (SCCC) in New
Richmond, Wisconsin was conducted on August 23rd, 24th, and 25th, 2017. The facility was audited by
Department of Justice (DOJ) Certified PREA Auditor Kimberly Napier with the assistance of MDOC PREA
Analyst Wendy Hart. The audit was conducted to assess the facility compliance with the DOJ PREA
standards as part of a consortium agreement between the states of Wisconsin, Maryland, Pennsylvania
and Michigan. This is the second time that SCCC has been audited by a DOJ certified PREA auditor. The
audit process encompassed three phases, the pre-onsite audit phase, on-site audit phase and post
onsite audit phase. 

On July 5, 2017 during the pre-audit phase, the auditor provided Superintendent and PREA Compliance
Manager (PCM) JoAnn Skalski a audit notification flyer to post throughout SCCC. The auditor requested
that the facility post the notification within every housing unit and any other location available to inmates.
The audit notification provided staff, inmates and the public with the auditor's contact and audit
information to send confidential correspondence to the auditor prior to the on-site audit. The audit flyer
has posted using large font and in both English and Spanish. On July 5, 2017 the auditor did receive
confirmation from PCM Skalski that the auditor notice was posted for inmates. The auditor did not receive
any letters during the pre-onsite audit phase.

On July 18, 2017, the pre-audit questionnaire (PAQ) was made available through OAS. The PAQ
consisted of the agency and facility contact information, facility characteristics, agency and facility policy
and procedures, physical plant diagrams, and staffing plan. A review of the the facility website and any
online information regarding SCCC was completed prior to the on-site audit phase. 

On August 23, 2017 during the on-site audit phase, the auditors were greeted and introductions were
made by the administrative staff at SCCC in Superintendent JoAnn Skalski conference room located in a
secure area in the administration building. SCCC staff in attendance during the meeting was JoAnn
Skalski, Superintendent and PCM; Leigha Weber, Agency PREA Program and Policy Analyst Advanced
and Trisha Hron, Program Supervisor. The purpose of the audit and the plan for the two and a half days
was discussed. The audit consisted of a complete site review of the facility on August 23rd, interviews
with staff and inmates were conducted on August 24th and 25th along with documentation reviews, and a
post-audit meeting on August 25 at 5:00pm. During the introductory meeting, the auditors received
additional facility documentation and an overview of the facility operations. The documentation consisted
of the facility diagram, staff directory, the Red Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment Prevention and
Intervention Resource Booklet for Inmates, the Challenge Incarceration Program (CIP) handbook for both
SCCC and Athena.

On August 23, 2017 at 1240pm, a facility site review of all areas that staff and inmates have access was
conducted under the escort of the facility Superintendent and PREA Compliance Manager JoAnn Skalski.
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Prior to entering the facility auditors were instructed to sign in and present identification card at the
window. Prior to entering the secure area of the facility, administrative staff checked the identification
cards of the auditors. This process gave insight to the auditors on staff procedures for processing
persons in and out of the facility. The SCCC main building is a large structure that makes up the
Administration building, male inmate East and West barracks including the gym, kitchen and dining hall.
The West male barrack has a upper and lower level. There is a female barracks located in an adjacent to
the main building in a trailer housing structure. The garage and clothing shed are detached small
buildings that are adjacent to the main building. There are three housing units designated for both male
and female populations. The site review included the administration building, all housing barracks for
both male and female inmates (West wing, East wing and Athena), Independent living area, staff offices,
unit control booths, dining hall, kitchen, back dock area, medical, school, library, maintenance garage,
crew shed, clothing shed, shower and toilet area in both male and female housing barracks. 

During the site review, the auditor observed the PREA audit notification and the agency PREA
informational signs (English and Spanish) for inmates posted in housing barracks as well as other
locations to which staff, inmates and the public have access. The auditor was able to review several
housing barracks logbooks, supervisory rounding log, PREA assessment screening tools, and video
monitoring systems located in each housing barrack. The auditor was able to conduct informal interviews
with staff during the tour to assess the facility practice and compliance with DOJ PREA standards. The
auditor was not able to conduct informal interviews with inmates as the Challenge Incarceration Program
(CIP) was very controlled and inmates moved together in groups with their squad under the direction of
staff. However, all inmates interviewed by the auditor knew how to report an allegation of sexual abuse or
sexual harassment internally or externally. All prisoners interviewed knew of at least one way to report.
When speaking with facility staff, they stated they were trained on the agency's PREA policy, knew the
protocol for reporting and how to protect an inmate from sexual abuse and sexual harassment. These
interviews gave the auditors insight into assessing the facility's culture and compliance with DOJ
standards. �
The auditors observed the facility security staff closely monitor the camera system throughout the prison
in the gym and housing barracks camera system. All barrack cameras were monitored by security staff.
The auditor was able to observe how security staff controlled the movement within each barrack, gym,
dining room and movement to the barracks from the gym. SCCC did not have any inmate visits during
the time the auditor was at SCCC.

The auditor reviewed twelve inmate risk screening and inmate education that verified both are being
completed. Also, the auditor was able to verify through a random sample that employees’ training records
and background checks were in compliance. The agency reported there were no reported sexual abuse
or sexual harassment allegations In the twelve months preceding the onsite audit phase. A review of the
agency record on August 22, 2017 confirmed three cases none of which were in the 12 months receding
the onsite audit phase. 

The facility staff and inmate interviews were conducted on August 24th and 25th, 2017. The two hour
Warden’s interview was conducted via teleconference on August 29, 2017 with DOJ Certified auditor
Kimberly Napier. The interviews were conducted utilizing the DOJ PREA Compliance Audit instrument
interview guides for facility warden, specialized staff, facility PREA Compliance Manager, random staff
and inmates. All interviews were conducted in a private setting to protect the confidentiality of each
interview. At the time of the on-site audit, there were 111 inmates at SCCC eight females and 103 male
inmates. The auditor randomly selected and interviewed eight males inmates based on housing barrack
and job assignment. The auditor also selected and interviewed all eight female inmates from Athena
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barrack. SCCC provided the auditor with the barrack locators to select the 16 inmates. During the time of
the audit, there was no disabled inmates, no limited English proficient (LEP), or LGBTI. SCCC inmates
are in the Challenge Incarceration Program which is representative of a bootcamp prison where inmates
are medically cleared to participate in the program. The auditor was able to confirm whether or not
inmates were disabled or LEP through documentation review of inmate orientation files, interviews with
inmates and onsite observation. During the onsite audit phase, the auditor was able to interview an
inmate that reported sexual abuse. 

Using the DOJ audit instrument interview guides, the auditor was able to query inmates about their
understanding of PREA, reporting protocols at the facility and services available to them outside of the
facility. 

The auditor selected and interviewed 14 random staff from three different shifts (5:30am-1:30pm,
1:30pm-9:30pm and 9:30pm-5:30am) which included all barracks for male and female inmates. All staff
was selected from a daily roster provided by SCCC staff. In addition, the auditor selected and interviewed
nine specialized staff. The specialized staff consisted of: human resource staff, higher level facility staff,
medical, incident review team member, retaliation monitoring, intake staff, staff that perform risk
screening and contractor with inmate contact. 

Using the DOJ audit instrument interview guides, the auditor was able to query staff regarding the
agency's Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) policy and
the facility's procedures for responding, reporting and investigating sexual abuse and sexual harassment
in confinement. The auditor was able to conduct a formal interview with a contractor. However, the
auditor was not able to interview specialized staff for mental health, segregated housing staff, staff that
supervise youthful inmates or education and program staff who work with youthful inmates as youthful
inmates are not housed at SCCC and there is no segregation or mental health staff. 

On August 25, 2017 at 5:00pm, a post audit meeting was conducted with facility administrative staff. The
administrative staff in attendance was Superintendent and PCM JoAnn Skalski; Agency Program and
Policy Analyst Advanced Leigha Weber, and Program Supervisor Trisha Horn. During the post audit
meeting, auditors provided facility staff with observations and two recommendations. First, the auditor
recommended that the facility review their process regarding inmate reporting as inmates need to have
multiple internal ways to report sexual abuse or sexual harassment privately. Specifically, through
telephone and mail procedures. The telephone process in which inmates are allowed to make outgoing
calls is not confidential as inmates are required to call out the telephone number of the person they are
calling. Also, all inmate mail outgoing and incoming is censored by staff which does not provide a
confidential means for inmates to report allegations to third parties. Secondly, the auditor recommended
that once the facility receives an allegation either in writing or verbally that they investigate promptly. The
facility staff made changes as a result of the recommendations. During the pre-audit, on-site audit and
post audit the auditors were able communicate openly through interviews, phone calls and emails with
facility staff. SCCC staff were prepared and organized for the audit and made all documentation available
to the auditors for review. The auditors would like to thank Warden Quala Champagne, Superintendent
and PCM JoAnn Skalski and her staff at the St. Croix Correctional Center for providing full access to the
facility during the PREA audit.
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AUDIT FINDINGS

Facility Characteristics:
The auditor’s description of the audited facility should include details about the facility type, demographics
and size of the inmate or resident population, numbers and type of staff positions, configuration and
layout of the facility, numbers of housing units, description of housing units including any special housing
units, a description of programs and services, including food service and recreation. The auditor should
describe how these details are relevant to PREA implementation and compliance.

FACILITY CHARACTERISTICS

�The St. Croix Correctional Center (SCCC) is located in the city of New Richmond, Wisconsin is a part of
the Wisconsin Correctional Center System that operates the Challenge Incarceration Program (CIP) for
120 adult male inmates and 12 female inmates. SCCC was first styled as CIP in 1991 before it’s
completion in 1994. SCCC later expanded in 2014 to encompass the East Wing. There are currently 14
centers a part of the Wisconsin Correctional Center System. The St. Croix Correctional Center is a
minimum security adult male and female facility. The age range of inmates is 18-40. At the time of the
audit, there were no youthful inmates being held at SCCC. 

SCCC structure is comprised of the East wing, West wing, Athena housing barracks, administration
building, Gym that doubles as a dining hall, Kitchen, Garage, clothing shed and crew shed. The East and
West wing barracks is designated for male inmates while the Athena barrack is for female inmates. All
barracks are dormitory style with double bunks. The housing barracks have showers, bathroom stalls and
sinks. The units have a base area, unit office, officer desk, and a control booth in every unit. 

The facility has a staff population of 41. The supervisors consist of one superintendent and two Captains.
The correctional staff positions are 20 sergeants. The correctional staff work in the barracks, dining hall,
kitchen, and school. SCCC other staff positions include, one program supervisor, two administrative staff,
three health service unit staff, one maintenance, one foodservice, two social workers, two treatment
specialist, two Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse (AODA) staff, and four teachers. During the audit, there
were 111 inmates on August 23th, 108 inmates on August 24th, and 108 inmates August 25th. SCCC
has a facility capacity count of 94. 

St. Croix Correctional Center is designed for inmates to complete all program requirements in 180 days.
Program components are structured with discipline and rehabilitative programming. Program includes
physical activity, manual work assignments, school, regimentation and discipline with military bearing,
intensive (AODA) treatment and a cognitive restructuring program that helps inmates identify negative
thinking that can put them at risk.

The facility has video monitoring system that is controlled by the correctional staff in each barrack. The
cameras monitor and record inside and outside of the prison.
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AUDIT FINDINGS

Summary of Audit Findings:
The summary should include the number of standards exceeded, number of standards met, and number
of standards not met, along with a list of each of the standards in each category. If relevant, provide a
summarized description of the corrective action plan, including deficiencies observed, recommendations
made, actions taken by the agency, relevant timelines, and methods used by the auditor to reassess
compliance.

Auditor Note: No standard should be found to be “Not Applicable” or “NA”. A compliance determination
must be made for each standard.

Number of standards exceeded: 1

Number of standards met: 44

Number of standards not met: 0

Wisconsin Department of Corrections Agency Executive Directive 72 is the written Prison Rape
Elimination Act (PREA) Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement Policy.

Number of standards exceeded: 1
115.18 Upgrades to facilities and technologies.

Number of standards not met: 0

Number of standards not applicable: 1
115.14 Youthful Inmates- SCCC does not have inmates under the age of 18. 

Number of standards met: 41
115.11 Zero tolerance of sexual abuse and sexual harassment PREA Coordinator. 
115.12 Contracting with other entities for the confinement of inmates.
115.13 Supervision and monitoring.
115.15 Limits to cross- gender viewing and searches.
115.16 Inmates with disabilities and inmates who are limited English proficient. 
115.17 Hiring and promotion decisions.
115.21 Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations
115.22 Policies to ensure referrals of allegations for investigation.
115.31 Employee training.
115.32 Volunteer and contractor training.
115.33 Inmate education.
115.34 Specialized training: Investigations.
115.35 Specialized training: Medical and mental health care.
115.41 Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness 
115.42 Use of screening information.
115.43 Protective custody.
115.51 Inmate reporting.
115.52 Exhaustion of administrative remedies.
115.53 Inmate access to outside confidential support services. 
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115.54 Third- party reporting. 
115.61 Staff and agency reporting duties. 
115.62 Agency protection duties.
115.63 Reporting to other confinement facilities. 
115.64 Staff first responder duties. 
115.65 Coordinated response.
115.66 Preservation of ability to protect inmates from contact with abusers
115.67 Agency protection against retaliation.
115.68 Post -allegation protective custody.
115.71 Criminal and administrative agency investigations.
115.72 Evidentiary standard for administrative investigations.
115.73 Reporting to inmates.
115.76 Disciplinary sanctions for staff.
115.77 Corrective action for contractors and volunteers.
115.78 Disciplinary sanctions for inmates.
115.81 Medical and mental health screenings history of sexual abuse.
115.82 Access to emergency medical and mental health services.
115.83 Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and abusers. 
115.86 Sexual abuse incident reviews.
115.87 Data collection.
115.88 Data review for corrective action.
115.89 Data storage, publication, and destruction.�

Standards

Auditor Overall Determination Definitions

Exceeds Standard 
(Substantially exceeds requirement of standard)

Meets Standard
(substantial compliance; complies in all material ways with the stand for the relevant review period)

Does Not Meet Standard 
(requires corrective actions)

Auditor Discussion Instructions

Auditor discussion, including the evidence relied upon in making the compliance or non-compliance
determination, the auditor’s analysis and reasoning, and the auditor’s conclusions. This discussion must
also include corrective action recommendations where the facility does not meet standard. These
recommendations must be included in the Final Report, accompanied by information on specific
corrective actions taken by the facility.
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115.11 Zero tolerance of sexual abuse and sexual harassment; PREA coordinator

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
the Wisconsin Department of Corrections has zero tolerance for sexual abuse, sexual
harassment and report-related retaliation in its facilities, including those with which it contracts
for the confinement of offenders.

The DOC provides offenders with a comprehensive orientation that details their right to be free
from sexual abuse, sexual harassment and report-related retaliation. The Agency's Executive
Directive #72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement Prison Rape Elimination
Act (PREA) was revised no January 11, 2016. (a).

Agency Executive Directive #72 outlines that the DOC shall employ or designate a PREA
Director to oversee department efforts to comply with PREA standards. This position shall
have sufficient time and authority to coordinate the facilities efforts to comply with PREA
standards in all of its facilities (b).

The Agency employed a Agency-Wide PREA Coordinator (Cheryl Frey) who reports to
Assistant Deputy Secretary in the organizational chart for the Department of Corrections
Secretary's Office. Prior to PREA Coordinator Cheryl Frey's appointment, the agency
employed an acting Agency-Wide PREA Coordinator (Leigha Weber) who is also the PREA
Program & Policy Analyst Advanced for the Wisconsin Department of Corrections. She reports
that her position is a dedicated position and that she has sufficient time and authority to the
development and implementation of agency efforts in PREA compliance. The auditor has
observed the Ms. Weber in the performance of her duties. Ms. Weber has provided all
requested documentation for investigations that are stored at the agency level, background
check documentation for staff, new information from the agency that is being implemented
from the agency level, hotline call request to the agency, liaison between the facility and the
auditor. The agency has 38 PREA Compliance Managers, throughout the state, and each of
them have a backup. As the Agency-Wide PREA coordinator, she interacts with all of the
PREA Compliance Managers (b).

Agency Executive Directive #72 outlines that the appointing authority or designee at each
facility shall assign one employee as the facility based PREA Compliance Manager with
sufficient time ant authority to coordinate the facilities efforts to comply with PREA standards
(c).

The St. Croix Correctional Center (SCCC) employs an upper level administrator
(Superintendent JoAnn Skalski) as the PREA Compliance Manager (PCM). Superintendent
JoAnn Skalski states she has enough time to manage all her PREA related responsibilities and
communicates with with staff and inmates on a daily basis. During an interview, PCM states
she has been at SCCC many years and she has good staff. PCM Skalski states she works
with her supervisors, monitors staff training, work with the security director and PREA office
whenever there is an issue complying with a PREA standard. The PCM was very
knowledgeable on your duties and provided the auditors with full access of the facility, files
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and documents. The organizational chart verifies that the facility has designated who reports
directly to the Warden Quala Champagne (c).

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with the standard
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115.12 Contracting with other entities for the confinement of inmates

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

The Wisconsin Department of Corrections (DOC) has a Memorandum of Agreement for the
temporary housing of doc inmates within County Sheriff Jail. The DOC has included the jail's
obligation to comply with the PREA standards. The DOC contract is with ten county jails for the
confinement of DOC inmates. The county jails provides temporary hold and overflow beds for
DOC inmates. All of these contracted agencies are required to comply with PREA Standards
(a).

A review of the agreement confirms that the agency does have an obligation to comply with
the Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA). The jail shall have policies and procedures in place
for responding to sexual abuse or sexual harassment allegations as defined by PREA and
shall have policies and procedures for maintaining reports and records necessary for reporting
data consistent with PREA. Specifically, the sheriff agrees to timely completion of the Bureau
of Justice Statistics Annual Survey on Sexual Victimization and or its current equivalent survey.
This includes completing forms for locally or privately operated adult facilities and individual
forms for each incident. The sheriff shall notify the DOC within 24 hours of any sexual abuse
or sexual harassment allegations as defined by PREA (a).

The contract includes the DOC process on conducting compliance reviews. The review may
include an examination of the Sheriff's incident and offender records related to sexual abuse
and sexual harassment. The agency monitors compliance by having each jail submit a
summary of the PREA compliance (b).
A review of the agency compliance letters and The PREA compliance summary is consistent
with provision (b).

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with the standard.
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115.13 Supervision and monitoring

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

The Wisconsin Department of Corrections agency policy Executive Directive #72 states that
each facility shall develop, document and make its best efforts to comply with a staffing plan
that provides for adequate levels of employees, video monitoring to protect offenders against
sexual abuse (a)-1.

The St. Croix Correctional Center (SCCC) staffing plan dated May 2017 was provided for
review. The staffing plan contains offender populations, physical plant, camera placement,
staff supervision of inmates, staffing levels, security measures, vulnerable areas,
volunteer/contractor supervision, and addressing staff shortages (a). The operating capacity is
132 (12 females/120 males). The current average daily number of inmates on which the
staffing plan was predicated was 100. The daily number of inmates on August 23 was 111,
August 24 was 108 and August 25, 2017 was 108 (a) 2- 3. The Warden was interviewed to
confirm this information.

SCCC is allotted one superintendent, two captains, one Corrections Program Coordinator,
twenty sergeants, one food service leader, one maintenance, two treatment specialist, two
social workers (one works part-time), three nurses, four teachers, two AODA staff, two
administrative staff (a). SCCC is a Challenge Incarceration Program is structured with
discipline and rehabilitative programming. Program includes physical activity, manual work
assignments, school, regimentation and discipline with military bearing, intensive Alcohol and
Other Drug Abuse (AODA) treatment and a cognitive restructuring program that helps inmates
identify negative thinking that can put them at risk. Also, employment is available within the
center working in food service, laundry, crew, clothing shed, greenhouse and maintenance.
SCCC also offers an opportunity for inmates to earn their High School Equivalency Diploma
(a). During the last 12 months, SCCC did have two reported sexual abuse or sexual
harassment complaints. SCCC has not had any judicial findings of inadequacy from internal or
external oversight bodies to confirm the agency practice with this provision (a).

An annual review of SCCC staffing plan was conducted in May 2017 with the PCM and agency
(c). During interview, the PCM confirmed that the staffing plan is stored electronically and
reviewed annually by higher level teams (c). The auditor was also able to review the staffing
plan. 

During an interview with PCM, through rounds, watching the population, and monitoring
camera system we can access what is going on and follow up. A lot of our blind spots and
areas of concern have been addressed we have one of the better camera systems. 

Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that supervisory staff shall conduct and document unannounced rounds, covering all shifts to
identify and deter employee sexual abuse and sexual harassment. The DOC employees are
prohibited from alerting other employees that these supervisory rounds are occurring unless
such announcement is related to the legitimate operational functions of the facility (d).
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SCCC staffing plan outlines that the vulnerable areas with minimal security staff supervision
such as the laundry and food service area have increased security staff rounds (d). During an
interview with staff, the superintendent does weekly rounds multiple times a week on all three
shifts. Staff indicated that they put the rounds in the log book. Upper level management staff
indicated that they conduct rounds without telling staff that the rounds are being made. The
Warden, Deputy Warden and Security Director does site visits. During these site visits they
conduct rounds and look at the technology needs and physical plant with the superintendent
and grounds supervisor (c, d).

During the tour, rounding logs books reveal that intermediate-level and higher level staff are
making required rounds consistent with this provision (d).

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with this standard.
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115.14 Youthful inmates

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that youthful inmates shall not be placed in a housing unit in which they have sight, sound or
physical contact with any adult offender through use of a shared dayroom or other common
space, shower area or sleeping quarters. In areas outside of housing units, DOC shall either:
maintain sight and sound separation between youthful inmates and adult offenders or provide
direct staff supervision when youthful inmates and adult offenders have sight, sound or
physical contact. Adult facilities shall make best efforts to avoid isolating youthful inmates to
comply with this provision. Absent exigent circumstances, adult facilities shall not deny youthful
inmates daily large muscle exercise and any legally required special education services to
comply with this provision. Youthful inmates shall also have access to other programs and
work opportunities to the extent possible. Such exigent circumstances leading to the denial of
large-muscle exercise, legally required education services and/or other programming shall be
documented (a, b, c).

During interview with superintendent, she stated that the St. Croix Correctional Center (SCCC)
does not house youthful inmates.

A review of Agency policy DAI 302.00.20 Placement of Juveniles in Adult Correctional Sites
indicate that juveniles will not be housed in adult correctional facilities. SCCC is an adult
correctional Center that has adult inmates between the ages of 18-40.

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with this standard.
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115.15 Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
facilities shall not permit cross-gender strip or body cavity searches except in exigent
circumstances or when performed by medical practitioners (a). Except in exigent
circumstances, adult facilities shall not permit cross-gender pat-down searches of female
offenders nor shall juvenile facilities permit cross-gender pat-down searches of either gender
(b). All cross-gender strip and body cavity searches, in addition to cross-gender pat-down
searches of females, shall be documented (c). Facilities may not search or physically examine
a transgender or intersex offender for the sole purpose of determining the offender’s genital
status. If the offender’s genital status is unknown, it may be determined during conversations
with the offender, by reviewing medical records, or, if necessary, by learning that information
as part of a broader medical examination conducted in private by a medical practitioner (e).

Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
in order to enable offenders to shower, perform bodily functions and change clothing without
non-medical employees of the opposite gender viewing their breasts, buttocks or genitalia,
except in exigent circumstances or when such viewing is incidental to routine cell checks,
employees of the opposite gender shall announce their presence when entering an offender
housing unit. If opposite gender status quo changes during that shift then another
announcement is required. Facilities shall not restrict access to regularly available
programming or other out-of-cell or housing unit opportunities in order to comply with this
provision (d). The auditor was able to observe this process during the onsite audit phase.
Inmate interviews confirmed that they are not restricted when there is a staff of the opposite
gender. For female inmates, female staff are routinely placed in their housing barrack. For
male inmates, male staff are placed in their housing barracks. All inmates are monitored and
move throughout the facility in squad groups. The auditor was able to observe this practice
and veracity that inmates are allowed access and opportunities to comply with this provision.

There are 26 camera in use at SCCC that monitor inside and outside of the facility. During the
tour the auditors was able to view the camera system in the unit barrack at the officers
stations. The camera system has the ability to record and pan. The viewing of the camera
does not allow staff of the opposite gender to view inmates in the state of undress. Employees
of the opposite gender must announce their presence when entering into the barracks turning
on the light and by pushing the tone button. The light comes on in the inmate barrack for both
male and female inmates outside the inmate bathrooms. During the tour, the auditor was able
to see how this process worked (d). The auditor was able to observe both male and female
staff announce prior to entering into a barrack of the opposite gender. This practice was
consistent in the male and female barracks.

Interviews with staff reveal that cross gender strip searches is a part of their training and they
have yearly updates. There were no instances cross-gender strip searches, body cavity
searches, within the last 12 months. A review of training records verified that all custody staff
are trained consistent with this provision (a)(c). Staff also indicated that they turn on the light
and push the tone button when male staff come to the outer door of the female barrack and
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female staff can do the same before entering the male barrack (d). Staff indicated that there
was not any transgender inmates currently at SCCC. Through inmate and staff interviews and
observations during the onsite audit the auditor was able to reasonable confirm there was no
transgender inmates at SCCC. Staff verified that it is not permitted to search or physically
examine a transgender or intersex offender for the sole purpose of determining the offender’s
genital status (e). Training records for ten staff were reviewed to verify that all custody staff
are trained in the agency's PREA policy. Also, training lesson plan Introduction to body
searches was reviewed that outlines the security staff training on how to conduct cross-gender
dysphoria searches, and searches of transgender and intersex inmates, in a professional and
respectful manner, and in the least intrusive manner possible, consistent with security needs
(e,f). 

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with this standard.
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115.16 Inmates with disabilities and inmates who are limited English proficient

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that Offenders with disabilities or who have limited English proficiency shall have an equal
opportunity to participate in or benefit from all aspects of the DOC’s efforts to prevent, detect
and respond to sexual abuse and sexual harassment. This includes providing access to
interpreters who can interpret effectively, accurately, and impartially, both receptively and
expressively, using any necessary specialized vocabulary, in addition to the provision of
offender education in formats accessible to all. Written materials shall be provided in formats
or methods that ensure effective communication with offenders with disabilities (a, b). Agency
Division of Audit Institutions (DAI) Policy 300.00.35 Americans with Disabilities Act outlines that
DAI shall ensure fair and suitable treatment of inmates and members of the public with
disabilities who seek access to DAI services, programs or activities (a).

PREA auditor notification and PREA information was posted in thought the facility regarding an
inmates right to be free from sexual abuse and harassment in English and Spanish. Areas
include the barracks in both male and female housing, hallways, dining hall, school, social
worker offices and healthcare. (a, b).

Agency Division of Audit Institutions (DAI) Policy 300.00.61 Language Assistance for Limited
English Proficiency (LEP) Inmates outlines that DAI shall comply with Federal law under Title
VI which requires all recipients of federal funds to provide meaningful access to documents,
services and programs for individuals with Limited English Proficiency (b).

There were no inmates at the facility during the onsite audit that was LEP or disabled.
However, the inmate Sexual Abuse and Sexual harassment handbook is provided to each
inmate at SCCC during inmate orientation. Also, SCCC contacts with a language
Translation/Interpretation Service that assist inmates in foreign language and American sign
Language. A copy of the contact was reviewed to confirm the agencies practice (a,b).

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that a facility first responders shall not rely on offender interpreters, offender readers or other
types of offender assistants except in exigent circumstances where an extended delay in
obtaining an effective interpreter could compromise the offender’s safety, the performance of
first-responder duties or the investigation of the offender’s allegations. The exigent
circumstances in which offender assistants are used shall be documented (c). Staff were
interviewed. Staff confirmed that inmate interpreters were not used (c).

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with this standard.
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115.17 Hiring and promotion decisions

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that the DOC shall not hire or promote anyone who has engaged in sexual abuse in a
confinement facility; has been convicted of engaging or attempting to engage in
nonconsensual sexual activity in the community; or has been civilly or administratively
adjudicated to have engaged in activity described above. The DOC shall consider any
incidents of sexual harassment when determining whether to hire, promote or enlist the
services of any employee (a, b). Prior to hiring new staff members and enlisting the services of
any employee who may have contact with offenders, the DOC shall perform a criminal
background records check (c). The DOC shall make its best effort to obtain (and, when
requested, provide) reference information from all prior institutional employers on
substantiated allegations of sexual abuse or sexual harassment or any resignation during a
pending investigation of a sexual abuse allegation (c, h). The DOC shall conduct a criminal
background records check every five years for current employees (e).

Interview with Human Resource (HR) staff for Wisconsin Correctional Centers verified that
back ground checks are being completed. HR staff reported that they are responsible for
doing background checks on any employee or contractor. If anything shows up on a new hire
background for criminal misdemeanor, the HR Manager reviews for final decision. Staff
background checks every five years. The system will print out a report on what staff needs to
be done and the correctional centers administrative Captain will complete the fingerprint
checks on staff. Staff indicate that HR stated they do not complete background checks for the
volunteers because the correctional center staff complete them. In the past 12 months, four
new staff and two contracted service providers had criminal background checks. Background
checks are kept for one year after hire in a secure location in HR. The facility does impose
upon employees a affirmative duty to disclose misconduct. Even moving violations three or
more in a two years are required to be reported if you operate a state vehicle. The only time
you would not have to report is if you were the victim. There is no law that prohibits
information for a former employee from being shared upon request at another institution.
Former employee must go through the same process as the new hire. (a-h).

During the last 12 months, SCCC has not had any allegation or investigation of sexual abuse
or sexual harassment regarding a former employee (h).

In the past 12 months, SCCC has two contracts for services where the providers and five staff
would have contact with inmates. All six have had criminal background record checks (d). Five
background checks were reviewed for staff at SCCC which verifies the facility compliance with
this provision (a).

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with this standard.
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115.18 Upgrades to facilities and technologies

 Auditor Overall Determination: Exceeds Standard

Auditor Discussion

During the tour, SCCC has 26 cameras throughout the facility. Retention of video is stored for
30 days. Cameras are installed in all common areas with inmate access and are available to
be monitored and recorded by security staff. Security staff complete rounds in these identified
areas with minimal security staff supervision include: school, maintenance building, basement,
laundry, gym, barracks, and food services. Only superintendent and captains have access to
camera video retention (a, b).

During interviews with staff, SCCC reported that they had a substantial expansion or
modifications have been made to the facility since the last audit (a). East wing was added
which consists of a dorm 1st floor, education 2nd, basement for shelter storms since the last
audit (b). A tour of the facility East wing confirmed the expansion to SCCC. The expansion and
design did consider the agency's ability to protect inmates from sexual abuse (a, b). 

During the tour, in the new east wing, storage closets were designed that the lights came on
automatically when you enter and the doors had see through screens that provided easy
viewing. There were no blind spots to the design of the closets. These doors were in the
school and East wing barracks areas for male inmates. (a, b).

The auditor notes that this was a very innovative design on the behalf of the superintendent
considered this a best practice in protecting inmates from sexual abuse in confinement.

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with this standard.
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115.21 Evidence protocol and forensic medical examinations

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that the DOC shall follow a uniform evidence protocol that maximizes the potential for
preserving and or collecting usable physical evidence for administrative proceedings and
criminal prosecutions (a, b). When the DOC is not responsible for investigating allegations of
sexual abuse, the DOC shall request the the investigating law enforcement agency follow the
requirements outlined in policy (a-f).

During the last 12 months, SCCC did not have any sexual abuse allegations or investigations.
The facility is responsible for administrative investigations only. Local law enforcement is
responsible for all sexual abuse allegations (a). Post audit the facility did report an allegation
of sexual abuse and the allegation was investigated (a).

During interviews with 14 random staff, staff understood the agency’s protocol for obtaining
usable physical evidence if an inmate alleges sexual abuse. SCCC staff are at a sergeant level
or higher. Sergeant's knew to contact their supervisor, separate the alleged victim from the
alleged suspect, secure the crime scene, preserve evidence, advise alleged victim not to
brush teeth, take a shower, wash clothes, label and bag evidence. SCCC has a PREA
evidence protocol, notifications process and procedure for handling evidence and notifying
supervisor (a). During interview with staff, SCCC does not conduct forensic medical
examinations. However, staff indicated that victims would have timely and unimpeded access
to emergency medical treatment. Once the supervisor approves, contact with law enforcement
and local hospital would be made to transport the victim and perpetrator separately to SANE
nurses at Westfield Hospital and Clinic, 535 Hospital Road, New Richmond, WI 54017. No
reports of sexual abuse exams have been conducted in the last 12 months that would confirm
the agency’s practice (c).

All victims shall be offered access to forensic medical examinations, whether on-site or at an
outside facility, without financial cost, where evidentiary or medically appropriate. Such
examinations shall be performed by Sexual Assault Nurse Examiners (SANE's) where
possible. If SANE's cannot be made available, the examination can be performed by other
qualified medical practitioners. The facility shall document it's efforts to provide a SANE (c).

The facility shall attempt to make available to the victim an advocate from a local sexual
assault service provider to accompany and support the victim through the forensic medical
examination process and investigatory interviews. As requested but he victim, such a person
shall also provide emotional support, crisis intervention, information and referrals. If a sexual
assault service provider is not available to provide victim advocate services, the DOC shall
make available a member who has been screened for appropriateness to serve in this role
and has received education concerning sexual assault service provider (d, e, h).

SCCC has a memorandum of understanding with Turning Point for Victims of Domestic and
Sexual Violence Inc signed on February 24, 2017. TurningPoint provides safety, support and
confidential emotional support, accompaniment, crisis intervention, information and referral to
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victims of sexual abuse in confinement. A review of the agency website www.turningpoint-
wi.org verified that they do provide the services. The TurningPoint staff member or volunteer
can be reached 24 hours a day, 7 days a week by calling the crisis hotline at 1-800-345-5104,
local phone (715) 425-6751 or 24-hour text hotline at (715) 821-8626. 
In addition, SCCC has St. Croix Valley Sexual Assault Response Team (SART) Inc. The St.
Croix Valley SART Inc provides a 24 hour free and confidential help and support line (715)
425-64443 for forensic evidence collection, advocacy and support services. A review of the
agency website stcroixvalleysart.org confirms that they do provide the services. The facility
also has a two victims services coordinator that has successfully completed 13 hours of PREA
victim services coordinator training to provide services to inmates at SCCC (e).

SCCC is not responsible for investigating allegations of sexual abuse. SCCC shall request that
the investigating law enforcement agency follow the requirements outlined (f). The local police
department is contacted for all allegations of sexual abuse (f). SCCC did not have any
investigations involving a sexual abuse allegation during the last 12 months However, SCCC
did have two sexual abuse/sexual harassment investigations post audit that was investigated
to confirm the agency's practice with this provision (f).

Based on the evidence, the facility is complaint with this standard.
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115.22 Policies to ensure referrals of allegations for investigations

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that the DOC shall ensure that an investigation is completed for all allegations of sexual abuse
and sexual harassment, including those received from third-parties and anonymous sources.
DOC shall maintain a policy(ies) that governs the conduct of such investigation (a, d).
Allegations of sexual abuse or sexual harassment that involve potentially criminal behavior
shall be referred for investigation to local law enforcement. All referrals to law enforcement
shall be documented. The policy describing such referrals, in addition to the investigative
responsibilities of the DOC and local law enforcement, shall be published and maintained on
the DOC’s website (b, c).

A review of the agency's website
https://doc.wi.gov/Pages/AboutDOC/PrisonRapeEliminationAct.aspx reveals the that the
agency does make their policy regarding the referrals of allegations of sexual abuse or sexual
harassment for criminal investigation available to the public (b).

During the last 12 months, SCCC did have an investigation or allegation of sexual abuse or
sexual harassment that could confirm the facilities practice with this provision. A review f the
investigation confirms that the agency does document the investigation (b). 

During interview with staff, staff indicated that the facility conducts all administrative
investigations and refers all criminal investigations to local law enforcement. Staff indicated
that there has been one sexual abuse and one sexual harassment investigations at SCCC
during the last 12 months (a-c). 

The auditor requested to review those investigation and the agency provided a copy for
review. A review of the investigations confirmed the agency's practice with this provision (b).

Based on the evidence, the facility is in compliance with this standard.
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115.31 Employee training

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that the DOC shall train all new staff members on the department’s zero-tolerance policy for
sexual abuse and sexual harassment. All staff members shall receive training every two years;
in years in which a staff member does not receive such refresher training, the DOC shall
provide refresher information on current sexual abuse and sexual harassment policies. The
training shall include, but is not limited to the subparts listed below. Each staff member shall
acknowledge and certify to the DOC, through signature or electronic verification, that they
understand the training they received (a). The DOC’s zero tolerance policy for sexual abuse
and sexual harassment; how to fulfill staff responsibilities under the DOC sexual abuse and
sexual harassment prevention, detection, reporting and response policies and procedures;
offenders’ right to be free from sexual abuse and sexual harassment; the right of offenders
and employees to be free from retaliation for reporting sexual abuse and sexual harassment;
the dynamics of sexual abuse and sexual harassment in confinement; the common reactions
of sexual abuse and sexual harassment victims; how to detect and respond to signs of
threatened and actual sexual abuse; how to avoid inappropriate relationships with offenders;
how to communicate effectively and professionally with offenders, including lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender, intersex or gender nonconforming offenders; how to comply with
relevant laws related to mandatory reporting of sexual abuse to outside authorities; relevant
laws regarding the applicable age of consent; instruction tailored to male and female
offenders; and instruction specific to the unique needs and attributes of juveniles. (a). Intranet-
based curriculum (a).

When new policies/directives regarding sexual abuse and sexual harassment are released all
employees who may have contact with inmates are informed via my DOC, PREA PAGE, email
or classroom training (c).

Staff provided a copy of the agency's PREA page. The PREA page outlines information about
sexual assault, PREA standards, how to report sexual abuse or sexual harassment of
offenders, what is staff responsibilities as first responders. The Page also details information
on how to respond to victims of sexual abuse and sexual harassment (c).Staff provided a copy
of the agency's PREA page. The PREA page outlines information about sexual assault, PREA
standards, how to report sexual abuse or sexual harassment of offenders, what is staff
responsibilities as first responders. The Page also details information on how to respond to
victims of sexual abuse and sexual harassment (c).

Biennial training was last provided in the fall of 2015. Documentation provided for the entire
agency as staff members may have transferred from another work location to SCCC since
their training date in 2015. Documentation of new security staff training (and syllabus). Prior to
June 2017, security staff only received classroom PREA instruction. Effective June 2017, in
addition to classroom instruction, they are also required to take the online module (going
forward, new security staff will appear on the computer generated log (d).

A review Wisconsin Correctional Officer PreService Program outlines that corrections officers,
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correctional sergeants and supervising officers are required to meet training requirements.
The program syllabus is 280 hours training curriculum. The computer log shows that staff
have completed the required training. Training completion certificates were also reviewed that
show that staff have completed the required training for PREA (d). All staff must sign a training
roster that documents the type of training they received, the acknowledgment of the content
and requirements of PREA, and the training class record. Sixteen training records were
reviewed that verified staff did receive required PREA training (a)(b)(c)(d). The training
records were selected by the most recent course date preceding the onsite audit.

During interviews, all staff stated they have received the required training for sexual abuse
and sexual harassment in confinement, how to detect, respond to signs of sexual abuse. How
to communicate effectively and professionally with inmates, including lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender and intersex, most staff stated that the training consisted of computer based
training as well as classroom training (a)(b)(c)(d).

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with the standard.
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115.32 Volunteer and contractor training

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that all volunteers and contractors who have contact with offenders shall be trained, in
accordance with the type of service and level of contact they have with offenders, on the
DOC's zero-tolerance policy as it related to sexual abuse and sexual harassment. They shall,
additionally be trained on their responsibilities under the DOC's sexual abuse and sexual
harassment prevention, detection and responses policies and procedures. Each volunteer or
contractor shall acknowledge and certify to the DOC, through signature or electronic
verification that they understand the training they received. The DOC 2786 PREA Sexual
Abuse and Sexual Harassment in confinement training is provided to each contractor that
outlines their understanding of the responsibility of training received (a-c).

SCCC had 26 contractors and volunteers that have completed PREA training appropriate for
the contact with inmates, all have been trained on the agency’s zero tolerance policy, how to
report instances of sexual abuse and sexual harassment. All staff must sign a training roster
that documents the type of training they received, the acknowledgment of the content and
requirements of PREA, and the training class record. Sixteen training records were reviewed
that verified staff did receive required PREA training. The training records were selected by
the most recent course date preceding the onsite audit verified staff did receive required
PREA training (a-c). 

During interview, only two contractors were available for interview that confirmed they received
the required training. Volunteers staff were not available at the time of the onsite audit as most
volunteers provide service on the weekend. A review of the DAI volunteer orientation manual
outlines that staff and volunteers who learn of any alleged sexual conduct or assault must
report it to a supervisor immediately. Additionally, both Federal law and the Department's
policies outline the responsibility of volunteers regarding the prevention and intervention of
sexual misconduct observed or reported between staff and inmates or volunteers and
inmates. This manual outlines the departments Executive Directive 72 ensures compliance
with the federal law and clearly established zero tolerance stand regarding sexual contact,
sexual assault and sexual harassment of offenders. Volunteers and contractors are provided
an additional 27 page training powerpoint, DAI volunteer orientation, and a sexual abuse and
sexual harassment in confinement guide for volunteers and contractors. The guide provides
the definitions of sexual abuse, sexual harassment, consent, vulnerable offenders and
indicators of abuse (a-c).

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with standard.
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115.33 Inmate education

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that at intake offenders shall receive information detailing the DOC's zero tolerance policy
regarding sexual abuse and sexual harassment and how to report such incidents or
suspicions (a). Also, within 30 days of intake at adult facilities the facility shall provide a
comprehensive education to offenders right to be free of sexual abuse, sexual harassment
and disclosure-related retaliation and the DOC's policies and procedures for responding to
such incidents (b). Upon transfer to another facility, offenders shall receive education specific
to the facility's sexual abuse, sexual harassment and report-related retaliation policies and
procedures to the extent they differ from the previous facility (c). Offenders with disabilities or
who have limited English proficiency shall have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit
from all aspects of the DOC's efforts to prevent, detect and respond to sexual abuse and
sexual harassment. This includes providing access to interpreters who can interpret
effectively, accurately, and impartially, both receptively and expressively, using any necessary
specialized vocabulary, in addition to the provision of offender education in formats accessible
to all. Written materials shall be provided in formats or methods that ensure effective
communication with offenders with disabilities (d). Each facility shall maintain documentation of
offender participation in these education sessions (e). Each facility shall ensure that key
information is continuously and readily available or visible to offenders through poster,
handbooks or other written formats (f).

At intake, inmates receive an red PREA handbook that explains the agency’s zero- tolerance
policy regarding sexual abuse and sexual harassment and how to report incidents or
suspicions of sexual abuse or sexual harassment. The PREA handbook also explains the
inmates right to be free from sexual abuse and sexual harassment. Within two weeks of arrival
inmates attend orientation in the school where they watch a PREA video and receive a PREA
orientation handout. The orientation handout tells inmates the how to use the reporting hotline
number 777 and how to call outside the agency using reporting hotline number 888. The
facility reported that 165 inmates within the last 12 months was given this information at intake
(a)(b)(d).

Interview with staff described the process of orientation at SCCC. Staff indicated that inmates
are scheduled orientation within two weeks of arrival. During orientation inmates would sign in
on the PREA education offender participation log, watch the PREA video, receive the red
PREA handbook, and sign their orientation completion sheet. The inmates also receive a
Challenge Incarceration Program Handbook (CIP) (f). The auditor reviewed the red handbook
and was able to confirm that the red handbook provided inmates with information on how to
report a sexual abuse or sexual harassment allegation. The auditor was not able to observe
the intake process as all new inmate into the CIP program had already been processed. The
Staff at SCCC demonstrated how the intake process works including the orientation process. 

Inmates also have PREA posting throughout SCCC in English and Spanish that provides
additional information about the agency’s zero tolerance policy on sexual abuse and sexual
harassment. Additional PREA posters are in medical, library/school, dining hall/gym, male and
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female barracks, staff offices and maintenance shed (a)(b)(d).

Interview with inmates confirmed that they do received the red handbook and are orientated
when they arrive within the first week at SCCC. Inmates reported that they had a class with the
Sergeant and watched a video, completed paperwork, a bookmark that provided a list of who
they could talk to if they wanted to report sexual abuse or sexual harassment. Inmates
indicated they were explained he process of the blue light and the tone for the housing unit
when a staff of the opposite sex was to enter the barrack (a, b).

During the tour, posting were located as indicated throughout the facility in English and
Spanish. The posting had the numbers 777 and 888 that inmates could call from the inmate
phone to report internally or externally any allegation of sexual abuse and sexual harassment
(a)(b). Interviews with inmates revealed that they did receive PREA orientation information at
SCCC. Inmates stated that they were aware on how to report an allegation of sexual abuse or
sexual harassment. They were also aware of the agency's policy on their right to be free from
sexual abuse and sexual harassment. A review of orientation records for sixteen inmates
confirmed that inmates do receive orientation within two weeks of arrival and sign an
orientation sheet indicating they have received orientation (e).

Based on the evidence, he facility has demonstrated compliance with this standard.
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115.34 Specialized training: Investigations

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that staff who investigate incidents of sexual abuse and sexual harassment shall receive
specialized training on techniques for interviewing sexual abuse victims, proper use of
Miranda, Garrity and Oddsen warnings, sexual abuse evidence collection in confinement
settings and the criteria and evidence required to substantiate a case for administrative action
or prosecutorial referral. The DOC shall maintain documentation of training completion (a, b,
c).

The agency keeps documentation of the required training. The auditor was able to review
agency training record database that confirmed that 317 staff was trained to conduct PREA
investigations consistent with provision (a- c).

During interview with Security Director, there are 34 staff within the WCCS that are trained to
conduct PREA investigations. SCCC has one investigator assigned to conduct investigations.
During the on-site audit, the assigned investigator retired and SCCC was in the process of
training another investigator to conduct investigations at SCCC. During an interview with the
PREA coordinator and security director, both confirmed that if there was an allegation of
sexual abuse or sexual harassment the investigation would have been assigned to another
investigator within the agency. A review of the training records confirmed that the SCCC
investigator has completed the required training. A review of the training curriculum confirmed
that PREA investigators receive 40 hours of investigator training with 16 hours dedicated
specifically for PREA training. Training included techniques for interviewing sexual abuse
victims proper use of miranda and Garrity warning, sexual abuse collection in confinement
settings and criteria and evidence required to substantiate a case for administrative or
prosecution referral (a)(b).

During the last 12 months, SCCC reported that they did not have any sexual abuse or
harassment allegations preceding the on-site audit. However, SCCC did have two sexual
abuse/sexual harassment investigations post audit that was investigated to confirm the
agency's practice with this provision (a). 

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with this standard.
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115.35 Specialized training: Medical and mental health care

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that all medical and mental health care practitioners who work regularly in a DOC facility(ies)
shall be trained on the subparts below. The DOC shall maintain documentation that such
training has been received on how to detect and assess signs of sexual abuse and sexual
harassment; how to preserve physical evidence of sexual abuse; how to respond effectively
and professionally to victims of sexual abuse and sexual harassment; and how and to whom
to report allegations or suspicions of sexual abuse and sexual harassment (a).

There are two medical staff that regulary work at SCCC who received the training required by
agency policy (a).

During an interview, staff indicated that they received training on how to detect and access
signs of sexual abuse and sexual harassment, how to preserve physical evidence of sexual
abuse, how to respond effectively and professionally to victims of sexual abuse and sexual
harassment and how to report allegations or suspicions of sexual abuse and sexual
harassment (a). Interview with medical staff confirmed that they do not conduct forensic
examinations at SCCC that would confirm the agency's practice with this provision. Any inmate
needing a SANE/SAFE examination would be transported to the local hospital at Westfield
Hospital and Clinic, 535 Hospital Road, New Richmond, WI 54017

A review of agency training records indicate that medical staff at SCCC has received required
training the same as other employees (c-d).

Based on the evidence, the facility is in compliance with this standard.
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115.41 Screening for risk of victimization and abusiveness

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that offenders shall be assessed during an initial screening within 72 hours of arrival at the
facility, and again upon transfer to another facility, for risk of being sexually abused by other
offenders or sexually abusive towards other offenders (a-e). The presence of a mental,
physical or developmental disability; level of emotional and cognitive development (juveniles
facilities only) Age; physical build; Previous incarcerations; exclusively nonviolent criminal
history; prior convictions for sex offenses against an adult or child; is, or is perceived to be,
gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex or gender nonconforming; Previously
experienced sexual victimization; prior acts of sexual abuse, prior convictions for violent
offenses and/or history of prior institutional violence or sexual abuse; and offender’s
perception of vulnerability (d). Offenders may not be disciplined for refusing to answer or for
failing to disclose information in regards to the assessment questions (h). In addition to the
initial screening, within 30 days of arrival, the facility shall reassess the offender’s risk of
victimization or abusiveness based upon any additional, relevant information received by the
facility since the initial screening (f). Thereafter, an offender’s risk level shall be reassessed
when warranted due to a referral, request, incident of sexual abuse or receipt of additional
information that bears on the offender’s risk of sexual victimization or abusiveness (g).

The facility documented that 165 inmates entered the facility in the last 12 months and was
assessed within 72 hours of arrival at intake. SCCC uses a specific PREA screening tool for
female inmates (DOC-2781A) and male inmates (DOC-2781B). They risk assessment staff
utilize (DOC-2781) PREA Screening tool Instructions when administering the risk screening
assessment to both male and female inmates. The auditor sampled five male and five females
risk screening from the last placement preceding the onsite audit that verify that referrals to
mental health are offered. Also, risk assessments for male and female inmates show staff are
screening inmates within 72 hours of arrival to SCCC. The risk screening tools uses screeners
observation, age, height, weight, mental health, developmental or physical ability sexual
orientation, LGBTI status, convictions of violent offenses, conviction of sexual offense,
confinement, conduct for physical assault, victim of unwarranted sexual contact, sexual
contact with someone without consent, sexual assault conducted while confined, fears of
safety in the facility and sole detained for civil immigration purposes (b)(c)(d)(e).

Interview with staff that perform risk screening and the PCM confirmed that inmates are
assessed with in 72 hours of arrival. No inmates are not disciplined for refusing to answer the
risk assessment screen questions (h). Staff indicated that that inmate risk assessments are
stored with the social worker in the social services file that protect sensitive information from
exploitation (i).

Interview with 16 inmates confirmed that they are assessed when they first arrived at SCCC.
Twelve inmates could remember whether or not they were asked the same questions again,
while others could remember being asked the questions at other confinement facilities (a,b, f). 

During the last 12 months and at the time of the onsite audit, SCCC did not have a reported
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incident of sexual abuse or sexual harassment, referral or request to reassess an inmates risk
level that would confirm the agency's practice with this provision (g).

During a discussion with the agency PREA Coordinator, the agency implemented an
automated system on October 22, 2017 for risk assessment and 30 -day reassessments.
Therefore, the auditor was provided six 30 day reassessments for review on December 4,
2017. This gave the auditor an opportunity to review the 30 risk assessment process
documents wherein inmates were reassessed within 30 days of intake. In review of the six
assessments dated 10/25/17 and 30 day reassessments on 11/22/17, SCCC did assess and
reassess inmates risk of victimization and risk of abusiveness that would confirm the agency's
practice with this provision (f). All of the risk screening documents are stored in the inmates
confidential section of his DOC file which keeps sensitive information from being exploited.
Only administration and medical and social workers have access to the inmates file (i).

Based on the evidence, the facility is in compliance with this standard.
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115.42 Use of screening information

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that information obtained from the initial or follow-up screening shall inform housing, bed,
work, education and program assignments with the goal of keeping separate those offenders
at high risk of being sexually victimized from those at high risk of being sexually abusive. For
the purposes of education, programming, work, and recreation activities, line-of-sight
monitoring by DOC staff is sufficient to maintain separation (a). Individualized placement
determinations shall be made for each offender (b).

Staff utilize the risk assessments in determining proper placement for housing and work
assignments. During the tour the auditor was able to review 10 PREA risk assessments for
victimization (ROV) and risk of abusiveness (ROA). Post audit the auditor was able to review
six risk assessments from the new automated system for tracking ROA and ROV. The tracking
system show how inmates are assessed and reassessed, housed and tracked so not to have
incompatible PREA risk assessment score when placed in the same barrack or work
assignment. The risk assessments provide a list of screening questions that determine a
inmates risk of abusiveness and a risk of victimization. Having this screening tool helps staff
identify the appropriate placement for each inmate. The risk screening tools are secured in the
social workers office file to keep inmate information confidential (a)(b).

During interview with PCM, the facility uses the risk assessment screening during intake to
look at bed assignments and program assignments to keep inmates safe. If there is an inmate
that would need psychological services (PSU) we would transfer them out as SCC does not
have a mental health team. SCCC has a team that oversees this process. (Captain, Program
supervisor, AODA and Social Worker) (a,b). 

During the onsite review, the auditor reviewed 10 risk screening assessments that verified the
PC assertion that there were no LGBTI inmates at SCCC to confirm the facilities practice with
provision (c, d, e, f, g).

Interviews with 16 random inmates confirmed that they were asked a series of questions upon
intake. Twelve inmates could remember the questions asked while other stated that they were
asked the same questions at their previous facility. 

Based on the evidence, the facility is in compliance with this standard.
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115.43 Protective Custody

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that offenders at high risk for sexual victimization shall not be separated from the general
population unless an assessment of all available alternatives has been made and a
determination has been made that there is no available alternative means of separation from
likely abusers. If an assessment cannot be conducted immediately, the facility may separate
the offender involuntarily from the general population for less than 24 hours while completing
the assessment (a).

During the last 12 months, SCCC did not have an incident of sexual abuse or sexual
harassment during the audit period that would confirm the facilities practice with this provision
(a, b, c, d, e,). 

During the tour, SCC has a temporary holding area. However, staff indicated inmates are not
housed in this area. 
Interview with staff, staff stated that the facility does not have a segregated housing unit at
SCCC. Also, there was no inmate that were at a high risk for victimization during the last 12
months.

Post audit, the facility did receive an allegation of sexual abuse and sexual harassment.
However, this did not require staff at SCC to utilize the temporary holding area to separate the
victim from general population and from likely abusers in that case. 

Based on the evidence, the facility is in compliance with this standard.
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115.51 Inmate reporting

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
the DOC shall provide multiple ways for offenders to privately report sexual abuse and sexual
harassment, retaliation by other offenders or employees for reporting sexual abuse and
sexual harassment, and employee neglect or violation of responsibilities that may have
contributed to such incidents. In addition, the DOC shall provide at least one way for offenders
to report sexual abuse and sexual harassment to a public or private entity that is not part of
the DOC (a, b). Employees shall accept reports made verbally, in writing, anonymously, and
from third parties; promptly document any verbal reports and immediately report to
supervisory staff (c). The DOC shall provide a method for employees to privately report sexual
abuse and sexual harassment of offenders (d).

During interviews with staff, staff confirmed that inmates do have multiple internal ways of
reporting sexual abuse or sexual harassment. One way of reporting is inmates can call the
777 hotline from the inmate phone system, utilize the inmate grievance process or report
directly to staff. When inmate calls the 777 hotline those calls go to central office in Madison
Wisconsin, the grievance process is an internal mailbox that inmates can complete an
interview request. Inmates can kite the PREA Compliance Manager directly or report an
allegation to any staff member. Staff also stated they would report an allegation directly to
their supervisor and document it in writing (a). Staff indicated that inmates can also report an
allegation of sexual abuse or sexual harassment to a public or private entity that is not a part
of DOC. Inmates can report outside the agency by calling 888 the local law enforcement
agency in Madison Wisconsin, family or friend, Turning Point for victims of domestic violence
and sexual violence by calling (800)-345-5104, St. Croix Valley SART Inc. at (715) 425-64443
and New Richmond Police Department (715) 246-6131.

During the last 12 months, staff reported that there had not been an allegation of sexual
abuse or sexual harassment at SCCC. However, SCCC did have two sexual abuse/sexual
harassment investigations post audit that was investigated to confirm the agency's practice.
One allegation was reported in a grievance during the on-site audit and the other was
reported post audit. The auditor was able to review both completed investigations post audit to
confirm the agency's practice. 

The PREA handbook for inmates provides information about reporting sexual abuse
allegations to staff member. Each inmate is issued a PREA handbook at intake, a bookmark
that provides SCC contacts internal and external resources of reporting sexual abuse and
sexual harassment. If staff receive an allegation of sexual abuse or sexual harassment they
report it immediately to their supervisor (a)(b(c))(d).

Interview with 16 inmates revealed that they knew how to report an allegation of sexual abuse
or sexual harassment at SCCC. Inmates stated they would use their bookmark, write a
grievance, call home and report to family or friend, or tell a staff member by completing an
interview request slip. Some inmates reported that they did not feel comfortable using the
phone system to call 777 or 888 as the process requires them to announce the number to the
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staff when they are dialing (a-d). Some inmates indicated that if you are not announcing the
number everyone would know you are calling the hotline number. Also, some inmates
reported that they were not comfortable reporting through the mail as all incoming and
outgoing mail is censored by staff. 

During the tour, there were PREA posting in every barrack that list the local hotline number
777 and the outside hotline number 888 in English and Spanish, SCCC facility staff contacts,
and outside resources for TurningPoint, St. Croix Valley SART Inc, and New Richmond Police
Department. The PREA auditor notification signs was posted in every barrack including other
areas that prisoners have access in English and Spanish (a)(d). During the tour the auditor
used the inmate phone in the barrack to call the 777, 888, Turning point for Victims of
Domestic Violence and Sexual Abuse, St Croix Valley SART inc, and the New Richmond Police
Department. The auditor was able to dial 777, 888, and TurningPoint. However, the auditor
was not able to dial St Croix Valley SART inc., and the New Richmond Police Department from
the inmate phone system.

The auditor reviewed the facility DAI Inmate Mail Policy 309.04.01, the DAI Inmate visiting
policy 309.06.01 and the DAI Monitoring and Recording of inmate Telephone Calls policy
309.39.01. Agency Policy does allow staff with the approval of the security director to monitor
incoming and outgoing inmate mail. Agency Policy allows that all telephone calls except
approved properly placed attorney calls may be monitored and recorded. Also, agency policy
does allow visitors an opportunity to access Wisconsin facilities to visit inmates within the
guidelines established. 

During the exit with facility staff, the auditor recommended that the facility review the practice
of requiring inmates to sign up listing the number they wish to call the night before and
requiring them to announce the number when they are dialing the number. The practice of
having inmates announce the number they are dialing does not provide an inmate a means of
reporting an allegation of sexual abuse or sexual harassment privately when they want to dial
777, 888 or any other number that is available as an outside resources. Also, days in which an
inmate could utilize the phone system was restricted to one 15 minute call every other week
on opposite weekends of visits for male inmates and one 15 minute call each weekend for
female inmates. Staff indicated they would review these practices. 

On November 1, 2017, the auditor received memorandum notification that the facility was
making changes to allow inmates to have privacy and opportunity to make calls freely. In
review of the memorandum, the facility will no longer require inmates to sign up for phone
calls in advance, say the phone number they are calling out loud or list and approve the
individuals they are calling. In addition we will no longer require inmates to alternate phone
calls weekends. Inmate phone call privileges would be allowed on free time daily, social skills
time currently three times a week, barracks study time, and on weekends from 1300-1400.
This will allow inmates to make cals assuring their confidentiality/privacy and ability to report
any PREA concerns in a timely manner. The process will begin December 4, 2017 after the
installation of additional phones in the barracks. On December 4, 2017, the auditor sent an
email inquiring about the change in the process regarding the inmate phones. On December
5, 2017, the facility reported that there was some difficulty getting the barrack phones
installed. The process will go into effect when the phones are installed. On December 20,
2017, the auditor was notified that the additional phone arrived at SCCC. 
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On January 26, 2018, the facility notified the auditor that the additional inmate phones had
been installed and provided the auditor with confirmation that all staff and inmates were
notified by posting on the bulletin board and via email of the new phone policy. The facility also
provided the auditor with a new telephone schedule that allowed the inmates to make phone
calls daily on free time, study/social skills time and on the weekends from 1230 to 1400 hours.
Two new phones were installed on the East wing and four new phones installed on the upper
West. 

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with this standard.
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115.52 Exhaustion of administrative remedies

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that all sexual abuse and sexual harassment complaints filed through the Inmate Complaint
Review System shall be immediately redirected and referred for sexual abuse and/or sexual
harassment investigation. See Investigations (section XVII.) for guidelines. Inmates shall be
notified within 30 days of the initial complaint that an investigation into the portion of the
complaint alleging sexual abuse or sexual harassment has commenced and the Inmate
Complaint Review process has concluded. A time limit shall not be imposed on when an
offender may submit a complaint regarding an allegation of sexual abuse or sexual
harassment though other applicable time limits may still apply to any portion of the complaint
that does not allege an incident of sexual abuse or sexual harassment. All appeals shall be
made in accordance with Wisconsin State statutory time limits and referred to the appropriate
reviewing authority. The complaint process shall not include a mandatory informal resolution
requirement (a,b, d). Each facility shall ensure that an offender who alleges sexual abuse or
sexual harassment may submit a complaint without submitting it to an employee who is the
subject of the complaint and that such a complaint is not referred to an employee who is the
subject of the complaint. The offender may use an alternate method of filing (c). Third parties,
including fellow offenders, employees, family members, attorneys and outside advocates, shall
be permitted to assist an offender in filing complaints related to allegations of sexual abuse or
sexual harassment. Complaints filed shall be referred for sexual abuse and/or sexual
harassment investigation (e). If an offender alleges that he or she is subject to a substantial
risk of imminent sexual abuse, the offender may contact any employee who is not the subject
of the allegation. Staff shall immediately forward the allegation to facility leadership for
immediate corrective action. Facility leadership shall provide an initial response within 48
hours and issue a final decision within 5 calendar days. The initial response and final facility
decision shall document the facility’s determination whether the inmate is in substantial risk of
imminent sexual abuse and the action taken in response to the emergency complaint. Further
response shall be in accordance with Employee Reporting (f). The DOC may discipline an
offender for a complaint filed alleging sexual abuse or sexual harassment only where the DOC
demonstrates that the complaint was filed in bad faith (g).

During the tour, all areas that inmates had access displayed PREA posters in both English and
Spanish that show multiple ways in in which an inmate can report an allegation of sexual
abuse and sexual harassment. One way of reporting is through the Inmate Complaint Review
System (ICRS). The inmate complaint review system provides a process by which inmates
may raise grievances concerning rules, living conditions, and staff actions. Sexual abuse and
sexual harassment complaints filed through the ICRS shall be immediately redirected and
referred for investigation (a).

During interviews with staff, staff stated they would report any allegation of sexual abuse to
their supervisor. During the last 12 months, SCCC did not have an inmate that reported sexual
abuse allegation using the grievance process that would confirm the facilities practice with this
standard (a-e). The facility reported that they did not have an inmate file an emergency
grievance that would confirm the agency practice with provision (f).
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Interviews with inmates revealed that the inmates knew of the various ways of reporting
including using the Inmate compliant system. Inmates also knew that they could report to a
family member or friend. The auditor was able to review a grievance in which an inmate
reported sexual harassment during the onsite audit. The grievance on sexual harassment
investigation once completed was forwarded to the auditor which confirmed the facility does
process and investigate inmate grievances.

Based on the evidence, the facility is in compliance with this standard.
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115.53 Inmate access to outside confidential support services

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that the facility shall provide offenders with access to outside victim advocates, with whom the
DOC shall maintain or attempt to enter into memoranda of understanding with, for emotional
support services related to sexual abuse. Access includes giving offenders mailing addresses
and telephone numbers, including toll-free hotline numbers where available. The facility shall
enable reasonable communication between offenders and these organizations and agencies,
in as confidential a manner as possible and, in advance, provide notification to offenders of
the extent to which such conversations will be monitored and the extent to which reports of
abuse will be forwarded to authorities in accordance with mandatory reporting laws (a, b, c).

During the tour, sexual abuse and sexual harassment posting in the male and female
barracks, gym, school/library, food service, basement and other areas in the facility provide
inmates access to the PREA reporting hotline phone numbers 777 for making calls inside DOC
locations and hotline phone number 888 for calls outside DOC. The hotline number does not
require inmates to utilize their pin number which provides a way inmates can communicate in
confidential manner. This information is also available in the inmate handbook that inmates
receive at intake and again during inmate orientation. Each inmate is also provided a
bookmark that provides the same information posted throughout the facility (a)(b).

Interviews with staff and inmates indicate that inmates know how to report an incident of
sexual abuse and sexual harassment. Staff at intake and orientation provide the red Sexual
Abuse and Sexual Harassment Prevention and Intervention handbook and orientation booklet.
During interview with staff, staff confirmed that the Turning Point agency is also available to
inmates at 1-800-345-5104 and St. Croix Valley SASRT Inc. (715) 425-6443. During the
interviews with 16 inmates all inmates confirmed that they knew how to make contact with
confidential services provided by Turing Point. 

The Wisconsin Department of Corrections (DOC) has a signed Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) with Turning Point for Victims of Domestic and Sexual Violence (SARP)
to comply with Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA). Turning Point is a sexual assault provider
(SARP) that provides a safe and confidential emotional support, accompaniment, crisis
intervention information and referral to victims of sexual abuse in confinement as required by
the Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA). The MOU provides an outline of the role and
responsibilities of DOC and SARP which shall enhance commitment to providing advocacy
services to victims of sexual abuse in confinement (a-c). 

During the Pre-audit, the facility provided the auditor with a copy of the memorandum that
outlines the agreement between Wisconsin Department of Corrections and Turning Point for
Victims of Domestic and Sexual Violence (SARP) dated March 9, 2017. The auditor was able
to view Turning Point website http://www.turningpoint-wi.org to confirm that Turning Point does
provide sexual assault crisis support and the 24 hour hotline. The auditor was also able to call
Turning Point from the inmate phone system during the onsite audit to confirm that inmates
are allowed to call without entering a PIN number by dialing (800) 345-5104. The auditor also
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contacted Turning Point by phone and spoke to the staff on August 24, 2017 which confirmed
the agency practice with this provision (a-c). 

Based on the evidence, the facility is in compliance with this standard.

115.54 Third-party reporting

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that employees shall accept reports made verbally, in writing, anonymously, and from third
parties; promptly document any verbal reports and immediately report (a).

The facility has information posted in areas throughout the facility. Also the facility has PREA
signs posted in the gym where visiting would occur in view of the public for reporting sexual
abuse and sexual harassment (a). The information for the public is also available on the
agency's website.

During the random inmate interviews, inmates expressed knowing how to report a sexual
abuse or sexual harassment allegation with someone other than the facility staff. Inmates
stated they could report to family, call 888 or call the turning Point outside resource agency
(a).

During interview with staff, SCCC has not had any reported incidents of sexual abuse or
sexual harassment where the inmate utilized the hotline or outside resource during the last 12
months that would confirm the facility's practice with this provision.

Based on the evidence, the facility is in compliance with this standard.
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115.61 Staff and agency reporting duties

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that employees shall accept reports made verbally, in writing, anonymously, and from third
parties; promptly document any verbal reports and immediately report any knowledge,
suspicion or information regarding an incident of sexual abuse or sexual harassment that
occurred in a facility, whether or not it is part of the DOC; any incidents of retaliation against
offenders or employees who reported such an incident; and/or any employee neglect or
violation of responsibilities that may have contributed to an incident or retaliation (a).
Employees shall not reveal any information related to sexual abuse or sexual harassment to
anyone other than to supervisors, investigators and designated officials. Such information
shall be limited to information necessary to make treatment, investigation and other security
and management decisions (b). Medical and mental health practitioners duty to report, and
limitations of confidentiality at the initiation of services (c). If the alleged victim is under the age
of 18 or considered a vulnerable adult in accordance with State or local statute, the DOC shall
report the allegation to the designated State or local services agency under mandatory
reporting laws (d). All allegations of sexual abuse and sexual harassment including third party
and anonymous reports shall be reported (e).

During interviews with staff, staff reported that they knew how to report an allegation of sexual
abuse and sexual harassment. Staff knew the agency zero tolerance policy, confidentiality of
reporting and that sexual abuse and sexual harassment allegations had to be reported
immediately. Also, the facility staff stated they would report the allegation to their supervisor
and contact the facility PREA coordinator (a, b, c, e). Medical staff also knew of their duty to
report an allegation of sexual abuse and sexual harassment and the limitations of
confidentiality. Medical staff indicated they would disclose the limits during PREA risk
screening. However, they never have youth at SCCC (c).

Post audit, the facility provided the auditor with two administrative investigations that confirm
that staff do report allegations to their supervisors and the PREA coordinator (a, b).

The Sexual Abuse and Sexual harassment Prevention and Intervention handbook provided
inmates information on reporting sexual abuse and sexual harassment complaints to staff and
confidentiality of those reports (a)(b). The handbook also explains the staff duty to report to
the appropriate protection agency for anyone under the age of 18 and a similar report may
also be made if the victim is an older adult 60 years or older or an at risk adult (d). SCCC does
not house inmates under the age of 18. Therefore, the auditor could not confirm the agency’s
practice with this provision (d).

Based on the evidence, the facility is in compliance with this standard.
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115.62 Agency protection duties

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that When the department or facility learns that an offender is subject to a substantial risk of
imminent sexual abuse, it shall take immediate action to protect the offender (a).

In the past 12 months, SCCC has not had an inmate that was subject to a substantial risk of
imminent sexual abuse (a). At the time of the onsite audit, the facility reported that they have
not had any sexual abuse or sexual harassment administrative or criminal investigations
during the last 12 months. 

However, post audit the facility provided the auditor with two administrative investigations that
confirmed the agency's practice with this provision. 

During interviews with staff, staff indicated they would take action immediately by notifying the
superintendent, security staff, captains, supervisor or any administrator and documents what
was reported. Some staff indicated they would move inmate to a different barrack or separate
inmate from population.

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with this standard.
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115.63 Reporting to other confinement facilities

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72: Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that within 72 hours of receiving an allegation that an offender was the victim of sexual abuse
while confined at another facility, the information shall be reported to the head of the facility
where the alleged abuse occurred (a, b). All notifications shall be documented and the
appointing authority that receives such notification shall ensure that the allegation is
investigated (c, d).

During staff interviews, SCCC did not have any allegations of sexual abuse or sexual
harassment to report to another conferment facility that would confirm the facilities practice
with this provision (a, b, c, d). However, if SCCC did receive an allegation the security director
and the Warden would assign investigator and follow PREA protocols.

Post audit, the facility did provide two administrative investigations for the auditor review. In
review the investigations, both allegations originated from SCCC and not another confinement
facility that would confirm the agency's practice with provision (a-d).

Based on the evidence, the facility is in compliance with this standard.
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115.64 Staff first responder duties

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that upon learning of an allegation that an offender was sexually abused, the first security staff
member to respond to the report shall be required to, at a minimum separate the alleged
victim and abuser; preserve and protect any crime scene until appropriate steps can be taken
to collect any evidence; if the abuse occurred within a time period that still allows for the
collection of physical evidence, request that the alleged victim not take any actions that could
destroy physical evidence, including, as appropriate, washing, brushing teeth, changing
clothes, urinating, defecating, smoking, drinking or eating; and if the abuse occurred within a
time period that still allows for the collection of physical evidence, ensure that the alleged
abuser does not take any actions that could destroy physical evidence, including, as
appropriate, washing, brushing teeth, changing clothes, urinating, defecating, smoking,
drinking or eating (a). If the first responder is not a security staff member, the responder shall
be required to request that the alleged victim not take any actions that could destroy physical
evidence and then notify security staff (b).

During interviews, staff reported that there was no reported allegation of sexual abuse to
which security staff member was able to protect the crime scene or request the alleged victim
to take actions not to destroy physical evidence the would confirm the agency’s practice with
this provision (a, b). However, staff knew what action they would take in learning that an
inmate was sexually abused. Staff indicated they would notify their supervisor, call medical,
keep the inmate safe and away from alleged abuser, reassure the victim, keep them calm,
ensure the alleged victim did not drink water, brush teeth, wash their hands, bath, use the
toilet where physical evidence could be lost, secure any evidence and document what was
reported to them. 

However, post audit the facility reported an allegation of sexual abuse. The auditor was not
able to interview the inmates involved in this allegation. In review of the investigative report,
first responder reported the allegation as required, separated the alleged victim from the
alleged abuser, and took appropriate steps to collect evidence that would confirm the agency's
practice with provision (a,b). 

Based on the evidence, the facility is in compliance with this standard.
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115.65 Coordinated response

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that each facility shall develop a written institutional plan to coordinate actions taken in
response to an incident of sexual abuse, among employee first responders, medical and
mental health practitioners, investigators and facility leadership. (a).

During an interview with staff, staff stated that the facility does have a written plan at SCCC to
coordinate actions taken in response to an incident of sexual abuse, among staff first
responders, medical and mental health practitioners, investigators and facility leadership (a).

The auditor was able to review the PREA notification plan for St. Croix Correctional Center
Sexual Abuse Response Team Protocol. The plan details the response plan for a reported risk
of imminent sexual abuse, a suspected or alleged facility-based incident of sexual abuse, and
a report of sexual abuse at another confinement facility. The plan details the individual
responses for the Superintendent, Captain, non-uniformed staff, sergeant, compliance
manager, medical staff, victim services coordinator, investigator, appointing authority, sexual
abuse incident review team, , staff first responder (a).

Based on the evidence, the facility is in compliance with this standard.

115.66 Preservation of ability to protect inmates from contact with abusers

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

The State of Wisconsin has not entered into any Collective Bargaining agreements in the last
12 months to access the agency's compliance with this provision.

In an interview with the agency's head designee, SCCC is not under a collective bargaining
agreement.

Based on the evidence, the facility is in compliance with this standard.
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115.67 Agency protection against retaliation

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that each facility shall designate an employee(s) to monitor retaliation to ensure that all
offenders and employees involved in the reporting or investigation of sexual abuse and/or
sexual harassment are protected (a). For at least 90 days following a report of sexual abuse,
the designated facility-based employee(s) shall monitor the conduct and treatment of the
offender(s) or employee(s) who reported the sexual abuse and the offender(s) who were
reported to have experienced sexual abuse to determine if retaliation occurred. For offenders,
such monitoring shall include periodic status checks. Employees shall act promptly to remedy
any such retaliation. Monitoring beyond 90 days shall continue if the initial monitoring indicates
a continuing need (c, d). For offenders or employees who express fear of retaliation, the
facility shall take appropriate protective measures (b, e).

During the on site audit and interview with staff, the facility reported that there are three staff
(Superintendent/PCM and two Captains) that monitor retaliation (a). Staff indicated that they
would would monitor for 90 days and review cameras, movement, talk to staff and inmates to
look for possible retaliation. They would investigate what is being reported and be very
observant and follow up. Staff indicated that they have a lot of resources such as the hotline,
medical, AODA counselor and pastoral visits to meet the needs of the inmates. The facility
indicated they have a number of measures they could take to protect the victim. Staff indicated
they could transfer the alleged suspect to another facility, reassignment of staff, administrative
leave, and periodic status checks with the inmate victim. Staff indicated that they want to
ensure the inmate is not adversely impacted by that staff. Therefore they would move the staff
(b, c, d,e). 

The facility reported that they did not have any allegations of sexual abuse that could confirm
the facility's practice with this provision (a, b, c, d, e). 

Post audit the facility did conduct retaliation monitoring for two inmates that reported sexual
abuse, sexual harassment and retaliation. The facility provided a copy of the investigation to
the auditor for review. A review of the investigative reports confirmed the agency did assign
monitors and followed up with inmates. Housing assignment changes were employed to
protect the victim that would confirm the agency's practice with provision (a, b, c, d, e). 

The facility provided DOC 2805 Sexual Abuse Allegation staff retaliation monitoring, DOC
2767 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment Victim services coordinator response checklist
that would document monitoring with victim and the staff member for 90 days. The facility has
designated three staff that conduct retaliation monitoring for inmates (Superintendent (PREA
Compliance Manager), or designee, Captain and Victim Services Coordinator (a).

Based on the evidence, the facility is in compliance with this standard.
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115.68 Post-allegation protective custody

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that any use of restricted status housing to protect an offender who is alleged to have suffered
sexual abuse shall be subject to the requirements of placement 115.43 (a).

During interview with staff, staff indicated that they did have a policy ED 16A section 5B ED 72
Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in confinement XV Section A. Staff indicated that they
would not place them in segregated housing and SCCC does not have segregation housing.

During the last 12 months SCCC did not any inmate who alleged to have suffered sexual
abuse held in involuntary segregated housing awaiting completion of assessment that would
confirm the agency's practice with this provision (a).

During the tour of the facility, the auditor was able to confirm that SCCC does not have a
segregated housing unit. 

Based on the evidence, the facility is in compliance with this standard.
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115.71 Criminal and administrative agency investigations

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that the DOC shall ensure that an investigation is completed for all allegations of sexual abuse
and sexual harassment, including those received from third-parties and anonymous sources.
DOC shall maintain a policies that governs the conduct of such investigation (a). Allegations of
sexual abuse or sexual harassment that involve potentially criminal behavior shall be referred
for investigation to local law enforcement. All referrals to law enforcement shall be
documented. The policy describing such referrals, in addition to the investigative
responsibilities of the DOC and local law enforcement, shall be published and maintained on
the DOC’s website (h). Investigators shall preserve and/or collect direct and circumstantial
evidence, including any available physical and DNA evidence and any available electronic
monitoring data; shall interview alleged victims, suspected perpetrators and witnesses; and
shall review prior complaints and reports of sexual abuse involving the suspected
perpetrator(c). The credibility of an alleged victim, suspect or witness shall be assessed on an
individual basis and shall not be determined by the person’s status as offender or employee.
The DOC shall not require an offender who alleges sexual abuse to submit to a polygraph
examination or other truth-telling device as a condition for proceeding with the investigation of
such an allegation (e). Administrative investigations shall include an effort to determine
whether employee actions or failures to act contributed to the abuse (f). Administrative and
criminal investigations shall be documented in a written report to be retained for as long as the
alleged abuser is incarcerated or employed by the DOC, plus ten years. Administrative
investigative reports shall include a description of the physical and testimonial evidence, the
reasoning behind credibility assessments and the investigative facts and findings (f,i). The
departure of an alleged abuser or victim from the employment or control of the facility or the
DOC, or the recantation of the allegation, shall not provide a basis for terminating an
investigation (j).

The agency is not responsible for conducting criminal sexual abuse allegations. However, the
agency does conduct administrative sexual abuse allegations which is documented on a DOC
1271 report. The Criminal sexual abuse allegations are referred to the local law enforcement
for investigation. Both agencies have a good working relationship. The outside agency would
work directly with Wisconsin Corrections Center System Security Director (WCCS) (a). At the
time on the onsite audit, the PREA investigator had retired and teh agency had just hired a
new PREA investigator. The PC and the Security Director reported that if there was an
allegation of sexual abuse or sexual harassment the allegation would be forwarded through
the same process but assigned to another investigator within the agency. A review of training
records database and confirmed that 317 staff were trained to conduct PREA investigations
within the agency and 34 were trained to conduct PREA investigations within the WCCS
consistent with provision (b). SCCC has one trained PREA investigator that completed
specialized PREA investigator training. 

During the onsite audit, the agency reported that SCCC did not have any reported sexual
abuse allegations preceding the onsite audit. Therefore, the auditor was not able to review
any investigative files during the onsite audit. SCCC did have two sexual abuse/sexual
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harassment investigations post audit that was investigated to confirm the agency's practice
with this provision. There was one grievance of sexual harassment during the time on the
onsite audit and there was one sexual abuse/harassment investigation post audit. The auditor
requested that the facility send the completed investigations for review. The auditor was able
to review the investigations to confirmed the agency's practice. During an interview with the
Security Director and PC, they were able to describe the investigative process. During the
investigative process, facility staff have been instructed to notify the supervisor of any
allegation of sexual abuse or sexual harassment, a supervisor would complete a preliminary
investigation then forward it to the Security Director (WCCS). The Security Director (WCCS)
will then work with human resource on assignment of an investigator then forward to PREA
Office to assign an investigation number. After the investigation number has been assigned,
the investigation is sent o the PREA investigator within 48 hours to investigate the allegation. 

During interviews with inmates, there was one allegation of sexual harassment reported
through the grievance process. Facility staff confirmed that they had received the allegation
and had processed the allegation for investigation. The auditor requested that the
investigation be provided when it was completed and that the inmate be monitored a result of
the allegation. 

Post audit, the auditor requested that the facility provide the grievance investigation that was
reported during the onsite audit and any other investigations that were completed post audit.
The agency provided two investigations that confirmed the agency's practice with provision (c-
f ). The investigations were in a written report that contains a thorough description of the
physical, testimonial, and documentary evidence and attaches copies of all documentary
evidence that confirms the agency practice with provision (g, h, j). The agency also provided
three documented reports from 2007 to confirm that the agency maintain all investigations.
The investigations are maintained by WCCS (i). 

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with the standard.
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115.72 Evidentiary standard for administrative investigations

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that the DOC shall impose no standard higher than a preponderance of the evidence in
determining whether the allegations of sexual abuse or sexual harassment are substantiated
(a).

During the onsite audit, the agency reported that SCCC did not have any reported sexual
abuse allegations preceding the onsite audit. Therefore, the auditor was not able to review
any investigative files during the onsite audit. SCCC did have two sexual abuse/sexual
harassment investigations post audit that was investigated to confirm the agency's practice
with this provision. There was one grievance of sexual harassment during the time on the
onsite audit and there was one sexual abuse/harassment investigation post audit. The auditor
requested that the facility send the completed investigations for review. Post audit, the facility
provided the auditor two administrative investigations for review. A review of the reported
sexual abuse or sexual harassment investigations during the last 12 months confirm's the
agency's compliance with this provision (a). The auditor was able to review the investigations
to confirmed the agency's practice.

During an interview with the Security Director, the standard of evidence they require to
substantiate allegations of sexual abuse or sexual harassment is more likely than not. In both
investigations, the investigator found the allegations to be substantiated based on the
evidence which confirmed the agency's practice with this provision.

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with the standard.
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115.73 Reporting to inmates

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that following an investigation of an allegation that an offender suffered sexual abuse in a
DOC facility, the facility shall inform the alleged victim, and document such notification, as to
whether the allegation has been determined to be substantiated, unsubstantiated or
unfounded. If the DOC did not conduct the investigation, it shall request the relevant
information from the investigative agency in order to inform the alleged victim. The DOC’s
obligation to report shall terminate if the alleged victim is released from custody (a, b, e, f).

During interview with staff, the facility reported that they have not had any sexual abuse or
sexual harassment administrative or criminal investigations during the last 12 months that
would confirm the agency's compliance with this provision.

A review of agency letters DOC 2768 confirm that the agency has a process for notification of
findings for substantiated, unsubstantiated, and unfounded cases.

During interviews with inmates, there was one allegation of sexual harassment reported
through the grievance process. Facility staff confirmed that they had received the allegation
and had processed the allegation for investigation. The auditor requested that the
investigation be provided when it was completed and that the inmate be monitored a result of
the allegation. 

Post audit, the facility provided the auditor two administrative investigations for review. A
review of the reported sexual abuse or sexual harassment investigations the inmate was being
monitored and was notified of the outcome of the investigation which confirm's the agency's
compliance with this provision. 

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with the standard.
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115.76 Disciplinary sanctions for staff

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
staff members who are found to have violated the DOC sexual abuse, sexual harassment and
retaliation policies shall be subject to disciplinary sanctions up to and including termination (a).
Termination is the presumptive sanction for a staff member who engaged in sexual abuse. All
terminations for violations of the DOC sexual abuse and sexual harassment policies, including
resignations that would have resulted in termination if not for the resignation, shall be reported
to any relevant licensing bodies (b)(d). Sanctions shall be commensurate with the nature and
circumstances of the violation, the staff member’s disciplinary history and the sanctions
imposed for comparable offenses by other staff with similar histories (c). 

A review of facility investigation during the audit period verified that there was one
substantiated case involving staff sexual harassment wherein the staff was disciplined in
accordance with the agency policy (b,c). There were no termination for violation of the agency
sexual abuse or sexual harassment policy during the audit period (d). 

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with the standard.
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115.77 Corrective action for contractors and volunteers

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) confirms
that any volunteer or contractor who engages in sexual abuse shall be prohibited from contact
with offenders and shall be reported to relevant licensing bodies. Appropriate remedial
measures shall be taken by the facility to ensure the safety of offenders in contact with
volunteers and contractors (a,b).

During the last 12 months one investigation was reviewed that verified there had not been any
instance of sexual abuse or sexual harassment by a contractor or volunteer (a). During the
last 12 months, SCCC has not had a volunteer or contractor that violated the agency's policy
on sexual abuse and sexual harassment to take appropriate measures and consider whether
to prohibit further contact with inmates that would confirm the agency's practice (b).

During interview with staff, staff confirmed that the agency had not had an instance where a
contractor or volunteer violated the agency's sexual abuse or sexual harassment policy (b).
The agency refers all investigations to local law enforcement in and there was no instance
where a contractor or volunteer had to be reported to law enforcement (a). 

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with the standard.
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115.78 Disciplinary sanctions for inmates

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that Offenders who have committed offender-on-offender sexual abuse are subject to
disciplinary sanctions pursuant to a formal disciplinary process (a). Sanctions shall be
commensurate with the nature and circumstances of the violation, the offender’s disciplinary
history and the sanctions imposed for comparable offenses by other offenders with similar
histories (b). The disciplinary process shall consider whether a perpetrating offender’s mental
disabilities or mental illness contributed to his or her behavior when determining what type of
sanction, if any, should be imposed (c). The facility shall consider requiring perpetrating
offenders to participate in interventions, such as therapy or counseling, to address and correct
underlying reasons or motivations for the abuse (d). An offender may only be disciplined for
sexual contact with an employee upon a finding that the employee did not consent to such
contact (e). Reports of sexual abuse or sexual harassment made in good faith based upon a
reasonable belief that the alleged conduct occurred shall not constitute falsely reporting an
incident or lying, even if an investigation does not establish evidence to substantiate the
allegation (f). While consensual sexual activity between offenders is prohibited in the DOC
facilities, the DOC may not deem consensual sexual activities as sexual abuse if it is
determined that the activity is not coerced (g).

During interviews with staff, the facility did not have an administrative findings of inmate-on-
inmate sexual abuse that have occurred at the facility in the last 12 months (a). Although the
agency prohibits sexual activity between offenders, non-coercive sexual activity between
inmates is not considered sexual abuse (g). Also, an inmate may be disciplined for sexual
contact with an employee upon a finding that an employee did not consent to the sexual
contact with the inmate (e). There had been no instance of an inmate sexual contact on an
employee to confirm the agency's practice with this provision (e).

An investigation reviewed post audit during the audit period revealed SCCC had one
administrative findings of inmate-on-inmate sexual abuse that have occurred at the facility that
was substantiated and the inmate was disciplined as a result which confirmed the agency's
practice with provision (a,b,c). SCCC did not have any administrative finding that resulted in
criminal finding of guilt to confirm the agency’s practice with this provision (a). The auditor did
receive a copy of the investigation for review. The auditor was not able to interview the victim
in this offense as the incident occurred post audit.

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with the standard
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115.81 Medical and mental health screenings; history of sexual abuse

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that if either the initial or follow-up screening indicates an offender has previously experienced
prior sexual victimization or has perpetrated sexual abuse, whether it occurred in an
institutional setting or in a community setting, employees shall ensure the offender is offered a
follow-up meeting with a mental health provider within 14 days of the initial or follow-up
screening (a,b,c). Further, any information related to sexual victimization or abusiveness
occurring in an institutional setting shall be confidential and strictly limited to medical and
mental health clinicians and other employees, as necessary, to inform treatment plans and
security and management decisions, including housing, bed, work, education and program
assignments or as otherwise required by law (d). Also, medical and mental health practitioners
shall obtain informed consent from offenders before reporting information about prior sexual
victimization that did not occur in an institutional setting, unless the offender is under the age
of 18 (e).

During the on site audit, the auditor reviewed 10 intake screening that was completed by the
facility within 72 hours of arrival. If prior victimization was reported during screening, medical
services are offered at the facility (a). If prior perpetrated sexual abuse has occurred, mental
health follow services are offered (b). SCCC staff conduct all PREA risk screening. Therefore,
information related to sexual victimization or abusiveness is strictly limited to medical health
practitioners and other staff as necessary for treatment plans and security management
decisions regarding placement, assignments and education (d).

During interview with staff it was confirmed that inmates are offered a follow-up screening with
medical or mental health staff. However, it is not mandated that an inmate attend a follow up
meeting. SCCC does not have youthful offenders (e). A review of ten follow up screening
indicates that follow up with medical staff is being offered. Medical staff stated they would
receive informed consent from inmates for incidents that occurred in the community before
reporting sexual victimization that did not occur in the institutional setting (e). 

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with the standard.
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115.82 Access to emergency medical and mental health services

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
that all medical and mental health treatment services shall be provided to the victim without
financial cost, regardless of whether the victim names the abuser or cooperates with any
investigation arising out of the incident, and in a manner consistent with the community level of
care (c)(d).

SCCC reported that they would use a DOC -3001 Off site service request to report if a inmate
was to go off site for treatment. SCCC staff reported that there was no incident of a sexual
abuse allegation in the last 12 months that would confirm the agency's practice with this
provision (a). 

During interview, staff indicated that victims would have timely and unimpeded access to
emergency medical treatment. Services would be provided based on the information provided
by alleged victim. If medical indicated a medical assessment is required, administration would
ensure it happened (a, b). The alleged victim would be taken to Westfield Hospital and Clinic
ER and Turning Point. Also, the facility provides St.Croix Valley Sexual Assault Response
Team (SART) Inc. as an additional outside resource (c). Staff indicated that inmates that are
victims of sexual abuse are offered timely information about and timely access to emergency
contraception and sexually transmitted infections prophylaxis (c). 

Post audit, the facility provided the auditor one investigation of an inmate and inmate
allegation of sexual abuse. A review of the investigation confirmed that the agency did offer
additional support services to the victim which confirmed the agency's practice with provision
(d). 

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with the standard.
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115.83 Ongoing medical and mental health care for sexual abuse victims and abusers

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA) outlines
the facility shall offer medical and mental health evaluation and, as appropriate, treatment to
all offenders who have been victimized by sexual abuse in any confinement setting. The
evaluation and treatment of such victims shall include, as appropriate, follow-up services,
treatment plans and, when necessary, referrals for continued care following their transfer to,
or placement in, other facilities or their release from custody (a,b). All medical and mental
health treatment services shall be provided to the victim without financial cost, regardless of
whether the victim names the abuser or cooperates with any investigation arising out of the
incident, and in a manner consistent with the community level of care (g)(c). Victims of sexual
abuse shall be offered tests for sexually transmitted infections. Victims of sexually abusive
vaginal penetration shall be offered pregnancy tests, in addition to timely and comprehensive
information about and timely access to lawful pregnancy-related medical services(d-f).
Facilities shall attempt to conduct a mental health evaluation of all known offender-on offender
abusers within 60 days of learning of such abuse history and offer treatment when deemed
appropriate by mental health practitioners (h).

During staff interviews, SCCC staff reported that there has not been an incident of sexual
abuse in the last 12 months to evaluate the facility compliance with this standard.
However,staff indicated that if an inmate alleged to have been sexually abused at SCCC,
Turning Point would be first contact for treatment. There is no onsite mental health for sexual
abuse treatment. However, medical could be handled here for physical trauma after stabilized
at ER. Staff indicated although they are not therapist, they would do stress management,
anxiety management within the scope of providing a safe place to listen to the victim. Staff
indicated that services offered are consistent with community level of care without financial
cost (c, g). Since SCCC has female inmates, female inmates would immediately be given
timely information and access to all lawful pregnancy related services and testing (d-f). SCCC
HSU can do a basic psychological assessments. However, does not conduct mental health
evaluations. Mental health evaluations are completed prior to inmates being placed into the
SCCC program (h). 

During interviews with inmates, there were no female inmates that reported sexual abuse at
SCCC that would confirm the agency's practice with provision (d-f). 

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with the standard.
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115.86 Sexual abuse incident reviews

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

The agency's Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement
(PREA) Policy outlines that all facilities shall conduct a review within 30 days of the conclusion
of every sexual abuse investigation unless the allegation was determined to be unfounded.
The team shall consist of upper level management officials with input from supervisors,
investigators and medical and mental health practitioners (a)(b)(c). Agency's policy also
consider whether the allegation or investigation indicates a need to change policy or practice
to better prevent, detect or respond to sexual abuse; consider whether the incident or
allegation was motivated by race; ethnicity; gender identity; lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender or intersex identification, status or perceived status; gang affiliation; or was
motivated or otherwise caused by other group dynamics at the facility; examine the area in the
facility where the incident allegedly occurred to assess whether physical barriers in the area
may enable abuse; assess the adequacy of staffing levels in that area during different shifts;
assess whether monitoring technology should be deployed or augmented to supplement
supervision by employees; and prepare a report of its findings, including but not necessarily
limited to determinations made in the above items, and any recommendations for
improvement and submit such report to the facility head and PREA Compliance Manager (d).
Also, the agency policy outlines that the facility shall implement the recommendations for
improvement, or shall document its reasons for not doing so (e).

During an interview with staff, staff revealed that there had not been a reported incident or an
allegation of sexual abuse that the agency would have investigated that would render a sexual
abuse incident review. However, staff indicated that if they did have an sexual abuse incident
they would follow the agency policy (a)(b)(c)(d)(e). Staff stated the incident review team is
made up of the superintendent and two Captains.

During interviews with random inmate, none of the inmate stated that they reported or know of
a sexual abuse allegation during the last twelve months. 

During the post audit the facility received an allegation of sexual abuse and sexual
harassment that was investigated and concluded a sufficient evidence finding. The auditor
requested and was provided a copy of the investigation for review. A review of the
investigation confirmed the agency's practice with this provision.

Based on the evidence, the facility is compliant with this standard.
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115.87 Data collection

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Agency Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
policy outlines that the DOC shall collect accurate, uniform data from incident-based
documents such as reports, investigation files and sexual abuse incident reviews for every
allegation of sexual abuse within facilities, including facilities with which it contracts for the
confinement of offenders, using a standardized instrument and set of definitions. The
extracted data, at minimum, shall include the information to answer all questions from the
most recent version of the Department of Justice Survey of Sexual Victimization. This data
shall be aggregated annually, reported to the Department of Justice as requested and, with
personal identifiers removed, posted publicly to the DOC’s website annually (a)(b)(c)(d)(e)(f).

A review of the agency website
(https://doc.wi.gov/Pages/AboutDOC/PrisonRapeEliminationAct.aspx) reveal that the the
Wisconsin Department of Corrections collects and aggregates incident-based sexual abuse
data. After analyzing such data, DOC posts an annual compilation of findings and corrective
actions on its website. The agency currently has 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015 on
its website (a). The agency does not contact for the confinement of its inmates. Therefore,
there is no incident based and aggregated data to review for provision (e). The agency would
provide the Department of Justice (DOJ) all data upon request (f).

An interview with the agency's PREA Coordinator, the agency reported that they have a
layered approach. The agency collect data from the facilities, aggregate that data, respond,
compile years, identify problems areas and things that can be corrected and this information is
reflected in their annual report. If requested, they would provide the DOJ with all data from
their annual report. The agency stated that they do not place suspect and victim information in
their annual reports. All personal identifying information is removed prior to placing on the
website. The facility reported that they had no sexual abuse investigations during the last 12
months.

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with this standard.
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115.88 Data review for corrective action

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Agency Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
outlines that the agency shall collect accurate, uniform data from incident-based documents
such as reports, investigation files and sexual abuse incident reviews for every allegation of
sexual abuse within facilities, including facilities with which it contracts for the confinement of
offenders, using a standardized instrument and set of definitions. The extracted data, at
minimum, shall include the information to answer all questions from the most recent version of
the Department of Justice Survey of Sexual Victimization. This data shall be aggregated
annually, reported to the Department of Justice as requested and, with personal identifiers
removed, posted publicly to the DOC’s website annually (a,b,c,d).

In review of the agency website, the Wisconsin Department of Corrections has verified that the
agency prepares annual report of the findings from its data review and corrective action plan
for each facility as well as for the agency. The agency's prior year reports are also available
on the website and detail collected data from 2010 to 2015. The annual reports does assess
the agency progress in addressing sexual abuse. It was verified that the agency prepares
annual report of the findings from its data review and corrective action plan for each facility as
well as for the agency on the agency website (a,b,c,d).

During an interview with staff, the agency after every incident the agency does an after action
on it. The incident review team (Investigators, health team, victim services coordinator) will
review sexual abuse substantiated or unsubstantiated incidents and look at all factors. The
agency looks at the policy, camera placement, staffing levels, and physical plant modifications
in the area. This data is complied by the PREA office (a). The agency prepares an annual
report of findings from its data review and any corrective actions for each facility as well as the
agency (b). The Secretary Office approves the annual reports and the reports made available
to the public on the agency's website (c). The agency reported that they do not redact
information from the annual report (d).

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with this standard.
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115.89 Data storage, publication, and destruction

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

Agency Executive Directive 72 Sexual Abuse and Sexual Harassment in Confinement (PREA)
outlines that All data shall be securely retained and maintained for at least 10 years after the
date of initial collection (a,d). This data shall be aggregated annually, reported to the
Department of Justice as requested and, with personal identifiers removed, posted publicly to
the DOC’s website annually (b,c).

During an interview with the Agency PREA Coodinator, it was verified that the agency does not
put suspect or victim information in there annual reports. The agency removes all personal
identifying information prior to placing it on the website (c). The data collected is kept
confidential and is securely retained by the agency PREA Coordinator (a)(c).

A review of the agency website, Prisoner Rape Elimination Act (PREA annual reports for 2014
and 2015 did not reveal any personal identifiers. The agency did not use names, inmate
numbers that would disclose the victim or suspects identity. The reports from 2010, 2011,
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 are available for the public to review (b)(c)(d).

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with this standard.

115.401 Frequency and scope of audits

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

In review of the agency website, the agency list all Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA) audits
for each of the facilities that is operates. All facilities were audited at least once (a)(b).The
facility PCM did provide the auditor full access to all areas within the facility (h). The auditor
received documentation pre-audit and was able to request additional documents onsite and
post audit. At the exit meeting during the onsite audit, the auditor made recommendations and
the facility acknowledged the recommendations and provided the documentation to support
the action taken by the facility (i).The auditor was able to conduct private interviews with 16
inmates during the on site audit (m). The auditor sent the audit notice to post throughout the
facility on July 5, 2017. The facility verified that the notice was posted on July 5, 2017 and
during the onsite tour the auditor observed the auditors notice in every area that inmates had
access. The auditors notice provided inmates the ability to send correspondence to the auditor
in the same manner as if they were communicating with legal counsel. The auditor did not
receive correspondence from any inmate at St. Croix Correctional Center pre-audit or post
audit. However, during interviews inmates verified that they knew of the auditors notice and
knew that they could write the auditor (m)(n).

Based on the evidence, the facility has demonstrated compliance with this standard.
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115.403 Audit contents and findings

 Auditor Overall Determination: Meets Standard

Auditor Discussion

In review of the agency website, the agency has published on the agency website all the final
reports for each facility within 90 days of being issued by the auditor (f).
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Appendix: Provision Findings

115.11 (a) Zero tolerance of sexual abuse and sexual harassment; PREA coordinator

Does the agency have a written policy mandating zero tolerance toward
all forms of sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

Does the written policy outline the agency’s approach to preventing,
detecting, and responding to sexual abuse and sexual harassment?

yes

115.11 (b) Zero tolerance of sexual abuse and sexual harassment; PREA coordinator

Has the agency employed or designated an agency-wide PREA
Coordinator?

yes

Is the PREA Coordinator position in the upper-level of the agency
hierarchy?

yes

Does the PREA Coordinator have sufficient time and authority to
develop, implement, and oversee agency efforts to comply with the
PREA standards in all of its facilities?

yes

115.11 (c) Zero tolerance of sexual abuse and sexual harassment; PREA coordinator

If this agency operates more than one facility, has each facility
designated a PREA compliance manager? (N/A if agency operates only
one facility.)

yes

Does the PREA compliance manager have sufficient time and authority
to coordinate the facility’s efforts to comply with the PREA standards?
(N/A if agency operates only one facility.)

yes

115.12 (a) Contracting with other entities for the confinement of inmates

If this agency is public and it contracts for the confinement of its inmates
with private agencies or other entities including other government
agencies, has the agency included the entity’s obligation to comply with
the PREA standards in any new contract or contract renewal signed on
or after August 20, 2012? (N/A if the agency does not contract with
private agencies or other entities for the confinement of inmates.)

yes
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115.12 (b) Contracting with other entities for the confinement of inmates

Does any new contract or contract renewal signed on or after August 20,
2012 provide for agency contract monitoring to ensure that the
contractor is complying with the PREA standards? (N/A if the agency
does not contract with private agencies or other entities for the
confinement of inmates OR the response to 115.12(a)-1 is "NO".)

yes

115.13 (a) Supervision and monitoring

Does the agency ensure that each facility has developed a staffing plan
that provides for adequate levels of staffing and, where applicable, video
monitoring, to protect inmates against sexual abuse?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility has documented a staffing
plan that provides for adequate levels of staffing and, where applicable,
video monitoring, to protect inmates against sexual abuse?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration the generally accepted detention and correctional
practices in calculating adequate staffing levels and determining the
need for video monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration any judicial findings of inadequacy in calculating adequate
staffing levels and determining the need for video monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration any findings of inadequacy from Federal investigative
agencies in calculating adequate staffing levels and determining the
need for video monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration any findings of inadequacy from internal or external
oversight bodies in calculating adequate staffing levels and determining
the need for video monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration all components of the facility’s physical plant (including
“blind-spots” or areas where staff or inmates may be isolated) in
calculating adequate staffing levels and determining the need for video
monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration the composition of the inmate population in calculating
adequate staffing levels and determining the need for video monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into yes
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consideration the number and placement of supervisory staff in
calculating adequate staffing levels and determining the need for video
monitoring?

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration the institution programs occurring on a particular shift in
calculating adequate staffing levels and determining the need for video
monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration any applicable State or local laws, regulations, or
standards in calculating adequate staffing levels and determining the
need for video monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration the prevalence of substantiated and unsubstantiated
incidents of sexual abuse in calculating adequate staffing levels and
determining the need for video monitoring?

yes

Does the agency ensure that each facility’s staffing plan takes into
consideration any other relevant factors in calculating adequate staffing
levels and determining the need for video monitoring ?

yes

115.13 (b) Supervision and monitoring

In circumstances where the staffing plan is not complied with, does the
facility document and justify all deviations from the plan? (N/A if no
deviations from staffing plan.)

yes

115.13 (c) Supervision and monitoring

In the past 12 months, has the facility, in consultation with the agency
PREA Coordinator, assessed, determined, and documented whether
adjustments are needed to: The staffing plan established pursuant to
paragraph (a) of this section?

yes

In the past 12 months, has the facility, in consultation with the agency
PREA Coordinator, assessed, determined, and documented whether
adjustments are needed to: The facility’s deployment of video monitoring
systems and other monitoring technologies?

yes

In the past 12 months, has the facility, in consultation with the agency
PREA Coordinator, assessed, determined, and documented whether
adjustments are needed to: The resources the facility has available to
commit to ensure adherence to the staffing plan?

yes
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115.13 (d) Supervision and monitoring

Has the facility/agency implemented a policy and practice of having
intermediate-level or higher-level supervisors conduct and document
unannounced rounds to identify and deter staff sexual abuse and sexual
harassment?

yes

Is this policy and practice implemented for night shifts as well as day
shifts?

yes

Does the facility/agency have a policy prohibiting staff from alerting other
staff members that these supervisory rounds are occurring, unless such
announcement is related to the legitimate operational functions of the
facility?

yes

115.14 (a) Youthful inmates

Does the facility place all youthful inmates in housing units that separate
them from sight, sound, and physical contact with any adult inmates
through use of a shared dayroom or other common space, shower area,
or sleeping quarters? (N/A if facility does not have youthful inmates
(inmates <18 years old).)

na

115.14 (b) Youthful inmates

In areas outside of housing units does the agency maintain sight and
sound separation between youthful inmates and adult inmates? (N/A if
facility does not have youthful inmates (inmates <18 years old).)

na

In areas outside of housing units does the agency provide direct staff
supervision when youthful inmates and adult inmates have sight, sound,
or physical contact? (N/A if facility does not have youthful inmates
(inmates <18 years old).)

na
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115.14 (c) Youthful inmates

Does the agency make its best efforts to avoid placing youthful inmates
in isolation to comply with this provision? (N/A if facility does not have
youthful inmates (inmates <18 years old).)

na

Does the agency, while complying with this provision, allow youthful
inmates daily large-muscle exercise and legally required special
education services, except in exigent circumstances? (N/A if facility does
not have youthful inmates (inmates <18 years old).)

na

Do youthful inmates have access to other programs and work
opportunities to the extent possible? (N/A if facility does not have
youthful inmates (inmates <18 years old).)

na

115.15 (a) Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches

Does the facility always refrain from conducting any cross-gender strip or
cross-gender visual body cavity searches, except in exigent
circumstances or by medical practitioners?

yes

115.15 (b) Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches

Does the facility always refrain from conducting cross-gender pat-down
searches of female inmates in non-exigent circumstances? (N/A here for
facilities with less than 50 inmates before August 20,2017.)

yes

Does the facility always refrain from restricting female inmates’ access to
regularly available programming or other out-of-cell opportunities in
order to comply with this provision? (N/A here for facilities with less than
50 inmates before August 20,2017.)

yes

115.15 (c) Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches

Does the facility document all cross-gender strip searches and cross-
gender visual body cavity searches?

yes

Does the facility document all cross-gender pat-down searches of female
inmates?

yes
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115.15 (d) Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches

Does the facility implement a policy and practice that enables inmates to
shower, perform bodily functions, and change clothing without
nonmedical staff of the opposite gender viewing their breasts, buttocks,
or genitalia, except in exigent circumstances or when such viewing is
incidental to routine cell checks?

yes

Does the facility require staff of the opposite gender to announce their
presence when entering an inmate housing unit?

yes

115.15 (e) Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches

Does the facility always refrain from searching or physically examining
transgender or intersex inmates for the sole purpose of determining the
inmate’s genital status?

yes

If an inmate’s genital status is unknown, does the facility determine
genital status during conversations with the inmate, by reviewing medical
records, or, if necessary, by learning that information as part of a
broader medical examination conducted in private by a medical
practitioner?

yes

115.15 (f) Limits to cross-gender viewing and searches

Does the facility/agency train security staff in how to conduct cross-
gender pat down searches in a professional and respectful manner, and
in the least intrusive manner possible, consistent with security needs?

yes

Does the facility/agency train security staff in how to conduct searches of
transgender and intersex inmates in a professional and respectful
manner, and in the least intrusive manner possible, consistent with
security needs?

yes

115.16 (a) Inmates with disabilities and inmates who are limited English proficient

Does the agency take appropriate steps to ensure that inmates with
disabilities have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit from all
aspects of the agency’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual
abuse and sexual harassment, including: inmates who are deaf or hard
of hearing?

yes

Does the agency take appropriate steps to ensure that inmates with
disabilities have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit from all

yes
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aspects of the agency’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual
abuse and sexual harassment, including: inmates who are blind or have
low vision?

Does the agency take appropriate steps to ensure that inmates with
disabilities have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit from all
aspects of the agency’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual
abuse and sexual harassment, including: inmates who have intellectual
disabilities?

yes

Does the agency take appropriate steps to ensure that inmates with
disabilities have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit from all
aspects of the agency’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual
abuse and sexual harassment, including: inmates who have psychiatric
disabilities?

yes

Does the agency take appropriate steps to ensure that inmates with
disabilities have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit from all
aspects of the agency’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual
abuse and sexual harassment, including: inmates who have speech
disabilities?

yes

Does the agency take appropriate steps to ensure that inmates with
disabilities have an equal opportunity to participate in or benefit from all
aspects of the agency’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual
abuse and sexual harassment, including: Other (if "other," please explain
in overall determination notes.)

yes

Do such steps include, when necessary, ensuring effective
communication with inmates who are deaf or hard of hearing?

yes

Do such steps include, when necessary, providing access to interpreters
who can interpret effectively, accurately, and impartially, both receptively
and expressively, using any necessary specialized vocabulary?

yes

Does the agency ensure that written materials are provided in formats or
through methods that ensure effective communication with inmates with
disabilities including inmates who: Have intellectual disabilities?

yes

Does the agency ensure that written materials are provided in formats or
through methods that ensure effective communication with inmates with
disabilities including inmates who: Have limited reading skills?

yes

Does the agency ensure that written materials are provided in formats or
through methods that ensure effective communication with inmates with
disabilities including inmates who: are blind or have low vision?

yes
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115.16 (b) Inmates with disabilities and inmates who are limited English proficient

Does the agency take reasonable steps to ensure meaningful access to
all aspects of the agency’s efforts to prevent, detect, and respond to
sexual abuse and sexual harassment to inmates who are limited English
proficient?

yes

Do these steps include providing interpreters who can interpret
effectively, accurately, and impartially, both receptively and expressively,
using any necessary specialized vocabulary?

yes

115.16 (c) Inmates with disabilities and inmates who are limited English proficient

Does the agency always refrain from relying on inmate interpreters,
inmate readers, or other types of inmate assistance except in limited
circumstances where an extended delay in obtaining an effective
interpreter could compromise the inmate’s safety, the performance of
first-response duties under §115.64, or the investigation of the inmate’s
allegations?

yes
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115.17 (a) Hiring and promotion decisions

Does the agency prohibit the hiring or promotion of anyone who may
have contact with inmates who has engaged in sexual abuse in a prison,
jail, lockup, community confinement facility, juvenile facility, or other
institution (as defined in 42 U.S.C. 1997)?

yes

Does the agency prohibit the hiring or promotion of anyone who may
have contact with inmates who has been convicted of engaging or
attempting to engage in sexual activity in the community facilitated by
force, overt or implied threats of force, or coercion, or if the victim did not
consent or was unable to consent or refuse?

yes

Does the agency prohibit the hiring or promotion of anyone who may
have contact with inmates who has been civilly or administratively
adjudicated to have engaged in the activity described in the two bullets
immediately above?

yes

Does the agency prohibit the enlistment of services of any contractor
who may have contact with inmates who has engaged in sexual abuse in
a prison, jail, lockup, community confinement facility, juvenile facility, or
other institution (as defined in 42 U.S.C. 1997)?

yes

Does the agency prohibit the enlistment of services of any contractor
who may have contact with inmates who has been convicted of engaging
or attempting to engage in sexual activity in the community facilitated by
force, overt or implied threats of force, or coercion, or if the victim did not
consent or was unable to consent or refuse?

yes

Does the agency prohibit the enlistment of services of any contractor
who may have contact with inmates who has been civilly or
administratively adjudicated to have engaged in the activity described in
the two bullets immediately above?

yes

115.17 (b) Hiring and promotion decisions

Does the agency consider any incidents of sexual harassment in
determining whether to hire or promote anyone, or to enlist the services
of any contractor, who may have contact with inmates?

yes
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